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A B S T R A C T 
Pupils' understanding of scientific evidence 
in the context of investigative work 
Sandra Duggan 
Thesis submitted for PhD, 1999 
The research reported in this study is based on a detailed observation study of pupils 
carrying out investigative work in primary and secondary schools. The thesis examines 
the question of the type and level of understanding of scientific evidence which is 
employed in a number of different types of tasks associated with two underlying 
substantive concepts. The results suggest that the characteristics of each task make 
different demands on pupils of different ages and show that some pupils, in both primary 
and secondary schools, are capable of applying and synthesising ideas about evidence 
effectively in a problem-solving situation. Most pupils, however, even in Year 9, show a 
weak understanding of the application of many of these ideas, such as repeatability, range 
and interval or the most appropriate type of graph. It is argued that if pupils are to 
understand scientific evidence, then these ideas need to be taught and their synthesis in 
investigative work regularly reinforced. 
The procedural understanding demonstrated by pupils in practical investigations is 
compared with the understanding revealed orally in an interview situation and in written 
tasks. While some pupils appear to use tacit understanding in practical tasks which 
cannot be accessed readily in other ways, the results also show that most pupils who can 
express ideas about evidence explicitly are more likely to apply and synthesise them in a 
problem-solving situation. It is likely that if ideas about evidence were taught explicitly, 
then the ability of pupils to apply and synthesise them in a problem-solving situation 
would improve. It is also argued that, because problem-solving skills are required by 
employers in science-based industry and because understanding evidence is important in 
everyday life, then these ideas need to be formally taught and assessed within science 
education. 
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P R E F A C E 
The need for detailed research on pupils' understanding of scientific evidence emanates 
from my psychological / scientific career in research in various fields and the realisation 
that understanding and evaluating evidence is not only a complex issue but also, and more 
significantly, one which is not germane to many people's thinking. A continuing interest 
in thinking and reasoning, which stems from an undergraduate psychology module, is the 
common theme in an otherwise varied career. 
Ecological research in East Africa provided me with my first postgraduate opportunity to 
collect and manipulate a large amount of quantitative and behavioural data and to 
experience first hand the complexity of correlational studies. Applied sociological 
research led me to even more complex data as I grappled with a study of the effectiveness 
of interventions in the field of social work. Here, the real problems associated with 
different interpretations of data as a part of evidence became apparent. 
Research in science education has shown me both sides of the coin: again the difficulties 
of collecting sound research evidence but also pupils' lack of understanding of the basics 
of evidence. This latter observation has led me to question the purpose of science 
education. 
Since carrying out the study on which this thesis is based, I have participated in two 
projects in medical research, one of which has particularly informed my thinking about 
evidence. This study concerned the attitudes and practice of general practitioners in the 
treatment of hypertension in older people. The research brought me into close contact 
with the notion of evidence-based medicine and all that that entails. There is a recognised 
lack of understanding of particular aspects of evidence amongst many in the medical 
profession. For example, some general practitioners profess to follow official guidelines 
but in practice, prefer to rely on their own experience, which may be idiosyncratic, rather 
than believe and act on the available evidence. In the diagnosis and treatment of 
hypertension, unlike in many other fields of medicine, there is hard evidence. Doctors' 
lack of belief in, and reluctance to act on, the evidence appears to arise from a suspicion 
and lack of understanding of statistics but also from a belief that evidence is influenced 
more by fashion and political credos than by verifiable data. This gap between evidence 
and practice when it relates to a general practitioner and his / her treatment of a patient 
can have profound and sometimes devastating consequences. 
My experience in medical research did not lead me to undertake this thesis since it was 
already well underway. But it did strengthen my belief that any research which 
contributes to our knowledge of the factors that underlie an understanding of scientific 
evidence and which, in the long run, may contribute to teaching about scientific evidence 
better, will not be wasted. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION - THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE 
RESEARCH ISSUE, ITS PLACE I N SCIENCE EDUCATION AND 
THE EMERGENCE OF THE THESIS 
In this chapter, the terms 'evidence' and 'understanding' will be defined. Next, the 
significance of understanding scientific evidence will be considered before proffering a 
more detailed definition of the concepts which underpin understanding scientific 
evidence. The current role of evidence in science education and in the UK National 
Curriculum will then be outlined, before describing the development, aims and structure 
of the thesis. 
1.1. Evidence - a definition 
What is the meaning of 'evidence'? An obvious starting point is a standard dictionary 
definition: 
evidence: the available facts, circumstances, etc. supporting or otherwise a belief, 
proposition etc. or indicating whether or not a thing is true or valid, (concise Oxford 
dictionary) 
The definition points to the connection between facts, belief,; validity and evidence, a 
connection which we shall be revisiting. The focus in this thesis is primarily on scientific 
evidence as opposed to evidence in other fields such as historical, geographical or legal 
evidence (except, of course, in some instances, where legal evidence is scientific, as in 
the case of forensic evidence). 
But what do we mean by scientific evidence? The term is often used loosely: sometimes 
it refers to 'the scientific facts', sometimes to 'the data' or 'the measurements'. In order 
to avoid any confusion in terminology here, a distinction is made between data and 
evidence. 'Data' are taken to mean the results themselves, as measurements or 
observations in the form of numbers or categories. 'Evidence' is used to refer to the 
collection and interpretation of the data resulting from a particular design. 'Good' or 
'sound' evidence therefore includes the evaluation of the reliability and validity of the 
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whole experiment and in this respect, is much more than data alone. We shall return to a 
more detailed definition of evidence later in the chapter. 
1.2. Understanding - what do we mean? 
How do we know when a pupil 'understands' evidence, or anything else for that matter? 
Again, we can turn to the dictionary which tells us that to understand can mean 'to 
realise', 'to conceive' or it can mean 'the power of abstract thought'. So the implication 
is that understanding is something more than 'knowing': it is an additional step, a 
realisation, or a standing back, or 'knowing that you know'. This definition of 
understanding., as greater than knowing, is also illustrated by Bloom's taxonomy of 
educational objectives (Bloom et ai, 1956) which, although old, still underpins many 
school curricula. It is usually applied to conceptual understanding. A simplified version 
of this taxonomy follows: 
Knowledge and recall of fads 
Understanding of concepts 
Application of concepts (in unfamiliar situations) 
Synthesis of concepts (in problem-solving). 
Figure 1: Simplified version of Bloom's conceptual taxonomy (Gott and Duggan, 1995) 
The first level of the taxonomy, knowledge and recall of facts, implies simple recall or 
rote learning. 'Understanding' is the second level implying an ability to integrate the 
facts into concepts and hence a more explicit realisation of their meaning than knowledge 
and recall. The other two levels, application and synthesis, subsume understanding. 
There is much concern about education being focused in the first level, knowledge and 
recall of facts, which is typified by the concern expressed by Sowell (1993), an American 
sociologist. In reporting the results of an international assessment of mathematics and 
science in 1989 about the level of American children's understanding of science 
compared to that of Korean children, Sowell writes: 
When given science questions on "everyday" facts American youngsters did almost 
as well as Korean youngsters, answering correctly 96 percent of the time, as 
compared to 100 percent among the Koreans. But when required to "apply simple 
principles", a significant gap opened up, as Koreans answered correctly 93 percent 
of the time and Americans only 78 percent of the time. Going on to a higher level, 
requiring students to "analyze experiments", Korean youngsters answered correctly 
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73 percent of the time, while Americans answered correctly only 42 percent of the 
time. At a still higher level of analysis, where only 33 percent of Korean students 
could answer correctly, only 12 percent of Americans could answer correctly. (p4) 
Sowell suggests that what is important in thinking is the ability to tie what you know 
together into a coherent chain of reasoning. He also suggests that a lack of awareness of 
the distinction between opinions and knowledge may be another significant issue. 
We shall be revisiting this taxonomy later in the chapter and throughout the thesis. 
1.3. Why does understanding scientific evidence matter? 
We shall show in what follows that understanding scientific evidence matters because it: 
a. lies at the heart of 'pure' science 
b. is central to applied science and engineering 
c. is central to scientific literacy / public understanding of science. 
The order of importance of these reasons (which are presented in an arbitrary order here) 
is open to debate. For instance, it could be argued that scientific literacy for all (c) should 
be the priority so that this should come before any consideration of the relatively few, 
elite, 'pure' scientists (a). Alternatively, it could be argued that, in order to ensure the 
economic competitiveness of our nation, the understanding of applied scientists and 
engineers (b) should take priority. In a sense, the argument is secondary if we accept that 
for any of these reasons understanding scientific evidence matters. Before we consider 
each of these functions in detail, we need to consider the nature of science itself in order 
to clarify the place of understanding evidence within it. 
1.3.1. A note on the nature of science and evidence 
The link between science and evidence begs the question - what do we mean by science? 
This question has been, and continues to be, the subject of a substantial body of literature 
in its own right by philosophers including Popper (1972), Bacon (1620) or Kuhn (1970), 
sociologists such as Chalmers (1978), or Dunbar (1995) as well as by scientists 
themselves. It is not appropriate to enter this debate in any detail here: suffice it to say 
that there is little agreement even among scientists themselves about what scientific 
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knowledge is or about what is 'proper science' (Layton 1991, Nott and Wellington, 
1994). 
There is also the further dilemma of the relationship between science and technology. 
Wolpert (1992), for instance, suggests that science produces ideas whereas technology 
results in the production of usable objects. Others regard science and technology as two 
ends of a continuum: 
Science Technology 
We shall adopt a very wide definition of science here so that it encompasses 'pure' 
science, applied science, engineering and in fact any aspect of life where science is used 
which includes much mutual ground with technology. 
The role of evidence as a part of science is also the subject of debate. The positivist 
movement regards evidence as 'objective truth' in that knowledge is regarded as the 
result of inductive generalisation based on evidence alone with the scientist holding no a 
priori ideas. 
This view has been much criticised mainly on the grounds that preconceptions influence 
how we observe, what and how we choose to measure etc. Fuller (1998) suggests that the 
selection of statistics e.g. causal or correlational already 'buys into' a view of the outcome 
of an experiment or investigation. Further, data can be interpreted in different ways and, 
in doing so, they become subject to all manner of influences. 
Wynne (1982) writes powerfully about the 'myth' of scientific evidence as objective 
truth. He suggests that this myth is still embraced by the legal system using the 
Windscale inquiry as an example of how the law interacts with, and perceives, science. 
Wynne maintains that judicial rationality is based on three assumptions: 
• the assumption that reality can be understood by reference to concrete facts 
• the assumption that the interpretation of these facts is unproblematic: 'they speak for 
themselves' 
• the assumption that the meaning of the facts is apparent and the same to all correct 
and disciplined observers. 
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He points out that: 
scientific knowledge is a fragile, shifting network of interpretive and theoretical 
activity, but this goes unrecognised by the legal mind. (p129) 
Wynne suggests that the notion of evidence and proof is 'enshrined in the legal process' 
which assumes that fact and opinion / interpretation are separable whereas the reality of 
scientific facts is that they exist 'within interpretative frameworks which legitimately 
vary' (pi 34). He gives examples of instances where scientific evidence conflicts, when 
the decision-maker is often forced to rely on credibility-indicators such as status, 
reputation, appearance of detachment or emotional involvement or religious affiliation. 
A similar instance is taken from forensic science literature where scientific evidence can 
be crucial in the courtroom. Rothwell (1998) writes: 
The responsibility of the scientist is to search for verifiable scientific facts and to 
provide impartial evidence to the court. (p337) 
In cases where the prosecution and defence scientists present different versions, the 
author argues that it is rare for the experts to disagree over the scientific facts of a case 
but that: 
the differences are more likely to be in the interpretation placed upon the findings.... 
(p337) 
They also suggest that scientists usually come to very similar conclusions but that, when 
conflict does arise 
it remains with the court to decide between the two strands of scientific evidence. 
(p338) 
So it appears that evidence is accepted by a court as objective truth except where 
scientists themselves disagree in which case the selection of evidence may be made on 
other grounds. 
1.3.2. A cognitive model 
If we take a different approach, we can use a simplified cognitive model of science based 
on the things that have to be understood to solve a problem (figure 2). 
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Problem-solving 
in science 
Mental processing 
Conceptual understanding: 
concepts, laws and theories 
Procedural understanding: 
concepts associated with the 
collection and validation of evidence 
Facts Skills 
Figure 2: Model based on Gott and Mashiter (1991) 
For the implications of the model to be clear, the terms employed should be clarified. 
Conceptual understanding includes the concepts, laws and theories traditionally 
associated with science such as photosynthesis, solubility, the laws of motion or the 
theory of evolution. These concepts are underpinned by facts, such as that height is 
measured in centimetres. Procedural understanding includes all the thinking that is 
necessary to carry out or do science in practice. The associated concepts include for 
example, choosing the most appropriate size of sample to use, deciding how many 
repeated measurements are necessary and understanding how to evaluate the reliability 
and validity of the whole task. Procedural understanding is underpinned by skills, such 
as, knowing how to use a pipette or how to select the most appropriate scale for the axis 
of a graph. 
The interaction in the model is central: in reality these two types of understanding cannot 
be separated. In tackling a practical problem, although the investigator might believe that 
s/he was employing procedural understanding only, one or more substantive concepts 
(whether explicit or implicit) will have an influence at various stages, for example, in 
how we approach the problem or in how we interpret the findings. These concepts can 
significantly affect performance. On the other hand, the consideration of a substantive 
concept could be regarded as employing conceptual understanding alone. But a concept 
relies on the collection of evidence to confirm or refute it and, in this way, procedural 
understanding is essential to demonstrate how the concept accords with reality. 
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This model takes no account of factors such as creativity, motivation or context which 
can all influence problem solving and so it is a much simplified model and should be 
regarded as such. Nevertheless it serves as a starting point for considering the thinking 
that underlies practical problem-solving in science and will serve our purpose here in 
demonstrating the place of evidence. We can now use this model to explore the various 
roles of evidence put forward earlier. 
1.3.3. Evidence at the heart of 'pure' science 
Consider the research scientist engaged in developing theory. In terms of the model, the 
science that s/he is practising focuses on the left hand side of the model with the emphasis 
on conceptual understanding. The function of evidence here is as a test of the theory in 
that the evidence provides the means to challenge, modify or support existing hypotheses. 
If we take Darwin's theory of evolution for instance, Darwin collected evidence on 
speciation and associated habitat to lend support to his theory. The significance of 
understanding evidence in this case is that it is the key to verifying and advancing theory. 
1.3.4. Evidence as central to applied science and engineering 
In applied science and engineering, the emphasis shifts towards the right hand side of the 
model. Without doubt there is a conceptual underpinning which, for example, might 
provide the basic chemical pathway to create a polymer. The job of the applied scientist 
is to optimise this process to create a product which is practical for a particular purpose 
under particular conditions. Supposing the polymer is to be used for food containers for 
use in microwave ovens. The challenge is to produce a product that, for instance, will fall 
within safety standards for food use, that will withstand the range of powers of 
microwave ovens in common use and result in a container which can be produced at a 
speed and at a cost likely to be both marketable and profitable. These are just a few of the 
factors which might need to be considered. The point is that the testing and refining of 
the product and subsequent quality control is highly dependent on the understanding of 
the collection and evaluation of evidence. So, although the relevant conceptual 
understanding is a starting point, in some branches of applied science, procedural 
understanding predominates. 
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The role of evidence as pivotal here is also illustrated and confirmed by three pieces of 
recent research. The first was a survey carried out by the Council of Science and 
Technology (CSTI, 1993) focussing specifically on employment where knowledge of 
science and maths is required. The latter was interpreted in the widest sense so that jobs 
such as hairdressers and farm workers were included as well as more obviously scientific 
roles such as biochemist or medical laboratory technicians. The project sought the views 
of over 1000 employers in industry. Their results showed that some 30% of the 
workforce uses science or maths in some aspect of their work. The majority of these are 
employed in applied science and engineering. 
The report examined what it is that industry requires of employees in these occupations as 
identified by their employers. They identified three 'skills': 
1. A central core of skills concerned with the doing of science 
2. Communication skills 
3. Management skills 
The first of these, which is of most relevance here, is defined in more detail as the ability 
to: 
• Generate own ideas, hypotheses and theoretical models and/or utilise those 
postulated by others 
• Design investigations, experiments, trials, tests, simulations and operations 
• Conduct investigations, experiments, trials, tests and operations 
• Evaluate data and results from the processes and outcomes of investigations, 
experiments, trials, tests and operations 
In terms of our model, the last three of these four points centre on the right hand side of 
our model: on procedural understanding and ideas associated with the collection and 
validation of evidence. 
The second piece of research by Coles (1997) involved interview rather than survey 
techniques. Coles interviewed scientists employed in the private and public sector across 
a wide range of scientific fields and at different professional levels. He came to broadly 
similar conclusions as the CSTI which can be summarised as: 
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• an understanding of scientific evidence 
• an understanding of major scientific concepts 
• personal and interpersonal skills 
Coles found that general capabilities were often expressed ahead of any specific scientific 
knowledge, understanding or skills. He defines general scientific capabilities as being 
practical techniques (including safety, reliability, good observation and accuracy), 
problem-solving by experimentation, decision-making by weighing evidence and 
scientific habits of mind (such as logical thinking, scepticism). Again the emphasis is on 
procedural understanding. 
The above research is a first step towards determining how science is used in the 
workplace but it remains of a general nature. We shall show in chapter 9 how we have 
recently begun to extend this work to identify more closely the kind of procedural 
understanding that is required in science-based industry. 
1.3.5. Evidence as central to scientific literacy / public understanding of 
science 
Issues which involve science are all around us. The press and other media present us with 
ongoing controversies over the effectiveness of drugs such as viagra or over the safety of 
the MMR (measles, mumps and rubella) vaccination. Or there are the continuing debates 
over BSE (bovine spongiform encephalopathy) or global warming. Al l of these issues 
impinge in some way on our lives and often we have to decide whether or not to act -
shall we eat beef, shall we opt in or out of the MMR vaccination for our children? 
Increasingly, we are faced with decisions that involve science where we have to make 
choices: most of us have to select a method of birth control, women may have to decide 
whether or not to opt for HRT (hormone replacement therapy), we may be asked to 
choose between alternative treatments at the dentist or be unlucky enough to have to 
weigh up with a doctor the pros and cons of turning off a life-support machine for a close 
relative. In all of these instances, an understanding of the principles of scientific evidence 
is beneficial and indeed, many would argue essential, i f our decision-making is to be 
informed and effective. 
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It has to be said that many of these issues such as the BSE problem are not easy to 
untangle. There may be insufficient evidence to arrive at a clear decision. In that case the 
lack of substantial evidence needs to be clearly identified and the 'next best' route which 
might be, for example, weighing up the statistical risk based on up-to-date trends and / or 
the views of a respected expert or group of experts. But all too often the reality is that the 
state of the evidence is not identified clearly so that the public bypasses this step and 
instead falls back, for example, on the view of their favourite interest group or sometimes 
adopts the hearsay put out by the popular press and / or resorts to an emotional response. 
An alternative approach that is often taken is to rely solely on the views of 'experts' but 
this may not be the answer. Scientists are human(!) and instances of scientists failing the 
public are not unknown. The issue is not that scientists are necessarily 'bad' but rather to 
suggest that evidence needs to be questioned for what it is, otherwise scientists can exert 
considerable power on an ill-informed public. A classic example is the intelligence 
quotient or IQ and its use as an indicator of'low intelligence' in particular races. The 
influence of the IQ on the curriculum and on some governmental policy was extensive 
until the quality of the evidence was re-examined more carefully. Amongst other flaws, it 
became apparent that IQ measurement was culturally biased: the design of the tool was 
invalid for use in comparing the intelligence of different races. It is too simplistic to 
suggest that such problems would be avoided i f the public were all able to understand 
scientific evidence but such an understanding would enable intelligent questioning, it 
might help to put science in perspective and perhaps avoid some of the detrimental 
consequences. There are instances in public life (e.g. in pressure groups) which show 
how the informed citizen is as capable as the competent lawyer of asking pertinent 
questions which enable him/her to evaluate the evidence for themselves. These 
arguments apply equally to other subject areas, such as history and geography, but it is in 
science, where evidence can be relatively easily collected, manipulated and controlled, 
that the understanding of evidence is perhaps most easily taught and comprehended. 
The procedural understanding aspect of scientific literacy is by no means new. Much of 
the work on the public understanding of science in the past has focused on the 
understanding of substantive concepts rather than on the understanding of evidence. 
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Familiarity with major scientific principles is also more easily measured. Ongoing 
concern about the lack of public understanding of science has led to a closer examination 
of the meaning of scientific literacy. Jenkins (1994) suggests that there are several 
dimensions to the lack of public understanding of science, one of which is the lack of 
understanding of the methods, or the 'doing' of science. The Royal Society (1985) in 
discussing the public understanding of science also supports this view: 
the individual needs to know some of the factual background and to be able to 
assess the quality of the evidence being presented. Greater familiarity with the 
nature and the findings of science will also help the individual to resist pseudo-
scientific information. An enhanced ability to sift the plausible from the implausible 
should be one of the benefits from better public understanding of science, (p. 10) 
Again, the American Association for the Advancement of Science (1989) suggests that: 
People should be able to note when conclusions do not follow logically from an 
argument, for example. Or when fact and opinion are intermingled. They should be 
able to detect when graphs distort the appearance of results, or when averages 
mask important variation, or when sample size is not reported, or when high levels 
of precision are unwarranted.' (p. 139) 
Wolpert (1992), writing in relation to ecological issues, says: 
.. .only if the public have sufficient understanding can they make judgements about 
major issues. Unless one has some scientific literacy how can one distinguish 
between ecobabble and hard science in relation to the environment? (p.9) 
Layton etal. (1993), in a study of how science is used in everyday life, focused on 
members of the public who were confronted with real-life problems e.g. the problems of 
parenting a Down's syndrome child or of domestic energy and the elderly, in which 
science would be expected to be useful in arriving at a solution. These case studies 
showed that what the public used was 'practical knowledge' - that is, knowledge which, 
while including scientific knowledge, also included other knowledge together with 
personal judgements. It was this practical knowledge which was then used to underpin 
action: 
the lay recipients of scientific knowledge were far from passive; they interacted with 
the science, testing it against personal experience, contextualising it by overlaying it 
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with particular local knowledge and evaluating its social and institutional origins 
(p.122) 
From these findings Layton et al. (ibid.) argue that scientific knowledge needs to be 
reworked or translated to become instrumental in everyday life. In discussing what sort 
of science education will enable all citizens to use science in this kind of way, Layton et 
al. (ibid.) cite work by Wynne who defines three levels of public understanding of science 
• its intellectual content, which we take here to mean the major concepts of science, 
• its research methods, which we will regard in the context of this thesis as to do with 
the collection, verification, interpretation and communication of evidence in support 
of conclusions, and 
• its organizational forms of ownership and control 
It is from an understanding of scientific evidence, rather than simply from a knowledge of 
the facts and concepts of science (substantive knowledge), that questionable practices and 
conventions can be challenged. The role of major scientific ideas remains important, but 
to the extent that there is a minimum necessary, to permit the penetrating question. Atkin 
and Helms (1993) suggest that scientific habits of mind include: 
knowing when one knows enough about a subject to take reasonable action, like 
deciding on a birth control method or introducing a modification into one's diet. 
(p.16) 
Prewitt (1983) widens the debate by introducing the notion of a 'savvy citizen': 
one who understands fundamental principles that allow him or her to function 
successfully in the political process, in policy making decisions, and in issues that 
affect social change and, although this understanding would be enriched by 
substantive knowledge of science, it is not co-terminous with it (p. 53) 
The knowledge of fundamental scientific principles related to the quality of the evidence 
enables, and hence empowers, the citizen in the face of government organisations, local 
or national, and 'big business' interests. The issue for the 'savvy citizen' in the case of 
the debate about salmonella in eggs for instance, is not how, in detail, it causes food 
poisoning, it is sufficient to know that it does, but rather, what is the quality of the 
evidence and do the tests that have been carried out suggest what should be done? 
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A lack of understanding of evidence is also related to an understanding of the nature of 
science itself. I f an understanding of evidence is limited to the collection of data rather 
than to the understanding of evidence as a whole, then the erroneous notion that many 
people hold of the nature of science as being of'objective truth' follows. The data are 
regarded as scientific 'truth' or proof and a single, given interpretation is accepted. It has 
to be said that in the past, school science has inadvertently encouraged this notion since 
practical work was limited, in the main, to closely guided experiments where the pupils 
were led to one 'correct' answer thereby reinforcing the notion of scientific truth. It may 
be that i f pupils' understanding does not extend beyond this perspective of objective or 
'true' data with a single correct interpretation, then it is perhaps not surprising that they 
perceive the nature of all of science as being that of 'scientific truth'. 
Good evidence should include an evaluative component which questions the validity and 
reliability of the data. For instance, there may be more than one possible interpretation of 
the evidence so that any one interpretation may be open to question. Generalisations 
must be treated with caution and the design of the experiment in relation to the 
interpretation carefully scrutinised. Questions, such as 'does the data provide evidence 
which will answer the problem?' must be asked whether in relation to evidence collected 
by oneself or in relation to other, 'second hand' evidence. It is here that the notion of 
scientific truth becomes untenable. The interpretation can only be the 'best' in the light of 
the available evidence at the time and is likely to be modified or changed in the light of 
further evidence. This is well-illustrated in the compilation of medical guidelines for 
common conditions, for subsequent use by practising doctors. Here a body of experts are 
brought together to evaluate all the available evidence. The guidelines are the result of an 
evaluation of the evidence available at the time and are periodically updated in the light 
of new evidence. With regard to some aspects of conditions, there is little or no evidence 
so that the guidelines are an agreed consensus or opinion with very little underlying 
'hard' evidence. It has been a revelation to many that medicine has not, until recently, 
been based on evidence. 
I f the nature of evidence is not understood, then the apparent gullibility of the public 
becomes an inevitable consequence. Hence, the unqualified acceptance of some evidence 
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and the wholesale rejection of other, is perhaps not surprising. The message is that an 
understanding of evidence is a central feature of being able to handle evidence in 
everyday life and a key component of scientific literacy. 
1.4. What is the understanding that underlies scientific evidence? 
In terms of our model (figure 2), the traditional conceptual wing or left hand side of the 
model comprises a number of key concepts or a body of knowledge which has long been 
recognised as 'science'. Ask anybody what they remember of their science education and 
they are likely to recall some of these concepts or aspects of these concepts. 
We have already suggested that there is also a body of knowledge on the right hand side 
of the model which consists of the ideas or concepts underlying scientific evidence. We 
have coined the phrase, 'concepts of evidence' for these ideas. We have used this term 
elsewhere (Duggan and Gott, 1995) to refer to the concepts which are associated with 
procedural understanding. We acknowledge that it is not an ideal phrase and we have 
considered alternatives such as 'procedures', 'working methods' or 'procedural concepts' 
but none of these terms conveys the desired meaning. Procedures or working methods 
tend to imply a low or algorithmic level of cognitive skill while procedural concepts 
again restricts the meaning to individual procedures and is somewhat confusing. Our 
term, concepts of evidence, draws attention to the importance of this understanding and 
the concepts underlying the doing of science in relation to the evidence as a whole. 
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P R O C E D U R A L 
UNDERSTANDING 
V ) 
C O N C E P T S O F 
E V I D E N C E 
Design 
Measurement 
Data handling 
Skills 
Figure 3: Procedural understanding and concepts of evidence 
Figure 3 shows how we have structured these concepts of evidence around the main 
stages of investigative work: namely those concepts associated with the design of the 
task, measurement, data handling and' finally, but crucially > with the evaluation of the 
complete task in terms of the reliability and validity of the ensuing evidence. By stages, 
we do not mean stages in time since these stages are often revisited. For instance, at the 
data handling stage, a decision may be made to take more measurements. The evaluation 
of the task requires an understanding of all three stages: - design, measurement and data 
handling, and this understanding of evaluation is needed as much at the beginning as at 
the end of the task. 
The kind of understanding associated with each of these main stages is defined in more 
detail in table 1. 
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Concepts of evidence Definition 
V
al
id
ity
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nd
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el
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bi
lit
y 
Associated with Variable Identification 
design 
Fair Test 
Sample size 
Variable Types 
Understanding the idea of a variable and identifying the relevant 
variable to change (the independent variable) and to measure, or assess 
if qualitative (the dependent variable). 
Understanding the structure of the fair test in terms of controlling the 
necessary variables and its importance in relation to the validity of any 
resulting evidence. 
Understanding the significance of an appropriate sample size to allow 
for instance for probability or biological variation. 
Understanding the distinction between categoric, discrete, continuous 
and derived variables and how they link to different graph types.. 
V
al
id
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nd
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Associated with Relative Scale 
measurement 
Range and Interval 
Choice of instrument 
Repeatability 
Accuracy 
Understanding the need to choose sensible values for quantities so that 
resulting measurements will be meaningful. For instance, a large 
quantity of chemical in a small quantity water causing saturation, will 
lead to difficulty in differentiating the dissolving times of different 
chemicals. 
Understanding the need to select a sensible range of values of the 
variables within the task so that the resulting line graph consists of 
values which are spread sufficiently widely and reasonably spaced out 
so that the "whole' pattern can be seen. A suitable number of readings 
is therefore also subsumed in this concept. 
Understanding the relationship between the choice of instrument and 
the required scale , range of readings required, and their interval 
(spread) and accuracy. 
Understanding that the inherent variability in any physical 
measurement requires a consideration of the need for repeals, if 
necessary, to give reliable data. 
Understanding the appropriate degree of accuracy that is required to 
provide reliable data which will allow a meaningful interpretation. V
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Associated with data Tables 
handling 
Graph Type 
Patterns 
Multivariate Data 
Understanding that tables are more than ways of presenting data after it 
has been collected. They can be used as ways of organising the design 
and subsequent data collection and analysis in advance of the whole 
experiment. 
Understanding that there is a close link between graphical 
representations and the type of variable they are to represent. For 
example, a categoric independent variable such as type of surface, 
cannot be displayed sensibly in a line graph. The behaviour of a 
continuous variable on the other hand is best shown in a line graph 
Understanding that patterns represent the behaviour of variables and 
that patterns can be seen in tables and graphs. 
Understanding the nature of multivariate data and how particular 
variables within those data can be held constant to discover the effect 
of one variable on another. 
Table 1: Concepts of evidence and their definition 
The evaluation of an investigation involves a consideration of its validity and reliability. By 
validity, we mean understanding the implications of the design for the validity of the 
resulting data: an overall view of the task to check that it can answer the question. By 
reliability, we mean understanding the implications of the measurement strategy for the 
reliability of the resulting data: can the data be believed? 
We have used the term 'variable' in the table to refer to any observation which can be 
described by different values for example, temperature, length or time. Variables can be 
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classified in terms of their roles and functions in the structure of the activity as 
'independent', 'dependent' or 'control' variables. 
The values for the 'independent' variable are chosen by the investigator. The value of the 
dependent is then measured for each change in value of the variable. 'Control' variables 
are those which, i f possible, must be kept constant while the independent variable is 
changed to make the test 'fair'. Many scientific tasks can be defined in this way 
according to their 'variable structure'. For example, supposing the task is to find the 
effect of car colour on frequency of accidents, the car colour is the independent variable, 
the frequency of accidents is the dependent variable and the age of driver is one of several 
control variables. 
We should note here that we are conscious of the limitations of defining procedural 
understanding in terms of the variable structure of a task, a point to which we shall return. 
It is important to note that concepts of measurement are to do with the decisions that have 
to be made about measurement rather than to do with the skill of measurement itself. 
Concepts associated with data handling include the understanding of the use of a table as 
a way of organising data rather than the construction of tables themselves. Hence before 
even beginning measurement a pupil may construct a table of values of the variable which 
s/he is going to change. The final evaluation stage subsumes all the other concepts of 
evidence because reliability and validity can only be considered in the context of the 
strategy of the whole task. 
It should be noted here that the version of the detailed list of concepts of evidence in table 
1 is the one which was used in the PACKS project and so has been presented here. In 
chapter 9, we shall explain how, since completing the project, we have developed and 
extended this list considerably in the light of ongoing research. 
1.5. Evidence and science education 
Science education provides an ideal opportunity to teach pupils about evidence because it 
is in practical science that there is the opportunity for pupils to collect, manipulate and 
control data and then evaluate the evidence in terms of reliability and validity. 
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There are of course different types of practical work each of which has its own particular 
focus (table 2). 
Principal learning outcome 
Type of practical Purpose Conceptual 
understanding 
Procedural 
understanding 
Illustration To 'prove' or verify a particular concept, law or 
principle 
Enquiry To discover or acquire a concept, law or principle / 
Skills To acquire a particular skill / 
Observation To provide opportunities for pupils to use their 
conceptual framework in relating real objects and 
events to scientific ideas 
/ 
Investigation To provide opportunities for pupils to use 
concepts, cognitive processes and skills to solve 
a problem 
/ / 
Table 2: Classification of types of practical work by their learning outcome (based on Duggan and Gott, 1995) 
In much of the traditional practical work in schools, the purpose of the collection of data 
as evidence is typically to illustrate or confirm theory. For example, in the well known 
Hooke's law practical in which increasingly heavy weights are attached to a spring, the 
purpose is for pupils to collect their own data and arrive at the law for themselves. 
Again, in observation practicals, the purpose is for pupils to gather data to support 
conceptual understanding. For example, pupils are instructed to examine the teeth of 
various mammals and their food source to explore the idea of adaptation to habitat. In 
these types of practical work the emphasis is on conceptual understanding. 
More recently, investigative work has been introduced into schools as a type of problem-
solving which provides an opportunity to focus on procedural understanding. 
Investigative work is a distinct and innovative type of practical work in which pupils are 
encouraged to implement their own solution to a problem. It can be defined as a problem 
to which the solution is not obvious and in which there is a much greater degree of 
autonomy for the pupils who also, on occasion, formulate their own questions or select 
their own interpretation of an open question. There are usually several solutions to the 
problem. The design of an investigation is much less controlled than in illustrative or 
enquiry work. Investigations are also typified by the fact that they use concepts which 
have been introduced by some other means, thereby encouraging pupils to focus on 
procedural understanding. For example, the pupils might be asked to find out the best 
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kind of elastic for bungee jumping. Modelling bungee jumping with various types of 
elastic, the practical looks to the outsider not dissimilar to the Hooke's law practical in 
that the pupils might try out a range of weights attached to the elastic to model bungee 
jumpers of different weights. But in an investigation, pupils would have already been 
introduced to Hooke's Law so that the focus is on learning how to collect valid and 
reliable data to use to make a judgement. Suppose the pupils choose the height of the 
first bounce as the measurement of interest. How will they measure the bounce height 
with sufficient accuracy to arrive at a convincing.recommendation? What will they 
choose as the range of weights? How many times will they take each reading? Al l these 
decisions encourage pupils to focus on ideas about evidence. 
Returning to the idea of understanding and the associated taxonomical structure referred 
to earlier in the chapter in relation to conceptual understanding, Gott and Duggan (1995) 
have applied the same structure to procedural understanding: 
Knowledge and recall of skills 
Understanding of concepts of evidence 
Application of concepts of evidence (in unfamiliar 
situations) 
Synthesis of skills and concepts of evidence (in problem-
solving). 
Figure 4: Simplified version of Bloom's taxonomy applied to procedural understanding (Gott and Duggan, 199S) 
Here, the knowledge and recall of skills might be the know-how of using some scales for 
weighing out a chemical. The understanding of this particular concept of evidence might 
refer to the use of these scales when a particular level of accuracy is required. The 
application of this concept could refer to using the most appropriate scales in a range of 
different types of experiments while synthesis could refer to the ability to use this 
knowledge in evaluating the reliability of data. This model underpins the thesis that 
follows. 
1.6. Evidence within the UK National Curriculum 
One of the most significant changes in the UK in the last decade has been the introduction 
of the National Curriculum proposed in 1988 and introduced in 1989 which brought with 
it a requirement in science that all pupils, even at the primary level, are exposed to 
practical work. The National Curriculum also introduced investigative work as a 
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mandatory part of the practical science curriculum which, before 1989, had consisted 
mainly of controlled or guided practical work. Nevertheless even in 1989 investigative 
work was seen as being ahead of its time. 
The government documentation for the National Curriculum which relates to science and 
includes practical science has undergone several changes. The first version of the 
curriculum for science consisted of 22 'Attainment Targets' (ATs). These attainment 
targets were simply descriptions of things which pupils should know, understand or be 
able to do. Each Attainment Target was then divided into 10 levels defined by 
'Statements of Attainment' (SoA) through which pupils could progress from the ages of 5 
to 16. The 22 attainment targets in the original version were grouped together for the 
purposes of reporting, into four 'profile components': 
1. Knowledge and Understanding (ATs 1-16) 
2. Exploration and Investigation (ATs 17 and 18) 
3. Communication (ATs 19 and 20) 
4. Science in Action (ATs 21 and 22) 
We will look below at the detail of Profile Component 1 as it was in the original version 
to see the role of investigations (table 3). 
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• Explore events and phenomena seeking regularities and noting the 
unexpected. 
Formulate hypotheses which can be tested experimentally. 
Plan and carry out investigations using apparatus, materials and methods 
appropriate to the problem being investigated. 
Make and systematically record observations which are relevant to the 
problem being investigated. 
• Represent experimental findings using graphs, tables, charts, symbols and 
conventions as appropriate. 
Select measuring instruments which are suitable to a task and use them to an 
appropriate level of accuracy. 
Recognise variability and unreliability in measurements. 
Make inferences and justify them in the light of the data. 
• Evaluate the design of experiments 
Use a range of measuring instruments. 
Estimate quantities 
• Follow instructions in verbal and written form. 
• Work with an awareness of safety aspects. 
Treat living things with respect. 
Table 3: Profile Component 1 - Exploration and Investigation (OES, August, 1988) 
It can be seen that Profile Component 1 was a mixture of skills, concepts of evidence, 
substantive concepts, and observation. Profile Component 2, Communication, also 
included some concepts of evidence. Table 4 gives some examples. 
Represent experimental findings using graphs, tables, charts, symbols and 
conventions as appropriate. 
• Use secondary sources, including the media, other people, reference books, 
data bases and select information relevant to a particular topic of study. 
Translate information between graphical, tabular, pictorial and prose forms. 
• Communicate information on a scientific topic to others in written and oral 
form 
Consider alternative theories, hypotheses and models (including personal 
theories) and assess their claims in relation to observations and other 
evidence. 
Table 4: Profile Component 2 - Communication (DES, 1988 op. ell.) 
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Both these profile components include many of the concepts of evidence which we have 
suggested are at the heart of procedural understanding but they are mixed up with other 
aspects of science. The message as to what, precisely, investigations were to be used to 
assess was far from clear. 
The proposed structure consisting of 22 Attainment Targets, each of which was to be 
assessed, was soon found to be too complex and unwieldy particularly with regard to 
assessment. In December 1988, a consultation report recommended reducing the 
Attainment Targets to 17, within two profile components: 
Profile component 1 (Attainment Target 1) 
Exploration of science, communication and the application of knowledge and 
understanding. 
Profile component 2 (Attainment Targets 2-17) 
Knowledge and understanding of science, communication, and the applications and 
implications of science. (NCC, 1988) 
This recommendation was implemented in March 1989. A further reduction was 
proposed in 1991 and implemented soon after. The attainment targets were now reduced 
to 4 and the term 'profile components' subsequently abandoned. 
The four attainment targets were Investigations (Scl), Life and living processes (Sc2), 
Materials and their properties (Sc3) and Physical processes (Sc2). Attainment Target 1, 
scientific investigation, was defined within the Programme o f Study, as follows: 
Pupils should develop intellectual and practical skills which allow them to explore 
and investigate the world of science and develop understanding of scientific 
phenomena, the nature of theories and procedures of scientific exploration and 
investigation. This should take place through activities that require a progressively 
more systematic and quantified approach which develops and draws on an 
increasing knowledge and understanding of science. The activities should develop 
the ability to plan and carry out investigations in which pupils: 
(i) ask questions, predict and hypothesise 
(ii) observe, measure and manipulate variables 
(Hi) interpret their results and evaluate scientific evidence (DES, 1991) 
Like the original version, the overall picture of assessment in Scl was rather confused 
with a mixture of some concepts of evidence and the application of substantive concepts. 
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There appears to be no clear underlying philosophy. It is based around the 'doing' of 
practical activities rather than the understanding that underpins that activity. It is no 
wonder then that its implementation was fraught with problems and has met with 
considerable criticism (Laws, 1996,1997; Donnelly et al. 1996). Some teachers who were 
unsure about assessing the 'content' of procedural understanding, focused on the 
assessment of the application of substantive concepts with the result that the 
understanding of concepts of evidence became marginalised. Others saw it as no more 
than traditional practical work as before. 
The current version of the National Curriculum, which came into effect in 1995, but is 
currently under review, consists of four statutory attainment targets: three of which are 
concerned with facts and concepts and the other with practical work (table 5). 
Sc1 Experimental and Investigative Science 
Sc2 Life Processes and Living Things 
Sc3 Materials and their Properties 
Sot Physical Processes 
Table 5: The National Curriculum for science (DFE, 1995) 
Science 1 cannot, of course, exist in a vacuum of ideas and is intended to be integrated 
with the teaching of major scientific ideas: 
Contexts derived from Life Processes and Living Things, Materials and their Properties and 
Physical Processes should be used to teach pupils about experimental and investigative 
methods. On some occasions, the whole process of investigating an idea should be carried 
out by pupils themselves. (DFE, 1995) 
Looking in more detail at the programmes of study for each Key Stage we see that pupils 
of all ages are asked to: 
turn ideas suggested to them, and their own ideas, into a form that can be 
investigated. 
Science 1 has now moved away from purely investigative work and a focus on variable 
structure towards practical work in the wider sense together with an increased emphasis 
on scientific evidence in all Key Stages and an increasing focus on analysis and 
evaluation from the lower to the higher Key Stages (table 6). The definition of Science 1 
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is very close to the CSTI definition of the central core of skills required by industry, 
outlined earlier (p.32). 
Key Stage 1 Key Stage 2 Key Stage 3 Key Stage 4 
Planning experimental 
work 
Obtaining evidence 
Considering evidence 
Planning experimental 
work 
Planning experimental Planning experimental 
procedures procedures 
Obtaining evidence Obtaining evidence Obtaining; evidence 
Considering evidence Analysing evidence and Analysing evidence and 
drawing conclusions drawing conclusions 
Considering the Evaluating evidence 
strength of the evidence 
Table 6: Key Stages in Science 1 (DEE, 1995) 
A closer comparison of Science 1 at Key Stage 4 and concepts of evidence (table 7) 
shows that in principle, the National Curriculum for science includes some of the ideas 
that have been identified as being part of the knowledge base associated with procedural 
understanding. The problem lies in the fact that teachers are unsure of what to teach and 
how to teach it. This issue will be revisited' in the discussion chapter. 
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Pupils should be taught: Concepts of evidence 
1. Planning 
experimental 
procedures 
a 
b 
c 
to use scientific knowledge and understanding, drawing on secondary sources 
where appropriate, to turn ideas suggested to them, and their own ideas, into a 
form that can be investigated; 
to carry out preliminary work where this helps to clarify what they have to do; 
to make predictions where it is appropriate to do so; 
d to consider the key factors in contexts involving a number of factors; Variable identification, 
multivariate data 
e to plan how to vary or control key variables; Fair test 
f to consider the number and range of observations or measurements to be made; Range and interval 
g to recognise contexts, e.g. fieldwork, where variables cannot readily be controlled, 
and to make judgements about the amount of evidence needed in these contexts; 
Multivariate data 
h to select apparatus, equipment and techniques, taking account of safety 
requirements. 
Choice of instrument 
Obtaining 
evidence 
a to use a range of apparatus and equipment safely and with skill; 
b to make observations and measurements to a degree of precision appropriate to 
the context; 
Accuracy 
c to make sufficient relevant observations and measurements for reliable evidence; Sample size, variable 
identification, reliability 
d to consider uncertainties in measurements and observations; Repeatability 
e to repeat measurements and observations when appropriate; Repeatability 
f to record evidence clearly and appropriately as they carry out the work. Tables and graph type 
Analysing a to present qualitative and quantitative data clearly; Tables and graph type 
evidence b to present data as graphs, using lines of best fit where appropriate; Graph type, patterns 
and drawing c to identify trends or patterns in results; Patterns 
conclusions d to use graphs to identify relationships between variables; Patterns 
e to present numerical results to an appropriate degree of accuracy; Accuracy 
f to check that conclusions drawn are consistent with the evidence; Reliability and validity 
g to explain how results support or undermine the original prediction when one has 
been made; 
Reliability and validity 
h to try to explain conclusions in the light of their knowledge and understanding of 
science 
Evaluating 
evidence 
a to consider whether the evidence collected is sufficient to enable firm conclusions 
to be drawn; 
Reliability and validity 
b to consider reasons for anomalous results and to reject such results where 
appropriate; 
Repeatability 
c to consider the reliability of results in terms of the uncertainty of measurements 
and observations; 
Repeatability and 
reliability 
d to propose improvements to the methods that have been used; Reliability and validity 
e to propose further investigation to test their conclusions. Reliability and validity 
Table 7: The National Curr iculum for Science: Experimental and investigative science at Key Stage 4 compared 
with concepts of evidence as defined in table 1. 
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1.7. E m e r g e n c e of the thes is 
In 1991, Richard Gott (University of Durham) and Robin Millar (University of York) 
obtained funding from the Economic and Social Research Council to undertake a two 
year research project entitled 'The Interaction of Children's Conceptual and Procedural 
Knowledge in Science'. The project was one of ten projects in a national initiative, 
'Innovation and Change in Education: The Quality of Teaching and Learning' 
coordinated by Dr Martin Hughes from the University of Essex. In 1993, the project 
obtained a six month extension to carry out further work so that the project funding ended 
in March 1994. 
The author of the thesis was employed as a researcher on the project in Durham along 
with another researcher, Fred Lubben, in York. The four members of the project team 
met regularly to plan and discuss the progress of the project. Periodically, the team also 
met with members of other projects in the national initiative to discuss common themes, 
dissemination etc.. 
The Durham / York project came to be known as the PACKS (Procedural and Conceptual 
Knowledge in Science) project. The project had three phases which wil l be described in 
detail in Chapter 3. 
1.7.1. The development of the thesis from the PACKS project 
The thesis focuses solely on the Durham data collected by the author. The analyses of the 
Durham data which were carried out within the project's lifespan were limited because of 
time restraints to half the Phase I data (i.e. analysis of two of the four tasks) and to the 
analysis of the Phase 3 data. The analysis of the York data was also constrained by time 
and resources. One of the consequences was that detailed cross-task analyses were not 
possible within the lifespan of the project. 
The principal catalyst for the thesis was the belief that the remaining considerable bank of 
data in the Durham tasks alone could provide additional insight into pupils' 
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understanding of evidence by comparing their performance across several different tasks. 
This has the potential to provide useful information for science teachers. 
1.7.2. The PACKS project aims 
The aims of the PACKS project were: 
• To develop and refine an analytic / descriptive model of children's performance of 
practical investigative tasks in science 
• To use this model to explore differences in pupils' performance of investigations with 
age and with increasing experience of science, and hence to characterise differences 
between novice and more expert performance on investigative tasks in science. 
• To explore the interaction between children's conceptual and procedural 
understandings in science. 
1.8. A ims and structure 
1.8.1. Aims 
The main objective of the thesis was to explore the nature of children's understanding of 
scientific evidence within the context of investigative work. The more specific questions 
which the thesis will address are: 
1. What kind of knowledge about evidence do pupils employ in investigative work? 
2. At what level is this knowledge implemented? For example, do most pupils 
understand and apply their knowledge about evidence or are they also able to 
synthesise this knowledge to arrive at a convincing conclusion? 
3. Is the type and level of use of knowledge similar in different tasks or does it vary from 
task to task? 
4. Which concepts of evidence do pupils find more or less difficult and how does this 
relate to their understanding of the evidence as a whole? 
5. What is the relationship between the knowledge that pupils apply in investigative 
work and the knowledge that they demonstrate in interview or in written tasks? It 
follows that the question 'Can the latter be used as a predictor of the former?' will be 
addressed. 
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6. What are the implications of the findings for teaching and learning? 
1.8.2. Structure 
This chapter is followed by a review of the literature and research in the area (chapter 2). 
Chapter 3 describes the methodology of the research and a description of the sample. 
Methods of analysis of the data are given in chapter 4 while chapters 5, 6,1 and 8 present 
the results. The final chapter (chapter 9) discusses the main findings of the research, its 
limitations and the implications of the findings for teaching and learning. 
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C H A P T E R 2: WHAT DO WE KNOW ABOUT HOW PUPILS 
UNDERSTAND SCIENTIFIC E V I D E N C E ? 
This chapter seeks to set the subject of the thesis within the context of the relevant 
literature and of previous research. As stated in the last chapter, the focus is firmly on 
procedural knowledge so that the substantial body of literature which relates primarily to 
conceptual knowledge and conceptual understanding is largely omitted. Relevant 
literature which has been published since the PACKS project was completed has been 
included. 
This chapter is divided into three main sections namely: 
• literature concerned with understanding scientific evidence in general 
• literature about pupils' understanding of evidence through practical scientific 
investigation 
• literature about the understanding of specific concepts of evidence. 
2.1. Understanding scientif ic ev idence generally 
There is a substantial body of literature on understanding scientific evidence generally 
from different perspectives. With the aim of presenting a reasonably comprehensive 
review of the current state of knowledge in this area, examples are taken below from the 
fields of cognitive psychology and from sociology as well as reviewing other relevant 
research. 
2.1.1. Cognitive psychology 
The following selection from the considerable bank of literature in cognitive psychology 
serves to show how psychological perspectives can shed light on the issue of how pupils 
might arrive at an understanding of evidence. 
Piagetian psychology 
Piaget's theory has had a considerable, although controversial (see, for example, Brown 
and Desforges, 1977), impact on education. Piaget's developmental model is based on 
the notion of the biological maturation of the brain which maintains that the child's 
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thinking progresses through a number of stages (Figure 5), each of which follows on from 
the successful acquisition of the previous stage. 
Stage 1. Sensori-motor stage (birth-18 months) 
Stage II. Concrete operational stage 
Sub-period lla. Pre-operational 
(18months -7years) 
Sub-period lib. Concrete operational 
(approx. 7-12 years) 
Stage III. Formal operational stage (12-15 years) 
Figure 5: Piaget's developmental model 
There are three fundamental stages - the sensori-motor stage (approximately the first 18 
months of life), the concrete operational stage (up to about 12 years) and the formal 
operational stage (12-15 years), the last two stages being most relevant to primary and 
secondary education. Each of these stages has sub periods and sub stages. The kind of 
thinking which characterises each of these stages and more importantly the limitations of 
the thinking and reasoning at each stage, applies to the handling of all sorts of concepts 
right across the curriculum. The child's progress from one stage to another occurs 
through a process of equilibration - an interaction of cognitive growth and environmental 
input. Much research has been done into how Piaget's theory and in particular the 
development of formal reasoning can be used in science teaching (Lawson, 1985). 
One of the ways in which Piaget's theory has influenced education is in the thinking skills 
movement. This movement aims to teach 'higher order' thinking skills which are skills 
not tied to specific subjects and include, for example, the ability to sort out common 
features or patterns in a series of pictures or texts or to generalise from them. They also 
include the ability to evaluate conflicting evidence. The thinking skills movement aims 
to improve or accelerate the child's reasoning ability by focusing specifically on 
processes such as transfer and metacognition designed to promote types of reasoning 
which are characteristic of the formal operational stage. The Cognitive Acceleration 
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through Science Education (or CASE) intervention (Adey, 1988; Adey et al, 1989; Adey 
and Shayer, 1990; Adey, 1992) is one of the thinking skills courses which happens to be 
based in science education. Many of the others e.g. the Somerset Thinking Skills Course 
(Blagg et al., 1988) are not specifically science-based. The CASE project believes that 
the science curriculum makes high cognitive demands on average secondary school 
pupils which are not adequately dealt with in 'normal' teaching. This 'mismatch' is 
addressed by an intervention which consists of a series of practical science activities, 
some of which are investigative in nature. The foci of these activities are shown in table 
8. 
Control of Variables 
Proportionality 
Compensation 
Probability 
Combinations 
Correlation 
Classification 
Formal models 
Compound variables 
Equilibrium 
Table 8: The focus of the C A S E activities 
The intervention consists of 30 activities which are designed to be used alongside the 
'normal' science curriculum at the rate of about one a fortnight over a two year period. 
The first activities focus on the relevant vocabulary (variables etc.). Then each of the 
reasoning patterns which is thought to underlie formal operational thinking is taken in 
turn and a lesson built around it. The underlying premise is that science requires higher 
levels of cognitive thinking. So i f pupils can think at a higher level, then they will be 
better able to cope with science as well as other subjects. 
As well as the individual activities, there are three essential features in the teaching of 
CASE: cognitive conflict, metacognition and bridging. 
Cognitive conflict refers to the situation in which a pupil is confronted by results which 
do not fit his/her existing expectations. The conflict means that the pupil may be forced 
to 'equilibrate' or reconstruct their thinking in order to accommodate the new evidence. 
Since conflict stimulates cognitive development, pupils are encouraged to acknowledge 
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and consider conflict when it occurs. It is of course possible to avoid cognitive conflict 
by ignoring the results or by accommodating conflicting evidence. 
Metacognition here refers to the process whereby the teacher encourages pupils to reflect 
on their own thinking processes. For instance, the class might discuss what aspects of an 
activity they found difficult and why. 
Bridging, the third feature of CASE teaching, is usually in the last part of the lesson when 
the teacher draws the pupils' attention to the use of the relevant reasoning pattern in 
completely different contexts, in science or elsewhere. Clearly this feature is designed to 
promote transfer; that is the transfer of learning from one situation to another. 
The CASE intervention strategy was first tried from 1984 to 1987 with pupils in year 7 
and 8. Cognitive development was measured using the Piagetian Science Reasoning 
Test both before and after the intervention. The results suggested that immediately after 
the intervention, the experimental group of pupils showed significantly better levels of 
cognitive development than the control group but no better performance in science in 
each school's end of year science tests. Two and three years after the intervention 
however, the experimental group performed significantly better at GCSE (General 
Certificate of Secondary Education) in science as well as in mathematics and English but 
by this time the sample size had fallen considerably. These early results are encouraging 
and have the potential to have a profound influence on education. There is, however, a 
need for large scale replication, particularly since the size of the 1987 sample was limited. 
The subsequent analysis, whilst not denying the potential importance of the approach, has 
met with some criticism (Preece, 1993). 
Brotherton and Preece (1996) subsequently used the intervention with years 7, 8 and 9 
classes of male and female pupils. They found that the positive effect on Piagetian 
development was confined to male pupils in year 8. Jones and Gott (1998) in reporting 
the results of a smaller study have suggested that other factors such as the support 
mechanisms in a school, the change in lesson style or motivational style could be 
contributing significantly to the CASE effect. There is clearly a need for further 
empirical work on the effectiveness of the CASE approach. 
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On a more general level, Coles and Robinson (1989) believe that teaching thinking 
'works', claiming that programs such as Feuerstein's instrumental enrichment programme 
and the Lipman programme have been extensively tested, revised and evaluated. They 
conclude: 
The problem now is not whether or not we can teach thinking. The evidence 
suggests that we can. The problem continues to be whether we are willing to make 
the pedagogical changes necessary to do so, and if we are, which changes might 
be the most effective, (p.22) 
On the other hand, Kuhn et al. (1988) have expressed some concern about whether the 
thinking skills courses are actually teaching the skills that define good or critical thinking: 
a prior concern must be identification of the skills themselves, which too often have 
been undertaken by conceptual /rational analysis alone, without empirical 
grounding, (p.229) 
Many aspects of the thinking skills programs relate to understanding scientific evidence. 
Some of the foci in table 8 have much in common with the concepts of evidence 
described in the previous chapter. The emphasis on metacognition or metareasoning is 
allied to the ability to evaluate an experiment. Greeno (1978) views 'metareasoning' as 
central to scientific problem-solving. Metareasoning is defined by Kirschener and 
Huisman(1998) as: 
the capacity to reason about one's reasoning and includes the ability to assess and 
revise one's own understanding, (p.669) 
However, whereas the thinking skills programs are grounded in psychological stage 
theory and are thought to be a general ability applicable across the curriculum, concepts 
of evidence have emerged from research into defining the procedural knowledge needed 
to understand scientific evidence. Another significant difference is that the thinking skills 
programs tend to focus in individual thinking skills whereas the investigative approach 
focuses on the application and synthesis of concepts of evidence. 
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A note on situated cognition and transferability 
We noted that the CASE program encourages bridging or transferability. The tendency of 
pupils not to transfer knowledge from one situation to another or to compartmentalise 
knowledge will be recognised by many teachers. Kuhn et al. (1988) refers to 
the thorny problem of transfer that has been a central preoccupation of psychology 
(p.231). 
Much evidence from cognitive psychology suggests that cognition is 'situated' or tied to a 
particular concept or context. Learning appears to be highly context-specific. Hennessy 
et al. (1993) in discussing the 'myth' of general problem-solving ability write 
...the research on expert problem-solving and situated cognition points to the 
conclusion that the idea of a general problem-solving capability that can be used in 
a variety of contexts and subject areas ... has little empirical justification, (p.78) 
Kuhn and Phelps (1982) subscribe to the view of 'context-linked cognitive development' 
and report some research into how a pupil's context-linked capabilities interact with the 
demands of a specific task. In reviewing their findings, Kuhn and Phelps (ibid) write: 
The single most striking feature of these data is the variability in the strategies a 
subject applied to the problem, both within and across sessions. A most remarkable 
aspect of this variability is that a subject's expertise or 'insight' into the problem did 
not carry over from one session to the next. (p. 39) 
Hennessy et al. (1993) in discussing situated cognition cite examples from mathematics 
which indicate that there are often two parallel distinct systems operating. For example, 
in some practical situations people apply maths successfully but when written tests of the 
same calculations are given to the same people, their success rate is low. The authors 
conclude: 
• problems embedded in a particular context are solved most easily; 
• skilled practical thinking varies to adapt to the changing conditions while the 
problems are being solved, rather than involving the use of a specialist algorithm. 
(P-77) 
The authors suggest that the evidence for effective transfer is limited and has little 
empirical justification. 
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Perkins and Salomon (1989) in discussing the arguments of whether or not cognitive 
skills are context bound suggest that the notion of either situated cognition or 
transferability is simplistic. Instead, they suggest that: 
general and specialised knowledge function in close partnership (p. 16) 
Toh and Woolnough (1995) suggest that there are certain conditions which favour the 
transfer of laboratory-based integrated process skills. One such condition is that 
generalisability depends on the distance between the context in which learning takes place 
and the new context of application: the larger the distance, the less likely the transfer. 
Information processing theory 
Information processing theory regards all cognitive activities in terms of taking in and 
processing information. This psychological theory focuses on the development of 
information processing systems e.g. memory and attention and on how and why 
performance on a task changes. Some of these theories use information processing ideas 
to re-interpret aspects of Piaget's theory. Case's (1992) theory, for example, suggests that 
cognitive development results from an increase in information processing ability which, 
in turn, results from the use of more efficient learning strategies. 
Another example put forward by Anderson (1982) is the theory that the novice's search 
for a solution to a problem is largely a matter of trial and error whereas an expert is much 
more selective in his / her choice of paths. The expert tends to adopt a holistic approach 
to a problem whereas the novice tends to focus on individual stages. Several studies have 
illustrated these two approaches (Larkin et al., 1980; Champagne et al., 1982; Frazer and 
Sleet, 1984; Dall'Alba, 1986). 
Watson (1994) studied 3 groups of students in detail as they were carrying out a practical 
investigative task. Although all three groups were engaged in actively 'doing things', one 
group did not engage intellectually with the problem, one group demonstrated some 
engagement with the problem but the impression was of 'activity without purpose', while 
the third group went through several cycles of reformulating the problem and trying out 
different strategies before completing the investigation. Watson concludes that 
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the strongest factor affecting the quality of the educational experience of the 
students was the extent to which the students were involved in the problem and 
were able to see it in a holistic way. (p.41) 
The author suggests that the way in which the learning experience is structured and the 
way the problem is formulated and presented are important factors in involving students 
actively in a problem. 
Anderson and Callaway (1986) used a neuromathematical model to quantify the link 
between information processing variables and scientific reasoning skills which include 
the ability to judge or appraise data or assess the design of experiments. Their study was 
conducted with 15 year old students and was based in biology. The authors found a 
strong positive correlation between scores on a science reasoning test and the amount of 
knowledge acquisition predicted by the model but this was in terms of a diverse 
knowledge base. The aim was not to imply a causal relationship but to quantify the link. 
Anderson (1986) expanded the model to include coefficients representing the 
motivational state of the learner. The modification allows the effect of variation in 
motivation on the rate and amount of information in a learning task to be modelled. 
Boreham (1994) proposes the idea of 'a dual cognitive architecture'. By this Boreham 
means that thinking depends not only on explicit thinking, which can be easily expressed, 
but also on non-conscious information-processing. He suggests that such a structure 
explains the failure of traditional thinking skills courses to impart ready-made skills 
for processing information in complex, dynamic work environments, (p. 177) 
But he warns that it does not follow that teaching is unnecessary since he argues that 
teaching in explicit reasoning can provide essential tools and that: 
explicit reasoning is crucial to the regulatory function of checking the judgements 
which are generated implicitly, (p. 177) 
In the context of medical education, Boreham suggests that the implicit system dominates 
in skilled thinking. 
2.1.2. Sociological perspectives 
Roth and McGinn (1998) suggest that there has been a shift in science education away 
from an exclusively psychological theoretical and methodological base to one which 
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encompasses historical, philosophical and sociological perspectives. They urge a closer 
look at the potential of science and technological studies as a resource for science 
education. 
Roth, McGinn and Bowen (1996) acknowledge that in the past sociology has tended to 
focus on description and explanation of social phenomena, but they suggest that the 
sociological perspective can affect change in science education. They discuss the reality 
of how people learn about science such as that people gather information from a wide 
variety of sources and suggest that students should engage in similar 'authentic' practices. 
Roth and McGinn (1998, op. cit) refer to Johnson and Stewart's (1990) 3 P's of science: 
problem-posing, problem-solving and persuading peers, which are necessary to do 
science in the authentic way. 
Roth's work (1995) on knowing and learning in open-inquiry science laboratories 
encourages students to use the available resources to solve complex problems so that they 
learn in a 'just-in-time', 'need-to-know' kind of way. Because students have a large say 
in the problem they pursue and because they are true and authentic problems, Roth and 
Roychoudhury (1993) argue that deeper understanding is likely to develop. 
Fuller (1997) makes an interesting comparison between the public's knowledge and 
understanding of science and of religion. He points out that, with regard to the practice of 
science and religion, our knowledge and understanding of religion is much better than our 
knowledge and understanding of science. In spite of this, our belief in religion is low 
compared to our much higher belief in science. 
2.1.3.0ther research perspectives on understanding evidence 
Schauble (1990) carried out a study to explore the role of prior knowledge in pupils' 
reasoning strategies following a computer simulation task in which pupils were asked to 
find the relationship between the design of a racing car and its speed. Schauble used a 
small group of 11-12 year olds and found that their judgements were invalid in 2 out of 3 
cases, either because the evidence or the interpretation of the evidence was invalid. The 
pupils tended to try to preserve their own prior theories. 
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Park and Pak (1997) considered causal beliefs about variables in research with eighth 
grade students. The authors used a multivariate written problem about electricity, asking 
the students to decide which variables would affect the brightness of a light bulb. They 
then demonstrated the problem changing each variable and then questioned the students 
about their observations. Park and Pak found that 34% of all responses were idea-based 
rather that evidence-based even though the students were presented with physical 
evidence. 
There are other similar studies (for example, Linn, 1986, Gauld 1986, Millar 1989, Park, 
Chang, Yoon and Pak, 1993) of how students 'bend the evidence' to fit their beliefs. 
The substantial body of work by Kuhn (for example, Kuhn and Phelps, 1982 and Kuhn et 
al. 1988) on problem-solving also focuses largely on the interpretation of evidence and 
the identification of cause-and-effect relationships embedded in multivariate contexts. 
Kuhn et al (1988) studied children's and adults' use of second hand data and found that 
whether the evidence supports or refutes theory, the ability to evaluate evidence increases 
with age although many adults still ignored or distorted evidence to fit their own theory. 
Kuhn et al. emphasise the importance of being able to differentiate between theory and 
evidence and of being able to coordinate the two. Key elements in developing this ability 
the authors suggest are 
i. a recognition of the possibility of alternative theories 
ii. a recognition of the possibility of evidence that does not fit a theory. 
Kuhn et al. refer to 'an awareness that things could be otherwise' (p235) as being the key 
to both. 
Kuhn and Phelps (1982) refer to an earlier study (Kuhn and Ho, 1980) which considered 
whether doing an experiment assists cognitive strategies in terms of making inferences 
from the data. Kuhn and Ho used a 'yoked-control' design in which the experimental 
subject designed and carried out an experiment and the 'yoked-control' subject was 
presented with the results. So the information each member of the pair had access to was 
the same but the experimental subject had actually designed and carried out the 
experiment while the control had not. Kuhn and Ho found that experimental subjects: 
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progressed further and faster than their yoked-control partners (p.35) 
Kuhn and Phelps conclude that: 
subjects who make frequent use of genuine experimentation strategies are more 
successful than those who do not. (p.35) 
Kuhn and Phelps suggest that it is the anticipatory schemes which the experimental 
subjects had employed in designing the experiments which helped them in making 
inferences. 
Schauble and Glaser (1990) found that adults are more likely to assess evidence 
effectively than children although they found it difficult to accept evidence that 
contradicted their original theory. Both adults and children made generalisations based 
on insufficient evidence. 
Park and Pak (1997) also investigated whether students could recognise whether evidence 
was available or not and concluded that students have trouble with this aspect. They 
suggest that the problem lies not only in students ignoring available evidence but also, on 
other occasions, in a failure to recognise that there is a lack of evidence. They conclude 
that 
the skill of attending to evidence may have to be explicitly taught on its own at some 
point in the school curriculum (p.66) 
German and Aram (1996) used a guided practical activity with written questions to assess 
process skills. They found that 61% of seventh-grade students carried out the activity and 
recorded their data successfully but 81 % did not provide specific evidence for their 
conclusions. The authors suggest that their results confirm Kuhn's finding that 
many students are not differentiating and coordinating theory and evidence, (p.795) 
German and Aram maintain that these are metacognitive skills which, they suggest, are 
also associated with being able to communicate by providing complete and clearly written 
responses. 
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2.2. Pupi ls ' understanding of ev idence through practical scienti f ic 
investigation 
In the last chapter, we saw that practical science investigations allow an opportunity for 
pupils to apply and synthesise their ideas about understanding evidence in order to solve 
the problem or task that they are pursuing. In this section, the literature concerned with 
investigative work will be reviewed. Before doing so, however, we will briefly review 
the literature on active learning which is an essential element of practical science. 
2.2.1. Learning by doing (active learning) 
There is much literature which supports active learning through practical science. In 
terms of learning, Stohr-Hunt (1996) carried out a study of eighth-grade students and 
concluded: 
.... students who engage in hands-on activities every day or once a week scored 
higher on a standardized test of science achievement than students who engaged in 
hands-on activities once a month, or never, (p. 101J 
Hodson (1996) argues forcefully in favour of practical work: 
The only effective way to learn to do science is by doing science (p. 130) 
In an earlier paper (1992), Hodson promotes the practice of investigative work: 
A major goal of practical work should be the engagement of students in holistic 
investigations in which they use the processes of science both to explore and 
develop their conceptual understanding and to acquire a deeper understanding of 
and increased expertise in scientific practice, (p.77) 
Hodson (1996) believes that one of the strengths of investigative work lies in making 
students responsible for the whole process of an investigation from initial formulation of 
the problem through to evaluation. He cites Brusic's (1992) view that, as a consequence, 
students experience: 
the excitement of successes and the agony that arises from inadequate planning or 
bad decisions, (p. 131) 
Woolnough and Toh (1990) warn against the dangers of focusing on individual process 
skills rather than the holistic approach to carrying out whole investigations. They write: 
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..doing science is more than the sum of its parts and, in many ways, quite different. 
It is a more personal, less tidy, process depending on such characteristics as 
perseverance, commitment, inspiration, creativity and challenge....(p.128) 
Woolnough (1991) suggests that i f students are encouraged to interact with a problem in a 
holistic way then as well as scientific skills, other attributes wil l be built up including 
commitment and confidence, insights and explicit knowledge, experience and tacit 
knowledge. 
Wenham (1993) promotes the use of investigative work in science education: 
to give pupils the opportunity to use both creativity and critical thought, often 
together with practical and observational skills, to solve a problem or find an answer 
to a question, (p.231) 
Toh (1991) tested the role of 'tacit' and explicit knowledge in investigative performance. 
Tacit knowledge dates back to the work of Polanyi (1969) who defined it as knowledge 
which cannot be articulated. Toh carried out an intervention study where an experimental 
group of students was given explicit instruction in the form of a decision-making 
package. Toh's results show a substantial difference in the group's performance 
compared with a control group who had no instruction and no practice in investigations 
during the study. It is interesting to note, however, that another group of students who 
did not receive explicit instruction but who had the same opportunity to practise 
investigative work scored significantly better than the control group. Toh writes in 
relation to these findings: 
This shows that practice alone, without instruction will provide a certain measure 
of success in performing investigative work when compared to those who have 
none. (p.97) 
Tacit or implicit knowledge is the subject of much interest in psychology. Berry and 
Dienes (1993) write: 
understanding the processes involved in implicit learning, and its relationship to 
explicit learning, have become central goals in current cognitive psychology, (p. 1) 
In a totally different but parallel area of learning, that is in medical students' training, 
there has been a move towards problem-based learning (PBL) the effectiveness of which 
is reviewed by Norman and Schmidt (1992). Instead of traditional didactic teaching, 
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some progressive medical schools have adopted PBL in which small groups of students 
are presented with carefully constructed problems, usually case studies, which the 
students then explore with the aim of offering tentative explanations and suggesting ways 
of solving the problem. The students' prior knowledge is insufficient to solve the 
problem and although a tutor is on hand, the students have to decide what they need to 
find out and then do so using a variety of resources. One of the main aims of PBL is to 
foster clinical reasoning and problem-solving skills. Norman and Schmidt (ibid) in 
reviewing the evidence about the efficacy of PBL conclude that, although there is no 
evidence that PBL curricula result in any improvement in general, content-free problem-
solving skills, it may have several advantages over traditional methods which are as 
follows: 
• although it may initially reduce levels of learning over periods up to several years, it 
may foster increased retention 
• preliminary evidence suggests that PBL curricula may enhance both transfer of 
concepts to new problems and integration of basic science concepts into clinical 
problems 
• PBL enhances intrinsic interest in the subject matter 
• PBL appears to enhance self-directed learning skills and this enhancement may be 
maintained. 
To recap, the literature seems to agree that the active involvement of students in the 
learning process can enhance learning in a wide variety of ways. Further, there is 
agreement that active learning has the additional advantage of providing pupils with the 
opportunity to engage in hands-on activities which allows them to use creativity, critical 
thought, practical and observational skills, and tacit and explicit knowledge. While there 
is no specific reference to this type of activity in enhancing an understanding of evidence, 
it seems likely that the promotion of critical thought and creativity in an active problem-
solving situation will contribute towards an understanding of evidence. 
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2.2.2. Investigative work 
Investigative work, as defined in the last chapter, is one specific type of active learning. 
To review the literature and previous research on investigative work, we shall begin by 
considering the work of the Assessment of Performance Unit. 
The Assessment of Performance Unit orAPU (see API] reports 1981-1989) 
The APU, which was set up by the Department of Education and Science in the 1970s, 
employed investigations as part of their assessment framework for science. The 
assessment framework consisted of six science activity categories, two of which were the 
'planning of investigations' (category 5) and 'performing investigations' (category 6). In 
category 6, the APU assessed a large number of individual children carrying out scientific 
investigations and focused on the assessment of the 'doing' of science rather than on 
cognitive processes. The work of the APU remains the largest single body of data on 
children's performance of science investigation tasks and is regarded as being in large part 
the precursor to Scl in the National Curriculum (Black, 1990). 
A descriptive model for investigative performance (Figure 6) was developed by the APU 
teams primarily to consider those aspects of performance which it was thought 
appropriate to assess. The model provides a detailed description of what is going on 
when pupils perform investigations. It is not supposed to represent the mental processes 
that pupils must go through in order to carry out an investigation, but rather it is a list of 
things that can be done, not necessarily in that order and not necessarily doing all of them. 
The intention behind the model was to describe an iterative approach, with the 
investigator continually evaluating decisions and adjusting as necessary. The first cycle 
around the loop might, for instance, be a trial run to get the 'feel' for the quantities 
involved. 
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Figure 6: A model for problem-solving activity (Gott and Murphy, 1987) 
The factors itemised in the model encompass the skills and concepts of evidence defined 
in the last chapter. The understanding which guides the ongoing evaluation, the iterative 
loops, are, in terms of concepts of evidence, equivalent to the notions of validity and 
reliability. 
The Assessment of Practical Work in Science orAPWIS 
The APWIS project (Gott et al. 1988) developed the definition of investigations by using 
a classification of the variables within the investigation. The classification was not based 
on any empirical research, its purpose being to describe and then to assess the way in 
which pupils interpreted the nature of a variable. 
APWIS used the terms 'categoric', 'discrete' and 'continuous'. A variable which is 
categoric is defined descriptively. For example , the type of insulation such as 
polystyrene or fibreglass is a categoric variable. A variable which is defined numerically 
but which takes only integer values is defined as a discrete variable. An example would 
be the number of layers of insulation around a heating tank Finally, a continuous variable 
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is one which is defined numerically and which can take any value, such as the thickness 
of an insulating layer of polystyrene beads. 
Later, Foulds and Gott (1988), whilst acknowledging the influence of concepts and 
context (amongst other factors), developed a typography of tasks based largely on the 
variable structure of the investigation. They used the typography to suggest levels of 
difficulty associated with procedural understanding. They proposed grouping 
investigations into four main types, each with a different variable structure (table 9). 
Question Example 
1. A single categoric variable Which is the best type of insulation for a hot 
water tank? 
2. A single continuous variable Find out how the rate at which the water cools is 
dependent on the amount of water in the tank. 
3. More than one independent variable Is it the type of insulation material or the amount 
of water in the tank, or both, that keeps the water 
hot longest? 
4. Constructional activities Make the best insulated hot water tank 
Table 9: A typography of investigations (Foulds and Gott ibid) 
From classroom experience, it was suggested that a type 1 question, is likely to be easier 
for most pupils than a type 2 question. Many pupils opt to define a continuous variable as 
categoric: temperature may be defined in the categories hot, warm and cold. Type 3 is 
likely to be more difficult than either types 1 or 2 since it involves multivariate designs 
which many pupils find difficult. Type 4 is more to do with technological problem-
solving. 
The National Curriculum Council (NCC) project 
The NCC project (Foulds et al, 1992) set out to research pupils' performance on all 
aspects of Science 1 (Scl) in the National Curriculum, with particular reference to 
progression in children's understanding. The project was set up just after the introduction 
of the National Curriculum with the data being collected in 1990 and 1991. The sample 
consisted of over 3500 children undertaking investigations covering Key Stages 1, 2, and 
3. 
The investigations in the project were selected on the basis of being accessible to the 
majority of pupils. Procedural complexity was manipulated through the variable structure 
of the task. Tasks were classified into four types according to the nature of the 
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independent variable(s). The structure of these task types, with an example of each, are 
given in table 10. 
Type Independent 
variable 1 
Independent 
variable 2 
Dependent 
variable 
Example 
1 categoric - continuous Find out which fruit gives the 
biggest voltage 
2 continuous continuous Find out how the voltage 
depends on the distance 
between the strips of metal 
3 categoric categoric continuous Find out whether the voltage 
of the cell depends on the 
type of metal, the type of fruit 
or both of these things 
4 continuous continuous continuous Find out how the voltage of 
the cell depends on the 
distance between the metal 
strips and the amount of metal 
strip under the surface 
Table 10: Types of investigation used in the NCC project and their variable structure 
For clarity, the examples in the table are drawn from one context which is that of a 'fruit 
battery' where two different metals inserted into a fruit produce a voltage. The voltage 
depends on the area and type of the metals, the distance they are apart and the type of 
fruit. This example also serves to demonstrate how a single context can be structured in a 
variety of ways to provide the basis for a range of complexity of investigations. 
Foulds et al. (1992) noted the limitations of focusing on the variable structure of 
investigations in that this approach omits tasks such as logical reasoning tasks or 
'engineering' tasks, that is where the purpose is to make the 'best' e.g. ski glove. 
From the results of the NCC project, the authors suggest that one of the key points of 
difficulty which children experience in carrying out investigations relates to the point 
where they decide how to identify the relevant variables. I f a variable is identified as 
quantitative then it has to be measured, whereas i f it is seen as qualitative, then values of 
the variable are judged or assessed using descriptive categories. The authors point out 
that, in practice, children who adopt a qualitative approach may not be making a positive 
choice; they may not know how to measure or they may simply not see the need to 
measure. 
Another key finding was that the majority of pupils regarded the collection of data as the 
endpoint of an investigation with little understanding of what to do with the data, or of its 
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relationship to scientific evidence as a whole. The authors suggest that the collection of 
data serves little purpose i f its relationship to the resulting evidence is not understood. 
More specific results of the NCC project will be discussed in what follows. 
Other literature on investigative work has looked at the classroom management of open-
ended investigation tasks (Simon and Jones, 1992; Jones et al., 1992) and at the role of 
teachers in the assessment of investigative performance (Donnelly et al., 1993). 
2.2.3. Factors that affect the performance of investigative work 
Factors that affect pupils' performance of investigative work are likely to impact on their 
understanding of the evidence as a whole. What factors affect performance? Figure 7 
depicts on the one hand, factors associated with the task itself such as the associated 
substantive concept, the context in which the task is set, the 'openness' of the task, and its 
procedural complexity including the complexity of the apparatus required. On the other 
hand, there are factors to do with the pupil, the teacher and the class / school 
environment. These include the age and experience of the pupil, ability, motivation, the 
pupil's and the teacher's expectations, the pupil's perceptions of science, the pupil's 
perceptions of his / her ability in science and the dynamics of the group. 
Substantive Procedural Experience of and Age/gender 
concept complexity perceptions of science and of pupil 
of investigative work \ / 
Context 
\ Pupil's/ 
Teacher's 
The investigation < • The pupil / teacher / school expectations 
/ \ ^ 0 
Ability of \ G r o u P 
Openness pupil Motivation dynamics 
Figure 7: Some of the factors affecting the performance of investigative work 
Below, we shall explore the literature in each of these areas. 
Substantive concept 
The literature on the role of prior knowledge and its influence on learning in science in 
broad terms has been explored in a meta-analysis by Boulanger (1981). The result was a 
correlation of .46 between science achievement and prior knowledge. 
The constructivist movement emphasises the role of existing ideas and convictions. This 
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not only applies to the substantive concepts involved in the investigation but also to the 
way students conceptualise the whole investigation or the mental model they hold. 
Hence, the selection of control variables or the measurements taken will be influenced by 
prior knowledge and experience (Cheung and Taylor, 1991). 
The APU and the NCC project recognise that substantive concepts strongly affect 
performance. The APU team distinguishes between 'everyday' concepts (that is, 
commonly known concepts) and 'taught science concepts'. Although the investigations 
used in their research were those requiring little in the way of taught science concepts 
they still noted their strong influence: 
The results have shown that it is hazardous to attempt to generalise about children's 
performance in the various investigations. The particular subject matter of a 
problem has a very strong influence on performance, introducing a number of 
variables whose influence cannot easily be disentangled. This is borne out both by 
the detailed accounts of performance in an investigation as a whole, and the 
analysis of results in terms of various component parts of the investigations. (APU, 
1988a) 
Murphy (1988) also noted in relation to the APU work that concepts like electricity were 
met with rejection particularly by girls at each age in the sample even although specific 
knowledge of electricity was not required. 
Foulds et al, (1992) analysed their data to examine the effect of concept area alone by 
averaging performance across all tasks within each of the four principal concept areas 
(forces and flexibility; electricity; dissolving; forces and motion) in which the majority of 
the data were collected using two measures of performance: a 'task score' and an 
'interpretation score'. The task score was a summative score based on all the individual 
elements of the task reflecting overall performance. The interpretation score, which was 
a single component of the task score, was based solely on the pupil's interpretation and 
generalisation from the task. Both the task and interpretation scores revealed significant 
differences in performance between the different concept areas, suggesting that the 
underlying concept has a strong influence on performance. Of these four concept areas, 
one would expect electricity to be the most difficult but neither of the scores showed this 
to be true. The authors suggest, however, that the investigations concerning electricity 
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did not necessitate the critical application of any concept of electricity for successful 
performance. Children could interpret their results adequately without reference to the 
underlying concept. Looking at the interpretation score, both tasks involving forces 
proved to be more difficult to interpret than the other two concept areas (electricity and 
dissolving). The authors suggest that rather than the concepts themselves, it is the context 
that goes with them together with the apparatus and its familiarity which may be the more 
significant factors. 
Song and Black (1992) examined the effect of the concept requirements and task contexts 
on how pupils control variables. Their study however was limited to paper and pencil 
tasks but their results show that there was a significant interaction between the concept 
and the task context. For tasks with no requirement for 'concept application', pupils were 
better able to control variables in everyday than scientific contexts whereas for tasks 
requiring concept application, there was no significant difference between contexts. 
Context 
In considering the effect of the everyday context of most of the APU investigations, the 
APU team reported that: 
The evidence so far suggests that the problem context does influence pupils' 
performance but that the effect is not a simple one. (p.51, APU, 1987) 
The authors noted that a scientific context can inhibit some pupils' performance and that 
this effect seems to be linked to specific concept areas. For example, i f a pupil perceives 
electricity as a difficult topic, then they may transfer this perception to any investigation 
set in this context which in turn can affect performance. On the other hand, the APU 
found that an everyday context can lead some pupils to the idea that an everyday answer 
is all that is required and the notion that 
we should only behave scientifically when the task looks scientific (p.51, ibid) 
On two investigations, one set in an everyday and one in a scientific context, pupils were 
more systematic and quantitative when performing the investigation set in a scientific 
context. Strang et al. (1991) in reporting the work of the APU suggested that the 
scientific context: 
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cues pupils into working in a scientific way by reminding them of investigations they 
have done previously. The importance of the context here is in providing a 
frame of reference for pupils which allows them to access previous experience. 
(P-17) 
In the NCC project, three investigations were presented in both everyday and scientific 
contexts. The performance of the children in terms of the task scores and interpretation 
scores and disregarding other factors showed that performance was better when the 
context was scientific as opposed to everyday. They suggest that i f children are asked to 
find out about types of'chemicals' rather than sugar in an everyday setting, it focuses 
them in the direction of solubility and of'being scientific'. The everyday setting, the 
authors suggest, almost seems to distract pupils from the science of the task and leads 
them to think that non-scientific answers will suffice. They suggested that children do 
not see that it is necessary to 'be scientific' in everyday situations. 
It is also important to remember that the influence of both the concept area and the 
context is linked to the gender and culture of the pupils. Johnson and Murphy (1986), in 
discussing the findings of the APU, pointed to the gender differences in the type of 
experiences pupils have outside school so that it cannot be assumed that particular 
concepts or contexts are familiar to all pupils. 
Roth's work on 'authentic' science has led to a series of studies with science students. 
One such study (Roth and Roychoudhury, 1993) with grade 8 science and grades 11 and 
12 physics students, which is relevant here, found that over a period of 14 months: 
personally meaningful contexts allowed students to develop research skills such as 
identifying variables, interpreting data, hypothesising, defining and experimenting -
which they retained over long periods, (p. 145) 
This applied to the weak as well as to the strong students. 
Openness 
'Openness' here refers to the degree of choice in the identification of variables. The APU 
tasks did not include open questions but these were used in the NCC project. In the latter, 
two pairs of investigations were varied in the degree of openness. One of these 
investigations was the fuels investigation. The open format was 'Which fuel is best?'. 
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Here, the choice of dependent variable is entirely open and could be interpreted as 
duration of burning, heat output, smokiness and so on. This version was compared to the 
relatively closed format 'Which fuel gives out the most heat?' in which the dependent 
variable is clearly specified. The effect of the openness of the task was not significantly 
different in terms of the task score between the open and the more directed, closed tasks. 
The authors note that all of the children who were presented with an open task chose 
appropriate variables in defining the task and that some children attempted multiple tests 
on several different dependent variables, in an attempt to form some overview of suitable 
properties. 
However, the interpretation scores, showed that pupils were better at interpreting the data 
and producing an appropriate generalisation in closed tasks than in open. In open tasks 
they tended to regress to qualitative comparisons. 
Procedural complexity 
The APU found that where an investigation involves one independent and one dependent 
variable, most pupils were able to successfully design the investigation. However, when 
two independent variables are involved, as in the woodlice investigation where dampness 
and light are the independent variables, the percentage of pupils able to handle the 
interaction fell markedly, in this particular case to 43% (Archenhold et al., 1988). Of 
these pupils, 21% manipulated all four environments together, while 22% set up one 
combination at a time. In another investigation, the swingboard investigation (Gott and 
Murphy, 1987), 44% of the pupils who were asked to investigate the effect of length and 
width on the rate of the swing failed to test both independent variables adequately. 
Foulds et al. (1992) analysed the NCC project data by investigation type disregarding age, 
concept area and context using the task and investigation scores described above. The 
pattern that emerged for the two scores was different. 
For the task scores, there were two underlying trends. Firstly there was the failure of 
some pupils to identify independent variables as continuous which made the scores for 
the tasks with continuous variables lower than those for the tasks with categoric variables. 
Secondly there was a gradual deterioration in performance, as measured by the task score, 
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with task type (from investigations with 1 categoric independent variable to those with 1 
independent continuous variable to those with 2 categoric independent variables to those 
with 2 continuous independent variables). The authors suggest that this deterioration can 
be attributed to a more general factor, the overall complexity of the task, in terms of the 
numbers of independent variables involved. 
The interpretation scores were generally lower and there was a gradual decline in 
percentage score with task type suggesting again that as task complexity increases, 
performance decreases. 
Age and experience 
At the time of the APU survey, overall pupil performance on investigations between ages 
13 and 15 was not noticeably different. Among the differences that were observed was a 
greater tendency amongst 13 year olds to control all possible control variables whether or 
not they were relevant. More fifteen year olds used tables to record their data and they 
also tended to revise the design of their investigation more often than the younger pupils. 
In the 'survival' investigation (Which fabric would keep you warmer?), more 15 year olds 
(56%) than 13 year olds (44%) measured both the initial and the final temperatures but 
this sort of improvement was attributed to increased conceptual understanding rather than 
investigatory skill (Archenhold etal, 1988b). In the longitudinal study, where the same 
pupils were tested at 12 and 14, there was evidence of progression (Strang et al, 1991) 
although only two investigations were observed. 
The NCC project also found that there was progression in the performance of 
investigations with age with regard to Y7, Y8 and Y9 in terms of both the task and 
interpretation scores. The changes in the overall task score were relatively small and less 
than the effect of different concept areas. The change in the ability to interpret and 
generalise from the data was more marked however. 
Age cannot be divorced from experience and experience in turn relates to the role of tacit 
and explicit knowledge in how pupils perform investigations. Toh and Woolnough 
(1993) found that explicit instruction helped students perform better in terms of overall 
achievement. At the same time they found that explicit instruction did not help students 
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carry out an investigation or interpret it any better but that it did help with planning and 
communicating (tabulating results, showing repeated readings etc.). 
Murphy (1988) argues that pupils' use of tacit knowledge should be valued because their 
tacit understanding as well as their explicit understanding affects how they perceive a 
problem and how they engage with it. 
Other factors: motivation, expectations, perceptions and group dynamics 
Not unexpectedly, a positive attitude influences performance. Toh (1991) refers to a 
meta-analysis by Hansford and Hattie (1982) which found a correlation of .21-.26 
between measures of self-concept and academic performance. Toh (op. cit) notes that 
with specific subject self-concept measures the correlation tends to be higher >.4. 
In 1981 the APU team (APU, 1981) asked assessors of 11 year olds to rate the motivation 
of pupils as they undertook a range of investigations. The assessors reported that only 4% 
of pupils were uninterested with 47% of pupils showing real interest and the remainder 
'willing but no great enthusiasm'. Even under assessment conditions and at a time when 
most pupils had had no experience of investigative work, almost half the pupils found 
investigations to be both interesting and enjoyable. When an assessor was asked whether 
pupils co-operated and were interested in the investigations, the reply was 
Without exception. Once embarked upon tasks they became really involved and 
most were determined to solve the problem no matter how long it took. (APU 1988 
p. 104) 
The degree to which pupils feel in control of their own learning is a significant factor 
here, but one in which there has been little research particularly in practical science. 
The NCC project noted that pupils rarely fail to carry out an investigative task in some 
way. They suggest that this success is responsible for the high motivation amongst pupils 
doing investigations, that was reported by many schools engaged in the research. Watts 
(1991) has also commented on the sense of empowerment and ownership that this kind of 
problem-solving generates. 
It has to be said that practical work of any kind in science is popular with pupils. In a 
recent survey during 1993 and 1994 of Y8 (13 year old) pupils, Parkinson et al. (1998), 
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found that practical work in science lessons was seen as 
the most significant factor in promoting positive attitudes, (p. 165) 
Parkinson et al. (ibid) found no particular reason for liking practical work although pupils 
mentioned the enjoyment of seeing things happen and of working in groups as being 
positive factors. 
Simon and Jones (1992) discuss several factors that can affect pupil motivation and so 
influence performance. These factors include 'learning expectations'; what the pupil 
expects to learn in a science practical. For instance, i f the emphasis in previous practicals 
has always been on facts and concepts, pupils may miss the point of a practical which is 
designed to improve procedural understanding and may even consider it to be a pointless 
exercise and therefore not perform well. 'Expectation of completion of the task' refers to 
what the pupil thinks the teacher wants. For instance, s/he may associate satisfactory 
completion of the task with being busy 'doing' or writing copiously rather than reflecting 
and thinking about the nature and purpose of the task. Performance may also be affected 
i f pupils believe that they know 'the right answer' and see this as a way of obtaining good 
marks. They may then write a convincing report based on previous ideas ignoring their 
own data, whether or not the data agree with their prediction of what the right answer 
should be and regardless of the teacher's guidance. 
Pupils' understanding of the nature and purpose of the task, sometimes called 'frame', is 
also a significant factor. Schauble et al. (1991) distinguish between 'engineering' tasks 
where the purpose is to optimise the relationship between variables and 'scientific' tasks 
where the purpose is to explore and establish the nature of the relationship between 
variables. The authors studied how students carry out experiments where the aim was to 
find cause and effect and found that students' goals were often to produce a desired 
outcome (the engineering model) rather than to investigate the effect of relevant variables 
(the scientific model). However they found that, with practice, children's reasoning 
improved over time and 'with only modest intervention'. They suggest that practice in 
developing appropriate models of scientific inquiry is essential otherwise: 
children's experimentation is characterised by narrow search, overemphasis on 
variables presumed causal, and difficulties in interpreting simple patterns of data 
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showing covariation or lack of covariation between candidate causes and events. 
(p.879) 
Gayford (1992) studied the influence of group behaviour on problem-solving in science. 
Gayford found that groups who planned and implemented the plan as a team or where a 
group leader negotiated the plan and its implementation demonstrated better 
understanding and higher motivation than three other types of groups (where the leader 
did all the work; where the leader directed other group members; where some members 
did the work while others watched and criticised). He concludes that although this type 
of practical work 'has a marked effect on improving motivation and often leads to 
improved understanding for many pupils', group dynamics can have a profound effect on 
learning. Similarly Watson (1994) notes the influence of other factors on investigative 
performance such as what other groups in the laboratory are doing as well as the 
apparatus itself. 
The relative significance of these factors 
It is unlikely, given the complexity of investigative work and the multitude of factors 
which can contribute to performance (figure 7, p.71), that any single factor can determine 
performance. But does the literature suggest the relative significance of these factors? 
The APU research pointed to three key factors which influence the level of difficulty in 
an investigation: 
• the difficulty of the substantive concepts involved 
• the context within which the investigation is set 
• the procedural complexity of the investigation in terms of its variable structure. 
Foulds et al., 1992 in summarising the effect of the factors they tested (namely concept, 
context, procedural complexity, age and degree of openness) found that substantive 
concepts had the strongest influence on performance. They also found that pupil 
performance improves with age but this was more in terms of the ability to interpret and 
generalise than in terms of the overall task performance. Pupils did less well in 
investigations in 'everyday' than in scientific contexts and less well in open than closed 
contexts. 
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To summarise this section, the research and associated literature on investigative work 
suggest that it is not only procedural and conceptual understanding that affect 
performance and the subsequent understanding of evidence but also a number of other 
factors such as age, degree of openness of the task and context. 
2.3. Understanding specific aspects of evidence 
In this section, the literature on specific aspects of understanding evidence , that is the 
concepts of evidence defined in the last chapter, will be reviewed. 
2.3.1. Design / control variables / fair test 
The APU project found that most children, regardless of age, were able to design 
investigations so that the effect of the relevant independent variable could be investigated 
somehow. The project found that i f there was more than one independent variable, then 
performance declined. In terms of control variables, the more 'obvious' the variable, the 
more likely they are to be controlled especially when they are few in number, although 
pupils do not necessarily record this information in written reports (DES,1985). The 
APU also found that the effect of the substantive concept was particularly noticeable at 
the beginning of the investigation where the problem is defined by identifying the 
relevant variables. Lack of conceptual understanding caused some pupils to go astray. 
Foulds et al, 1992 found that the vast majority of pupils were successful in the design of 
the task in that they recognised the appropriate independent and dependent variables. 
Where they did not, the authors report, the effects of 'interesting' bits of apparatus 
sometimes caused distraction. They also found a progressive decline in performance as 
the complexity of the task increased from type 1 to type 4. A task limited to one 
independent variable and one dependent variable caused pupils few difficulties in 
deciding what the relevant variables were. This is perhaps not unexpected given that the 
tasks were largely well-defined, or closed, in terms of defining the problem. Nevertheless 
in type 4 tasks where there are two independent variables, pupils still had some difficulty 
in their identification; the complexity of the design having defeated them. This trend 
continued in the data associated with the control of variables, where 75% of pupils 
controlled at least two variables in type 1 tasks, 51% in type 3 tasks and 23% in type 4 
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tasks. The complexity of the design in types 3 and 4 frequently seems to mean that the 
relevant control variables are often ignored or overlooked which is consistent with a 
general overload effect. Foulds et al, (1992) also found that the more 'obvious' the 
variable, the more likely it is to be controlled, even to the extent that everything in sight is 
controlled as a ritual, rather than in a thoughtful way. Where control variables were less 
visible e.g. room temperature in heat loss experiments, few pupils actively identified 
them. 
Swatton (1995) uses the results of written tests on design and planning from the APU 
research with 11 and 13 year old pupils to explore pupils' understanding of the fair test 
structure. He found that less than 50% of pupils were able to structure an investigation 
successfully but noted considerable variation in pupils' responses to questions about 
different investigations. Swatton attributes these differences to the context of the 
question but also to aspects of the question itself such as the way it is asked and the 
criteria against which responses are judged and scored. 
Linn and Swiney (1981) found that variables that could be identified before an 
experiment were more likely to be controlled. 
In 1988, Ross published the results of a meta-analysis of 65 studies of teaching students 
how to control variables. The studies spanned a variety of teaching methods from 
lectures to puzzles to performing experiments and the students ranged form grade 1 to 
college and adult students. The results arrive at a mean effect size on post-test scores of 
.73. Ross found that pupils were more successful i f they had been taught explicit rules of 
how to control variables and that the effect of the teaching increased with the range of 
contexts in which the students practised controlling variables during the training. 
2.3.2. Variable types 
The NCC project results suggest that pupils find tasks with a categoric independent 
variable easier than those with a continuous independent variable. This applied to 
planning and carrying out investigations and to making sense of the data. This is not 
unexpected since continuous independent valuables means that pupils are handling two 
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sets of quantitative measurements whereas with tasks with a categoric independent 
variable, there is only one 'set of numbers'. 
Foulds et al., 1992 analysed observation checklist data (completed by the teachers) on 
children's performance using 'criterion scores'. The scores are cumulative in that they are 
a measure of how far the pupil succeeded along successive stages of the investigation. 
Figure 8 shows the results for investigations with a single continuous independent 
variable (type 2). It is noticeable that there are two points where the percentage scores 
fall markedly, which in turn reflect the points at which pupils experience the most 
difficulty. The first point occurs at the design stage (between criterion scores 2 and 3), 
where pupils are required to identify the type and complexity of the variables. Once the 
variables have been identified, pupils are then able to carry out the investigation with 
some success until the second steep decline in the bar chart which is at the data handling 
stage (between criterion scores 9 and 10), where pupils are required to represent the 
evidence in the form of a bar chart or line graph. It is evident that very few pupils are 
able to go on to the last stage of the investigation where they are required to generalise 
and evaluate appropriately. 
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Figure 8: Performance as measured by criterion scores on type 2 investigations (Foulds el al., 1992) 
The distributions for the other task types followed broadly the same pattern except that in 
those tasks with categoric independent variables, the first point of decline does not occur. 
The first point of difficulty that the NCC project found was in pupils identifying the 
independent variable as continuous. The authors defined 'continuous' as the use of at 
least three values of the independent variable. On further analysis, they found that the 
X2 
concept associated with the independent variable affected its identification. For example, 
distance was easier than temperature. In contrast, they found that the identification of a 
continuous dependent variable did not appear to be affected by the associated concept. 
2.3.3. Sample size 
The APU survey included an investigation about the preferred habitat of woodlice where, 
in designing the investigation, pupils have to decide how many woodlice to use in each 
trial or over a number of trials. Over half the pupils at age 15 used more than five 
woodlice in each trial, about a third used between two and five and less than a tenth used 
one woodlouse at a time (Driver et al. 1984). It appears, therefore, that at the age of 15, 
choosing an appropriate sample size is still a problem for a significant number of pupils. 
2.3.4. Measurement 
Concepts of measurement refer not to the skill of measurement itself but to the decisions 
that have to be made concerning measurement. These include decisions about what 
instrument to choose (the most appropriate forcemeter for the task in hand for instance), 
over what range and interval, when and how often to measure, and consideration of the 
need to repeat measurements. 
In an APU 'circus' practical (where pupils visit different stations to perform a variety of 
tasks), children were asked to use measurement when making observations, relationships 
and predictions. At age 12, fewer than one fif th of pupils used measurement voluntarily 
except in a task (toy cars) in which they were heavily cued to do so (Archenhold et al, 
1991). 
Black (1990) in reviewing some of the results of the APU work, cites examples in which 
pupils chose not to measure even though they had shown in a different context that they 
could use the same measuring instrument. Black (ibid) writes: 
Pupils will only choose to deploy measurement methods to tackle their own 
problems if they have the idea that quantification is a powerful tool and that the 
scientific method is often powerful because it transforms problems into quantifiable 
forms, (p.21) 
The NCC project found that children in primary schools (Key Stages 1 and 2) seem 
generally reluctant to measure, even though they are capable of using measuring 
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instruments. At these key stages, Foulds et al. (1992) report that only 30% of children 
used measurement in investigations. Even at secondary school level, a significant 
number of pupils continued to judge changes in qualitative terms (34% at age 11 and 13% 
at age 13). In discussing the issue of measurement, the authors write (in relation to a 
sample of primary school children in Y2 and Y6): 
It would seem that the use of measurement except where the question might 
explicitly specify the need is arbitrary at best, non-existent at worst. (P-3.16) 
The APU and NCC research also suggest that children's ability to handle measurements 
of length and temperature differ (Dickson et al. 1984, Archenhold et al. 1991, Foulds et 
al, 1992): temperature being the more difficult. 
2.3.5. Scale and accuracy 
Foulds et al. (1992, op cit.) defined scale as the carrying out of investigations 
in a manner which approximates sensible conditions and quantities (p.4.26) 
Their results showed a clear progression with age and experience from year 7 to year 9. 
In terms of accuracy, Foxman et al. (1990) reporting on the APU findings in 
mathematics, concluded that in performing measuring tasks, accuracy may be associated 
in part with the pupil's perception of the 'expected' accuracy. There was a considerable 
change between the ages of 11 and 15 years in the accuracy with which pupils measured a 
straight line. At age 11,61% measured a line of 130 mm. to within 1 mm. At age 15, 
when presented with a similar task, 94% measured the line to within 1 mm. In terms of 
science, the concept of appropriate accuracy is fundamental. Foulds et al. (1992) point 
out that there is rarely a need to measure time to three decimal places in school science, 
although pupils with digital watches often do so. This may indicate that they are 
constrained by the numbers on the watch or alternatively not familiar with the idea of 
rounding decimals. 
2.3.6. Range 
In terms of the range of readings, Strang (1990) in reporting on an APU task where 
children were asked to find out how quickly the water comes out of the spout of a tea urn 
depended on the level of the water in the urn, found that almost half (42%) of the thirteen 
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year olds who did the task did not appreciate the importance of using an adequate range 
of levels. 
2.3.7. Repeatability 
Only a very small percentage of children repeat measurements in investigations. In the 
NCC project, the authors found that in a forces and motion investigation, where repeating 
measurements could very easily have been carried out and where it was clearly necessary, 
only six out of a sample of more than 250 children did so. 
Chinn and Brewer (1998) studied the way that students (168 undergraduates in education) 
respond to anomalous data as a part of evidence. The students were presented with an 
initial theory and then shown anomalous data. From their results, Chinn and Brewer 
constructed a taxonomy of eight possible responses to anomalous data: 
i . ignoring the data, 
i i . rejecting the data 
i i i . professing uncertainty about the validity of the data, 
iv. excluding the data from current theory 
v. holding the data in abeyance 
vi. reinterpreting the data 
vi i . accepting the data and making peripheral changes to current theory 
vii i . accepting the data and changing the theory. 
The authors suggest that, i f teachers are aware of the variety of ways in which students 
can understand anomalous data, they can use the taxonomy to help guide class discussion 
about the nature of scientific rationality. These results also suggest that ways of handling 
anomalous data as a part of evidence is something that could be taught within 
investigative science. 
In a detailed qualitative study of students' reasoning and practice in measurement, Coelho 
and Sere (1998) found that when pupils are confronted with measurement variability, they 
adopt a number of strategies such as approximating, calculating an average, number 
rounding, rejection of outliers, choosing the middle value. The authors conclude that the 
belief in a true measurement is a double-edged sword in that it encourages students to 
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refine their method and repeat their measurements but it also implies a misconception 
related to the belief in the existence of one true reading which could be found given the 
right equipment and methods. This belief denies variability. 
From the York PACKS data, Lubben and Millar (1996) proposed a model of progression 
of students' ideas about repeated measurements with eight levels (table 11) based on 
paper and pencil tests with 11-16 year olds. 
Level Student's view of the process of measuring 
A Measure once and this is the right value 
B Unless you get a value different from what you expect, a measurement is correct 
C Make a few trial measurements for practice, then take the measurement you want 
D Repeat measurements until you get a recurring value. This is the correct measurement 
E You need to take a mean of different measurements. Slightly vary the conditions to avoid getting 
the same results. 
F Take a mean of several measurements to take care of variation due to imprecise measuring. 
Quality of the result can be judged only by authority source 
G Take a mean of several measurements. The spread of all the measurements indicates the quality 
of the results 
H The consistency of the set of measurements can be judged and anomalous measurements need 
to be rejected before taking a mean 
Table 11: Model of students views of repeating measurements - adapted by Allie et al. (1988) from Lubben and 
Millar (1996) 
Allie et al. (1998) used similar written 'probes' to explore undergraduate physics 
students' ideas about measurements. They found that most of the responses fell into 
categories F, G or H but in addition they identified a group of more sophisticated students 
who showed that they understood that the consistency of data sets can be judged by 
comparing the relative positions of their means in conjunction with their spreads. Allie et 
al. (ibid) also found that the responses were context dependent so that, for example, 
significantly more students said they would take repeat measurements for time rather than 
for distance. 
2.3.8. Tables 
Once children have taken some measurements, how do they then go on to use them in the 
investigation? In terms of recording data, the APU found that at the age of 11, children's 
recording of data was frequently disorganised and descriptive with very little use of tables 
even though their work in other categories showed that they were able to construct tables 
(APU, 1988a). Foulds et al., 1992 found that an average of 68% of all secondary pupils 
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used tables to record their data but the authors noted that good use of tabulation does not 
always lead to good interpretation. 
Black (1990) in reviewing the APU data, notes that when pupils were presented with 
tables and asked to look for a pattern, pupils found tables with inverse patterns more 
difficult to describe than those with direct relationships. Tables with three columns of 
data in which there was a relationship between two columns, were even more difficult for 
most pupils. 
2.3.9. Graphs 
The APU found that very few 11 year olds and only 10% of 13 year olds represented their 
data graphically, despite the fact that these children performed well on constructing 
graphs when this was assessed as an isolated activity (Strang, 1990). The choice of graph 
type was also often a problem. Murphy (1988) reported that the APU data indicate that 
the majority of 15 year olds could draw graphs but only about 20% chose to do so when it 
would have been appropriate. 
Looking back at Figure 8 and Foulds et al. 's (1992) criterion scores for investigations 
with a single continuous independent variable, the authors found that the second 
significant point of difficulty was where the children who have progressed successfully in 
the investigation, are required to represent their data graphically before proceeding to use 
their evidence to support a final conclusion or generalisation. In the NCC project, only 
22% of pupils represented their data graphically and 18% of those used a bar chart with 
the remaining 4% using the most appropriate type of graph: a line graph. 
Wavering (1989) relates the logical reasoning necessary to construct line graphs to 
Piagetian stages in cognitive development. In Wavering's study, students' responses to 
making and interpreting line graphs are categorised into nine categories which range from 
no attempt to make a graph, through ordering the data on the graph but with no attempt to 
construct a scale (data points are evenly spaced) to correctly scaled axes and an 
appropriate interpretation of an exponential curve. 
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2.3.10. Interpretation 
The APU reported that most children found it difficult to interpret the patterns in graphs 
presented in written tests, though this improved with age (Taylor and Swatton, 1990). 
Austin et al. (1991), again reporting on the APU findings, found that children of 12 and 
14 years tended to bypass the data and draw on pre-conceived ideas. There was a 
tendency to impose patterns on ambiguous data, though it was noted that suspension of 
judgement is probably not encouraged in classroom science. The authors also suggest 
that ordering data is a necessary first step towards generalisation since unordered data is 
difficult to handle. By 14 years of age, more children ordered the data, but this was no 
guarantee they would then make a generalisation. Austin et al. (ibid) also suggest that 
numerical data can be distracting in that children do not always link the data to the reality 
of the phenomenon that it represents and so they may just repeat the numbers in their 
conclusions when they are asked what they have found out. 
The NCC project also showed that pupils found interpreting data difficult. Pupils also 
demonstrated an inability to use data even when they had graphed the data themselves: 
no pupils referred to, or made use of their display work at any stage. Patterns 
which were apparent in the display were not recognised; irregularities in the 
sequenced results were not recognised. The overriding impression obtained 
whilst reviewing the reports was that pupils see the production of some form of 
graphical display as little other than a ritualistic exercise (something 'you do' after 
practical work) without recognising any purpose or significance in what they do. 
(p.4.28, Foulds et. al., 1992) 
The authors wrote that while the majority of children attempted a conclusion, the 
conclusions 
were not in keeping with the data at all, but were, in fact, at odds with it. (p.4.29) 
and again 
Many of their conclusions and inferences made little, if any, use of the data which 
had been gathered, (p.4.29) 
Foulds et al. (ibid) found that the type, of investigation affected children's ability to make 
sense of the investigation. The overall trend was that the percentage score for a sensible 
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generalisation for the investigation decreased as the investigation type increased as in 
Figure 9. 
Single categoric 
independent 
variable 
Single continuous 
independent 
variable 
Two categoric 
independent 
variables 
Two continuous 
independent 
variables 
53% 36% 33% 25% 
Figure 9: Percentage score for generalisation by task type (Foulds et al., 1992) 
As the complexity of the data increased, so pupils found the interpretation of the data 
increasingly difficult. 
Berg and Phillips (1994) studied the relationship between students' logical thinking 
structures and their ability to construct and interpret line graphs. They used Piagetian 
tasks to assess 72 students between seventh and eleventh grade and then presented them 
with numerous graphs to construct and interpret. Their results indicated a significant 
relationship between logical thinking and graphing ability. They conclude that: 
Most of the students in elementary grades and many in junior high and secondary 
schools do not have the mental structures to understand line graphs. Therefore, 
expecting all students to develop an understanding of graphing is illusory, at least 
until we can facilitate the development of the mental tools needed to grapple with 
graphs, (p. 340) 
Research by Clement (1985) and by McDermott et al. (1983) has shown that even college 
students demonstrate major misconceptions in interpreting graphs of physical 
phenomena. 
Roth and McGinn (1997) disagree with the cognitive psychological stance and argue that 
it cannot account for varying performance in different contexts and tasks. Instead, they 
view graphing as part of the practice of science and, as such, are a way of presenting 
reality and of communicating results. Just as a student has to learn a new language 
through practice so does a student have to practice the language of science. The authors 
present some qualitative data to support their view. 
Mokros and Tinker (1987) are also more optimistic than the Piagetian psychologists. An 
initial descriptive study by the same authors suggests that there are two major types of 
errors in graphical interpretation: a 'graph-as-picture' confusion and, to a lesser extent, a 
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slope/height confusion. Mokros and Tinker demonstrate how the use of microcomputer-
based laboratory (MBL) investigations can help middle school students to develop 
graphing skills. They suggest that the MBL intervention has four features which 
contribute to its success: 
• it uses multiple modalities (for example, physical practical work with visual 
observation); 
• MBL pairs, in real time, events with their graphical representations; 
• it provides genuine scientific experience (collecting and analysing real data); 
• it eliminates the drudgery of drawing graphs by hand. 
Preece and Janvier (1993) cite studies by Peterson and Schramm (1954) who found that 
line graphs are the most difficult type of graph to interpret and research by Culbertson and 
Powers (1959) indicating that line graphs present more comprehension difficulties 
because of sparseness of information and more abstract representation. Preece and 
Janvier {op cit.) have shown how context can influence graphical interpretation. They 
point out that to successfully read a graph, a student needs to understand not only the 
syntax of graphs but also have some knowledge of the context of the graph to extract the 
information in a meaningful way. The authors suggest that, because students can do one 
or the other that is, know how to draw a line graph or are familiar with its context, 
teachers should not assume that their students can successfully interpret line graphs. 
They may also have difficulty 'binding' these two abilities together. 
Swan and Phillips (1998) tested the graph interpretation skills of lower-achieving school 
leavers in England and found that, compared to a survey 10 years earlier, these pupils 
were better at graph interpretation skills but worse at other graph skills such as plotting 
and reading off point values on a line graph. The authors suggest that this may be due to 
changes in the curriculum and the increasing use of computers to do mechanical tasks 
such as drawing graphs. 
Allen et al. (1983) carried out an interesting study of students' perceptions of'evidence' 
and interpretation. Their definition of evidence is not the same as the one used here but 
equates with the use of the term 'data'. To avoid confusion, we will adhere to the 
terminology used earlier in the thesis in summarising Allen et al. 's findings. Allen et al. 
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define the distinguishing characteristics of data and their interpretation as shown in table 
12. 
Data Interpretations 
Only one, or one set, accepted as valid under Two or more may be accepted as valid from the 
given conditions same set of data 
No argument required to establish validity (other Logical argument required 
than justifying techniques) 
Generally accepted by others if repeatable Open to question and reinterpretation 
Relatively high degree of confidence placed in Relatively less confidence 
repeatable data 
Relatively permanent under given conditions Subject to change as new evidence becomes 
available 
Confidence increased by repetition ! Confidence increased by a variety of tests leading 
to same interpretation 
Less sensitive assumptions More sensitive assumptions 
Table 12: Allen et al.'s (1983) distinguishing characteristics of data and interpretations 
Students (N=50) were asked to distinguish between data and interpretations in written 
scenarios and found that more than half had persistent difficulty in doing so. In 
discussion with these students, they found that the students tended to want to start with 
the accepted interpretation and then use that to explain the data. Allen et al. refers to 
Arons' (1976) work on 'backwards science' or the tendency to use data to justify pre-
existing interpretations or conclusions rather than interpretations being derived from the 
data. Allen et al. report that the students adhere to the notion that conclusions are 
'known' before the data are collected and that this misconception may arise from the 
illustrative type practical where the theory is presented at the start of the lesson and the 
practical serves to illustrate the theory. But the authors argue that there may be more to 
this than teaching techniques and suggest that students' difficulties may relate to 
scientific reasoning and intellectual development. They refer to Perry's work (1981) with 
undergraduates where students were found to progress as follows: 
i . from considering knowledge in right / wrong or black / white terms ('dualistic views') 
i i . to the acceptance of multiple views ('multiplism') but an inability to evaluate them 
ii i . to relativistic views (relativism) where knowledge is viewed as relative and evaluated 
according to context. 
Hence, students in the first stage seek the 'hidden answer' which is already known - the 
data are peripheral. The second stage equates with the view that 'everyone has a right to 
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their own opinion' and a view of interpretation as opinion only loosely based on data. 
The third stage recognises that interpretations are derived from data. In testing 100 
science students at the freshman level, Allen et al. (op.cit) found that only 6% were at the 
third, relativism, stage. They conclude that 
With results such a s these, it is not surprising that students experience difficulty, 
become frustrated or even antagonistic when attempting to deal with science as a 
process of evidence [data] leading to interpretations, (p. 100) 
2.3.11. Evaluation 
In an early APU Report (Harlen et al., 1981), 11 year olds were assessed as to their 
'willingness to be critical of procedures used'. This was based on observation by the 
assessor and on the pupil's answer to a question after the investigation about what 
changes he/she would make i f they did the investigation again. Clearly the question itself 
prompts the pupil to evaluate their evidence. Twenty percent of pupils demonstrated an 
understanding of possible improvements to their investigation such as taking more 
repeated readings or changing the design. 
Foulds et al., 1992 report that less than 1% of their total sample attempted any form of 
evaluation of the evidence. They comment that 
During analysis of children's work it became very clear that this area of children's 
working (the use of data and evaluation) appeared to be severely neglected. 
(p.4.29) 
and: 
The most striking feature of pupils' work is their lack of understanding of the nature 
of evidence, (p.6.4) 
2.4. Chapter summary 
In this chapter, the literature and previous research on understanding scientific evidence 
and particularly on pupils' understanding of evidence in investigative work has been 
reviewed. The key features to be drawn from the literature which impact directly on the 
following thesis are: 
• while the thinking skills movement has some common ground with the notion of 
concepts of evidence, it is based in psychological stage theory rather than on a 
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definition of procedural understanding. It also tends to focus on individual ideas 
rather than on the synthesis of concepts of evidence. 
the literature on situated cognition tends to negate the idea of a general problem-
solving ability although there are some indications that people may apply knowledge 
more easily in practical situations than in written tests and that the transfer of 
knowledge may depend on the distance between the context in which learning takes 
place and the new context. 
information processing theory suggests that experts tend to become more involved 
with a problem and adopt a holistic approach compared to the novice who tends to be 
less engaged with the problem and tends to focus on individual stages. 
the sociological perspective suggests that deeper understanding is likely to develop i f 
students practice 'authentic' science in which they engage with real complex 
scientific problems. 
other research suggests that prior knowledge has a strong influence on how pupils and 
adults interpret evidence, that there is a tendency to generalise from insufficient 
evidence and that interpreting data from an experiment is easier for students who have 
performed the experiment than for students examining the same data but who had not 
done the experiment. Recognition of evidence or the lack of it and of its relationship 
to theory appears to be a critical issue. 
active learning particularly in holistic investigations enhances learning and also 
allows an ideal opportunity for students to apply and synthesise concepts of evidence. 
research specifically on investigative work led to a descriptive model and the 
classification of different types of investigations based on the types of variables 
involved. A key finding of this research was that pupils did not understand the 
relationship between the data they had collected and the evidence. 
many factors affect pupils' performance of investigations. The difficulty of the 
substantive concept appears to be the strongest. Other factors include procedural 
complexity, context, age, degree of openness and motivation. 
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• research into specific aspects of evidence suggests that most pupils appear to 
understand the design of simple investigations although identifying continuous 
variables is a point of difficulty and there is a limited amount of research on 
understanding the significance of an appropriate sample size. Ideas related to 
measurement were less well understood. For the majority of pupils, data handling, 
interpretation and evaluation appear to be the most difficult aspects of evidence. 
The research that follows was built upon the earlier work described here and particularly 
on the notion that investigative work, as one type of active learning, allows pupils to 
collect their own evidence. It follows that i f we want to explore pupils' understanding of 
evidence, then research into investigative work is one possible way of proceeding. The 
next chapter sets out the context and methodology of the collection of the data which 
underpins this thesis. 
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CHAPTER 3: T H E P A C K S PROJECT: SAMPLE AND 
METHODOLOGY . .. • , / \ : ' , • / Z r • • \. . 
In the last chapter, a review of the literature on evidence led us to the conclusion that 
investigative work is one possible way of exploring pupils' understanding of evidence^ I f 
we use the taxonomical structure put forward in chapter 1, we.can see that investigative 
work gives pupils the opportunity to apply and synthesise their understanding of evidence 
(procedural understanding) and of substantive concepts(coneeptuafunderstandihg), as 
shown in figure 10.. , ' • ' 
APPLICATION ~ : ' 
of concepts of evidence . ' 
/ ' - 1 •• / ' , 
-"• SYNTHESIS ' , ! . 
of procedural and conceptual ' 
understanding in solving a problem in; ' 
. ' I s ' , -for example, investigative work-'' 
Figure 10: The application and synthesis of knowledge in problem-solving 
In this chapter the methodology of the three phases of the P ACKS project, on which the 
thesis is based, will be described. The samp.le.from which the. Durham data are drawn 
will also be detailed. Although the core of the thesis concerns the Durham data only, 
reference wi l l be made t o - ^ 
3.1. Phase 1 " 
3.1 it. Aims 
Phase Ij which was the main phase of-the PACK$ project,^  focuse4pn 'the principal aims 
of the project described in chapter 1. ' \t ' ; 
3.1.2. Methodology 
In Phase I , groupsidf pupils caffied out selected investigative tasks while the researchers 
observed-and: recorded las much'informatiOn as•tliey could about the pupils' performance 
on the task. To access the understanding, that "the-children might have brought to the 
- APPLICATION ' . 
of substantive concepts 
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tasks, tests were devised targeted at the conceptual understanding relevant to the task (the 
concept probes) and at the procedural understanding, or pupils' understanding of concepts 
of evidence, relevant to the task (the data probes). Both probes were administered to the 
pupil groups in an interview situation soon after the practical task. 
The methodology can be located in the theoretical model as shown in figure 11: the 
investigative tasks allow pupils to demonstrate their ability to apply and synthesise the 
relevant conceptual and procedural concepts while the two probes explore pupils' 
procedural and conceptual understanding. 
Conceptual understanding Procedural understanding 
Knowledge and recall 
i t 
Understanding Data probe Concept probe 
Application of concepts (in unfamiliar "' " " - '' 
. s i ,.U a. , i ( ). n S.) , -
Synthesis of concepts (in problem- , J 
solving). 
Figure 11: The Phase 1 data and Bloom's taxonomy 
The decision as to whether administer the probes before or after the task was considered 
carefully since both methods have disadvantages: to test before the task may suggest 
courses of action that pupils might not otherwise have employed (e.g. asking them to 
consider repeated readings in the test might lead them to carry out repeats which, 
otherwise, they might not have done); to test after the task might elicit understanding, or 
misunderstanding, resulting from the task rather than pre-existing understanding. On 
balance, the PACKS team decided that the latter was preferable. 
Selection of the investigations 
Seven tasks were chosen for Phase I of the project. The investigations were carefully 
chosen to uncover how pupils understood evidence. The choice was also constrained by 
the following specific factors: 
• the investigations should be accessible to 9 year olds but challenging enough for 14 
year olds; 
• they should be capable of being completed within the duration of a normal lesson; 
• the investigations should use equipment which was routinely available in primary and 
secondary schools or which could be transported easily to schools; 
7> 
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• the seven investigations should span contexts in physics, chemistry and biology; 
• the investigations should include those with a single categoric independent variables 
and those with a continuous independent variable. 
These constraints on the tasks impose potential limitations on the subsequent analysis of 
the data. They were however determined by the nature of the research together with 
pragmatic considerations. Several investigations were trialled and then discarded because 
they failed to meet one or more of the above criteria. The investigations finally selected 
(see table 13) could be seen as rather artificial but they are not dissimilar to the 
investigations used routinely in schools. Indeed this was also a consideration: we did not 
set out to use investigations which differed markedly from those used by science teachers 
since the results would then be of limited value. 
Forces 1 Find out how the type of surface affects the amount of pull needed to drag a brick 
along. 
Forces 2 Find out how the height of a slope affects the amount of pull needed to move a 
brick uphill. 
Dissolving 1 Find out how quickly four different sugars dissolve in cold tap water and put them in 
order from the one which dissolves quickest to the one which dissolves slowest. 
Dissolving 2 Find out how the temperature of the water affects the time sugar takes to dissolve. 
Shrimps Find out whether shrimps prefer light or dark conditions, or to be near the top or 
bottom of the water. 
Cool Drink Find out how the thickness of the padding material affects how well a cool bag (for 
keeping a cool drink cold) works. 
Buggy Find out how the speed of a battery-powered buggy depends on the diameter of 
the wheels and the weight of the buggy. 
Table 13: The P A C K S tasks 
The first four investigations were carried out in Durham while the last three were done in 
York. The Durham tasks spanned physics and chemistry. Each of these tasks was set 
within a context: the Forces tasks were set within the context of the ancient Egyptians 
moving rocks overland and the Dissolving tasks were associated with a baker testing 
different kinds of sugar. The contexts were included to make the task meaningful and 
also to encourage the students to make their data accountable. So, for example, in the 
Dissolving task, pupils were asked to present their results in a way that would give the 
baker as much information as possible about their findings. 
The Forces II and the Dissolving II tasks also included a competition in which the 
students were asked: 
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After you have completed your investigation, we shall give you a height and ask you to 
predict how much force or pull is needed to move the brick up a slope of that height. 
(Forces II) 
After you have completed your investigation, we shall tell you a temperature and ask you 
to predict how long the sugar would take to dissolve (without actually doing it). 
(Dissolving II) 
The pupils were told that the group whose prediction was the most accurate would 
receive a small prize. 
The competition was intended to encourage pupils to collect continuous data and to give 
them a reason for doing so. It also increased motivation by adding an element of 
competitive 'fun'. Prediction of the force for a height that has not been measured, or of 
the dissolving time for a temperature that has not been measured, is done by interpolation 
or extrapolation from existing data, preferably from a line graph. A value for the 
competition was selected for each group and was usually one that had not been measured. 
In the Durham sample, all pupils carried out two tasks within the same context in the 
same lesson - that is either Forces I and II or Dissolving I and I I . 
Equipment for the Durham investigations 
A choice of equipment was provided for each task. Before beginning the task, pupils 
were asked i f they were familiar with the use of the equipment e.g. forcemeters or 
stopclocks, and i f not, their use was demonstrated. 
• Forces I 
The children were given half-bricks, each with a hook inserted into one face and four 
types of surfaces: a board with a smoother and a rougher side, a strip of carpet and a strip 
of corrugated card. The strips fitted onto the board. They were also provided with 
forcemeters and metre rules. 
• Forces I I 
The same half-bricks, a board, forcemeters and metre rules were provided as in Forces I . 
• Dissolving I 
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A choice of cups, calibrated beakers, spatulas, spoons, small pots containing four 
different types of sugar (castor, granulated, soft brown or demerara), digital scales and 
stopclocks were made available to the children.. 
• Dissolving I I 
The children were given the same equipment as in Dissolving I with the addition of 
thermometers, and recently boiled water. 
A task sheet for each task was given to the pupils before they started (see Appendices la-
d). The sheet stated the question, set the question in context and asked the pupils to 
record their prediction. Graph paper was also available. 
Development of the research tools 
The checklist 
An observation checklist for each task was developed as the tasks were trialled. These 
checklists were based on those used in some previous research into investigative work 
(Foulds et al., 1992). Foulds et al. 's checklist had been designed for use by teachers 
observing the whole class and it was a general checklist applicable to any task. Foulds et 
al. had also included details of the type of planning done by pupils in the checklist. The 
results of their study showed that the type of planning had no significant influence either 
on the performance of the investigation or on the outcome. 
The PACKS team decided therefore to omit planning from the checklist and, since we 
were observing a smaller number of groups, the checklist was adapted so that it was more 
detailed and specific to the task. At the same time, the checklists were designed with the 
same basic structure so that the resulting data could be compared across tasks. The 
checklists for the four Durham tasks are reproduced in Appendices 2a-d. 
The data probes2 
The data probes were designed to measure children's procedural understanding and 
specifically to probe the concepts of evidence relevant to the task. The probes were 
2Both the concept and the data probes were developed with advice from, and in close consultation with, Mrs Angela 
Brook who has considerable research experience in the area of children's understanding of scientific concepts. 
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deliberately set within the same context so that the children would not have problems 
with abstraction. The data probe determined whether or not pupils could, for example, 
interpret tables and graphs; in contrast to the investigation situation where there is no way 
of knowing whether it is a pupil's inability to do so or a failure to see any advantage in 
doing so. 
The probes were developed and trialled as a significant part of the research since, to our 
knowledge, no previous attempts at probing children's understanding of data in this way 
had been made. 
For the Durham tasks, there were two data probes - one for the Forces tasks and one for 
the Dissolving tasks. Each of these was trialled and the questions modified accordingly. 
The probes were designed to be as similar to each other as possible so that responses 
between probes would be comparable. 
The final form of each data probe consists of a series of data sheets which were used as a 
focus for questioning. In the last part of each probe (the last four pages), pupils were 
asked to write their answers down prior to discussion. The data probes are reproduced in 
Appendices 3a (Forces)and 3d (Dissolving). 
The first six questions in both data probes were set in the context of the first task (Forces 
I or Dissolving I) with the remaining questions in the context of the second task (Forces II 
or Dissolving II). 
Although the questions were targetted at procedural understanding, there were no 
questions in the data probes concerning design. This was a deliberate omission since 
previous work by the APU (Strang et al., 1991) had pointed to the difficulties involved in 
testing this understanding. Strang et al. (ibid) report that there is a difference between 
planning the design of an investigation and actually doing the investigation: pupils are 
more successful at performing the investigation than at planning it. The authors suggest 
that a possible explanation is because, in the practical situation, pupils can interact with 
the apparatus and plan as they go along, changing their approach i f necessary. By 
contrast, in devising a plan or a design for an investigation in a written or interview 
situation, pupils have to be able to imagine the investigation. It was decided in the 
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PACKS project, therefore, that questions concerning design or planning would serve only 
to replicate the APU findings. 
The questions focused instead on ideas about evidence concerning measurement and data 
handling. 
The Forces data probe 
Measurement. 
The questions in the data probe concerning measurement probed pupils' understanding of 
range, interval and repeatability. 
Three questions in the data probe concerned range (questions 8, 9 and 11) and two also 
concerned interval (questions 8 and 9). In the first question concerning range and 
interval, pupils were asked to select readings from a qualitative range of data - heights of 
high, low etc. In the second question, they were asked to select from a quantitative range 
of data. In the last question, they were asked to compare two graphs and say which set of 
readings (those with a wide or narrow range) they thought was better for interpolation. 
Two questions in the data probe were designed to test aspects of repeatability (questions 5 
and 6). In these questions, pupils were shown some results from the same investigation 
which they had just carried out, firstly, where the force had been measured twice with 
ambiguous results and secondly, where a third reading had been taken for each reading. 
Pupils were asked to say what the data meant and what they would do i f they had 
obtained those results themselves. In the question with two sets of ambiguous results, it 
would be preferable to repeat the measurements a third time. In the question with three 
sets of readings, it would be acceptable to calculate an average. 
Data handling 
The questions in the data probe concerning data handling focused on choice of graph type 
and interpreting patterns in data. 
One question in the data probe concerned the choice of a bar chart for categoric data 
(question 4) while another question asked pupils to select which type of graph is 
preferable for continuous data (question 13). 
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Six questions in the data probe tested whether the children were able to detect a pattern in 
the categoric data they were shown. They were asked both general and specific questions. 
For instance, when children were asked to select which surface was hardest to pull the 
brick along they had to select the highest figure and recognise that this means 'hardest to 
pull ' . A more general question asked pupils to comment on the results in front of them -
'what can you say from these results?' 
Four of these questions asked children to recognise patterns in tables (questions 1,2,5 
and 6) while two asked about the patterns in a bar chart (question 3a and 3b). The first of 
these asked whether an ordered bar chart is preferable to an unordered bar chart. The 
second asked pupils to locate the approximate point on the bar chart which would result i f 
the brick were pulled along a sheet of ice. 
Two questions asked pupils to interpret continuous data (questions 7 and 10). The first 
concerns interpreting a pattern in a table while the second asked pupils to complete the 
gaps in a table of continuous data. 
One question (question 14) asked pupils to interpolate one point and extrapolate two 
points from a line graph or, for those pupils not familiar with line graphs, from a bar chart 
of the same data. This question was designed to find out i f pupils knew how to 
interpolate and extrapolate, that is to ascertain whether they had been taught this skill, 
which could be used in the competition. 
Questions 12 asked pupils in relation to a line graph of height of the slope vs the force 
needed to pull the brick up the slope, 'what would happen to the line i f the brick was 
twice as heavy?' This question was not used in the final analysis of the data probe. 
The Dissolving data probe 
The dissolving data probe was designed to be as similar as possible to the forces data 
probe and so takes a similar structure: 
Measurement. 
The dissolving probe includes questions concerning pupils' understanding of range, 
interval and repeatability. 
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Three questions concerned range and two concerned interval. In the first question 
(question 8) concerning range and interval, pupils were asked to select which readings 
they would choose from a range of qualitative data i f they were testing temperature and 
dissolving time. Pupils were then asked to explain their choice. 
In the second question (question 9), they were asked to select from a range of quantitative 
data. In the last question (question 11), pupils were asked to compare two graphs and say 
which set of readings (those with a wide or narrow range) they thought was better for 
interpolation. 
Two questions in the data probe were designed to test repeatability. In these questions, 
pupils were shown some results from the same investigation which they had just carried 
out, firstly, where the dissolving time had been measured twice with ambiguous results 
(question 5) and secondly, where a third set of measurements had been taken for each 
type of sugar (question 6). Pupils were asked to interpret the data and then say what they 
would do next i f they had obtained those results themselves. 
Data handling 
One question in the data probe concerned the choice of a bar chart for categoric data 
(question 4). Another question, relevant to the Dissolving I I task, asked pupils to select 
which type of graph is preferable for continuous data (question 13). 
Six questions in the data probe tested whether the children were able to detect a pattern in 
the categoric data. Pupils were asked specific question such as, looking at a table of data, 
'which sugar took the least time to dissolve?' - pupils had to select the lowest figure and 
recognise that this means 'quickest to dissolve'. They were also asked more general 
questions such as commenting on results - 'what can you say from these results?' 
Four of these questions asked children to recognise patterns in tables (questions 1, 2, 5, 
and 6) and two asked for patterns in bar charts (questions 3a and 3b). The first of these 
asked whether an ordered bar chart is preferable to an unordered bar chart. The second 
asked pupils to locate the approximate point on the bar chart which would result i f the 
sugar was icing sugar / very fine sugar. 
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Two questions asked pupils to interpret continuous data (questions 7 and 10). The first 
concerns interpreting continuous data from a table while the second relate to the table 
with gaps. 
One question (question 14) asked pupils to interpolate one point and extrapolate two 
points from a line graph or, for those pupils not familiar with line graphs, from a bar chart 
of the same data. As in the Forces data probe, this question was designed to find out i f 
pupils knew how to interpolate and extrapolate, that is to ascertain whether they had been 
taught this skill, which could be used in the competition. 
Questions 12 asked pupils in relation to a line graph of dissolving time and temperature, 
what would happen to the line i f you doubled the amount of sugar? This question was 
not used in the final analysis of the data probe. 
The concept probes 
The concept probes were designed to probe children's understanding of the concepts 
relevant to the investigation e.g. forces and dissolving. It was decided to test pupils' 
understanding not only in relation to the specific concept used in the investigation e.g. 
force and friction but also in relation to other aspects of the concept e.g. gravity, 
equilibrium. There were two reasons for the latter: to gain an insight into the pupils' 
wider understanding of the concept and to probe any misconcepts which might affect 
their handling of the investigation, choice of controls etc. 
Unlike the data probe where previous research was limited, an extensive literature exists 
concerning children's conceptual understanding from which the concept probe could be 
developed. The concept probes were trialled and modified accordingly. The final 
versions used in the project are shown in Appendices 4a and 4c. 
The Forces concept probe 
The Forces I investigation involved the concept of friction opposing motion which was 
the focus of two questions in the concept probe (questions 3 b and 6). The Forces I I 
investigation concerned the relationship between height and force which again was tested 
by two questions (questions 3a and 5). The first of these two questions addresses the 
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relationship as it is presented in the investigation less directly since it concerns the idea of 
a brick sliding down the plank rather than up. 
Five other aspects of force were addressed (gravity - questions 1, 3 a and 6, the summation 
of forces - question 2, equilibrium - question 1, mass and force - question 7, surface area 
and force - question 7). Two misconceptions, namely the idea of force being equivalent 
to motion (question 1 and 3) and of force being equal to work or energy (questions 4 and 
5), were also tested. One question (8) was not used in the final analysis due to some 
misunderstanding of the question by some pupils. 
The Dissolving concept probe 
Two questions in the dissolving concept probe concerned the concept of the relationship 
between grain size and dissolving which was the relevant concept in Dissolving I 
(question 3). The Dissolving II investigation primarily involved the relationship between 
temperature and dissolving - questions 2ii and 7 in the concept probe. 
Five other aspects of dissolving (the distinction between melting and dissolving -
question 1, saturation - question 2i, the relationship between the quantity dissolved and 
temperature - question 2ii, dissolving and volume - question 6) were tested. One question 
in the concept probe also served the purpose of revealing the misconception of equating 
dissolving with disappearing (question 6). Two questions (4 and 5) were not used in the 
final analysis since it was felt that pupils did not really understand these questions. 
Administration of the investigations 
In primary schools, six pupils selected by the teacher were taken out of the class to do the 
investigation working in two groups of three pupils, the composition of the group being 
chosen by the pupils themselves. 
In secondary schools, the method was somewhat different. Here, the teachers preferred 
the whole class to be given the task and the pupils worked in their normal working 
groups. Three groups were then selected by the researcher. The selection was made 
firstly on the basis of approximately equal numbers of boys and girls. Within that, groups 
were chosen sometimes quite arbitrarily and sometimes because the group had selected a 
particularly interesting (that is, different) method for the investigation. 
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The investigations were introduced to the pupils by the researcher. Al l pupils were asked 
to make and record a prediction of what they thought would happen on the task sheet 
before beginning the task. They then carried out the investigation while the researcher 
observed them, at the same time completing the relevant checklist and asking occasional 
questions. These questions aimed to clarify and probe the thinking behind their 
performance in as neutral a way as possible. In the trials, difficulties had been 
encountered, since for instance, the question 'why are you doing that?' or 'why are you 
keeping that the same?' implies to some pupils and particularly to the less confident, that 
what they are doing is at fault, with the consequence that they then change the design. 
Questions were therefore kept to a minimum during the design stage but instead asked 
towards the end, or after, the investigation. Since the pupils' method of carrying out the 
task was carefully observed they were not asked to record the method but they were asked 
to record their results and conclusions. Although the children worked in groups on the 
task, each pupils recorded their prediction, results and conclusions individually. Graph 
paper was made available. 
Administration of the probes 
After the investigation, normally on the same day, each group was interviewed about their 
understanding of data using the data probe. The questions were administered orally at all 
ages so that responses of an ambiguous or particularly interesting nature could be probed 
further. The interview took approximately 20-30 minutes. These interviews were tape 
recorded with the students' permission. Only one group of Y4 students refused 
permission due to one of the group being very nervous. In this instance, the responses 
were noted. 
Also, after the investigation, in primary schools each group was interviewed about their 
understanding of the concept involved in the investigation and the interview was tape 
recorded. The concept probe was administered orally to primary school children, the 
same questions being administered in a written form in secondary schools. Although it 
would have been preferable to keep the method the same and in an oral form, since this 
yields richer data, the logistics of research in secondary schools where time for each 
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subject is restricted meant that the written form had to be used so that the concept probe 
could be completed as soon as possible after the investigation. 
In secondary schools, the investigation was carried out in a normal science period and to 
avoid minimum disruption to other lessons, the data probe interviews were usually 
carried out during breaks on the same day. Pupils were then asked to complete the 
concept probe the same day for homework. In primary schools, because of the less 
structured and more flexible timetable, both interviews (the data probe and concept 
probe) could be administered orally without too much disruption to the children's normal 
curriculum. It would of course have been difficult for primary children to tackle a written 
form of the concept probe particularly at Y4 when both reading and writing skills can be 
limited. 
A note on individual versus group responses 
The investigation data consisted of tasks performed by groups but recordings of 
predictions, results and conclusions which were made by individuals. The questions 
asked by the interviewer also sometimes expanded on individual differences in, for 
example, predictions. Similarly in the oral data and concept probes there were sometimes 
differences in, or contradictory responses within, a group. 
After much debate among the research team, it was decided that since the normal method 
of investigative work in schools is in groups and that because of this, it was felt that the 
investigative part of the research should be carried out in this way, then a group response 
should be arrived at for the two probes. Where responses differed, a decision was made 
to record these differences but to use the 'highest' / most scientifically correct response in 
the ensuing analysis. This method was then applied to the prediction, recording of 
results, and conclusions in the investigation and to all the responses in the concept and 
data probes. 
A note on other factors affecting performance 
We must not lose sight of the fact that other factors effect performance on investigations 
such as motivational and attitudinal factors, the pupils' perceptions of what is expected of 
them or previous experience of practical work. These factors are difficult to measure. An 
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attempt was made to record some of these factors using an 'expectations' sheet 
(Appendix 2e) but it was found to be of limited use in practice. Although occasionally 
pupils would volunteer that they had done a similar practical before, this and other 
expectations were so rarely explicit and therefore seldom recorded, that these data were 
not used in the final analysis. 
The Phase I data 
In summary, the raw data collected for each task in Phase 1 was as follows: 
• an observation checklist 
• notes on the group's responses to questioning during the practical task 
• individual pupils' worksheets including their predictions, results and conclusions 
• tapes of the group interviews of the data probe 
• tapes or the written concept probes 
3.1.3. The sample 
Local authorities were approached for permission to invite individual schools to take part 
in the PACKS project (see Appendix 5). Al l four authorities approached by the Durham 
team granted permission to approach schools in their area. Letters with attached reply 
slips were then sent to a sample of schools in the north-east area, which included both 
rural and urban schools. Two local authorities suggested particular schools to approach 
where they knew there would be interest, while in the other two, schools were selected at 
random by the researcher. Nine secondary and sixteen primary schools were approached. 
Five secondary schools agreed to take part in the project with no reply from the remaining 
four. Eleven primary schools expressed an interest in participating in the project, four did 
not reply and one declined the invitation, giving no reason. The schools who were keen 
to take part were used in Phase I or Phase I I of the project. 
Forces I and II 
Schools and geographical area 
The Forces investigations were carried out in ten schools, eight of which were primary 
and two of which were large comprehensive schools. 
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Characteristics of pupils 
Number of children Males Females 
Y4 48 25 23 
Y6 52 32 20 
Y9 38 (36) 13 25 (23) 
Total 138 (136) 70 66 
Table 14: The Forces I and II sample by individual age and sex. Figures in brackets indicate where Forces II 
sample differed from Forces I. 
The number of Y9 pupils (table 14) is relatively low compared to the other two year 
groups because, in secondary schools, many pupils opted to work in pairs as compared to 
primary schools where teachers were asked to select two groups of three pupils. One 
group of two female Y9 pupils in Forces I attached a string to the hook on the brick, 
placed the brick at the end of the plank and attached weights to the string, increasing the 
mass of the weights until the brick moved. In Forces I I this same group tried to set up a 
clamp stand with a pulley system to pull the brick up the plank but the lesson finished 
before they had achieved a satisfactory design. Consequently the total sample of Y9 
pupils decreases from 38 in Forces I to 36 in Forces I I . The reduced number of groups 
does not affect the average ability figures. 
Number of groups All male All female Mixed 
Y4 16 6 4 6 
Y6 17 8 5 4 
Y9 15(14) 6 9(8) 0 
Total 48 (47) 20 18(17) 10 
Table IS: The Forces I and II sample in terms of numbers of groups and their composition by age and sex. 
Figures in brackets indicate where the Forces II sample differed at Y9. 
Table 15 shows that in primary schools the groups were fairly evenly spread across the 
three types of group composition - all male, all female or mixed groups. In secondary 
schools, the groups studied in the research were all of one sex. That is not to say that 
occasionally groups of mixed sex working together did not occur in the course of the 
research in secondary schools, but rather that they did not form part of the sample. 
Ability 
The schools who had agreed to take part in the project were asked to provide children of 
mixed ability for the research whenever possible. In primary schools, this was easier than 
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in secondary schools where children had often been segregated in terms of ability by the 
third year. To ensure that the sample as a whole reflected mixed ability, teachers were 
asked to rank the children on a scale of 1 to 5, where one is the highest ability, with 
regard to their performance in science overall (table 16). Clearly this is a very 
approximate measure. 
Average ability 
Boys Girls 
Y4 3 2 
Y6 3 3 
Y9 2 3 
Table 16: Mean ability of the Forces 1 and 11 sample by age and sex 
The table shows that overall the sample reflected average ability. 
Since it was usually the case that the ability within groups varied, an arbitrary decision 
had to be taken to determine a figure for 'group ability'. It was decided to use the rank of 
the pupil with the highest ability in any particular group. Computed in this way, the 
average ability for all groups at each age was two. The decision to take the highest ability 
in the group clearly accounts for this higher than average score compared to the average 
scores in table 16. 
Dissolving tasks I and II 
Schools and geographical area 
The Dissolving I investigation was carried out in 8 schools, 7 of which were primary and 
the other a large comprehensive school. 
Characteristics of pupils 
Number of children Males Females 
Y4 47 25 22 
Y6 48 21 27 
Y9 58 28 30 
Total 153 74 79 
Table 17: The Dissolving I and II sample by individual age and sex 
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Again, as in the Forces investigation, the group size was smaller in Y9. Table 18 shows 
that the composition of the groups moved from predominantly mixed sex groups at Y4 to 
single sex groups at Y9. 
Number of groups All male All female Mixed 
Y4 16 4 2 10 
Y6 16 6 7 3 
Y9 20 10 10 
Total 52 20 19 13 
Table 18: The Dissolving I and II sample in terms of numbers of groups and their composition by age and sex 
Unfortunately, the competition was not introduced until after the data collection was 
underway, so that the number of groups who entered the competition was less than the 
total sample namely: 12 Y4 groups, 12 Y6 groups and 4 Y9 groups. This was due to the 
order of sampling which was arbitrary in that it depended on when schools could 
accommodate the research within their normal curriculum. In practice, most of the Y9 
groups who did the Dissolving tasks were sampled early in the project before the 
competition was introduced. 
Ability 
As with the Forces tasks, the schools who had agreed to take part in the project were 
asked to provide children of mixed ability for the research whenever possible. Again, to 
ensure that the sample as a whole reflected mixed ability, teachers were asked to rank the 
children on a scale of 1 to 5, where one is the highest ability, with regard to their 
performance in science overall (table 19). 
Average ability 
Boys Girls 
Y4 2 3 
Y6 3 2 
Y9 3 3 
Table 19: Mean ability of the Dissolving I and II sample by age and sex 
The table shows that overall the sample reflected average ability. 
3.2. P h a s e 2 
Phase 2 arose from the first phase of the project. 
i n 
3.2.1. Aims 
Phase 1 of the project explored children's understanding of a number of concepts of 
evidence in several different tasks - for example, their understanding of the identification 
or the type of variable or the use of tables and graphs. Other concepts of evidence, and in 
particular the wider concepts of the reliability and validity of evidence, had not been 
addressed. It was decided therefore that the main aim of Phase 2 should be to probe 
children's understanding of ideas about evidence in a broader and more consistent way 
than had been possible in Phase 1. Phase 2 also tried to address concepts of evidence 
which it had not been possible to test in Phase 1. 
Probably the best and the most fruitful research method of probing understanding is 
interviewing but it is expensive in terms of time and resources and, given the limitations 
of both of these factors in the second phase of the project, would have yielded a very 
small sample. Consequently, it was decided to use a written probe. Inevitably, written 
responses limit the resulting information to the question asked, as well as to the ability of 
the children to express their ideas in the written form. Further, from previous research 
(APU), it was realised that questions which are designed to test ideas of validity and 
reliability are inherently complex in structure and so unsuitable for most primary school 
children who, by virtue of their age and experience, may have less well-developed 
reading, comprehension and writing skills. Indeed, feedback from secondary teachers 
suggested that the final probe was difficult for some of their low ability pupils who, 
nevertheless, in practice, were still able to make some attempt. 
Conversely, the advantages of the written probe or questionnaire as a research instrument 
are that it enables a large number of children to be surveyed and also, provides 
consistency of presentation. Three written questionnaires probing a range of concepts of 
evidence were developed and trialled. Two of these were developed and analysed by the 
York team and the third by the Durham team. The questionnaires were then administered 
to samples of approximately 200 pupils in Y7,200 in Y9 and 100 in Y l 1. This thesis 
reports the results of the Durham questionnaire. 
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In terms of the model which was presented at the beginning of this chapter, pupils' ability 
to understand and apply their procedural understanding in unfamiliar situations was tested 
in the Phase 2 questionnaire (figure 12). 
| Conceptual understanding j Procedural understanding 
Knowledge and recall 
Understanding ; ^ 
Application of concepts (in unfamiliar • ^ 
situations) — 
Synthesis of concepts (in problem-
solving). 
Figure 12: The Phase 2 questionnaire and Bloom's taxonomy 
3.2.2. Methodology 
The design of the questionnaire 
Questions were designed to probe pupils' understanding of particular 'concepts of 
evidence' (table 20). Each question in the questionnaire was developed and trialled in 
local schools and modified in the light of the responses obtained. 
Question number 
Ideas about evidence 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
Reliability Sample size / 
Range 
Repeatability y / 
Accuracy 
Reliability / 
Validity Fair test / 
Pattern / 
Interpretation / / / 
Purpose of investigative work • 
Table 20: The concepts of evidence covered by the Durham questionnaire 
The final Durham questionnaire (reproduced in Appendix 6a) consisted of 11 questions, 
five of which focused on aspects of reliability, four on three aspects of validity and one 
on the purpose of investigative work. The latter and two other questions (question 9 and 
10) were included because the idea of accountability had emerged in Phase 1 of the 
project where pupils' work had suggested that their reluctance to display their 
understanding of scientific evidence may not be because they did not know how to but, 
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rather, because they did not see any reason for doing so. It was thought that this may be a 
result of a lack of understanding that evidence is necessary to support a statement or 
concept when it is presented to others. Consequently, questions were developed in an 
attempt to target this understanding. 
Efforts were made to make the questions as accessible as possible and to present them in 
a 'pupil-friendly' manner e.g. with pictures, where appropriate, although colour 
reproduction, which might have further enhanced the presentation, was not feasible 
because of budget considerations. The final form of the Durham questionnaire took 30-
45 minutes to complete. 
The administration of the questionnaire 
Although the method of administration of the questionnaire was discussed with the 
contact teacher in each school, a page of guidelines for individual teachers was included 
with each batch of questionnaires (see Appendix 6d) both to reinforce this discussion and 
to try to ensure consistency. The guidelines also included an invitation to teachers to 
comment on the content and / or format of the questionnaire. 
To control for the effect of fatigue and / or the effect of rushing at the end, the Durham 
questionnaire was presented in two formats (formats A and B): both consisting of the 
same questions but in a different order. 
The Phase 2 data 
The raw data for Phase 2 consists of individual written questionnaires. 
3.2.3. The sample 
One secondary school who had already expressed an interest in taking part in the project 
but who had not been used in Phase I , was used in Phase I I . A further five secondary 
schools were approached and, of these, four agreed to take part. A sample of over 200 
pupils was obtained in each of years 7 and 9 and more than 100 pupils in Y l 1. The lower 
sample size of Y l 1 pupils was a consequence of the difficulty of gaining access to these 
pupils when they were studying for GCSE examinations. 
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The Durham questionnaires was completed by a total of 654 school children in years 7, 9 
and 11 (see table 21) during the spring and summer terms of 1993. In the 5 schools, more 
than 20 classes participated in this part of the research. 
Schools Y7 Y9 Y11 
1 127 
2 76 61 
3 44 87 46 
4 82 37 
5 59 35 TOTAL 
Total 247 289 118 654 
Table 21: Numbers of pupils in Phase 2 Durham sample by age and school. 
Of the total of 654 children in the 3 age groups (Y7, Y9, Y l 1), 50% completed scripts in 
format A, the remaining half being given format B. The numbers of children by sex and 
age are shown in table 22. 
Males Females Total 
Y7 124 123 247 
Y9 139 150 289 
Y11 55 63 118 
318 336 654 
Table 22: Number of pupils in the Durham Phase 2 sample by age and sex 
Wherever possible, schools were asked to distribute the questionnaire to classes of mixed 
ability. To ensure that the sample as a whole reflected mixed ability, teachers were asked 
to rank pupils on a 1 to 5 scale where 1 represents the highest ability with regard to their 
performance in science overall (table 23). The mean ability of all pupils by age and sex 
was 3, suggesting that the sample overall reflected mixed ability. 
Ability Y7 Y9 Y11 
1 18 12 17 
2 29 21 20 
3 30 34 34 
4 15 27 19 
5 8 7 9 
Mean ability 3 3 3 
Table 23: Ability by age (all figures, except mean ability, represent % pupils in each ability category in each age 
group) 
I IS 
3.3. P h a s e 3 
3.3.1. Aims 
The opportunity to extend the project by six months (September 1993 to March 1994) 
arose and it was decided to use this period to include a sample of sixth form students 
studying science in order to explore 'expert' performance thereby ensuring that we had 
collected a full range of understanding of data. 
In Phase 3, volunteer lower sixth formers (Y12) who were studying at least one science 
subject were asked to undertake the York Cool drink and the Durham Forces tasks used 
in Phase 1 and to answer a selection of diagnostic probes from phases 1 and 2. This 
provided more information on varieties of performance and understanding towards the 
more 'expert' end of the novice-expert continuum. 
The analysis of this group of forty-three Y12 pupils, 25 of whom were male and 18 
female, from 5 schools is also included in this report for comparison. This group, since 
they had decided to study science at a higher level, are taken to represent 'experts'. 
3.3.2. Methodology 
The sixth form students were asked to carry out a slightly different form of the Forces II 
investigation using the angle of the slope instead of the height: 
Find out how the angle of the slope affects the amount ofpull/force needed to move the 
brick uphill. 
The investigation was modified in this way because it was felt that the relationship 
between height and force might be regarded as too simple by science students at this 
level. As in all the PACKS tasks, they were asked to record a prediction before they 
started (see Appendix le). 
The students were provided with the same equipment as the younger pupils with the 
addition of protractors. They were observed carrying out the task in the same way as in 
Phase 1. A similar competition was set, in that the pupils were given an angle at the end 
of the practical work and asked to use their results to predict the force needed, without 
actually taking any measurements. 
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As with the secondary school pupils in phase 1, the data probe interviews were conducted 
on the same day and the concept probes administered in written form and completed soon 
after the investigation. The students also completed the phase 2 questionnaire. Group 
responses were determined in the same way as in phase 1. 
The Phase 3 data 
The raw data for Phase 3 consists of 
• an observation checklist 
• notes on the group's responses to questioning during the practical task 
• individual pupils' worksheets including their predictions, results and conclusions 
• tapes of the interviews of the data probe 
• written concept probes 
• individual written Phase 2 questionnaires. 
3.3.3. The sample 
In phase 3, twenty-two groups of Y12 pupils carried out the Forces II task only. Forty-
three pupils, of whom 25 were boys and 18 girls, were drawn from a comprehensive 
school, two sixth form colleges and two colleges of further education. In all six centres 
had been approached for this phase of the project. Of these, only one school had declined 
to take part. In the participating centres, teachers were asked for volunteers from their 
sixth form science students to take part in the research. Recognising the workload of 
students at this level, and the fact that they were being asked to do extra work which was 
not required for their studies, a small payment was made to volunteers to encourage them 
to participate in the research. 
Al l the Y12 pupils were studying for at least one science 'A' level so that these pupils can 
be regarded as 'experts'. Teachers were asked wherever possible to select pupils of both 
sexes and of mixed ability from the volunteers. In practice, the number of students 
available and volunteering for the research in each school or college was small, so that 
the sample is not necessarily representative. As in Phase I , the teachers were asked to 
rank the students on a 1 to 5 scale with regard to their performance in science overall. It 
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should be noted however that the ranking was often from the perspective of a teacher who 
only taught 'A'-level science students. These rankings are therefore not comparable with 
those made by teachers of the pupils in the Phase 1 sample. Within these limitations, the 
average ability of the girls was two and of the boys three. As in Phase 1, group ability 
was taken as the highest in the group. Computed in this way, the average group ability 
was two. The Y12 pupils worked in pairs except in one case where, due to the absence of 
another pupil, one boy worked alone. Al l of the groups except two were single sex 
groups (eleven male and eight female). Owing to shortage of time, two of the Y12 groups 
were not set the competition. 
3.4. Chapter summary 
In this chapter, the methodology and sample for each of the three phases of the PACKS 
project have been described and are summarised in Figure 13. 
PHASE 1 Y4 (number of 
groups) 
Y6 (number of 
groups) 
Y9 (number of 
groups) 
i Forces investigations ; 1 
I and II 
6 1 7 1 5 
Data probe 
Concept probe 
' : 1 
Dissolving 1 
i investigations I and li i 
6 1 6 2 0 
Data probe 
Concept probe 
r 
PHASE 2 Y7 (number of 
pupils) 
Y9 (number of 
pupils) 
Y11 (number of 
pupils) 
Questionnaire 247 289 118 
PHASE 3 Y12 (number of 
groups) 
I Forces investigations 22 
I and II 
Data probe 
Concept probe 
Questionnaire 
Figure 13: The three phases of the P A C K S project showing the Durham tasks and sample 
The next chapter will describe how the data collected during each of these three phases 
were analysed. 
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CHAPTER 4: ANALYSIS OF THE DATA 
The methodology described in the last chapter resulted in qualitative data. These data 
were categorised so that they could then be analysed quantitatively, enabling any patterns 
and trends to emerge. 
4.1. P h a s e 1 
4.1.1 Analysis of the children's performance in the investigation 
Analysis of performance in the investigation was carried out in two ways. 
First, pupils' performance in each task was analysed in terms of individual concepts of 
evidence. These scores were then aggregated into scores for the main categories of 
design, measurement and data handling so that for instance, the relationship between the 
application of individual concepts of evidence and the pupils' overall procedural 
understanding of design could then be explored. There was seldom evidence in the 
children's reports of the fourth category, evaluation. An overall investigation score was 
also computed to gain an insight into the relationship between the pupils' understanding 
of the application of individual concepts of evidence and their procedural understanding 
of the whole task. 
A further measure of each group's investigative performance was also devised. The 
purpose of this measure was to evaluate the quality of the evidence from each group's 
investigation. This was done by the researcher examining all the evidence available about 
the group's performance and asking the question 'are these results believable?' In this 
way, an overall judgement of the evidence was arrived at. By examining all the 
investigations, a categorisation based on the quality of the evidence emerged. The 
categories are a measure of how well the pupils were able to synthesise concepts of 
evidence in working towards an effective solution to the task. We can locate these two 
methods of analysis in the model in figure 14: 
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Conceptual understanding Procedural understanding 
Knowledge and recall 
Understanding 
Application of concepts (in unfamiliar 
situations) 
Investigation scores (individual 
concepts of evidence, main 
scores and overall scores) 
Synthesis of concepts (in problem-
solving). Quality of evidence categories 
Figure 14: The analysis of the investigation data and Bloom's taxonomy 
All the data for the tasks were entered into a single Excel spreadsheet for each group. 
The data included the base data (i.e. group identifier, date of investigation, audiotape 
identifier, school, year group, number of students in the group, gender composition of the 
group and the teacher's assessment of the pupils' ability), the observation checklists for 
the two relevant tasks including the researcher's notes and the coded data and concept 
probes. 
The tasks were analysed in the order Forces I , Forces I I , Dissolving I and Dissolving I I 
over the period 1994 - 1997. 
Analysis in terms of component concepts of evidence 
Using Excel, the design, measurement and data handling scores were computed for each 
group from the relevant data points in the observation checklist. As described below, the 
number of data points which comprise these scores varies according to the task. 
The design score consists of the data points concerned with variable identification, fair 
test and variable type. 
Variable identification simply refers to pupils selecting the appropriate 
independent and dependent variables for the investigation. For all four investigations 
used in the research, there was only one independent and one dependent variable (see 
table 24). For example, in Forces I , the two relevant variables were the type of surface 
and the force and in Dissolving II they were the temperature and the dissolving time. 
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Categoric tasks Continuous tasks 
Forces 1 Dissolving 1 Forces II Dissolving II 
Independent 
variable 
Type of surface ! Type of sugar Height of ramp Temperature 
Dependent 
variable 
Force Dissolving time Force Dissolving time 
Relevant control 
variables 
Method of pulling ; Quantity of sugar 
Quantity of water 
Method of stirring 
i Method of pulling I Quantity of sugar 
Quantity of water 
Method of stirring 
Table 24: The key variables in the four Durham tasks 
The fair test score refers to the relevant control variables. In both Forces tasks 
this score comprised one data point which was the control of the method of pulling the 
brick. Other factors such as using the same brick or the same forcemeter were almost 
always implicitly controlled because the equipment available was limited. In the 
Dissolving tasks, the fair test score comprised three data points, namely the control of the 
quantity of sugar, the quantity of water and the method of stirring. 
Variable type concerns the choice of the type (categoric or continuous) of the 
relevant variables for each task. For the Forces I and Dissolving I tasks, the independent 
variable - type of surface or type of sugar was clearly categoric so that there was, in 
effect, no choice. Similarly the control of the method of pulling in both Forces tasks 
cannot be readily measured. Hence the variable type score for the Forces I task consists 
of one data point - the type of dependent variable (the force or pull). The choice, in this 
instance, is between interpreting the force as a categoric variable, measuring it by feel 
using qualitative categories such as hard or easy etc. or as a continuous variable, using the 
forcemeter. The significance of defining a variable as continuous or quantitative is that 
measurement enables data to be collected which can be replicated. This has the potential 
to increase the reliability and objectivity of the data and is a major characteristic of 
scientific evidence. 
For the Dissolving I task the variable type score consists of four data points referring to 
the type of dependent variable (one data point) and the type of control variables (three 
data points). 
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The dependent variable, the dissolving time, can be interpreted as a categoric variable 
(fast or slow) or as a continuous variable, using the stopclock, a watch or clock. Clearly, 
a continuous interpretation is most appropriate here. 
The control variables, namely the quantity of sugar, water, and stirring, can also be 
interpreted in a qualitative or quantitative way. For instance, the control of the quantity 
of sugar could be measured categorically in spatula /spoon-fuls, or weighed, and similarly 
the quantity of water could be measured in a measuring cylinder, weighed or judged by 
eye e.g. a cupful. For this investigation, spoonfuls of sugar or cupfuls of water were 
deemed to be adequate in that, provided the same spoon / cup was used, the level of 
control was sufficient to produce valid data. The frequency of stirring can also be 
interpreted as a continuous variable by, for example, counting the number of stirs. 
For the Forces I I task, the variable type score consists of two data points - the choice of 
the type of the independent (the height of the ramp) and dependent variables. The height 
can be interpreted as categoric by using qualitative categories such as high, medium, or 
low but again it is preferable to interpret it as a continuous variable by quantitative 
measurement using the ruler. 
In the Dissolving I I task, the variable type score consisted of 5 data points, referring to the 
choice of the type of the independent and dependent variables and of the type of controls 
(three data points). In this investigation, the temperature (the independent variable) can 
be interpreted as a categoric variable by using qualitative categories such as hot, 
lukewarm or cold and, as in Dissolving I , the dissolving time (the dependent variable) can 
be interpreted categorically as fast or slow. It is clearly preferable to interpret these 
variables as continuous by quantitative measurement using the thermometer and the 
stopclock / watch because replication is then possible. 
The definition of 'continuous' with regard to the independent variable in relation to this 
investigation is not as straightforward as it may at first appear. For instance, i f pupils 
measure one temperature, it is difficult to envisage that they have a continuous concept in 
mind. To be fair, some of these groups used their results from the first investigation 
(Dissolving I) - of the dissolving time of the same type of sugar in cold tap water - as 
representing the dissolving time in cold water in Dissolving II . This is not unreasonable 
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but for the fact that usually no measurement of temperature had been taken in the first 
investigation. The measurement of one or two temperatures was nearly always equated 
with 'hot' or with 'hot' and 'cold' suggesting that pupils were thinking of temperature in 
a categoric rather than a continuous way. Sometimes, in these same groups, the act of 
measurement seemed almost incidental or perhaps more a result of the thermometer being 
present with the associated expectation of using it. For these reasons, on initial analysis, 
pupils were considered to have interpreted temperature in a continuous way i f they had 
measured at least three temperatures. However, this definition was changed for two 
reasons. First, continuous variables are associated with quantitative measurement, so that 
groups who were observed using a thermometer to measure the temperature, even i f only 
once and even i f they didn't record these measurements, can be regarded as having 
interpreted the independent variable in a continuous way. Second, in order to compare 
this investigation with a similar investigation in another concept area (Forces II), 
consistency of analysis was required. In the Forces II investigation, there were no groups 
who took only one measurement and those who took only 2 measurements were 
considered to have interpreted the independent variable in a continuous way. The results 
of applying both definitions will be reported but the latter, namely, continuous = any 
quantitative measurement, is used in the computation of the design and overall scores. 
Four groups (2 Y4 groups, 1 Y6 and 1 Y9 group) measured the dissolving time in hot 
(and sometimes cold water) only but did not record the temperature. A Y4 pupil in one of 
these groups decided that the thermometer was 'a red herring' because, he said, you knew 
that the water in the kettle was boiling i f it was steaming and you could check the tap 
water was cold by putting your fingers in it. 
Some of the children who did measure temperature also assigned descriptors to the 
temperatures as i f having to interpret to themselves what the numerical temperatures 
meant, as in the Y6 group who recorded 'boiling' water (78°C) or 'freezing' water (9°C) 
or in the following Y6 group: 
the half warm water is 38 
the quarter hot water is 33 
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The fact that the temperature of the water fell as the mixture of sugar and water was 
stirred, caused several groups difficulty, with some losing sight of the purpose of the task. 
The skill of using and reading the thermometer proved problematic for one Y4 group who 
kept the protective plastic cap on the thermometer and read 45°C as 40'/2°C. 
Scoring of the choice of the three relevant control variables was as in the Dissolving I 
task. 
Al l of the groups were scored by whether they had selected the most appropriate design in 
terms of these parameters. 
The measurement score consists of the data points concerned with accuracy, 
repeatability and, where relevant, range, interval and relative scale. 
In the Forces I task the measurement score consists of two data points - accuracy, 
referring to the appropriate reading of the forcemeter and repeatability or the 
understanding of the need to take more than one reading at each data point. Repeatability 
was observed even in those groups who measured the force by feel. A pupil might, for 
instance, check their own judgement of the feel of the pull more than once or, 
alternatively, ask different members of the group to confirm or reject the order of strength 
of pull on the different surfaces assessed by the first pupil. On this basis, groups who did 
not measure could still obtain a 'repeatability score'. 
In the Forces II task, the measurement score consists of five data points namely range and 
interval, accuracy (two data points) and repeatability. 
The range of measurements of height was assessed at to whether the heights selected by a 
group were likely to show the full pattern in the data. For instance, a range of 10 to 
100cm will meet this criterion whereas a range of 5 to 50 cm will not. 
Similarly, the selected interval between the readings was examined to see i f the readings 
would produce a graph that was capable of demonstrating the pattern or the relationship 
between the variables. For example, a group selecting every 25cm between 0 and 100cm 
will then have readings which can be used to produce a satisfactory graph whereas a 
group who used the following measurements of height were unlikely to observe the 
'flattening off of the graph at steeper slopes: 
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10cm, 50cm, 55cm, 60cm, 85cm 
Qualitative heights - that is, descriptive categories were not assigned a range or interval 
score because the limitations of qualitative data meant that unless the pupils were directly 
observed taking these readings, they could not be confirmed. 
In this investigation, accuracy referred to both the reading of the forcemeter and the 
reading of the height of the slope and so comprised two data points. Occasionally, a 
group was observed using the metre rule upside down. 
Repeatability was scored as in the Forces I task. 
In the Dissolving I task, the measurement score consists of six data points concerned with 
accuracy (four data points), repeatability and scale. 
The accuracy score refers to the appropriate degree of accuracy of the measurement of the 
dependent variable (dissolving time) and of the three relevant control variables (the 
quantity of sugar, water and the frequency of stirring). 
The understanding of the need to take more than one reading at each data point was 
observed even in those groups who measured the dissolving time categorically in the 
same way as in the Forces tasks so that groups who did not measure could still obtain a 
repeatability score on the basis of repeating categoric readings. 
Appropriate scale (1 data point) refers to the relative quantities of sugar and water such 
that saturation does not mask the differences in the dissolving times of different types of 
sugar. Most groups selected a reasonable scale by weighing out a small quantity of sugar 
or using a spoonful or spatula-ful which was then added to a sensible quantity of water 
(e.g. measuring the volume of water or using a beaker or cupful). Only three groups in 
the sample did not choose a sensible scale. Two Y4 groups added so much sugar to the 
container of water that the solution appeared to be almost saturated. One Y6 group also 
struggled with this concept, recording a very long dissolving time and judging dissolving 
by the point at which the 'water in the middle' was clear so that the sugar on the bottom 
was a visible heap. One Y4 group was sidetracked into investigating the effect of scale 
i.e. the ratio of sugar to water, but then failed to measure dissolving time. 
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The measurement score in the Dissolving II task consists of nine data points concerned 
with accuracy (5), repeatability (1), relative scale (1) and range and interval (2). 
The accuracy score was the same as in Dissolving I with the addition of a score for the 
appropriate degree of accuracy of the measurement of the temperature. 
Repeatability and relative scale were scored in the same way as in the Dissolving I task. 
The range of measurements (one data point) of the independent variable (temperature) 
was judged as to whether it was likely to show the pattern in the data within the 
limitations of the setting. For instance, in primary schools, groups were often working 
with cold water and 'kettle' water which, for safety reasons and by the time some of the 
slower groups were ready, might have been boiled some time ago so that the maximum 
temperature they could obtain was not as high as expected. As in Forces I I , a range score 
could only be obtained i f the temperature was interpreted as a continuous variable. 
Examples of groups who did interpret temperature in a continuous way but who were 
judged to have chosen a poor range (i.e. no score) were a Y9 group who measured the 
dissolving time at 40, 50 and 60°C and a Y9 group who took measurements of dissolving 
time at 20 and 40°C. 
The selected interval between the readings was examined to see i f the readings would 
produce a graph that was capable of demonstrating the pattern or the relationship between 
the variables. Again, groups could only obtain a score at this point i f they had interpreted 
temperature in a continuous way. This score was judged liberally because it is, in reality, 
difficult to obtain regular intervals within the time allowed in most schools for a science 
lesson. For example, one group began intending to measure at 10°C intervals but ran out 
of time. Their results show dissolving times at 81, 71, 61 and 20°C. They were judged to 
have selected an appropriate range and interval. 
The data handling score consisted of four data points for all four tasks: 
• the use of a table, chart or graph to record data 
• the selection of an appropriate type of graph (for Forces I and Dissolving I a bar chart 
and for Forces II and Dissolving II a line graph) 
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• the use of an ordered table or chart as an indication of the understanding of patterns in 
the data 
• some kind of generalisation, as opposed to simply repeating the results or no conclusion 
at all as a further indication of an understanding of the pattern in the data and how it links 
to the reality. 
Although not included in the data handling score, pupils' responses to the competition in 
Forces I I and Dissolving I I were scored as to whether the pupils had made a reasonable 
attempt at interpolation in the light of the data they had collected. 
The quality of evidence categorisation 
An overall judgement or evaluation of each group's investigation was arrived at by 
considering the individual written reports, the researcher's checklist and the 
accompanying case notes (which included the responses to the questions asked by the 
researcher as the group carried out the investigation). The quality of evidence categories 
were a measure of how well the pupils were able to synthesise concepts of evidence in 
such a way that it led to a believable conclusion. The categorisation was developed and 
modified as the tasks were analysed. 
The categorisation and the Forces tasks 
The categorisation was first developed in relation to the Forces I task (Figure 15). 
Use of evidence 
Qualitative 
1a Limited 
conclusion 
1b. Generalisation 
Quantitative 
2a. Limited 
sense of 
order 
2b. Order + 
limited 
understanding 
3. Order + 
evidence of 
understanding 
Figure 15: Quality of evidence categories of group performance developed in the Forces tasks 
This exercise was repeated with the Forces II investigations. Since there were two 
continuous variables in the Forces II task (height and force), the pupils' identification of 
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the independent as well as the dependent variable became a further factor in the 
classification. In an earlier paper3, following preliminary analysis of the data, the initial 
classification into quantitative or qualitative groups was based only on the identification 
of the independent variable. Here, in order to keep the analysis consistent with the Forces 
I task, i f the pupils identified either the independent or the dependent variable as 
qualitative, they were assigned to a qualitative category. Notions of'label', 'order' and 
'continuous' had been used in the early analysis. In the following analysis, these have 
been combined with the categories developed in the analysis of the Forces I investigation 
so that performance in these and other investigations in the project can be more easily 
compared. 
Examples of groups in each category in the Forces I and II investigations follow: 
Category la. Qualitative - label - limited conclusion 
'Qualitative' groups in both Forces tasks tested the force or pull by feel, either pulling the 
brick by hand or using the forcemeter simply as a tool to pull the brick along while 
ignoring the numerical reading. These groups made no attempt to measure quantitatively 
or to interpret their results - they simply repeated the results as a conclusion or made a 
limited, or no, conclusion. 
In the Forces I task, there was a very noticeable tendency in this category to regard the 
extremes as being most significant. For instance, many children predicted the extremes 
but were reluctant even to guess at the other two surfaces. It could be said that the two 
extremes were the easiest to predict but this is only true of the surface with the least 
friction, the smooth side of the wood, and does not apply to the surface with the most 
friction - a lot of children were unsure whether the carpet or the corrugated card would 
require the most force. The tendency seemed more to do with the language of ordering. 
For instance, Gary predicted: 
The carpit is iysy the card is hade 
3MiIlar R., Lubben F, Gott R. and Duggan S. 1994 Investigating in the school science laboratory: 
conceptual and procedural knowledge and their influence on performance. Res Papers in Education 9 (2) 
207-248 
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His results /conclusion: 
carpit is iysy 
the card is hard 
the layt sayd (light side) is hade 
the dark is iysy 
The smoother side of the wood was also darker and the rougher side, lighter. Admittedly 
Gary was only 8 years old and perhaps not of the highest ability but the point is that his 
inability to use words such as easier or harder must severely and inevitably restrict his 
ability to order the surfaces. This 'language of order' must be an essential prerequisite for 
a child to begin to understand order in data in science which in turn leads to the 
understanding of patterns and relationships. Perhaps the language of ordering needs to be 
in place before children attempt science of this kind. 
Other groups in this category, were able to order the surfaces but unable to generalise 
from their results. For example, Christopher wrote his prediction as follows: 
/ think the brick will slide along the wood then the card then the other side of the 
wood and then the carpet. 
All the members of Christopher's group made different predictions. They all selected the 
appropriate independent and dependent variables and set about testing the surfaces by 
each pulling the brick along by hand and feeling the pull. Each group member obtained 
different results which they recorded in prose. They appeared to regard their results and 
conclusion as one and the same thing. For example, Christopher wrote for his results and 
conclusion: 
The top side of the wood was first, and then the cardboard then the carpet and then 
the bottom of the wood. 
Although Christopher was able to order the surfaces from his qualitative measurements, 
he was unable to interpret his results or generalise from the investigation, for instance, 
about the nature of the surfaces. 
In the Forces II task, there was only one group of Y4 pupils in this category. The pupils 
in this group treated the qualitative 'measurements' as labels or descriptive categories, 
obtaining the following results: 
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blackboard hard 
chair easy 
floor easy 
table hard 
The group could again dichotomise the force into either hard or easy but appeared to be 
unable to order individual readings relative to each other. Two members of the group 
came to no conclusion and the third concluded that there were ltwo hards and two easys'. 
Category lb. Qualitative - order - generalisation 
This category includes groups of pupils who again took qualitative readings but who were 
able to order their data and then make some kind of generalisation. 
In Forces I , some of these groups exemplified the same problem of limited language 
especially in their prediction but they were all able to make some kind of generalisation 
of the relationship they had tested using their data . 
For instance, Michael's prediction was: 
that the brick will go best across the top side of the bord, then the card then the 
botom bord and then the carpit 
His group used the forcemeter but did not record the reading and in their discussion while 
doing the investigation, seemed to equate speed with ease of pull. Edmund in this group 
said: 
when it goes fast it means it is on a good surface 
All the members in this group recorded their results in prose. Michael's results: 
The top of the bord is the best then the card then the botom of the bord then the 
carpit eysy. 
and conclusions 
When the thing that the brick is on is lumpy it has a job doing that, if it is smoth it is 
eysy. 
So Michael was able to show that he was beginning to grasp the relationship between 
friction and force. 
In Forces I I , a group of pupils recorded the heights as: 
first slope 5 
second slope 10 
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third slope 15 
fourth slope 20 fifth slope 25 
They were then able to interpret their findings as 
the higher the slope the more pull you had to give 
Category 2a. Quantitative - label - but limited sense of order 
These groups took quantitative measurements but in their table or bar chart made little or 
no attempt to order the readings. Often this led to conclusions which were limited to 
repeating the results and no generalisation. The data could almost be incidental because it 
is not used and has no apparent meaning to these groups. 
In Forces I , there was also evidence in this category still of a tendency to focus on the 
extremes, as noted in the qualitative categories. Typically, a group would measure all 
four surfaces but conclude only on the basis of the extremes. 
This group of Y6 children demonstrates some of these points: 
Prediction: 
the dark side will be the best at pulling the brick the carpet will be the hardest 
Results: 
card 13, carpet 14, dark side 6, lite side 10 
Conclusion 
Its easy to pull the brick along the dark side. The carpet was the hardest to pull the 
brick along. 
The group made no attempt to order their results. Their conclusion, referring as it does 
only to the extremes, could well have arisen from their prediction making the point of 
taking measurements questionable. The conclusion also suggests that the group has not 
been able to generalise from the investigation. 
Another group of Y6 children concluded in contradiction to their data: 
/ said that the smooth side of the wood would be the easiest then the rough side of 
the wood and then the cardboard and then the carpet and I was right because the 
smooth side of the wood was 5N the rough side was 10N. The cardboard 20N and 
the carpet was 13N. 
I 3 l 
Many Y9 groups carefully drew bar charts which were not ordered and then not 
surprisingly made poor conclusions: 
Prediction: 
the smooth wood would come first, then the carpet, then the other side of the wood 
and then the cardboard. 
10 
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The group tested the surfaces in the order shown in the bar chart and then concluded 
that the smoother surfaces the easier the brick runs along the surface. 
It appears that the group has made no explicit attempt to connect their conclusion to the 
results. 
In the Forces II task, it also became clear that pupils in this group treated their numerical 
readings as labels or descriptive categories. They measured the height of the ramp but 
then often recorded their measurements in a disorganised way which made it difficult to 
see any pattern. An example is shown below of a group of Y4 pupils who recorded their 
data as follows: 
Height cm 71 73 10 37 63 96 86 46 35 31 
Pull 11 13 5 7 10 12 11 9 7 6 
It is difficult to see the trend in this data and even harder to spot the anomaly at 73cm. 
Category 2b. Quantitative, ordered but no evidence of understanding the significance of 
order. 
These groups again took quantitative measurements and although they ordered their data, 
there was a sense that the data were ordered more by chance than as a result of 
understanding. They tended to regard the readings as labels and were unable to link the 
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numbers they had collected to the reality of the relationship between the variables. They 
often came to no conclusion or concluded by repeating their results. 
In Forces I , there were six groups in this category. Their results 'happened' to be in the 
correct order but their conclusions show that they did not understand the significance of 
the order in data. Most made no conclusion or simply repeated their results. Again the 
data appears to have little meaning for them. 
An example from Forces I I , is shown by Jonathan, Alice and Kate (Y4) who predicted 
that 'the lowest will be the easiest' and then recorded their data as shown below (followed 
by authors' clarification). 
H 44 chair 9-10 A table 11-12 H 66 B 
H87 dh 12-13 C Piano 13 115 D 
Height (cm) Pull (N) 
Chair A 44 9-10 
Table B 66 11-12 
Dinner hatch C 87 12-13 
Piano D 115 12-13 
They then plotted a bar chart which made no use of their measurements of height. 
14 mi 12 10 °- 6 
A B C D 
chair table d.hatch piano 
The additional letter names that they assigned to the furniture reinforces the view that 
these pupils regarded the heights as 'labels' or categories rather than as numerical heights 
which have a continuous relationship with one another. The fact that they ordered the bar 
chart may indicate that they were aware of the order of the relationship of one piece of 
furniture with another in terms of relative height. Their conclusion was: 
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the lowest is the easiest 
It is noticeable that the conclusion matches the prediction. 
Another indication that pupils are interpreting variables as categoric becomes apparent 
when a bar chart is plotted using the numbers themselves as categories regardless of the 
interval between them as in the bar charts below. Bar charts such as these which did not 
start at zero or which took no account of uneven intervals were very common and were 
evident at all the ages in the sample. Clearly there is another layer of difficulty here, over 
and above the 'label' issue, whose influence is difficult to disentangle. 
Y6 bar chart Y9 bar chart 
height cm 
20 30 40 50 75 100 
height cm 
These bar charts allow the overall relationship between the two variables to be seen but 
the shape of the graph is obscured and details of the relationship lost by the treatment of 
height as a categoric variable. In the Y9 bar chart the overall shape is distorted because 
the uneven intervals were ignored. 
Category 3. Quantitative, ordered and demonstrated an understanding of the relationship 
between the independent and the dependent variable in their conclusion - continuous. 
These groups ordered the data, often drew ordered bar charts or line graphs as 
representation and showed that they understood the relationship between the independent 
and the dependent variable in their conclusion. These groups were not confined to the 
older pupils. 
In the Forces I investigation, for instance, a Y4 group predicted: 
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The carpet will be hardest and the plank of wood on the brown side will be easyer to 
pull the brick along. The other side of the plank will be quite easy and the crinkly 
card will also be quite easy. 
Results 
The brown wood was 5 pulls 
the cardboard was 8 pulls a 9 r a f t 0 s h o w P u l l , n 9 
the brown surfis is 8 pulls 
the carpet was 12 pulls 
12 
•III 
10 
When you pull things along on smooth surfaces it is easy and when you pull it on 
rough things it is hard. 
They ordered their data in the table and one member of the group, Kirsty, plotted the 
ordered bar chart shown above. In the same group, Katie drew an unordered bar chart 
while George did not do a graph but concluded simply: 
the brown surfis is the easiest. 
Kirsty had managed to spot the pattern and make a generalisation based on the data. On 
the basis of Kirsty's investigation, the group were assigned to this category. 
A Y6 group show how the ordering of data can aid interpretation 
Prediction 
that the smooth suface of the wood would be the best to pull it along then the 
cardbord then the other side of the wood then the carpet. 
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Results 
cardbord=10 
wood S=61/2 
ruffw=9 
carpet=11 
smooth ruff, cardbord carpet 
wood wood 
Conclusion 
that the smooth objects were the easyest to pull and the rough substints was the 
hardest to pull 
Some other Y6 groups made detailed conclusions: 
the rough material can hold down the brick for longer, This is because there aren't 
as many little obstikels in the way on the smooth surfaces, (Gregory ) 
the carpet was worst for pulling because the hair produced a lot of friction. The 
smooth board had hardly any. (Daniel,) 
There are only 3 Y9 groups in this category and it is noticeable that their conclusions are 
poor compared to the Y6 groups as exemplified by the conclusion above. 
Y9 group 
Prediction 
/ think that the surface that is the smoothest will allow the brick to be pulled with the 
least resistance 
Results 
smooth 4N 
rough 8. 8N 
carpet 9:1 N 
corrugated 7.3 N 
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Surface used Newtons 
smooth side 4 
corrugated cardboard 7.3 
rough side 8.8 
carpet 9.2 
Conclusion 
The easiest to pull was the smoothest surface, the hardest to pull is the roughest. 
In the Forces I I investigation, pupils in this group showed that they were able to 
appreciate the continuous nature of the variables they measured. For example, a group of 
Y6 pupils recorded their data as follows: 
19cm 6 
33cm 8 
47cm 10 
58cm 12 
76cm 14 
110cm 13 
They interpreted these data as: 
every time you raise it (the plank) it will go up 2 but when it's just about vertical it will 
go down 
They were therefore able to see a pattern in the data and were then able to use the pattern 
successfully in the competition. 
A Y9 group below drew a line graph from their data: 
Height cm Pull N 
20 14 
30 16 
40 18 
50 20 
0 - I 1 1 1 1 1 
0 10 20 30 40 50 
height 
Although a line graph is better than a bar chart for displaying a pattern in continuous data, 
only three groups in the whole sample drew line graphs. The drawing of a line graph 
does not, of itself, however, necessarily indicate an understanding of numeric data. Such 
graphs may, for instance, be drawn 'ritually' - as a script. 
20 
15 
(A 
10 
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The categorisation and the Dissolving tasks 
Applying the same quality of evidence categorisation (as in Figure 15) to the Dissolving 
tasks as had been used in the Forces tasks necessitated some minor modification. 
Category 2a included groups who had taken quantitative measurements but who had not 
ordered the data. In the Forces tasks this lack of ordering usually led to conclusions 
which were limited to repeating results and no generalisation. However, in the 
Dissolving tasks it was found that this category included groups who, although they had 
not ordered their data, were still able to reach a sensible conclusion based on the data. 
These groups appeared to understand their data and use it as evidence to support a 
conclusion. Category 2a was therefore divided into 2ai and 2aii (Figure 16) to allow for 
this distinction in the Dissolving tasks. This meant that overall numbers in category 2a 
could still be compared between tasks. 
Use of evidence 
Qualitative Quantitative 
1a Limited 
conclusion 
1b. Generalisation 2ai. Limited 
sense of 
order 
2aii. Limited 
sense of order + 
generalisation 
2b. Order + 
limited 
understanding 
3. Order + 
evidence of 
understanding 
Figure 16: Quality of evidence categories of group performance developed in the Dissolving tasks 
In applying the quality of evidence categories to the Dissolving data, a further problem 
arose because of the nature of the control variables. In both the forces investigation 
(Forces I and II), there were few control variables and those that there were e.g. same 
plank, same brick, same method of pulling, same distance to pull etc., did not have to be 
consciously considered. By contrast, in the dissolving tasks, the quantity of sugar and 
water and frequency of stirring have to be consciously considered i f reliable evidence is 
to ensue. Lack of consideration of these control variables has a substantia] impact on the 
quality of the evidence in terms of reliability and validity. In order to allow performance 
on the investigations to be compared, it was decided to make a judgement of the pupils' 
understanding of their own data regardless of controls but, at the same time, to make a 
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further but separate judgement on the adequacy of the controls. The latter was based on 
both the identification of and the accuracy of the control variables. It does not of course 
follow that i f a group considered the control variables adequately and used their own data 
to arrive at a generalised conclusion that it was a 'good' investigation since, for example, 
they might have used the stopclock wrongly or inaccurately to measure the dependent 
variable. In the same way, in the forces investigations, the group might have presented 
believable evidence but have used the forcemeter inaccurately. 
It should also be noted that in analysing the Dissolving II task where there were two 
continuous variables (temperature and dissolving time), the same approach was used as in 
Forces II in relation to the pupils' identification of the independent and dependent 
variables: namely, in order to keep the analysis consistent with the other tasks, i f the 
pupils identified either the independent or the dependent variable as qualitative, they were 
assigned to a qualitative category. 
Examples of groups in each category in the Dissolving I and II investigations follow: 
Category la. Qualitative - limited conclusion 
Both 'qualitative' groups (la and lb) made no attempt to measure quantitatively but 
instead, for example, ranked the time for the sugars to dissolve. One group counted the 
number of 'rounds' of the stopclock. Other groups recorded the time as 'fast' or 'slow'. 
In Dissolving I I , they labelled the temperature as 'hot' and 'cold'. 
Groups in category 1 a did not interpret their data but simply repeated their results in their 
conclusion or made a very limited conclusion. There were only two groups (one in Y4 
and one in Y9) in this category in Dissolving I . 
The Y4 group put each of the four types of sugar in a beaker of water at the same time 
and timed the one that dissolved first but did not record the time or use the reading. They 
presented their data as follows: 
two of the sugars desolved and two of the sugars didn't 
I think I learned about desolving and disopeahng 
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The Y9 group in this category tested the four sugars simultaneously and judged the order 
of the dissolving times by eye. Their results which also served as their conclusion are 
shown below: 
caster sugar was 1st to dissolve 
white sugar was 2nd to dissolve 
soft sugar was 3rd to dissolve 
demi sugar was last to dissolve 
When asked i f they would change anything i f they did the investigation again, they said 
that they would measure the dissolving time and take the temperature of the water. 
In Dissolving I I , all the groups in this category were in the youngest age group (Y4), some 
of whom were distracted by features such as the speed with which the alcohol rose in the 
thermometer or by reading the thermometer itself as in this example, where the group lost 
sight of the dependent variable i.e. the dissolving time : 
Prediction: it will dissolve faster in hot water 
Results: 30 
60 
Conclusion: when we put it in the cold was 30 the hot was 60 
Category lb. Qualitative - generalisation 
This category also includes pupils who took qualitative readings but groups in this 
category were often able to order their readings and all of them were able to use their data 
to arrive at some kind of generalisation. 
In Dissolving I , for example, a Y4 group tested the four types of sugars simultaneously, 
judging dissolving time by eye and recording the following: 
thin white was first to melt 
white was second 
thin brown was therd 
thick brown was 4th 
This group's conclusion was: 
thinest sugar melted first 
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Another Y4 group in this category used 'rounds' of the stopclock, numbered the boxes of 
sugars randomly 1 to 4 and presented their data in an ordered table as follows: 
1 V 2 a round 
2 31/4s a round* 
4 1 round 
3 2 rounds 
* meaning 3A of a round. 
Their conclusion was 
finer suger disollves quiker than lumps 
A Y6 group recorded their results in prose: 
Caster suger desolved first, then Granulated then Brown and last Demerara 
Their conclusion was 
the thiner the suger the less time it takes to dissolve. 
Another Y6 group decided to adopt a different method and judged the quality of 
dissolving after one minute. They predicted that the fine sugar would dissolve quicker 
and then recorded their results in prose: 
The fine sugar dissolved very good. We put a teaspoon in the water and timed it for 
60 seconds. We stured it every 10 seconds. 
the thick sugar was quite good at dissolving but it wasn't as good as the fine. We 
did egsactly the same as the other test. 
The fine brown sugar wasn't very good. We did the same timeing and sturring. 
The thick brown sugar was quite good. We put the same number of water. 
Their conclusion was: 
The thinner ones were the best to dissolve. The thick ones left a lot at the bottom. 
One Y9 group fell in this category. They made a sensible prediction based on grain size 
and then recorded their results in a table: 
Sugar Results 
A) Brown large grain 
B) White large grain 
C) White small grain 
D) Brown small grain 
Slowest 
2nd slowest 
Fastest 
2nd slowest 
They concluded: 
I4 I 
My prediction was right, the smallest grain dissolved first and worked down the 
spectrum to the biggest which was the slowest. 
In Dissolving I I , three Y9 groups did not measure the temperature but simply used hot 
and cold water timing the dissolving. This Y9 group, for example, reported their results 
(in hot water) as follows: 
sugar time sec Amount 
A 7 see's 50g 
concluding: 
the hotter the water is the faster it dissolves 
The two members of the Y9 group who used four different qualitative temperatures, 
simultaneously ranking the dissolving time by eye, reported their results as follows: 
Heat Position 
Hottest 1 1st 
2 2nd 
3 3rd 
Coldest 4 4th 
Water Results 
75ml cold Slowest 
50ml cold and 25ml hot 2nd slowest 
25ml cold and 50ml hot 2nd fastest 
75ml hot fastest 
Their conclusion was 
the hotter the water the quicker the sugar dissolves 
The following Y6 group did not measure the temperature and approximated the 
dissolving time: 
the hot water dissolved the sugar in about 5 sees while the cold water took a very 
long time 
concluding: 
the hot water dissolves the suger faster than the cold 
Another Y6 group, who did not measure the temperature, recorded these results 
The cold water with fine white sugar took 7 minutes and 30 seconds 
The warm water with fine white sugar took 1 minute and 10 seconds 
The hot water with fine white sugar took 5 minutes and 30 seconds 
and showed that they could interpret their data: 
/ found out that the warm water took the least time to dissolve the sugar. 
I thought the hot water would have done it faster. 
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Category 2ai. Quantitative, no order and limited generalisation 
An example of this category in Dissolving I where the group does not order their data and 
simply repeats the data in their conclusion is shown by this Y6 group: 
Sox one took 5 mins to desolve 
Box two took 3 mins 6 sees to desolve 
Box three took 5 mins to desolve 
Box four took 2 mins 5 sees to desolve 
Conclusion: 
Box one came first with number three. Then box two came third and then box four 
came last. 
The following Y9 group tested two types of sugar at a time, were observed estimating the 
dissolving times and appeared not to use their data: 
Prediction: 
the finest sugar will dissolve, then the normal sugar, then the brown sugar, then the 
thick brown sugar. 
Results: 
1. The finer sugar dissolved in about a minute 
2. The other white sugar dissolved in 11/2 minutes to 2 minutes 
3. The brown sugar dissolved in 2 minutes 40 seconds 
4. The thicker brown sugar dissolved in 1 minute 20 seconds 
Conclusion 
the finer sugar (white) dissolved fastest, and the coarse brown sugar dissolved 
slowest 
In Dissolving I I groups in this category took quantitative measurements of both the 
temperature and the dissolving time, made little or no attempt to order the readings and 
made no, or a limited, conclusion. They often appeared not to use their data or to treat 
their numerical readings as categories or descriptive labels. 
There were only 4 groups in this category in the Dissolving I I investigation, 2 in Y4 and 2 
in Y6. 
An example of a report by a Y4 group who made no conclusion: 
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The temp in hot water was 80 and then we pout suger in and it dissolved very fast. 
In hot water it took 3 seconds to dissolve 
This Y6 group did not order their data or appear to use it in their conclusion: 
70°C36 sees 
12°C 40 sees 
36 °C 35 sees 
The hotter the water the quicker it desolves 
Category 2aii. Quantitative, no order with generalisation 
Although these groups did not order their results, they appeared to understand their data 
and use it in their conclusions. An example of a Y6 group's work from Dissolving I is 
shown below: 
Prediction 
The finest suger will desolve the quickest and the thicker suger will take longer. 
Results 
The fine wite suger desolved in 1 minute 15sec Brown hard suger took 5min 8sec 
Brown fine suger took 2min 12sec White hard suger took 3 mins. 
Conclusion 
The finest suger dessolved quickest and the brown suger with bigger graines took 
5min 8sec. The finer the suger is the faster it dessolves. 
Some groups focused on the colour of the sugar: 
(Y6) Prediction 
/ think that the white sugar will dissolve quicker than the brown sugar. A (caster) will 
dissolve first and then D (demerara) which is a brown sugar. 
Results 
The white sugar took 5 minutes 45 
The brown sugar took 8 minutes 35 
The white sugar took 7 minutes 40 
The brown sugar took 15 minutes 15. 
Conclusion 
/ found out that the white sugar was the best because it is fine and the brown sugar 
was the worst because it was thick. 
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The following example of Y9 pupils' work shows that in this case although the data 
didn't fit their prediction they used the data appropriately as a basis for their conclusion. 
Prediction: 
Sugar A will dissolve first because it is the finest and has the finest particles. Sugar 
B has the next finest particles and will dissolve 2nd quickest followed by sugar C, 
then sugar D the thickest and biggest particles. 
The group stirred the sugar for lOsec only and then waited. After the investigation they 
said that were they to repeat it, they would stir the mixture more at regular intervals. 
Results 
Sugar Time taken to dissolve 
A 3.45min 
B 6.09min 
C 6.31min 
D 4.36min 
Conclusion 
The size of the particles doesn't effect the time taken to dissolve. 
In Dissolving II groups in this category took measurements of both the temperature and 
the dissolving time, made little or no attempt to order the readings but came to a 
reasonable generalised conclusion. Groups who took only two readings of temperature, 
measured the dissolving time and appeared to understand the data were placed in this 
category since the higher categories (2b and 3) were based on ordering and the 
significance of order which is difficult to evaluate with only 2 categories. 
This Y6 group did not order the data but came to a sensible conclusion: 
65 °C 1m 5 seconds 
85°C 45 seconds 
12°C 1m 14 seconds 
10°C4m41 seconds 
the hotter the water is the quiker it dissolves 
A Y9 group recorded their two readings like this: 
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spoonfuls of sugar amount of water temperature of water time taken 
1 200ml 75°C Wsecs 
1 200ml 41 °C 20secs 
and came to this conclusion: 
The hotter the water is the shorter time it takes to disolve the sugar 
This Y9 group used their data in the conclusion, which did not agree with their prediction 
(the hot water wil l dissolve first, then lukewarm water, then cold), although they didn't 
order the table: 
Hot water Cold water Lukewarm water 
73 °C 20 °C 55 °C 
16 seconds 47 seconds 10 seconds 
Second Third First 
Conclusion: 
Lukewarm water came first because it has hot and cold water in it 
Category 2b. Quantitative and ordered but no evidence of understanding the significance 
of order. 
The groups in this category ordered the data in prose or in a table but often came to no 
conclusion or concluded by repeating their results. There was a sense that their data was 
ordered more by chance than as a result of understanding. 
A Y4 group in Dissolving I labelled the sugar types as 'sherbet' (caster), 'gooey' (soft 
brown), 'breadcrumbs' (granulated) and 'crystal' (demerara) predicting in this order. 
Although their results matched their prediction, they made no sense of the order and 
concluded: 
some are easier to dissolve than others 
The other 2 groups in this category in Dissolving I either came to no conclusion (Y6) or 
repeated their data (Y9). 
In Dissolving I I , the groups in this category took quantitative measurements, more than 2 
readings and ordered the data in prose or in a table but often came to no conclusion or 
concluded by repeating their results. Sometimes these groups ignored their data in the 
conclusion as in this example of a Y9 group:: 
17°C-1 minute 25 seconds 
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45°C-31 seconds 
70 °C- 15 seconds 
85°C-30 seconds 
the higher the temprature of the water the quicker the sugar dissolves 
Category 3. Quantitative, ordered and demonstrated an understanding of the relationship 
between the independent and the dependent variable in their conclusion. 
Groups in this category came to a conclusion based on the data and even where the 
conclusion was incorrect, were included in the category i f they had used their data and 
generalised appropriately from it. 
In Dissolving I , a Y9 group predicted on the basis of grain size and obtained the 
following results: 
sugar 1 (fine white) 10min 31sec 
sugar 2 (heavier white) 11min 10sec 
sugar 3 (fine brown) 11min 17sec 
sugar 4 (heavier brown) 14min 42sec 
They then drew an ordered bar chart. 
Conclusion 
Finer grained sugars with smaller particles dissolve faster than heavier coarse 
grained sugars. 
A Y4 group of three pupils made opposing predictions in that two of the group thought 
the bigger sugars would dissolve first while the other pupil thought that 'the smallest will 
dissolve first'. They labelled the sugars randomly (a-d) but tested in order of their 
prediction and recorded their results in the same order. They stirred the cups of water and 
sugar haphazardly with the following results: 
a 5.3 minutes (caster; 
d 2.51 minutes (granulated^ 
c 11/2 minutes (soft brown) 
b 1.12 minutes (demerara) 
All three group members agreed with the conclusion: 
What I found out was that the biggest lumps of sugar desolved the fastest. 
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In Dissolving I I , groups in this category took more than 2 readings, ordered their data and 
appeared to use the data in arriving at a conclusion e.g. 
16*0 - 2 minutes 
38°C-1 minute 
46 °C- 1 minute 
56 °C- 55 seconds 
75°C-30 seconds 
86 °C-15 seconds 
the hotter the water is the faster the sugar dissolves 
4.1.2. Analysis of the data probe 
The tape recorded data probes for each group were played back and coded onto the 
recording sheet (see Appendices 3c and 3f). The recording sheet was a part of a 
spreadsheet created for each group which included all the data for that group. 
The detailed coding categories which were developed to cover the range of responses are 
shown in Appendices 3b and 3e. The final analysis of the data probe drew on the original 
coding categories but did not distinguish between much of the detailed coding. It should 
also be noted that the number of questions in the data probe described in the last chapter 
does not equal the number of data points which in turn comprise the final scores (see 
table 25). 
Question numbers Number of data points 
Measurement Repeatability 5 ,6 6 
Range and interval 8. 9, 11 5 
Data handling Graph type 4, 13 2 
Patterns 1,2, 3, 5,6, 7, 10 11 
Table 25: Relationship between questions and data points for concepts of evidence in the data probe 
The final analysis drew on the interview data and subsequent coding categories as 
follows: 
Repeatability questions (2 questions, 6 data points) 
Question 5 asked pupils about a table of data from the same investigation (either Forces I 
or Dissolving I) where each reading had been repeated but where an anomalous reading 
made the order of the results unclear (see Appendices 3a and 3d). One data point in the 
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repeatability score was awarded i f the pupils said that they could not tell (coding 
category: validity-interpretation A) which was the extreme category (e.g. which needed 
the most force or which was the fastest to dissolve). Another point was awarded if, in 
answer to the question 'what would you do next i f you got these results?', the group said 
that they would take a further set of measurements (coding category: validity-use H). 
Question 6 asked pupils about the same table of data but with an additional column of 
repeated readings. Here again the pupils were asked how they would interpret the data in 
terms of both extremes and they were asked to give reasons why they had chosen that 
particular surface or that particular type of sugar. I f the group responded by saying that 
their choice was based on the highest or lowest average (coding category: validity -
interpretation E) or on the numbers which were consistently high or consistently low 
(coding category: validity - interpretation D), then they were awarded a point. In 
response to the question of what they would do next, those pupils who would calculate an 
average scored a point (coding category: validity-use E). Since responses to both 
extremes were obtained (6a and 6b), there are four possible data points for question 6. 
Ranee and interval questions (3 questions, 5 data points) 
Three questions concerned range and two concerned interval. 
In the first question concerning range and interval (question 8), pupils were asked to 
select readings from a range of qualitative data. An example from the dissolving data 
probe is shown below: 
The teacher asked Jo and Clare's class to see i f temperature makes any difference to how 
sugar dissolves. Jo and Clare used hot and cold water. Other groups in the class decided 
to use some other temperatures. Which ones do you think you would use to show best 
how temperature effects dissolving time? 
very cold Q cold Q warm O hot \Z\ very hot Q 
Pupils were then asked to explain why they chose the temperature(s) they did. A point 
was awarded for any sensible range e.g. hot and cold or very hot and very cold (range). 
The choice of at least one category in between the extremes of the range was awarded 
another point (interval). 
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In the second question (question 9), pupils were asked to select from a range of 
quantitative data. Range and interval points could be scored in the same way as in 
question 8. 
In the last question (question 11), pupils were asked to compare two line graphs, one 
plotted from a narrow range of readings and one using a wide range of readings. Pupils 
were asked which was the better graph for interpolation for a point inside the graph with 
the wider range but outside the graph with the narrower range. Groups choosing the 
graph with the wider range were awarded a point (range). 
Adjustments were made for those children who were unable to read line graphs and so 
could gain a maximum of 4 points only for range and interval. 
Graph type questions (2 questions, 2 data points) 
Pupils were shown a bar chart and a line graph for categoric data and asked which was 
the better type of graph for this kind of information (question 4, one data point). A 
similar question asked about the best type of graph for categoric data (question 13). In 
computing mean scores for these questions, allowance has been made for pupils who 
could not read line graphs and for one Y4 group who were also unfamiliar with bar 
charts. 
Pattern questions (7 questions, 11 data points) 
There were several opportunities for pupils to look for patterns in data. 
The first eight data points concern categoric data and, of these, the first five concern 
patterns in tables of data. Question 1 asked pupils to make sense of some data distributed 
randomly on a page (see Appendices 3 a and 3 d). If necessary, prompts were used to see 
i f pupils could spot a pattern in terms of an order in the data. This was coded as 'order 
on (A, B or C)' in the spreadsheet (1 data point). Pupils were also asked to pick out the 
extremes (conclusion: 1 data point). The second question asked pupils i f they would 
present data of this kind in the same way. I f they responded by stating that they would 
order the data then they were awarded a second point. 
Questions 5 showed pupils a table of categoric data where each reading had been 
repeated. I f the group could make sense of the table they were awarded another point. 
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Question 6 had an additional column of repeated readings and again i f pupils could pick 
out the extremes they were awarded points (2 data points). 
Question 3 concerns patterns in a bar chart. The pupils were asked whether they thought 
the bar chart with the bars in order or the one with the labels in order was better for this 
kind of information (1 data point). Another part of question 3 asked groups to suggest 
where icing sugar or ice would be likely to be positioned on the bar chart (1 data point). 
Adjustment was made to the pattern score for the one Y4 group who were unfamiliar with 
bar charts since this part of this score involves reading a pattern in a bar chart. 
The other 3 data points in the pattern score concern continuous data. Question 7 asked 
pupils to interpret a table of continuous data from the same investigation that they had 
just carried out (Forces I I or Dissolving II). I f they could arrive at a reasonable 
conclusion, they were awarded a point. Question 10 asked pupils to complete the gaps in 
a table of data. Pupils' responses were analysed by the numbers that pupils put in the 
gaps and by their explanation of their reasons for doing so. The first data point was 
awarded i f they had the numbers in the right order (order on). The second was awarded i f 
they referred to the underlying concept in their explanation (order / arithmetic on). Some 
pupils stated mathematical reasoning only: this response was coded but was not part of 
the data probe score (arithmetic off). 
In a minority of cases (5%), a question was omitted. In these cases, an allowance has 
been made in the computation of the final score. 
These scores and their component data points were then used to explore children's 
procedural understanding in two ways: 
• by considering only those questions which refer to data from the relevant investigation 
so that the understanding of the concepts of evidence directly relevant to the task could be 
examined 
• by considering all the questions in the data probe i.e. for both tasks and then analysing 
these in terms of the appropriate concept of evidence. These results give a general picture 
of children's understanding of data and scientific evidence in the same context. 
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4.1.3. Analysis of the concept probe 
The tape recorded interviews about the relevant concept from primary schools were 
played back and coded onto the group's spreadsheet. The written concept probes from 
secondary schools were coded in the same way. Again appropriate coding categories 
were developed and the coding scheme and coding sheet for each task are shown in 
Appendices 4b and 4d. 
The concept probe was analysed in two ways in the same way as the data probe: 
• by considering only those questions which refer to the concept relevant to the 
investigation 
• by considering all the questions in the concept probe giving a general picture of 
children's understanding of the relevant concept i.e. forces or dissolving. 
Misconceptions were also analysed. 
4.2. Phase 2 
A coding scheme was devised for each question and the codes entered into a spreadsheet. 
The results were then analysed using SPSS (Statistical Package for Social Sciences). The 
coding categories for each question are shown in Appendix 6b. Some responses could be 
coded directly. Three other coding methods were used and an example of each follows: 
Method I - grouping of responses 
The sample size question asked pupils to select a sample size and explain the reason for 
their choice. The sample size responses were grouped into four categories: 
• description (for example, 'a lot' or 'many people'); 
• =< 10 people; 
• =11-50 people; 
• >51 people. 
Method 2 - categorisation 
Similar to above, some questions were coded by developing categories which emerged 
from the data. Initially detailed categories were used. Subsequent merging of categories 
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was carried out if, at the end of the analysis, few responses were included in the 
individual categories. 
For example, the reasons for the pupils' choice of sample size were initially coded into 
nine categories which, after the first analysis, were reduced to five by including four of 
the original categories in the category 'other'. Al l of these categories except two (namely, 
no response /uncodable and misunderstood the question) are shown in table 26. 
Code Example of response 
Ease of calculation The shop could ask this amount of people (100) so they could work 
out a percentage easily and the results would be easy to 
understand. 
Variability As many as possible (a lot) because the more people you ask the 
more chance you have got of having accurate results. 
Four people There are four kinds of trainers so they need the opinion of four 
people 
Other - fair chance for the I chose that number (8) because there is four trainers and that gives 
trainer to be chosen each trainer at least two chances to be chosen. 
Other - time / cost / practical I chose that number (15) because it wouldn't take too long to do. 
considerations 
Other - odd number to avoid a I chose 99 because it is an odd number. If you had chosen 100, 50 
draw people could say 1 shoe and the other 50 could say another so it 
would be even. If you had an odd number it couldn't be the same. 
Other - one sensible person because one person can do it if they have the knowledge. 
Table 26: Coding categories with examples of the reasons for choosing a particular sample size 
Method 3 - coding a combination of responses 
This method was used for questions where the combination of responses was of interest. 
For example, in question 1, pupils were asked to choose which trainers they would 
recommend based on a table of test results and then explain why they were 
recommending that kind of training shoe. Most pupils cited more than one test result in 
explaining their recommendation. The number and combination of factors cited was 
coded. 
Having coded each question, the results were analysed firstly for the overall distribution 
of responses and secondly by age to determine any signs of progression. 
Lastly, overall scores were computed for reliability and validity (see table 20, chapter 3). 
This was done by summing the 'correct answers' to each question and including the 
pupils' reasoning wherever possible. Details of the scoring system are given in Appendix 
6c. The maximum points for these two scores are: reliability - six and validity - five. 
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4.3. Phase 3 
The data for the investigation and the two probes for each group were input using Excel 
in the same way as in Phase 1. The Phase 2 probes administered in Phase 3 were also 
analysed in the same way as described above. 
4.4. Chapter summary 
The data analysis described above allows pupils' procedural understanding in the four 
Durham tasks to be determined. The analysis of the Phase I data will result in measures 
of pupils' application of individual concepts of evidence (the investigation scores). A 
measure of the ability of each group of pupils to synthesise these concepts into 
convincing evidence will be provided by the quality of evidence categories. From these 
analyses, we will be able to explore the understanding of evidence across different tasks. 
The analysis of the data and concept probes will provide information on pupils' 
understanding of substantive concepts and concepts of evidence in an interview situation. 
The Phase 2 data will result in further information on pupils' understanding and 
application of concepts of evidence, particularly of those concepts not tested in the 
investigations as well as in relation to older pupils (Yl 1). 
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C H A P T E R 5: W H A T D O PUPILS DO W I T H T H E I R O W N 
E V I D E N C E ? i . R E S U L T S O F A N A L Y S I S O F I N V E S T I G A T I V E 
P E R F O R M A N C E WITHIN E A C H I N V E S T I G A T I O N 
In this chapter, the results of the two methods of analysing pupils' performance in the 
investigations in Phase 1, which were described in the last chapter, wil l be presented for 
each task. These data will be used to examine performance within each investigation. 
For the Forces II task, the Phase 3 data on sixth form students' performance will also be 
included. 
A comparison of the relationship between the first and second method of analysis, that is, 
between the scores for the parts of the task (design, measurement and data handling) and 
the quality of evidence categories, will also be made. This comparison will enable the 
relationship between the application and synthesis of concepts of evidence as discussed in 
the last chapter (page 119-120) to be explored. 
A comparison of pupils' performance between the types of tasks will follow in the next 
chapter. 
5.1. Forces I 
All pupils in the research sample were able to attempt this investigation. The predictions 
took a variety of forms. These were coded and then aggregated into two categories: 
'explicit' or 'implicit' predictions. 'Explicit' predictions were defined as those where the 
relationship between friction and force was made explicit. For example: 
The smoother the surface the easier it is to pull the brick 
or 
The smooth wood will present the least friction. Then the cardboard would produce 
just a little more, then the rough wood then the carpet. 
'Implicit' predictions refer to those in which the concept of frictional force was, or could 
be, implied from the prediction but was not made explicit. Implicit predictions ranged 
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from pupils who used the words 'hard and easy' to pull to those who listed the surfaces in 
a sensible order but could not explain why - for instance: 
/ think the brick will slide along the card. The carpet is hard. 
or 
/ think the dark side will be the easiest, then the light side, then the card and then 
the carpet. 
Implicit Explicit 
Y4 16 -
Y6 15 2 
Y9 7 8 
Table 27: Implicit and explicit use of the concept of friction in the prediction in the investigation 
Table 27 shows that none of the Y4 pupils in the sample used the concept of friction 
explicitly in their prediction. At Y9, roughly half the pupils did so. 
In carrying out the task, the majority of groups either pulled the brick along by hand or 
used the forcemeter. One group adopted an alternative and equally successful method by 
using a piece of string with one end attached to the brick. To the other end, they attached 
weights until the brick moved. One Y9 group took so much time on developing a method 
that they only took one reading. This group (of 3 girls) were omitted from the final 
analysis since they had only one result and could therefore not write a report. 
Variations in the approach to the task were limited in that, for instance, the surfaces had 
to be tested one by one if, for no other reason, than that there was only one set of 
equipment per group. However, there was some variation in the order of testing the 
surfaces: some groups ordered the surfaces according to their prediction and others tested 
them in random order. One group adopted an 'engineering approach' in that they ordered 
their measurements using them to identify the 'winner'. It is interesting that this 
particular group then plotted a bar chart of surface vs. 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th 'winners', 
ignoring their measurements. 
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5.1.1. Performance and age 
The investigation scores 
When performance is analysed in terms of the main concepts of evidence for each age 
group for the Forces I task, it is apparent that there is some, i f limited, progression 
between Y4 and the two older age groups in the overall scores and in the design and data 
handling scores (table 28). There is little difference in performance between Y6 and Y9 
except in the data handling scores. 
Design score 
(out of 3) 
Measurement score 
(out of 2) 
Data handling score 
(out of 4) 
Overall score 
(out of 9) 
Y4(N=16) 2.4 0.6 0.8 3.8 
Y6(N=17) 2.9 1.0 1.6 5.5 
Y9(N=15) 2.9 0.7 2.5 6.1 
Table 28: Mean scores for concepts of evidence in the investigation by age 
An examination of the underlying components of these scores (table 29) suggests that not 
choosing the most appropriate variable type was the main cause of the lower design score 
at Y4, with some Y4 groups choosing not to measure the dependent variable . Whereas 
accuracy improves with age, the repeatability score reveals that only a third of Y9 groups 
repeated readings whereas more than half of Y6 did so, The components of the data 
handling score suggest that Y4 and Y6 have difficulty in presenting the data appropriately 
but that most Y6 groups can generalise from their data. In contrast, Y9 groups are better 
at presenting the data but less good at arriving at a generalisation. 
Y4 Y6 Y9 
DESIGN S C O R E Variable identification 1.0 1.0 1.0 
Fair test - control of method of 
pulling 
0.9 1.0 0.9 
Appropriate variable type force / pull 0.6 0 :9 0.9 
MEASUREMENT Appropriate accuracy force / pull 0.2 0.4 0.4 
Repeatability 0.4 0.6 0.3 
DATA HANDLING Tables (charts/graphs) 0.1 0.4 0,9 
Appropriate graph type 0.1 0.2 0.6 
Patterns ordered table /chart 0.1 0.1 0.3 
- - - • - - generalisation from data 0.4 —0.9 - - 0 : 5 -
Table 29: Mean scores for each age group for the individual components of main concepts of evidence in the 
investigation (max. score for each component = 1) 
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The quality of evidence categories 
When the numbers of groups falling into each of the quality of evidence categories at 
each age are analysed for this task the figures in table 30 emerge. 
1 a Qualitative + 1b Qualitative but 2a 2b Quantitative, 3 Quantitative 
limited / no demonstrated an Measured ordered but no and showed 
conclusion understanding of the but no order evidence of evidence of 
relationship understanding understanding 
Y4 6 2 1 4 3 
Y6 1 1 8 1 6 
Y9 1 10 1 3 
Table 30: Number of groups in each quality of evidence category in each age group 
The most noticeable thing about the table is that there is no obvious progression with age and 
experience in the synthesis of ideas about evidence. But i f we consider the qualitative / 
quantitative divide (category 1 vs categories 2 and 3), the results show that more of the older 
pupils at Y6 and Y9 have grasped the skill of measurement in that they collect quantitative 
data - 15 and 14 groups respectively at Y6 and Y9 as compared to 8 groups at Y4. 
Within the 11 groups that measured qualitatively, only 3 were able to make sense of their 
data, demonstrating an understanding of the relationship between the type of surface and the 
force. These results highlight the limitations of qualitative identification and may suggest 
that most of the pupils who measure qualitatively are largely those who do not yet appreciate 
the link between data (of whatever kind - qualitative/quantitative) and the reality it 
represents. They may have a limited understanding of evidence. 
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Figure 17: Percentage number of groups in each quality of evidence category in Y4, Y6 and Y9 for the Forces I 
task. 
Figure 17 shows that at Y6 and Y9 there is a marked increase in the percentage number of 
groups from category one to two (a and b), which, again, may reflect increasing skill in 
measurement. The fact that the majority of these groups did not order their data (2a) 
however, suggests that they may not understand what they are measuring for: namely to 
explore a relationship in order to be able to generalise from the order of, or pattern in, the 
data. The number of groups in this category in all age groups represents about forty-
percent of the sample so that it is a significant proportion. 
The two highest categories 2b and 3 consist of groups who measured and ordered their data. 
In these categories, there are seven Y4 groups, seven Y6 groups and four Y9 groups. When 
these two categories are compared with those who collected quantitative data but who did not 
order it (2a), some interesting trends emerge. It is noticeable that at Y4, of those pupils who 
were able to measure, the majority could order their data. At Y6 the number of groups 
ordering their data (7) is about the same as those who do not (8). By contrast, at Y9, only 
four groups out of fourteen ordered their data. The small number of Y9 pupils who 
demonstrated a sense of order suggest that other factors are blocking their ability to display 
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this understanding. Alternatively, it may be that their understanding may have regressed. 
One possible explanation for this could be that other factors, such as the drawing of graphs 
may have been overemphasised to the extent that pupils lose sight of the meaning of the 
investigation and the significance of the evidence and the interpretation. This was indeed 
very noticeable in one Y9 class where the pupils prepared graphs before beginning the 
investigation, predicting the scales on the axes. When questioned, they replied they had been 
told they got 'extra marks for graphs'. This ritual performance, it emerged, was seen as the 
endpoint of the investigation so that many pupils made no, or a very limited attempt, to arrive 
at a conclusion. 
Comparing categories 2b and 3 reveals that of those who did measure and order their data, 
relatively more of the older children were able to show an understanding of the significance 
of the order in the data (6 out of 7 Y6 groups and 4 out of 5 Y9 groups) than the younger 
children (3 out of 7 Y4 groups). However, in terms of the overall sample (3 Y4, 6 Y6 and 3 
Y9 groups), the numbers who were able to complete an investigation which was 'believable' 
represent a small proportion of the total number (24%). Again, there appears to be a decrease 
in groups who demonstrated an understanding of the relationship between the type of surface 
and force at Y9 as compared with Y6. 
The ability to generalise whether from qualitative or quantitative data is a particularly 
significant concept of evidence reflecting the ability to understand the data and make 
sense of the task. Table 31 shows the results of amalgamating those categories which 
include generalisation ( lb and 3). 
Generalisation (1b+3) 
Y4 31 
Y6 41 
Y9 19 
Table 31: Amalgamation of generalisation categories (% groups at each age) 
The Y6 groups in the sample were more successful at generalisation and the Y9 the least 
successful. 
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It appears that, in this investigation, children in all three age groups were capable of 
synthesising the evidence which they themselves had collected but that, with the existing 
curriculum, more children at Y6 seemed able to do so than at Y9. 
5.1.2. Application and synthesis 
The relationship between the quality of evidence categories and the scores for the main 
concepts of evidence, that is between application and synthesis, are shown in table 32. 
Design score (3) Measurement 
score (2) 
Data handling (4) Overall (9) 
1a. Qualitative + 
limited understanding 
1.7 0.3 0.7 2.7 
1 b. Qualitative + some 
understanding 
2.0 0.4 0.4 2.8 
2a. Quantitative but no 
order 
2.9 0.7 1.9 5.6 
2b. Quantitative, order 
+ ltd. understanding of 
evidence 
3.0 0.7 1.3 5.0 
3. Quantitative + order 
+ some understanding 
of evidence 
3.0 1.2 2.2 6.3 
Table 32: Mean scores for the main concepts of evidence in the quality of evidence categories 
The pattern in the table shows that, in the shift from a qualitative (categories la and lb) to 
a quantitative approach (categories 2a, 2b and 3), there is an increase in all three scores. 
However, considering the scores across all the categories, there is a gradual increase in 
the design and measurement score but the data handling score does not behave in such a 
predictable fashion, it being higher in category la than lb and in 2a than 2b. Given the 
small sample it is difficult to be anything other than tentative in forming conclusions. 
But, as we have noted elsewhere4, the influence of'ritual' may be relevant here: pupils 
often do what they perceive as 'the expected thing' in science - that is use a table and / or 
draw a graph but they do this in a ritualistic way such that i f the investigation is 
examined, the evidence as a whole is not convincing. This part of the analysis suggests 
that perhaps because of the influence of ritual, the data handling score is not a 
discriminatory factor in arriving at the overall judgement categories. 
4 Gott R., Duggan S., Millar R. and Lubben F . 1994 Progression in Investigative Work in Science. Paper presented to 
American Educational Research Association Annual Meeting, April, New Orleans. 
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In the shift from categories 1 and 2 to the higher category 3, there is little increase in the 
design score between categories 2 and 3 but a marked increase in the measurement and 
data handling scores. The focus seems to shift away from design in the lower categories 
to measurement and data handling in the higher categories. So at the higher levels, the 
discriminatory factors are concerned with measurement and data handling rather than 
with design. 
In summary, once children have made the shift from identifying variables (where 
possible) as quantitative, the synthesis of ideas about evidence depends less on design but 
more on the ability to apply those concepts of evidence concerned with measurement and 
data handling. 
Prediction - results - conclusion 
It might be expected that a comparison of the prediction, data and conclusions would 
enable the basis for the conclusion to be ascertained but, in practice, this proved to be 
problematic. Many groups made no conclusion or simply repeated their results. In those 
cases where the data contradicted the prediction but was the basis for the conclusion, then 
there was a clear indication that the data formed the basis of the conclusion. This applied 
to eight groups, of which six were in Y6 and two in Y9. For the remaining groups, the 
prediction, data and conclusion were in agreement so that it is impossible to untangle the 
basis for the conclusion - it could have been the prediction, the data or both. Groups were 
not questioned about the basis for the conclusion after the investigation. Such 
questioning might have revealed the thinking leading to the conclusion, assuming that 
pupils were able to make it explicit. 
5.1.3. Summary of performance in Forces I 
The results showed some improvement in the overall understanding of application in 
investigations with age and experience, with the effect being most marked between Y4 
and the two older age groups. There was less improvement between Y6 and Y9. The fact 
that some Y4 groups did not measure the dependent variable caused the design scores for 
Y4 to be markedly lower than the two older age groups. 
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The second analysis, using the quality of evidence categories, revealed that the decision to 
measure qualitatively restricted the ability to synthesise in half the Y4 groups. Those Y4 
groups who did measure quantitatively were able to make sense of the data and perform 
as well as the older groups. Only a quarter of the whole sample was able to demonstrate 
an understanding of the order and pattern in the data. 
The Y9 groups appeared to be less able to present 'believable' evidence than the Y6 
groups. There seemed to be a block occurring between Y6 and Y9 which means that 
although the majority at both ages took quantitative measurements, many of the Y9 
groups did not proceed to synthesise their understanding of the evidence they had 
collected. This block may be related to the observation that some pupils draw graphs as a 
ritual associated with science and regard this as an endpoint in itself. 
The relationship between the scores for the main concepts of evidence and the quality of 
evidence categories is the relationship between the application of concepts of evidence in 
the investigation and the synthesis of these concepts to produce valid and reliable 
evidence. The results suggest that producing good quality evidence in the Forces I 
investigation depends first on the application of the understanding of the concept of 
variable type and the value of quantitative data and then on the understanding of concepts 
of evidence concerned with measurement and data handling. 
5.2. Forces li 
All the pupils in the sample were able to attempt this investigation except for the one Y9 
group removed from the sample for the reasons discussed in Chapter 3 (p. 109). 
Before beginning the practical investigation, pupils were asked to make a prediction of 
what they thought would happen concerning the relative force required at different 
heights. The pupils' predictions for Forces II nearly all followed the same form, for 
example: 
as we put the wood hayer it will get harder and harder 
the lower the height the less pull you will need 
the steeper the slope the harder it will be to pull the brick 
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This may be explained by the fact that the underlying concept in this investigation is, to 
most children, an everyday or familiar concept. There was no sense therefore in which 
the concept was implicit in the prediction as was the case in the Forces I task where the 
concept was less familiar. 
Variations in approach to the Forces I I tasks were limited because there was only one 
half-brick and one board per group so that the heights had to be tested one at a time. 
Most groups tested the selected heights in ascending or descending order. 
5.2.1. Performance and age 
The investigation scores 
Analysis of performance by age reveals limited progression between Y4 and Y9 both in 
the overall scores and the individual scores (table 33). Progression is greater from Y4 to 
Y6 on the design and measurement scores but greater on the data handling scores between 
Y6 and Y9. The 'experts' at Y12, not surprisingly, do best on all scores and markedly 
better than Y9 in measurement and data handling. 
Design score (out 
of 4) 
Measurement 
score (out of 5) 
Data handling 
score (out of 4) 
Overall score (out 
of 13) 
Y4 (N=16) 3.0 1.6 1.6 6.3 
Y6 (N=17) 3.8 2.6 1.8 8.3 
Y9 (N=14) 3.9 2.7 2.9 9.5 
Y12(N=22) 4.0 3.9 4.0 11.9 
Table 33: Mean scores for concepts of evidence in the investigation by age 
Looking more closely at the concept of variable type within the design score (table 34), 
this represents a critical point in determining the quality of the ensuing investigation with 
which Y4 groups have most difficulty. Taken simply as whether pupils identify the two 
variables as quantitative or qualitative, table 34 shows that, four of the Y4 groups did not 
measure either the independent or dependent variable and only 50% of them measured 
both variables. By Y6, the picture is much improved with 82% of groups measuring both 
variables. The Y9 group who measured the height but not the pull, ranked the pull, 
assigning it a number out of 10. 
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Y4 (N=16) Y6(N=17) Y9(N=14) Y12(N=22) 
Qualitative identification only 4 0 0 0 
Measured independent variable 
only 
1 1 1 0 
Measured dependent variable 
only 
3 2 0 0 
Measured both variables 8 14 13 22 
Table 34: Identification of the variables in the Forces II task by age (numbers of groups) 
Previous work concerning variable identification (Foulds et al., 1992) has suggested that 
distance (that is, length or height) is, in general, an easier variable for pupils to identify 
quantitatively than others such as temperature. On the other hand, Foulds et al. also 
found that the number of pupils identifying the dependent variable quantitatively 
(regardless of the concept involved) was higher than for the independent variable. They 
suggest that this may be because the dependent variable responds automatically to the 
value of the independent variable so that there is no need for pupils actively to choose 
values. In this investigation, where height is the independent variable, these two effects 
appear to cancel one another out so that the numbers of groups identifying each variable 
quantitatively is approximately the same. 
Table 35 suggests that the identification of the relevant variables does not present a 
problem to any age group in this investigation. Controlling the method of pulling is also 
not a problem for the majority of groups. 
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Y4 Y6 Y9 Y12 
DESIGN S C O R E Variable identification 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
Fair test - control of method of 
pulling 
0.8 0.9 0.9 1.0 
Appropriate variable type height of ramp 0.6 0.9 1.0 1.0* 
force / pull 0.8 0.9 0.9 1.0 
MEASUREMENT Range 0.6 0.8 0.9 0.5 
Interval 0.3 0.7 0.9 1.0 
Appropriate accuracy height 0.3 0.4 0.2 1.0* 
force / pull 0.3 0.4 0.4 1.0 
Repeatability 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.4 
DATA HANDLING Tables (charts/graphs) 0.4 0.6 0.9 1.0 
Appropriate graph type 0 0 0.2 1.0 
Patterns ordered table /chart 0.3 0.4 0.9 1.0 
generalisation from data 0.9 0.8 0.9 1.0 
Table 35: Mean scores for each age group for the individual components of main concepts of evidence in the 
investigation, (max. score for each component = 1). At Y12, the independent variable was the angle of slope (see 
chapter 3, p. 116) 
With regard to the components of the measurement score, only half of the Y4 pupils 
demonstrated an understanding of range while the majority of pupils at Y6 and Y9 
showed a good grasp of this concept. The proportion of Y12 pupils showing an 
understanding of range is low. This may be related to the concern of some groups with 
measuring the force accurately which led them to attempt but then abandon readings of 
force with steep slopes because the brick tended to slide. Groups said they were 
concerned with the forcemeter 'jumping' and 'the brick not staying on the plank'. With 
other groups when they saw a pattern emerging at lower levels they decided to stop 
assuming that the straight line relationship would remain and was 'the answer'. Both 
these approaches to the task suggest that the pupils have not looked ahead in terms of the 
overall synthesis of concept of evidence in order to solve the task. A limited range meant 
that the results hampered their understanding of the relationship between height and force 
which in turn meant that they did not have a sufficient range of data from which to 
interpolate in the competition. 
The concept of interval appears to be better understood by pupils as they get older. The 
low measurement scores for Y4 (see table 33) are associated with the initial decision by 
many pupils at this age to identify the independent variable qualitatively. Most of the 
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three lower age groups did not use appropriate accuracy in their measurements or repeat 
their readings. Most Y12 groups also failed to repeat readings. There appears to be no 
progression in the application of this concept in this investigation. 
The components of the data handling score show that most of the groups regardless of age 
were able to arrive at a generalisation for this investigation. At the two lower ages, 
presenting the data was problematic. Although this had improved by Y9, a minority of 
Y9 groups still did not choose the most appropriate graph type. This presented no 
problem in Y12. 
One aspect of measurement, which to some extent is reflected in the range and interval 
score, concerns the pupils' selection of the number of readings which are sufficient to 
answer the problem (table 36). 
Number of readings 
2 readings 3 readings More than 3 readings 
Y4(N=16) 3 3 10 
Y6(N=17) 1 1 15 
Y9 (N=14) 1 2 11 
Y12(N=22) 0 0 22 
Table 36: Number of readings selected by pupils in the Forces II task (figures are numbers of groups) 
The table shows that five groups of pupils selected only two readings. It could be argued 
that i f the question had been closed, for example, 'does the height of the slope affect the 
force needed to pull the brick up?', then two heights would be sufficient. Although the 
difference in the question might be regarded as subtle, the competition meant that more 
than two readings were essential. 
Clearly those who identified either or both variables qualitatively were most likely to take 
fewer readings because the number of qualitative categories of force or height is limited. 
Three readings are, in this investigation, barely sufficient since the chance of the group 
observing the flattening off in the graph is then low. 
Table 36 also suggests that there is very little difference between Y6 and Y9 in their 
understanding of a sufficient number of readings to answer the problem. All Y12 groups 
took more than 5 readings. 
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The competition 
The competition tested whether pupils could interpolate from their data using their 
findings. The results revealed that some pupils were well able to carry out a successful 
investigation but showed in the competition that they could not use their results 
appropriately. For instance, one Y6 group, assiduously measured the pull for heights 
increasing by one centimetre up to 10cm and then in 10cm gaps at heights from 10 to 
100cm as shown below. 
Height Pull 
(cm) (N) 
5 9 
Height Pull 
(cm) (N) 
20 10 
30 9.5 
40 12 
50 10 
60 13.5 
70 15 
80 15 
90 15 
100 15 
10 | 9 
In the competition, they were asked to predict the pull at a height of 55cm. Their 
response was '19' - adding the reading at 50cm to the reading at 5cm. It transpired that 
they had had this computation in mind throughout the investigation and that that was the 
reason for the changing interval between the readings. So, it can be said that although 
this group appeared to understand the continuous nature of the data in the investigation, 
they could not use their data, or link it to the reality of the investigation. 
In contrast, another group of Y6 pupils recorded their data as follows: 
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Height (cm) Pull (N) 
10 7 
20 8 
30 9 
40 10 
50 11 
60 12 
70 13 
80 14 
90 14 
100 12 
One member concluded: 
/ found out that it (the pull) went up until it came to 80 then it stopped and went down 
at 100 
In the competition, this group were asked the pull at 25cm and interpolated correctly to 
8.5N, demonstrating that they could apply their understanding and link the numbers to the 
reality of the variables involved. 
There were also instances where pupils interpolated correctly in the competition but 
showed by their conclusion that they had not understood the investigation. Interpolation 
can of course be done mathematically with some success. For example, a group of Y4 
children predicted: 
/ think it will be a lot harder to pull it high 
and recorded their results as follows 
8cm 8 
16cm 6 
22cm 9 
35cm 10 
45cm 11 
53cm 13 
67cm 14 
75cm 14 
85cm 15 
99cm 16 
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and concluded: 
We learnt how heavy it was to pull it up a plank of wood 
In the competition they were asked for the force at 17cm and replied; 
6 and a bit 
About half the pupils in each year group could interpolate correctly from their 
investigation in the competition (table 37). 
Interpolated correctly 
in the competition 
Y4 (n=16) 8 
Y6(n=17) 7 
Y9 (n=14) 7 
Table 37: Interpolating in the competition 
Did these pupils interpolate from data in tables or graphs, or simply on the basis of what 
they had seen happen? Table 38 shows that approximately half the younger children 
interpolated correctly from a table or list of results. Graphical representation should 
make interpolation easier but, although 12 out of the 15 Y9 children drew a graph or bar 
chart, only 6 interpolated from it successfully in the competition. 
Recorded data in 
table or list only 
Drew bar chart or 
line graph 
Interpolated 
successfully from 
table in 
competition 
Interpolated 
successfully from 
bar chart or line 
graph in 
competition 
Y4(n=16) 14 2 7 1 
Y6(n=17) 15 2 7 0 
Y9(n=14) 2 12 1 6 
Table 38: Data handling in the investigation and performance in the competition 
One possible explanation for this can be seen when we look more closely at the way 
pupils represent their data. The best way to represent data of the kind collected in this 
investigation, where both variables can easily be measured and are continuous, is to use a 
line graph. Only three groups (Y9) constructed a line graph. Bar charts are less 
appropriate but can be used for approximate interpolation. In the PACKS sample, 
however, bar charts were often constructed which did not start from zero on the x-axis 
and took no account of the interval between readings. An example is shown below: 
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20 30 40 50 75 100 
15 30 45 60 75 90 
Bar chart drawn by group of pupils Line graph from same data 
The problem with such a construction is that the shape of the graph is not merely 
obscured but distorted: the line graph drawn from the same data reveals a straight line 
relationship as opposed to the curve in the bar chart. Clearly, the details of the 
relationship between variables are lost and accurate interpretation and interpolation less 
likely. 
Overall, it appears that while half of the Y4 groups in the sample were able to interpolate 
successfully in the competition, this proportion does not improve with age. More older 
children (Y9) attempted to construct graphs and charts from their own data but they often 
drew these graphs and charts incorrectly, suggesting that the underlying understanding of 
the purpose of graphs (to recognise and use patterns) is lacking and with it the 
understanding of the relationship between the graph and the behaviour of the physical 
phenomena under study. Pupils appear to be side-tracked by the ritual of graph drawing. 
Whilst these findings are from a small sample, we can tentatively suggest that the lack of 
understanding of the purpose and use of different graph types may be a contributory 
factor in the difficulty that older children demonstrate in understanding evidence as a 
whole. 
This has to be seen in relation to the other concepts of evidence and particularly in 
relation to the quality of the evidence as a whole. It is closely linked, for example, to the 
understanding of different types of variables (see p.163-164). 
In Phase 3, twenty groups of Y12 pupils were set the competition. However, the results 
are not strictly comparable with the younger age groups in Phase 1 since the angle for the 
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competition was almost always a higher angle set deliberately to see i f pupils believed the 
flattening of f pattern in their data. Some groups wanted to 'force' a straight line 
relationship, attributing the flattening off to error, a tendency which showed clearly in the 
competition. Judged in this way, thirteen out of the twenty Y12 groups used their data 
successfully. All except one group interpolated from a graph. In Phase 1, with younger 
children who might only collect two or three readings, the competition was sometimes set 
at intermediate values and interpolation was judged more liberally in that i f pupils made a 
reasonable attempt they were scored as successful. 
The quality of evidence categories 
Table 39 shows the results of analysing the numbers of groups occurring in each quality of 
evidence category in the three age groups in the sample. 
Year (no. 
of groups) 
1a Qualitative + 
limited / no 
conclusion 
1 b Qualitative but 
demonstrated an 
understanding of the 
relationship 
2a 
Measured 
but no 
order 
2b Quantitative, 
ordered but no 
evidence of 
understanding 
3 Quantitative and 
showed evidence 
of understanding 
Y4 (16) 1 7 2 5 1 
Y6(17) 3 4 10 
Y9 (14) 1 8 5 
Y12 (22) 22 
Table 39: Number of groups in each quality of evidence category in each age group 
It can be seen that all except one of the Y9 groups were in the quantitative categories while 
almost half of the youngest groups did not take quantitative measurements. The Y9 group 
that identified a variable qualitatively was the group that ranked the feel of the pull. Of the 12 
groups in categories la and lb, most were in lb, that is they were able to make sense of their 
data. 
About the same proportion of pupils measured quantitatively in Y6 and Y9 (categories 2a, 
2b and 3) but the numbers of groups of pupils demonstrating an understanding of the 
relationship between height and force (category 3) is greater at Y6 than at Y9. Most Y9 
pupils could order their data but did not then proceed to make an appropriate 
generalisation. Bar charts, such as those in the example above (category 2b), were 
common at this age and were often seen as ends in themselves with no further indication 
of understanding the continuous nature of the data. Year 6 groups, on the other hand, 
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drew fewer bar charts recording their data in tables only, recognising a pattern and 
interpreting adequately, sometimes also using their data proficiently in the competition. 
The bar charts drawn by Y9 pupils seemed frequently to be done in a ritual way - indeed 
one class said that they had been told that they got extra marks i f they did a graph! In this 
particular class, the axes for the bar chart were prepared by one group before any readings 
had been taken and before they had any idea of the range of readings that would emerge. 
There was no indication in the impromptu interviews or in their written work that these 
pupils had an understanding of the relationship between the variables. The Y12 sample, 
the science specialists or 'experts' not surprisingly all occurred in category 3. 
Y4 Y6 
100 100 in & a 80 80 
5) 60 60 • I at 5 40 6 40 20 20 
— 
1a 1b 2a 2b 1b 2a 2b 1a 
Quality of evidence category Quality of evidence category 
Y9 Y12 
100 2 100 & 
I 3 80 2 80 5) 60 oi 60 5 40 5 40 o 20 20 
1a 1b 2a 2b 3 1a 1b 2a 2b 3 
Quality of evidence category Quality of evidence category 
Figure 18: Percentage number of groups in each quality of evidence category in Y4, Y6, Y9 and Y12 for Forces 
II investigation. 
Figure 18 shows that none of the Y6 or Y9 groups fell into categories 1 a or 2a suggesting 
that they all had some understanding of order in the data. However, in this investigation, 
where nearly all groups took readings in increasing or decreasing heights (or angles), the 
recording of data in order was almost implicit. Thirty-four percent of all groups 
demonstrated that they were able to present 'believable' evidence. 
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As in Forces I , the ability to generalise whether from qualitative or quantitative data can 
be examined by amalgamating categories lb and 3 (table 40). 
Generalisation (1b+3) 
Y4 50 
Y6 76 
Y9 43 
Y12 100 
Table 40: Amalgamation of generalisation categories (% groups at each age) 
The table shows that the Y6 groups were more successful at generalisation than either Y4 
or Y9. 
Most noticeably, in this investigation, children's performance declined from Y6 to Y9 in 
terms of pupils' ability to synthesise their understanding about evidence to arrive at a 
believable conclusion. 
The relationship between the categorisation and the competition 
We might expect that those groups in category 3 who appear to have a thorough 
understanding of the evidence would be more successful in the competition. Table 41 shows 
however that pupils in all categories, with the exception of la, could succeed at the 
competition. Nevertheless, as would be expected, more pupils in the higher categories (2b 
and 3) were successful. Pupils succeeding in the lower categories may have had a sense of 
order which meant that they can still interpolate in a mathematical way (matching numbers) 
without necessarily understanding the relationship between the variable and reality. Hence, 
pupils who made no, or a limited, attempt at interpretation might interpolate successfully. 
Quality of evidence category 
1a 1b 2a 2b 3 
Number of groups successful in the 
competition (total number in category) 
- 0 ) 1 (11) 2(2) 10(17) 9(16) 
Table 41: Quality of evidence category and success in the competition 
5.2.2. Application and synthesis 
As in Forces I , the quality of evidence categories were compared with the scores for the 
main concepts of evidence (table 42). 
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Design score (4) Measurement 
score (5) 
Data handling 
score (4) 
Overall score (13) 
1a. Qualitative + 
limited understanding 
2 0 1 3 
1b. Qualitative + some 
understanding 
2.5 0.9 1.2 4.6 
2a. Quantitative but no 
order 
4.0 2.5 2.0 8.5 
2b. Quantitative, order 
+ ltd. understanding of 
evidence 
3.8 2.9 2.3 9.0 
3. Quantitative + order 
+ some understanding 
of evidence 
4.0 3.4 2.5 9.9 
Table 42: Mean scores for concepts of evidence in the quality of evidence categories (excluding Y12) 
The pattern in the table shows that there is a gradual increase in all three scores, with the 
exception of the design score at 2b. In the shift from a qualitative (categories la and lb) 
to a quantitative approach (categories 2a, 2b and 3), the increase is greater in the design 
and measurement scores. In the shift from categories 1 and 2 to the higher category 3, 
there is little increase in the design and data handling scores between categories 2 and 3 
but a marked increase in the measurement scores. The focus seems to shift away from 
design in the lower categories to measurement in the higher categories. So at the higher 
levels, the discriminatory factors are concerned with measurement. In this investigation, 
it is likely to be issues of range and interval and repeatability as aspects of measurement 
which discriminate. 
Prediction - results - conclusion 
As noted earlier (p. 163-164), most pupils made a sensible prediction for this 
investigation. Some groups made no conclusion or simply repeated their results. 
Comparison of the prediction, data and conclusions shows that for those pupils who did 
arrive at a conclusion, the data nearly always matched the prediction so that the basis for 
the conclusion could have been the prediction, the data or both. 
5.2.3. Summary of performance in Forces II 
The results showed limited progression with age in overall performance in terms of 
design, measurement and data handling. While only half of Y4 pupils measured both 
variables, most pupils from Y6 onwards identified both variables quantitatively. 
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However, the analysis showed that pupils were less successful at applying some of the 
concepts associated with measurement. Even with the Y12 'experts', measurement 
proved to be more difficult than design or data handling. At Y9, some pupils thought that 
two or three readings were sufficient. At Y4 and Y9, the application of the concept of an 
appropriate range and its effect on the resulting evidence was particularly poor. The latter 
may be the effect of an overriding concern with accuracy and a tendency to assume that 
patterns or relationships remain the same. At the same time it is indicative of a lack of 
understanding of the nature of evidence. About half the pupils in each year group were 
able to use their data to interpolate successfully in the competition. 
The second analysis revealed that, not surprisingly, the decision of half the Y4 groups to 
measure qualitatively restricted the quality of the evidence. Of those Y4 groups who 
measured quantitatively, most were able to make sense of the data. A third of the whole 
sample was able to demonstrate the ability to synthesise their understanding of the order 
and pattern in the data to arrive at good quality evidence. 
Some children in all three age groups were capable of understanding and synthesising the 
evidence which they themselves had collected but more children at Y6 seemed able to do 
so than at Y9. The Y9 groups seemed less able to present 'believable' evidence than the 
Y6 groups. As discussed in relation to Forces I , the block, which seems to be occurring 
between Y6 and Y9, may be related to the ritual drawing of graphs which some pupils 
seem to regard as an endpoint in itself. 
The analysis of the relationship between the quality of evidence categories and the scores 
for the main concepts of evidence suggests that the synthesis of ideas about evidence in 
this investigation seems to depend first on the application of the understanding of the 
value of quantitative data and then on the application of concepts of evidence concerned 
with measurement. 
5.3. Dissolving I 
All pupils who were asked to do the Dissolving I task could attempt the investigation. 
The predictions for this investigation took a variety of forms. These were coded and then 
aggregated into two categories: 'explicit' or 'implicit' predictions. 'Explicit' predictions 
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were defined as those where the relationship between grain size and dissolving time was 
made explicit. For example: 
The smallest granuals will dissolve the quickest and the biggest granuals will 
dissolve the slowest 
Some groups (3 at Y4 and 3 at Y6) predicted on the basis of the colour of the sugar: 
The Brown Sugers will dissolve first and the Whites will dissolve last. 
'Implicit' predictions refer to those in which the concept of grain size was, or could be, 
implied from the prediction but was not made explicit. For example, this group labelled 
their boxes of sugar A-D and then listed the order of dissolving correctly but did not 
explain their reasoning: 
A first, B second, D third, C fourth (Y9) 
Some of the terms used to describe the sugar such as 'thick', 'thin', 'hard', 'heavy' or 
'lumpy' were often used in the prediction- for example: 
the finest suger will dessolve the quickest and the thiker suger will take longer (Y6) 
the finer white sugar (1) will dissolve first, then(2) a heavier white sugar, then (3) a 
fine brown sugar, and lastly (4) a heavier brown sugar. (Y9) 
The following Y6 group used the colour of the sugar and 'lumpy' to make a reverse 
prediction: 
the brown lumpy sugar will dissolve quickest then the brown sugar, then the lumpy 
white and last the normal white sugar. 
Two groups both in Y4 made reverse prediction on the basis of size, the second 
explaining their reasoning by saying that, because there were fewer 'lumps', they thought 
dissolving would be quicker: 
/ think that the biggest will dessolve first (Y4) 
The brown sugar will dissolve first because ther are bigger and less lumps of sugar 
(Y4) 
Implicit (grain size) Explicit (grain size) Explicit (colour) 
Y4 (N=16) 5 8 3 
Y6(N=16) 5 8 3 
Y9 (N=20) 6 14 
Table 43: Implicit and explicit use of the concept of grain size in the prediction in the investigation 
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Table 43 shows that half of the Y4 and Y6 pupils in the sample and about 2 / 3 of Y9 pupils 
used the concept of grain size explicitly in their prediction. Not surprisingly, it was the 
younger Y4 and Y6 groups who used the colour of the sugar as the basis for their 
prediction. 
In carrying out the task, most groups took a quantity of sugar out of the boxes and put it 
into a cup or calibrated beaker of water but two Y4 groups poured water into the boxes of 
sugar. Pupils either measured the dissolving time with the stopclock or a watch or judged 
the time qualitatively by eye. One group counted the number of 'rounds' of the clock to 
the nearest quarter of a round. The point at which dissolving had occurred was another 
source of variation. At Y4 the understanding of the concept confused one group who 
thought that when there was no visible sugar it had 'disappeared' whereas when they 
could still see sugar, it had 'dissolved'. Another group thought that 'when it's settled at 
the bottom, it's dissolved'. At Y6 a group also decided that dissolving had occurred 
when the water in the middle was clear and the sugar at the bottom of the beaker was a 
visible heap. 
Some groups numbered or assigned a letter to the boxes of sugar in order of their 
prediction and then tested the types of sugar in this order. Others numbered the boxes of 
sugar randomly and tested either in order of their prediction or randomly. Some groups 
tested the four different types of sugar one by one while others tested them two at a time 
or all 4 types simultaneously. A few groups adopted a competitive or 'engineering' 
approach testing which sugar would 'win' , i.e. dissolve first, based on their prediction. 
One group judged the quality of dissolving in a fixed time while another designed the 
investigation so that they had two dependent variables: the number of stirs and the time to 
dissolve. 
5.3.1. Performance and age 
The investigation scores 
Although the analysis of the three main scores in Dissolving I shows progression (table 
44), there are differences in the progression profile of each age group. The scores suggest 
that there is greater progression between Y4 and Y6 in applying concepts of evidence 
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associate with designing the investigation whereas the measurement and data handling 
scores are low at Y4 and Y6 but increase between Y6 and Y9. This seems to suggest that 
children begin to improve their performance in the design of investigations at primary 
school but improvements in measurement and data handling appear to occur later at 
secondary school. 
Design score (out 
of 8) 
Measurement 
score (out of 6) 
Data handling 
score (out of 4) 
Overall score (out 
of 18) 
Y4 (N=16) 4.7 1.4 0.8 6.9 
Y6 (N=16) 6.8 1.8 0.8 9.4 
Y9 (N=20) 7.7 4.0 2.0 13.7 
Table 44: Mean scores for concepts of evidence in the investigation by age 
A detailed examination of the components of the design score (table 45) reveals that, for 
this investigation, variable identification (i.e. identifying the appropriate independent and 
dependent variable) was not a problem for any of the age groups in the sample. Analysis 
of the components of the fair test score also show that most groups attempted to control 
the quantity of sugar but that, while the quantity of water and the method of stirring were 
controlled by the majority of the Y9 groups, these variables were only controlled by 
approximately half of the two younger age groups. The selection of the appropriate type 
of variable for the dissolving time was good but showed little progression while 
measuring the quantity of sugar, the quantity of water and the frequency of stirring was 
much more common in the two older age groups than in the younger Y4 groups. 
Interestingly, most groups regardless of age did not measur e the quantity of sugar 
choosing to use spoonfuls or spatula-fuls rather than measuring the weight or volume. 
This may reflect a tendency to perceive sugar as an everyday dietary ingredient (of, for 
example, tea / coffee) which, in daily living, is often measured with spoons rather than as 
a chemical substance justifying scientific measurement. Most Y9 groups measured the 
volume of water as opposed to the 2 younger age groups who were more likely to use 
cupfuls. 
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Y4 Y6 Y9 
DESIGN S C O R E Variable Identification 1.0 1.0 1.0 
Fair test - control of sugar .7 1.0 1.0 
control of water .4 .6 1.0 
control stirring .4 .4 .9 
Appropriate variable type dissolving time .8 .9 .8 
quantity of sugar .6 1.0 1.0 
quantity of water .4 .9 1.0 
frequency of stirring .4 .9 .9 
MEASUREMENT Scale .9 .9 1.0 
Appropriate accuracy dissolving time .2 .2 .7 
quantity of sugar .1 .2 .9 
quantity of water .1 .3 .8 
stirring - .1 .6 
Repeatability .2 .2 .2 
DATA HANDLING Tables (charts/graphs) .3 .1 .9 
Appropriate graph type - - .1 
Patterns ordered table /chart - - .1 
generalisation from data .5 .6 1.0 
Table 45: Mean scores for each age group for the individual components of main concepts of evidence 
demonstrated in the investigation (max score for each component =1) 
Turning to the measurement score, the majority of all the age groups selected an 
appropriate scale. The older Y9 groups demonstrated significantly greater understanding 
of the need for appropriate accuracy in the measurement of the relevant variables than the 
younger age groups. The need to repeat readings was consistently poor throughout the 
age groups, although this may in part reflect the reality of lack of time to carry out 
repeated readings. One Y9 group said that i f they had more time they would repeat the 
measurements. 
The breakdown of the data handling score shows that the use of tables as opposed to 
recording data in prose or in the form of a list is much more common in the Y9 groups. 
Only two groups (Y9) out of the whole sample drew a bar chart while one Y9 group 
constructed a line graph. Their rationale for a line graph was: 
because we're normally supposed to do line graphs in science 
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Both members of this group drew a line graph (above) without ordering the data and one 
member joined the line to the origin, all suggesting that they had little understanding of 
the purpose of the graph. 
Two groups of Y9 pupils said they would have drawn a graph given more time. 
Perceiving a generalised pattern in the data was also much more prevalent in the Y9 
groups. 
The quality of evidence categories 
When the numbers of groups falling into each of the quality of evidence categories are 
analysed by age the figures in table 46 emerge. 
Qualitative Quantitative 
1a 1b 2ai 2aii 2b 3 
Y4 1 6(5) 6(5) 1 2(1) 
Y6 3(1) 1 (1) 8(2) 1 3 
Y9 1 1 5 7 1 5 
Table 46: Number of groups in each quality of evidence category by age (number of groups using inadequate 
controls) 
Looking first at the qualitative / quantitative divide (category 1 vs categories 2 and 3), as 
would be expected, more of the older pupils at Y6 and Y9 collected quantitative data - 81 % 
and 90% of groups respectively at Y6 and Y9 as compared to 55% of the groups at Y4. It is 
interesting to note, however, that even at Y9, 2 groups (10% of the sample) made qualitative 
rather than quantitative measurements. Of the 12 groups that measured qualitatively, the 
majority (10) were able to make sense of their data by way of a generalisation. The 
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percentage of groups in category 2 as a whole (Y4 43%, Y6 62%, Y9 65%) and in category 3 
(Y4 12% Y6 19% Y9 25%) increases with age suggesting progression within both categories. 
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Figure 19: Percentage numbers of groups in each quality of evidence category in Y4, Y6 and Y9 for the 
Dissolving I investigation 
Figure 19 reveals a marked shift with age in the relative proportions of groups in the 
middle categories, 2ai (quantitative measurement but a limited conclusion) and 2aii 
(quantitative measurement with some evidence of understanding in the conclusion) with 
little change in the percentage of groups in category 2b (quantitative, ordered but no 
evidence of understanding the significance of order). As expected, there is progression 
between Y4 (0 groups in 2aii) and Y6 (50% of groups in 2aii) but the comparison of Y6 
and Y9 is more surprising with a higher percentage of groups falling in 2aii at Y6 than at 
Y9 (50% cf 35%), while the number in 2ai is lower. The difference between Y6 and Y9 
is not accounted for by the increase in the percentage of groups in the highest category 3 
(6%). 
The proportion of pupils who ordered their data (categories 2b and 3) increased from 18% 
at Y4 to 25% at Y6 to 30% at Y9. 
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Regarding the control variables, the number of groups designing their investigation with 
inadequate controls falls from 11 in Y4 to 4 in Y6 (table 46). Given the complexity of 
the controls in this investigation, the relatively high number of investigations in Y4 with 
inadequate controls is perhaps not surprising but it is encouraging to see that three 
quarters of the Y6 groups and all of the Y9 groups were judged to employ adequate 
controls. 
The ability to generalise from qualitative or quantitative data (table 47) can be examined 
by amalgamating categories lb, 2aii and 3 all of which include generalisation. 
Generalisation (1b+2aii+3) 
Y4 50 
Y6 88 
Y9 65 
Table 47: Amalgamation of generalisation categories (% groups at each age) 
Table 47 shows that the Y6 groups were more successful at generalisation than either Y4 
or Y9. Possible reasons for better performance of Y6 pupils were discussed in some 
detail in relation to Forces I (p. 159-160). 
In this investigation, children in all three age groups were capable of understanding evidence 
which they themselves had collected but children at Y6 seemed more able to generalise from 
their data than pupils at Y9. 
5.3.2. Application and synthesis 
Table 48 shows the results of cross-tabulating the quality of evidence categories with the 
main performance scores. 
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Number 
of groups 
Design score 
(out of 8) 
Measurement score 
(out of 6) 
Data handling 
(out of 4) 
Overall 
(out of 18) 
1a. Qualitative + 
limited understanding 
2 6.5 3 0 9.5 
1b. Qualitative + some 
understanding 
10 4.6 1.3 1 6.9 
2ai. Quantitative, no 
order, limited 
generalisation 
12 5.7 2.5 1.1 9.3 
2aii Quantitative, no 
order with 
generalisation 
15 7.5 2.7 1.5 11.7 
2b. Quantitative, order 
+ ltd. understanding of 
evidence 
3 7.3 2.7 0.7 10.7 
3. Quantitative + order 
+ some understanding 
of evidence 
10 7.5 3.4 1.8 12.7 
Table 48: Mean scores for concepts of evidence in the quality of evidence categories 
The table shows a general trend towards an increase in performance scores from the 
lowest to the highest quality of evidence categories. However, the trend is not uniform, 
there being falls in the design and measurement scores in lb and 2ai and, to a lesser 
extent, in data handling in category 2b. Consequently, the overall scores in these 
categories also do not follow the trend. Given the small sample, it is difficult to be 
anything other than tentative in interpreting these data. One possible explanation for the 
first two low scores ( lb and 2ai) lies in the difference in the consideration of control 
variables. The performance scores for design and measurement both included the pupils' 
identification and measurement of the control variables while the quality of evidence 
categories were based on the pupil's understanding of their own data regardless of the 
controls. Hence the low numbers in the design and measurement scores in categories lb 
and 2ai may be related to the fact that a considerable number of these groups (6 out of the 
ten groups in lb and 6 out of the 12 groups in 2ai) used inadequate controls. Table 46 
shows that only 3 other groups used inadequate controls (2 in category 2aii and 1 in 
category 3). 
Two methods for overcoming this problem of including or excluding the controls in the 
analysis so that similar data can be compared were applied to the data. 
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Firstly, the category scores were subdivided into those groups who used adequate and 
inadequate controls. Since the performance scores were computed on the basis of points 
for adequate controls, only the performance scores of the groups using adequate controls 
were included in examining the relationship between the performance scores and the 
quality of evidence categories. Table 49 shows the results. 
Number 
of groups 
Design score 
(out of 8) 
Measurement score 
(out of 6) 
Data handling 
(out of 4) 
Overall 
(out of 18) 
1a. Qualitative + 
limited understanding 
2 6.5 3 0 9.5 
1b. Qualitative + some 
understanding 
4 6.8 2.3 1.3 10.3 
2ai. Quantitative, no 
order, limited 
generalisation 
6 7.5 3.3 1.5 12.3 
2aii Quantitative, no 
order with 
generalisation 
13 7.7 2.9 1.5 12.2 
2b. Quantitative, order 
+ ltd. understanding of 
evidence 
3 7.3 2.7 0.7 10.7 
3. Quantitative + order 
+ some understanding 
of evidence 
9 7.4 3.6 1.8 12.8 
Table 49: Mean scores for concepts of evidence in the quality of evidence categories for groups who used 
adequate controls 
Here we see a smoother increase in performance scores with quality of evidence category 
with the exception of category 2b where the scores are consistently lower than the 
previous category (2aii). This suggests that ordering data in this investigation may not be 
an indication of greater understanding of evidence, the scores in this category lying 
generally between lb and 2ai. The scores in categories 2ai and 2aii are very similar while 
category 3 is distinguished by higher measurement and data handling scores although, 
since the number of groups in each category is now very small, any interpretation must be 
treated with a degree of caution. 
An alternative way of overcoming the problem of the consideration of controls is to use 
simplified scores which omit the variable type and accuracy of the control variables and 
which will allow direct comparison with the equivalent Forces I investigation in the next 
chapter. These scores can also be used in the cross-tabulation with the quality of 
evidence categories (table 50). 
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Design score (3) Measurement 
score (2) 
Data handling (4) Overall (9) 
1a. Qualitative + 
limited understanding 
1.9 0 0 2.3 
1b. Qualitative + some 
understanding 
1.9 0 1 2.9 
2ai. Quantitative, no 
order, limited 
generalisation 
2.5 0.8 1.1 4.4 
2aii. Quantitative, no 
order with 
generalisation 
2.9 0.5 1.5 4.8 
2b. Quantitative, order 
+ ltd. understanding of 
evidence 
2.8 0.3 0.7 3.8 
3. Quantitative + order 
+ some understanding 
of evidence 
2.9 0.8 1.8 5.5 
Table SO: Mean scores for concepts of evidence in the quality of evidence categories omitting variable type and 
accuracy of the control variables in the computing of the performance scores 
Again compared to table 48, this analysis produces a smoother increase in the design 
score. Category 2b again stands out as being misplaced particularly in terms of the 
measurement and data handling scores. There are marked increases in all three scores 
between category 1 and 2 with the shift to the higher category 3, being less dramatic. 
Category 3 is distinguished by higher data handling scores. 
Prediction - results - conclusion 
Examination of the prediction, results and conclusion for each group in the sample 
reveals that in eight groups, the data contradicted the prediction but was the basis for the 
conclusion, indicating that the data formed the basis of the conclusion. Of these eight 
groups, four were in Y4, three in Y6 and one in Y9. For the remaining groups where a 
conclusion was made, the prediction, data and conclusion were in agreement. 
5.3.3. Summary of performance in Dissolving I 
The results of the analysis of the application of individual concepts of evidence suggest 
that there is considerable improvement in performance with age. The differences in the 
scores between the 3 age groups (Y4, Y6 and Y9) suggest that by Y6, most pupils can 
design the investigation adequately whereas measurement and data handling are poor in 
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Y4 and Y6 but improve markedly by Y9. Pupils in the two younger age groups were less 
likely to identify and measure the appropriate control variables. 
Analysis based on the quality of evidence categories suggests that the decision to measure 
qualitatively restricts the performance of half the Y4 groups. While there is some 
evidence of progression in these categories, the ability to generalise from quantitative 
data (categories 2aii and 3) is no greater in Y6 than in Y9, although Y9 are more likely to 
order their data. I f generalisation is taken to include generalising from both qualitative 
and quantitative data then Y6 are more successful than either Y4 or Y9. Only 19% of the 
whole sample ordered the data and generalised appropriately. 
The relationship between the scores for the main concepts of evidence and the judgmental 
categories suggests that the understanding of evidence in this investigation seems to 
depend first on the understanding of the value of quantitative data and then on the 
understanding of concepts of evidence concerned with data handling and to a lesser extent 
with measurement. There is also some evidence to suggest that the presentation of 
ordered data may not be a reliable discriminatory factor. 
5.4. Dissolving II 
As in Dissolving I , all the pupils could attempt the investigation. 
Most pupils were able to explicitly relate dissolving time to temperature in their 
predictions as is shown by the following examples: 
/'. Hot goes slow and cold goes fast 
ii. I think the sugar will dissolve faster in hot water 
Hi. I think the hotter the water the faster it will dissolve 
iv. Hot water will go slower and cold water will go faster 
v. I think the hot water will melt the sugar 
There were few reverse predictions (e.g. i and iv) and even fewer examples of the concept 
being implicit or unclear (e.g. v). 
While all pupils made an attempt to carry out the task, the younger children (at Y4) found 
this task difficult and were easily sidetracked into investigating or playing with the 
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thermometer. For instance, a Y4 group, referring to the movement of the alcohol in the 
thermometer, concluded that 
when you test water when its hot it goes hier and cold lower 
while another Y4 group, having observed the speed of movement of the liquid in the 
thermometer, concluded that 
the cold went slow and the hot went fast 
Some groups at each age point noticed the fall in temperature when the sugar was added 
and this became a complicating and distracting factor for some. For example, a Y4 group 
recorded: 
The tempecher was 80 in hot water, then we put some suger in and it went fast when it 
was dissolveing it went up to 70 and 60 
while another Y4 group noticed that the temperature took 3 sec to fall from 40°C to 30°C. 
Another distraction was the ratio of sugar to water. One Y4 group added what they 
decided was too much sugar to the hot water and so they tried again testing a different 
ratio but didn't time or estimate the dissolving time in any way. 
Most groups approached the investigation by selecting different temperatures of water 
consecutively, in each of which they measured the dissolving time of the sugar. Two Y9 
groups, however, set up several containers with water at different temperatures 
simultaneously, noting the dissolving time of the sugar as each dissolved. One of these 
groups ranked the dissolving time at the different temperatures without taking any 
measurements. Most pupils either measured the dissolving time with the stopclock or a 
watch or judged the time qualitatively by eye. 
There was evidence of confusion between melting and dissolving as in these examples 
hot water will melt the sugar quicker than in cold water (Y4 pupil) 
hot water can use melting methods to dissolve the substance (Y4 pupil) 
the hotter the water the faster it will dissolve because it melts the sugar more (Y6 
pupil) 
The water melts the sugar down (Y6 pupil) 
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This confusion may be at the semantic rather than at the conceptual level. 
5.4.1. Performance and age 
The investigation scores 
The results of this analysis for Dissolving II show progression with differences in the 
progression profile for the three main scores (table 51). Greater progression is apparent 
between Y4 and Y6 in the application of concepts of evidence associated with designing 
the investigation whereas the measurement and data handling scores tend to increase 
more gradually with age. This seems to suggest that children have grasped the idea of 
designing investigations towards the end of primary school but that the understanding of 
concepts to do with measurement and data handling goes on improving steadily into 
secondary school. The effect of applying the more stringent definition of the continuous 
variable (i.e. continuous = three or more measured temperatures - see chapter 4, p. 122-
123) is to decrease the design and measurement scores in all 3 age groups. The 
measurement score is affected because range and interval were only computed when the 
independent variable was defined as continuous. 
Design score 
(out of 9) 
Measurement score 
(out of 9) 
Data handling score 
(out of 4) 
Overall score 
(out of 22) 
Y4(N=16) 4.4 (3.9) 1.4(1.2) 0.4 6.3 (5.5) 
Y6 (N=16) 7.9 (7.3) 3.4 (3.1) 1.1 12.4(11.4) 
Y9 (N=20) 8.4 (8.0) 4.3 (4.0) 2.5 15.1 (14.4) 
Table 51: Mean scores for concepts of evidence in the investigation by age - dissolving detail (alternative 
definition of continuous) 
Table 52 reports details of the individual components of the design, measurement and 
data handling scores. Al l three age groups in the sample performed well in identifying 
the appropriate independent and dependent variables but the identification of the control 
variables, which comprise the fair test score, was more problematic. The analysis showed 
that most groups attempted to control the quantity of sugar but that although the quantity 
of water and the method of stirring were controlled by the majority of the Y9 groups, 
these variables were less likely to be controlled by Y6 groups and unlikely to be 
controlled by Y4 groups. The selection of the appropriate type of variable for the 
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temperature and the dissolving time was good for the two older age groups but achieved 
by just over half of the Y4 groups. 
Y4 Y6 Y9 
DESIGN S C O R E Variable identification .8 1 1 
Fair test - control of sugar .6 1 1 
control of water .2 .8 1 
control stirring .4 .6 .8 
Appropriate variable type temperature .6 .9 .8 
dissolving time .7 1 1 
quantity of sugar .6 1 1 
quantity of water .2 .9 1 
frequency of stirring .3 .8 .8 
MEASUREMENT Scale .9 .9 1 
Range .2 .6 .6 
Interval 0 .3 .5 
Appropriate accuracy temperature .1 .4 .4 
dissolving time .3 .3 .6 
quantity of sugar 0 .4 .5 
quantity of water 0 .4 .4 
stirring 0 .2 .3 
Repeatability 0 0 .1 
DATA HANDLING Tables (charts/graphs) 0 .1 .8 
Appropriate graph type 0 0 0 
Patterns ordered table /chart 0 .1 .7 
generalisation from data .4 .9 1 
Table 52 : Mean scores for each age group for the individual components of main concepts of evidence 
demonstrated in the investigation (max score for each component =1) 
I f the selection of the type of both independent and dependent variables is examined, 
then, as table 53 shows, there appears to be progression from Y4 to Y6 but not between 
the two older age groups. In fact, relatively more Y6 groups measured both variables 
compared to the proportion at Y9 (87% cf 80%). The number of Y9 groups who did not 
measure the temperature is perhaps surprising. It should be noted that the total number of 
Y4 groups is 14 because two of the groups who lost sight of the purpose of the 
investigation did not attempt to measure dissolving time in any way. The Y9 group, 
shown as selecting qualitative identification only, were a group who ranked the dissolving 
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time without measurement and who used 4 different mixtures of hot and cold water 
without measuring temperature. 
Y4 Y6 Y9 
Qualitative identification only 1 
Measured independent variable 
only 
2 
Measured dependent variable 
only 
5 2 3 
Measured both variables 7 14 16 
Table 53: Identification of the variables in the Dissolving II task by age (numbers of groups) 
Table 54 considers the number of readings taken by groups whether qualitative or 
quantitative. It is clear that a large proportion of groups believed that 1 or 2 readings 
were sufficient for this investigation. The percentage of groups who measured 3 or more 
temperatures rises from 19% at Y4 to 31% at Y6 and 55% at Y9, showing progression 
but still 45% of Y9 groups who considered less than 3 readings were sufficient. 
Number of readings 
1 reading 2 readings 3 readings More than 3 
readings 
Y4 (N=16) 5 8 3 
Y6(N=16) 5 6 2 3 
Y9 (N=20) 2 7 6 5 
Table 54: Number of readings (measured or estimated) selected by pupils in the Dissolving II task (numbers of 
groups) 
Measuring the quantity of sugar, the quantity of water and the frequency of stirring (table 
52) was also much less likely at Y4 than in the two older age groups (.6, .2, .3 
respectively for Y4 cf 1, .9, .8 for Y6 and 1, 1, .8 for Y9). Interestingly, most groups 
regardless of age did not measure the quantity of sugar choosing to use spoonfuls or 
spatula-fuls instead, rather than measuring the weight or volume. This may reflect a 
tendency to perceive sugar as an everyday dietary ingredient (of, for example, tea / coffee) 
which, in daily living, is often measured with spoons rather than as a chemical substance 
justifying scientific measurement. As discussed in the last chapter (chapter 4, p. 122), this 
level of measurement was judged to be adequate provided the same spoon or spatula was 
used. Most Y9 groups measured the volume of water as opposed to the 2 younger age 
groups who were more likely to use cupfuls. 
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Turning to the detail of the measurement score (table 52), the majority of all the age 
groups selected an appropriate scale. There was progression in the understanding of the 
need for an appropriate range and interval of measurements and of appropriate accuracy 
in the measurement of the relevant variables but even at Y9, the scores are not high 
(=<.6). The need to repeat readings was consistently poor throughout the age groups. 
Only one Y9 group repeated their reading of dissolving time in 'hot water', doing it three 
times at 60, 67 and 73°C. Although this group said that they were going to average the 
three readings, they did not do so in their report. While this could in part be explained by 
the lack of time to carry out repeated readings, when groups were asked i f they would 
change anything i f they did the investigation again, no groups referred to repeating 
readings. 
The breakdown of the data handling score shows that the use of tables as opposed to 
recording data in prose or in the form of a list is much more common in the Y9 groups. 
However there was an element of 'ritual performance' in the production of tables as in 
this example of 2 Y9 pupils in the same group where the dissolving time, although 
measured, was not included in the table: 
Spoonful of sugar Amount of water Temperature of water 
1 200 ml 75°C 
1 200 ml 41°C 
None of the groups in the sample produced a line graph. One Y9 group added their result 
of the time to dissolve in hot water to their bar chart from the first investigation: 
120 -r 
100 -• 
Time in 80 •-
sees 60 -• 
40 •• 
20 -• 
0 -+• 
A B C D 
Sugar Sugar Sugar Sugar 
Type of sugar 
Hot water 
Cold water 
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Another Y9 group said that they would have drawn a line graph i f they had more time. 
Generalising from the data was also much more prevalent in the two older age groups 
than at Y4 where less than half the groups did so. 
A further note on variable identification 
As described in the last section, the definition of the interpretation of the type of variable 
as continuous was problematic because, although some groups measured the temperature, 
they might only take one or two readings which is difficult to equate with the concept of 
continuous variables. The following table shows how these groups are distributed by age: 
Qualitative / categoric Measured but <3 readings Continuous 
Y4 (N=16) 6 10 
Y6 (N=16) 2 10 4 
Y9 (N=20) 4 7 9 
Table 55: Identification of the independent variable (temperature) 
It is clear that, i f continuous is defined in this way, then none of the Y4 groups could be 
said to have defined the independent variable as continuous and less than half of the Y9 
groups did so. 
The competition 
As mentioned earlier, the competition was introduced during the data collection period so 
that very few Y9 groups were involved. With hindsight, this was a shortfall in the 
methodology, not least because it does not allow for a meaningful comparison with the 
Forces I I investigation where the data were collected later in the fieldwork period so that 
the competition was in place throughout. 
Of the groups involved in the Dissolving I I competition by being given a temperature 
from which to predict the dissolving time, several groups made no attempt to respond. 
There were several reasons for this. First, since the investigation itself was time-
consuming, there was often a lack of time. By comparison, the Forces I I investigation 
was shorter and easier to carry out in terms of collecting data, allowing pupils more time 
to tackle the competition. Second, and particularly in the case of the younger Y4 groups, 
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the purpose of the investigation was sometimes lost so that i f they did attempt the 
competition, it was guesswork. Third, some groups seemed simply at a loss as to how to 
proceed although, in truth, the competition came at the end of a busy practical and, 
although pupils were told about the competition at the beginning of the investigation, they 
may have perceived it as unimportant. The groups who did attempt the competition 
therefore comprise a very small sample at each age (table 56). 
No. of groups 
entering 
Reasonable interpolation in the competition 
Qualitative interpretation of the 
independent variable 
Measured the independent 
variable 
Y4 7 2 
Y6 11 2 1 
Y9 4 2 
Table 56: Interpolating in the competition (N=22) 
The results suggest that few pupils (7 out of 22 groups) could apply their data to the 
competition and, of those that did, some did so from a qualitative interpretation of the 
independent variable. For example, a Y4 group who measured the dissolving time in hot 
water - 30 seconds, 'medium' water - 1 minute and cold water - 2 minutes, when asked to 
predict the dissolving time for water at 50°C, predicted 1 minute. An unreasonable 
prediction is illustrated by this Y6 group: 
Hot water 78° 2 min 
Warm 49° 5.32 min 
Cold 15° 11.55 min 
Freezing 9° 17.44 min 
Prediction for dissolving at 56°? - 8.45 min 
This script showed evidence of some mathematical calculation but clearly the response to 
the competition suggests that the group were not using the data in a way that links the 
data to the reality of the investigation. Similarly, a Y9 group who measured the 
dissolving time at 75°C -10 sec and at 41 °C - 20 sec predicted a dissolving time of 25 sec 
for water at 50°C in the competition. 
While the competition data for Dissolving II are disappointing and so should be treated 
with caution, the results suggest that, at least at Y4 and Y6, understanding what the data 
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mean in relation to the behaviour of the physical phenomenon under investigation so that 
that understanding can be applied within the same context (i.e. in the competition), 
appears to be too much for many pupils. This again suggests a lack of understanding of 
the evidence. 
The quality of evidence categories 
The results of the analysis of the numbers of groups falling into each of the quality of 
evidence categories by age are shown in table 57. 
Qualitative Quantitative 
1a 1b 2ai 2aii 2b 3 
Y4 (N=16) 5(3) 8(7) 2(1) 1(1) 
Y6 (N=16) 5(1) 2(1) 8 1 
Y9 (N=20) 4 7 2 7 
Table 57: Number of groups in each quality of evidence category by age (number of groups with inadequate 
controls) 
In terms of the qualitative / quantitative divide (category 1 vs categories 2 and 3), again it is 
not surprising to find that considerably more of the older pupils at Y6 and Y9 collect 
quantitative data - 68% and 80% of groups respectively at Y6 and Y9 as compared to 18% of 
the groups at Y4. However, even at Y9, 4 groups (20% of the sample) made qualitative 
rather than quantitative measurements. Of the 22 groups that interpreted the independent 
variable qualitatively, the majority (17) were able to arrive at a generalisation. 
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Figure 20: Percentage numbers of groups in each quality of evidence category in Y4, Y6 and Y9 in the Dissolving 
II task 
Figure 20 shows progression across the age groups from a preponderance of qualitative 
data collection at Y4 (categories la and lb) to quantitative data collection but little 
ordering of data at Y6 (2ai and 2aii) to ordering and making sense of quantitative data at 
Y9 (category 3). However only 35% of Y9 pupils fell into category 3 with the same 
proportion in category 2aii (quantitative data, no order and generalisation). 
In terms of adequate control variables, the number of groups designing their investigation 
with inadequate controls falls from 12 in Y4 to 2 in Y6 (table 57). Given the complexity 
of the controls in this investigation, the relatively high number of investigations at Y4 
with inadequate controls is not unexpected but it is encouraging to see that the majority of 
the Y6 groups and all of the Y9 groups were judged to employ adequate controls. 
The ability to generalise from qualitative or quantitative data (amalgamating categories 
lb, 2aii and 3) is shown in table 58. 
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Generalisation (1b+2aii+3) 
Y4 56 
Y6 81 
Y9 90 
Table 58: Amalgamation of generalisation categories (% groups at each age) 
While there is progression, the increase in this ability appears to be greatest between Y4 
and Y6 than between the two older age groups. In effect, this suggests that, by the end of 
primary school science, most pupils are capable of making sense of, or generalising from, 
their own data. 
In this investigation, there was progression with age in the ability to apply and synthesise 
ideas about evidence from data that the pupils had collected themselves. This ability appears 
to increase more between Y4 and Y6 than between Y6 and Y9. 
The relationship between the categorisation and the competition 
Although only 22 groups took part in the competition and only 7 of these made a 
reasonable attempt, we can examine these groups in terms of their distribution across the 
quality of evidence categories. 
Quality of evidence category 
1a 1b 2ai 2aii 2b 3 
Number of groups in the competition making a (1) 3(5) 2(2) 2(6) d ) 
reasonable (unreasonable) attempt 
Table 59: Quality of evidence category vs reasonable attempt at the competition (N= 22) 
Table 59 shows that pupils in categories lb, 2ai and 2aii made a reasonable attempt at the 
competition. It seems likely that those who generalised from their data (groups in 
categories 1 b and 2aii) are more likely be successful in the competition so that these 
results are surprising in that the majority of groups in these categories were in fact 
unsuccessful in the competition. However, because the sample is so small, it would be 
unwise to draw anything other than tentative conclusions from these data. 
5.4.2. Application and synthesis 
The results of crosstabulating the quality of evidence categories with the main 
performance scores are shown in table 60. 
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Number 
of groups 
Design score 
(out of 9) 
Measurement score 
(out of 9) 
Data handling (out of 
4) 
Overall (out 
of 22) 
1a. Qualitative + 
limited understanding 
5 3.6 1.0 0.2 4.8 
1 b. Qualitative + some 
understanding 
17 6.1 1.7 0.9 8.7 
2ai. Quantitative, no 
order, limited 
generalisation 
4 7.0 3.3 0.3 10.5 
2aii Quantitative, no 
order with 
generalisation 
16 8.1 3.4 1.6 13.1 
2b. Quantitative, order 
+ ltd. understanding of 
evidence 
3 8.7 5.7 3.0 17.3 
3. Quantitative + order 
+ some understanding 
of evidence 
10 8.7 6.0 3.0 17.7 
Table 60: Mean scores for concepts of evidence in the quality of evidence categories 
The table shows an almost consistent increase in performance scores from the lowest to 
the highest quality of evidence categories with the exception of the data handling score in 
category 2ai which is slightly lower than in category lb (0.3 cf 0.9). The scores in the 
highest categories 2b and 3 are very similar and differ from the lower quantitative 
categories largely in the measurement and data handling scores rather than in the design 
score. 
In the analysis of Dissolving I it was noted that the performance scores for design and 
measurement both included the pupils' identification and measurement of the control 
variables while the quality of evidence categories were based on the pupil's 
understanding of their own data regardless of the controls. To overcome this problem, 
two further analyses were carried out. These have also been applied to the Dissolving II 
data to explore the relationship between the performance scores and the quality of 
evidence categories more fully and to allow comparison with the Dissolving I data (see 
next chapter). 
First, the category scores were subdivided into those groups who used adequate and 
inadequate controls. Since the performance scores were computed on the basis of points 
for adequate controls, only the performance scores of the groups using adequate controls 
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were included in examining the relationship between the performance scores and the 
quality of evidence categories. Table 61 shows the results. 
Number 
of groups 
Design score 
(out of 9) 
Measurement score 
(out of 9) 
Data handling (out of 
4) 
Overall (out 
of 22) 
1a. Qualitative + 
limited understanding 
2 6.5 1.0 0 7.5 
1 b. Qualitative + some 
understanding 
9 7.4 2.1 1.0 10.6 
2ai. Quantitative, no 
order, limited 
generalisation 
2 8.0 4.0 0.5 12.5 
2aii Quantitative, no 
order with 
generalisation 
15 8.3 3.5 1.7 13.5 
2b. Quantitative, order 
+ ltd. understanding of 
evidence 
3 8.7 5.7 3.0 17.3 
3. Quantitative + order 
+ some understanding 
of evidence 
7 8.7 6.0 3.0 17.7 
Table 61: Mean scores for concepts of evidence in the quality of evidence categories for groups who used 
adequate controls 
As expected, the design and measurement scores tend to be higher than in table 60, but 
the overall trend is much the same. 
As in Dissolving I , an alternative way of overcoming the problem of the consideration of 
controls was to use the simpler scores which, for the purposes of direct comparison with 
the equivalent Forces investigation, omit the variable type and accuracy of the control 
variables. These scores can then be used in the cross tabulation with the quality of 
evidence categories (table 62). 
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Design score (4) Measurement 
score (5) 
Data handling (4) Overall (13) 
1a. Qualitative + 
limited understanding 
1.8 0.2 0.2 2.2 
1b. Qualitative + some 
understanding 
2.9 0.5 0.9 4.3 
2ai. Quantitative, no 
order, limited 
generalisation 
3.6 1.5 0.3 5.3 
2aii. Quantitative, no 
order with 
generalisation 
3.8 1.7 1.6 7.1 
2b. Quantitative, order 
+ ltd. understanding of 
evidence 
4.0 3.3 3.0 10.3 
3. Quantitative + order 
+ some understanding 
of evidence 
4.0 3.1 3.0 10.1 
Table 62: Mean scores for concepts of evidence in the quality of evidence categories omitting variable type and 
accuracy of the control variables in the computing of the performance scores 
Again, the same trend is apparent. 
Prediction - results - conclusion 
In four groups, the data contradicted the prediction but was the basis for the conclusion 
indicating that the data formed the basis of the conclusion. Three of these groups were in 
Y6 and one in Y9. In those cases where the conclusion was the same as the prediction 
but the data did not support the conclusion, then clearly the groups were ignoring the 
data. This applied to three groups in Dissolving II of which 2 were in Y9 and one in Y6. 
Examples have already been given in the preceding chapter (e.g. p. 146-147). For the 
remaining groups where a conclusion was made, the prediction, data and conclusion were 
in agreement so that the basis for the conclusion is unclear. 
5.4.3. Summary of performance in Dissolving II 
The results of the analysis of the application of individual concepts of evidence show 
improvement in performance with age in the three main scores - design, measurement and 
data handling. By Y6, most pupils can design the investigation appropriately. The Y4 
pupils were unlikely to control the relevant variables and less likely than the older age 
groups to identify the independent, dependent or control variables as continuous i.e. to 
use quantitative measurement of the variable. The Y6 groups were as likely as Y9 groups 
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to measure both the independent and dependent variables in this investigation. A 
significant proportion of all age groups considered that less than 3 readings were 
sufficient to arrive at a conclusion. Although there was evidence of progression in the 
measurement and data handling scores, the mean scores were low. Factors such as poor 
accuracy and the failure to repeat, or to express the intention to repeat, readings 
contributed to the low measurement scores while the failure to use tables, order data and 
to use a graph contributed to the low data handling scores. Y4 groups also found 
generalising from the data difficult. 
The competition results show that at least at Y4 and Y6 few pupils can apply their 
findings within the same context, although these results should be treated with caution 
due to the small sample in each age group. 
Analysis using the quality of evidence categories, revealed that the failure to measure 
quantitatively restricted the ability of most of the Y4 groups to synthesise their 
understanding of evidence effectively. At Y9, a fifth of the groups still used qualitative 
measurement. Most Y6 and Y9 groups were judged to employ adequate controls while 
Y4 found the complexity of the controls difficult in this investigation. There was clear 
progression in the number of groups by age in the judgmental categories but only 35% of 
Y9 groups were judged to be in the highest category (category 3) demonstrating an ability 
to order and make sense of quantitative data to present believable evidence. The ability 
to generalise from data whether qualitative or quantitative appears to be acquired by Y6. 
Cross-tabulation of the scores for the main concepts of evidence with the judgmental 
categories suggests that the understanding of evidence in this investigation seems to 
depend first on the understanding of the value of quantitative data and then on the 
understanding of concepts of evidence concerned with measurement and data handling. 
5.5. Common features 
The picture that has emerged from the above analysis of each task is complex. Perhaps 
this is not surprising given that each task makes different demands on pupils. Are there 
any common features? We shall consider the application of individual concepts first. 
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5.5.1. The application of concepts of design 
The application of the concept of variable identification: this concept was applied 
successfully in these investigations across all tasks at all ages (table 63). The only 
slightly lower score was at Y4 in the Dissolving I I task. As discussed, some Y4 pupils 
were diverted from the main aim of the task by the equipment which accounts for the 
lower score. 
The application of the concept offair test: this concept was well understood at all ages in 
the two Forces tasks but only in the two older age groups (Y6 and Y9) in the Dissolving 
tasks. The younger Y4 pupils had difficulty with the complexity of the control variables 
in the Dissolving tasks which caused the scores to be relatively low. 
The application of the concept of variable type: a similar picture emerges here. The Y4 
pupils tended to identify the independent and / or dependent variable as categoric which 
restricted subsequent performance and influenced their understanding of the resulting 
evidence. 
Forces I Forces II Dissolving I Dissolving II 
Variable identification Y4 1 1 1 0.8 
Y6 1 1 1 1 
Y9 1 1 1 1 
Y12 - 1 - -
Fair test Y4 0.9 0.8 0.5 0.4 
Y6 1 0.9 0.7 0.8 
Y9 0.9 0.9 1 0.9 
Y12 - 1 - -
Variable type Y4 0.6 0.7 0.6 0.5 
Y6 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 
Y9 0.9 1 0.9 0.9 
Y12 - 1 - -
Table 63: Mean scores (/I) for each concept of evidence associated with design in the four investigations at each 
age (low scores shaded) 
To recap, in terms of design, in these four investigations older pupils at Y6 and Y9 had 
few or no problems with the application of the associated concepts (variable 
identification, fair test, and variable type). This research suggests that younger pupils at 
Y4 can apply the concept of fair test successfully i f the controls are straightforward as in 
the Forces tasks, but that they have difficulty when the controls are more complex as in 
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the Dissolving tasks. The results also show that, across all four tasks, Y4 pupils had 
difficulty in applying the concept of variable type in that pupils at this age tended to 
interpret variables qualitatively rather than quantitatively. 
5.5.2. The application of concepts of measurement 
The application of the concept of scale: this concept was tested in the dissolving tasks 
only but, in these two tasks, it appeared to be well understood at all ages (table 64). 
The application of the concept of range and interval: the results suggest that younger 
pupils were not able to apply an understanding of this concept. Most of the older pupils 
were able to do so in the Forces I I task but not in the Dissolving I I task. The concept of 
range was more obvious in the Forces task and certainly easier to implement. 
The application of the concept of appropriate accuracy: In the Forces tasks, this concept 
was not well understood in that most pupils (except in Y12) often read the forcemeter 
inaccurately. In the Dissolving tasks, there were several reasons for the low scores. 
Sometimes the dissolving time was read to an inappropriately extreme degree of accuracy 
while other groups read the scales for weighing the sugar incorrectly. It was only at Y9 in 
the Dissolving I task, that the application of this concept appeared to be well understood. 
The application of the concept of repeatability: this concept was not applied well at any 
age in any task although, not surprisingly, the scores were slightly higher in the Forces 
tasks where it was easier and quicker for pupils to repeat the measurements than in the 
Dissolving tasks. 
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Forces I Forces II Dissolving I Dissolving II 
Scale Y4 - - 0.9 0.9 
Y6 - - 0.9 0.9 
Y9 - - 1 1 
Range and Y4 - 0.5 0.1 
Interval Y6 - 0.8 0.5 
Y9 - 0.9 0.6 
Y12 - 0.8 -
Accuracy Y4 0.2 0.3 0.1 0.1 
Y6 0.4 0.4 0.2 0.3 
Y9 0.4 0.3 0.8 0.4 
Y12 - 1 - -
Repeatability Y4 0.4 0.3 0.2 0 
Y6 0.6 0.4 0.2 0 
Y9 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.1 
Y12 - 0.4 - -
Table 64: Mean scores ( / l ) for each concept of evidence associated with measurement in the four investigations 
at each age (low scores shaded) 
In summary, in general, ideas about measurement in these four tasks were not well 
applied. The concept of scale was the only concept which seemed secure at all three ages 
although it was relevant in the two Dissolving tasks only where it was reasonably 
obvious. The concept of repeatability was not well applied at any age in any task and this 
included the Y12 'experts'. Accuracy was only applied well by the Y9 groups in the 
Dissolving I task which again suggests that this concept is not generally well understood. 
Range and interval were only understood by the older age groups in the Forces task where 
these concepts were easily applied. The fact that they did not apply these concepts in the 
Dissolving tasks suggests that their understanding was not secure. 
5.5.3. The application of concepts of data handling 
The application of the concept of the use of tables: inY4 and Y6 tables were not well used 
whereas, at Y9, the majority of pupils applied this concept successfully (table 65). 
The application of the concept of appropriate graph type: the use of graphs and of 
appropriate types of graphs was not well understood at any age in any task, with the 
exception of the 'experts' at Y12 in the Forces I I task. 
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The application of the concept ofpatterns: the application of the understanding of 
patterns in data varied between tasks and at different ages. Y4 groups found interpreting 
the pattern difficult in all except the Forces I I task. Y6 groups were able to apply this 
concept well in all except the Dissolving I task while Y9 groups found the results from 
the Forces I task difficult to interpret. 
Forces I Forces II Dissolving I Dissolving II 
Tables Y4 0.1 0.4 0.3 0 
Y6 0.4 0.6 0.1 0.1 
Y9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.8 
Y12 - 1 - -
Graph type Y4 0.1 0 0 0 
Y6 0.2 0 0 0 
Y9 0.6 0.2 0.1 0 
Y12 - 1 - -
Patterns Y4 0.4 0.9 0.5 0.4 
Y6 0.9 0.8 0.6 0.9 
Y9 0.5 0.9 1 1 
Y12 - 1 
Table 65: Mean scores (/l) for each concept of evidence associated with data handling in the four investigations 
at each age (low scores shaded) 
In summary, the concept of using tables for data was well understood at Y9 only, while 
applying the concept of appropriate graph type was not well understood at any age in any 
task (except at Y12). The understanding of patterns in data varied between tasks and 
ages. 
In broad terms, the results concerning the application of concepts of evidence suggest 
that: 
• Design is well understood by all except Y4 pupils 
• Measurement is poorly understood by most pupils 
• Data handling varied considerably. Tables were well understood at Y9 but not at Y4 
and Y6. Graph type was poorly understood at all ages while patterns varied with age 
and task. 
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5.5.4. Synthesis 
Considering the synthesis of the relevant concepts of evidence to provide good quality 
evidence, what is apparent is that some pupils from all 3 age groups were able to 
synthesise their understanding into an effective and convincing solution to the task in all 
except the Dissolving II task where there were no pupils in Y4 and Y6 in the higher 
quality of evidence categories. Another striking feature in the Forces tasks was that Y6 
appeared to be more able than Y9 groups to produce good quality evidence. So, in three 
out of the four tasks the ability to synthesise data was not related to age and experience. 
5.5.5. The comparison of application and synthesis 
We have seen in the foregoing analysis, that in Forces I and Dissolving I I , producing good 
quality evidence appeared to depend first on the application of the concept of variable 
type and then on ideas about measurement and data handling. In Forces I I , understanding 
concepts about measurement appeared significant but in Dissolving I , understanding how 
to handle the data seemed to be more important. 
We also saw that in general performance in terms of application, as measured by the 
investigation scores, improves with age and experience but that this does not apply to 
synthesis. Pupils at any of the three age groups were able to synthesise data and there was 
no obvious progression with age and experience. 
By comparing the mean overall scores for each task with the quality of evidence 
categories (table 66, figure 21), we can compare application with synthesis across all four 
tasks. In general there is a gradual increase in mean overall scores (application) with the 
quality of evidence categories (synthesis). This suggests that, perhaps not surprisingly, in 
general terms the application of concepts of evidence is related to their synthesis: pupils 
who are able to apply most of the concepts of evidence relevant to the task are also able to 
synthesise them into an effective solution. 
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Quality of 
evidence 
category 
Forces 
I 
Forces 
II 
Dissolving Dissolving 
I II 
1a 3.0 2.3 2.6 1.7 
1b 3.1 3.5 3.2 3.3 
2a 6.2 6.5 5.1 4.8 
2b 5.6 6.9 4.2 7.9 
3 7.0 7.6 6.1 7.8 
10.0 
Table 66: Mean overall scores for each task in 
each quality of evidence category (scaled out of 
10) 
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Figure 21: Mean overall scores (scaled /10) for quality 
of evidence categories for each task 
Further analysis shows that the relationship between the application of the main concepts 
of evidence (design, measurement and data handling) and their synthesis varies across the 
four tasks (Figure 22). The least variation is in the design scores, where most pupils had 
a reasonable grasp of the concepts. A thorough understanding of the application of the 
ideas associated with the design of the task appears to be held by pupils in the three 
higher quality of evidence categories for all four tasks. For measurement and data 
handling, where the application of these ideas was not so good, higher scores were 
associated with the two higher quality of evidence categories although there is much more 
variation between tasks. Consider the low measurement score for the Dissolving I task in 
the quality of evidence category 2b: here, poor application of ideas about measurement 
does not appear to be related to the ability to synthesise ideas about evidence effectively. 
Design Measurement Data handling 
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Quality of evidence categories 
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0.0 I I tin 
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cgcx 
Figure 22: Application (mean investigation scores) compared with synthesis (quality of evidence categories). All 
scores scaled /10. 
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What these results mean are that i f a pupils understands and applies most concepts of 
evidence or the concepts associated with design, then s/he is more likely to be able to 
synthesise these ideas effectively. But i f the pupil does not apply concepts of 
measurement or data handling, this does not mean that s/he cannot synthesise ideas about 
evidence successfully. 
5.6. Chapter summary 
In this chapter the detailed analysis of pupils' performance on individual tasks has been 
examined and performance within each investigation considered. The two principal 
methods of analysis enabled pupils' application of concepts of evidence and their ability 
to synthesise these ideas by producing good quality evidence within investigations to be 
examined. 
A comparison of performance between tasks of different types with regard to both the 
application and the synthesis of concepts of evidence follows in the next chapter. 
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C H A P T E R 6: WHAT DO PUPILS DO WITH THEIR OWN 
E V I D E N C E ? i i . CROSS-TASK COMPARISONS 
In the last chapter, we reported the results of the analysis of the application of individual 
concepts of evidence and their synthesis in each of the four Durham PACKS tasks. In 
this chapter, a comparison of performance between tasks in terms of these two measures 
of procedural understanding wil l be carried out in three ways to explore the effect of: 
• age and experience 
• procedural complexity (in terms of the type of independent variable) 
• the associated substantive concept 
In terms of the theoretical model, while acknowledging that many other factors can affect 
performance (chapter 2, p.71, figure 7), the design of the PACKS project allows the effect 
of the above three factors to be examined. 
By sampling pupils' performance of the four tasks at three different ages and 
consequently different experiences, the effect of age on pupils' understanding of applying 
individual concepts of evidence and their synthesis can be explored. It is acknowledged 
that the experience of individual pupils will vary, but it seems likely that the variation in 
experience will be greater between, than within, year groups. 
By comparing the application and synthesis of concepts of evidence in the two tasks with 
a categoric independent variable with the two tasks with a continuous independent 
variable, we can explore the effect of this aspect of the procedural complexity of the task. 
This is the comparison of the two rows in figure 23. 
Forces tasks Dissolving tasks 
Categoric independent variable Forces 1 Dissolving 1 
Continuous independent variable Forces II Dissolving II 
Figure 23: Cross-task comparisons 
Thirdly, by comparing the application and synthesis of concepts of evidence in the two 
tasks associated with the concept of forces with the same measures of performance in the 
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two tasks associated with dissolving, we can examine the effect of changing the concept 
on the understanding of evidence (the two columns in figure 23). 
But first, before we consider the influence of each of these factors in turn, we shall 
consider the overall order of task difficulty. 
6.1. T a s k difficulty 
6.1.1. Task difficulty in terms of the investigation scores 
The tasks can be compared at the simplest level by taking the mean scores for the overall 
scores and the main concepts of evidence (table 67). 
Mean scores Forces II Forces I Dissolving I Dissolving II 
Overall scores 6.2 5.6 5.5 5.1 
Design scores 8.9 9.1 8.0 7.6 
Measurement scores 4.6 3.8 4.0 3.4 
Data handling scores 5.2 4.1 3.0 3.4 
Table 67: Mean scores for overall scores and main concepts of evidence for each task (110) in order of task 
difficulty 
The scores can then be considered in two ways: in terms of the size of the scores and in 
terms of relative task difficulty. 
Considering the size of the overall scores first, which range from 5.1 - 6.2 out of a 
possible 10, these figures suggest that the pupils were able to make a reasonable attempt 
at the four tasks, the task being neither too hard nor too easy. In terms of relative scores, 
the overall scores have been ordered in the table from the highest overall score to the 
lowest overall score i.e. low -> high demand although it should be noted that the 
difference between the highest and lowest scores is approximately one point only. This 
narrow difference between scores suggests that the tasks were not very different in 
demand although pupils found the Dissolving I I task the most demanding of the four 
tasks and the Forces II task the least demanding. The other scores in table 67 for the 
component main concepts of evidence suggest that this order changes slightly but, again, 
the differences in mean scores between tasks are relatively small. 
The design scores are high (7.6 - 9.1 out of 10) indicating that pupils did not find the 
design of any of the tasks difficult. By contrast, the low measurement and data handling 
scores indicate that these aspects of the tasks were more demanding. 
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6.1.2. Task difficulty in terms of the quality of evidence categories 
The table and figure below show the percentage of groups in each evidence category for 
each of the four tasks. The proportion of pupils in the higher categories, 2b and 3 is 
greatest in Forces II which means that the pupils were able to collect and order their data 
and those in category 3, were also able to show an understanding of the continuous 
relationship of the two relevant variables. This accords with the performance analysis 
above, indicating that pupils found this task to be the easiest both to do and to present 
their data as evidence leading to a believable conclusion. In Forces I most groups were 
either in category 2a or category 3 suggesting that this was the next easiest task. More 
than half the pupils carrying out the Dissolving I task were classified in the middle 
category 2a. The majority of the Dissolving II groups were in categories lb and 2a. 
Figure 24: Percentage of groups in each quality of 
evidence category for each task 
1a 1b 2a 2b 3 
Forces I 17 6 40 12 25 
Forces II 2 23 4 36 34 
Dissolving I 4 19 52 6 19 
Dissolving II 10 33 38 6 13 
Table 68: Percentage of groups in each 
quality of evidence category for each task 
• Forces I 
• Forces II 
• Dissolving I 
• Dissolving I 
1a 1b 2a 2b 3 
Quality of evidence category 
So the order of task difficulty as reported by the quality of evidence categories confirms 
the order resulting from the analysis of the investigation scores in the last section. In 
short, the order as measured by these two scores is: 
Forces I I •=> Forces I •=> Dissolving I Dissolving II 
(easiest •=> most difficult) 
6.1.3. Generalisation 
Table 69 compares the generalisation scores. The order here appears very different, 
almost the reverse, but it should be remembered that the generalisation scores were based 
on the ability of pupils to generalise from their data whether qualitative or quantitative. 
In contrast, in the investigations scores and the quality of evidence categories, high scores 
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or access to the higher categories can only be obtained through the collection of 
continuous data. 
% pupils generalising from the data 
Dissolving II 77 
Dissolving 1 67 
Forces II 57 
Forces 1 31 
Table 69: Generalisation in the four tasks 
It appears therefore that pupils found it easier to generalise from the dissolving tasks 
rather than the forces tasks with Forces I presenting particular difficulty. Reasons for this 
will be discussed later in the chapter. 
6.1.4. A note on predictions and approach to the tasks 
Variations in the approach to the task were limited particularly in the Forces tasks where 
there was only one set of equipment per group. The approach was therefore both 
reasonably obvious and restricted so that most groups appeared to have little difficulty. 
There was more scope for variation in the Dissolving tasks and, as mentioned in the last 
chapter, the equipment proved distracting especially to the younger pupils in Dissolving 
II . 
The complexity of the control variables in the Dissolving tasks also meant that the 
approach was not so straightforward. Some pupils therefore found it more difficult to 
approach these tasks. 
6.1.5. Section Summary 
• When scores are analysed for all pupils, both the investigation scores and the quality of 
evidence categories indicate that Forces I I was generally the easiest task and 
Dissolving I I was the most difficult. By contrast, pupils found generalisation (from 
qualitative or quantitative data) easier for the Dissolving than for the Forces tasks. 
• Analysis of the overall task scores suggests that the tasks were within the ability of the 
majority of pupils in the sample. 
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• The design scores for all the tasks are relatively high indicating that pupils did not find 
designing the tasks difficult. But the low measurement and data handling scores 
suggest that these parts of the task were more demanding. 
6.2. Influence of age and exper ience on performance of the t a s k s 
This section focuses on the influence of age and experience of science education (since 
the two cannot easily be divorced), on the performance of the four tasks using the three 
age groups in the sample - Y4, Y6 and Y9. 
6.2.1. Predictions and approach 
Does the type of prediction made by pupils vary with age and experience across tasks? 
Predictions for Forces I I and Dissolving II were all very similar in all three age groups. In 
the other tasks however there was more variation with age. Table 70 shows the results for 
the Forces I task. None of the Y4 pupils and 12% of Y6 pupils in the sample used the 
concept of friction explicitly in their prediction. By Y9, roughly half the pupils did so. 
Implicit Explicit 
Y4 100 -
Y6 88 12 
Y9 47 53 
Table 70: Implicit and explicit use of the concept of friction in the prediction for the Forces I task (% by age) 
Table 71 shows the results for the Dissolving I task. Half of the Y4 and Y6 pupils in the 
sample and 70% of Y9 groups used the concept of grain size explicitly in their prediction. 
Only a small percentage of the younger Y4 and Y6 groups used the colour of the sugar as 
the basis for their prediction. 
Implicit (grain size) Explicit (grain size) Explicit (colour) 
Y4 31 50 19 
Y6 31 50 19 
Y9 30 70 
Table 71: Implicit and explicit use of the concept of grain size or colour in the prediction for the Dissolving I task 
(% by age) 
The results suggest that where the prediction is not obvious such that a range of 
predictions are made, older pupils are more likely to make the underlying concept 
explicit. Even at Y9, 47% of the groups in the Forces I task and 30% of groups in the 
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Dissolving I task, made a prediction which did not explicitly employ the underlying 
concept. 
Not surprisingly younger pupils were less familiar with the use of the measuring 
instruments e.g. forcemeters or thermometers in the task. In the Dissolving II task, there 
was the possibility of using three different measuring instruments: - thermometers, 
stopclocks and scales. As already mentioned, the novelty of using the equipment proved 
distracting to the younger Y4 pupils so that occasionally these groups lost the focus of the 
task. 
6.2.2. The investigation scores 
Looking at figure 25, there is clear progression but it appears to be greater between Y4 
and Y6 than between Y6 and Y9 in three of the four tasks (Forces I , Forces II and 
Dissolving II). In Dissolving I there was greater progression between Y6 and Y9. But is 
progression consistent across all aspects of the task? 
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Figure 25: Progression in overall scores for the four tasks 
Looking in more detail at the main concepts of evidence scores (figure 26), the greater 
progression between Y4 and Y6 was consistent in the design of all four tasks. By Y6, 
pupils had gained an understanding of the design which would not increase greatly by Y9. 
It is also apparent in this chart that the Y4 groups found these four tasks increasingly 
difficult in terms of design. 
The bar chart of measurement scores shows that in Forces II and Dissolving II there is 
greater progression between Y4 and the two older age groups than between Y6 and Y9. 
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In Dissolving I progression is greater between Y6 and Y9 than between Y4 and Y6. In 
Forces I , there is no progression in that Y6 appears to find measurement easier than the 
other two age groups. 
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Figure 26: Progression in the main concepts of evidence scores for the four tasks 
In the data handling scores for Forces I there is as much progression between Y4 and Y6 
as there is between Y6 and Y9 whereas for the other tasks the progression is clearly 
greater between the two older age groups compared to Y4 and Y6. 
6.2.3. The quality of evidence categories 
Does the analysis with the quality of evidence categories show similar progression with 
age and experience? The charts in figure 27 suggest that i f the four investigations are 
examined in this way then there is no clear progression but instead a rather complex 
picture with few common trends across tasks. 
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Dissolving II appears to be the only task which presents what might be the expected 
trend. Comparing Y4 with Y6 in this task, there is an increase from the percentage of 
groups in category 1 (a and b) towards groups in the middle category (2a). Comparing 
Y6 and Y9 for the same task there is a shift away from category 2a towards category 3. 
Indeed there are no groups in category 3 at Y4 or Y6. 
In Forces I there is a shift from category 1 (a and b) to category 2a; in Forces II there is a 
clearer shift towards the right hand side of the x-axis but as noted in the last chapter, for 
this task, understanding at Y6 seemed to be better than at Y9. In Dissolving I the shift is 
from category 1 (a and b) towards the middle category - 2a. 
It appears that the ability to make sense of the task and present believable data did not 
increase with age and experience and in three of the four tasks there were groups in all 3 
age groups (Y4, Y6 and Y9) in the higher categories (2b and 3). 
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Figure 27: Percentage of groups in each evaluation category by age for each task 
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6.2.4. Generalisation 
The ability to generalise from the data (whether qualitative or quantitative) is shown for 
the three age groups for each task in Figure 28. 
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Figure 28: Amalgamated generalisation categories for each task by age group (% groups at each age) 
The only apparent progression is in Dissolving I I . In the three other tasks, the Y6 groups 
in the sample were more successful at generalisation than the two other age groups: Y4 
and Y9. Possible reasons for better performance of Y6 pupils were discussed in some 
detail in relation to Forces I (p. 159-160) in the last chapter. It is also apparent that in 
Dissolving I I , while there is evidence of progression, it is greater between Y4 and Y6 than 
between the two older age groups. 
6.2.5. Section Summary 
To recap, this section has analysed the Phase 1 results to explore the influence of age and 
experience on pupils' application and synthesis of concepts of evidence of the four tasks. 
• The main investigation scores suggest that, not surprisingly, older pupils were more 
effective in applying their understanding of concepts of evidence in all four tasks. 
Progression with age and experience in the design of the task was greater between Y4 
and Y6 than between Y6 and Y9. In data handling, there was more progression 
between Y6 and Y9 than between Y4 and Y6. 
• The quality of evidence categories show that the ability to make sense of the data only 
improved with age and experience in one of the three tasks (Dissolving II). In 
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three of the four tasks, there were groups at all three ages who were able to synthesise 
their understanding of evidence effectively. 
• The generalisation scores follow a similar pattern to the quality of evidence scores. 
• In terms of conceptual understanding, older pupils are more likely to make a 
prediction which explicitly uses the underlying concept. Younger pupils may employ 
a 'misconcept' e.g. colour of the sugar as the basis of their prediction. Even at Y9, 
30% of pupils did not explicitly state the underlying concept in their prediction. 
6.3. Influence of the type of independent variable in the task on 
performance 
In this section, the data on pupils' performance of the two tasks with a categoric 
independent variable will be compared with performance on the two tasks with a 
continuous independent variable. Second, since the same groups of pupils carried out a 
task with a categoric variable and then a task with a continuous variable associated with 
the same concept, individual group performance can be compared. 
To avoid repetition, the two tasks with a categoric independent variable (Forces I and 
Dissolving I) wil l be referred to as 'categoric tasks' and the two tasks with a continuous 
independent variable (Forces II and Dissolving II) will be called 'continuous tasks'. 
6.3.1. Predictions and approach 
As already mentioned, the variation between the predictions for the two categoric tasks 
was greater than the predictions for the two continuous tasks. In the two continuous 
tasks, nearly all pupils made very similar statements. In Forces I I , the basic relationship 
between height and force i.e. that force increases as height increases was predicted by 
most pupils. However this 'obvious' relationship may have inhibited pupils from 
exploring the extremes of the range where in fact the relationship is not so obvious - at 
angles approaching 90° the force remains stable and then decreases slightly. Similarly, in 
Dissolving I I , for most pupils the relationship between dissolving time and temperature 
was relatively easy to predict. 
In Forces I and Dissolving I , pupils made a greater range of predictions often making 
statements in which the concept was unclear or not explicit (79% for Forces I and 31% 
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for Dissolving I), suggesting that they found this aspect of the tasks more difficult than in 
the continuous tasks. In the Forces I task, i f pupils had a clear idea of the concept of 
friction and of surface area and their effect on force, then they could make a reasonable 
prediction. Most of these pupils could predict that the smooth surface would require the 
least force but the ordering of the relative force required for the three remaining surfaces 
(rough side of the board, corrugated card and carpet) was more difficult. Similarly in the 
Dissolving I task, i f pupils had grasped the concept of grain size and its relationship to 
dissolving time, they were able to select the extremes of the four types of sugar (castor 
sugar and demerara) but found the ordering of the dissolving times of the granulated and 
soft brown sugar more difficult. 
In summary, it appears that pupils found it easier to make a reasonable prediction for 
continuous than for categoric tasks. Is this specific to the selected tasks or is this a 
general phenomenon? Any prediction relies on an understanding of the underlying 
concept. Nevertheless, even for pupils who have an understanding of the relevant 
concept, the nature of continuous and categoric tasks means that predicting what will 
happen in continuous tasks will tend to be more straightforward than in categoric tasks. 
By definition, categoric variables bear no numerical relationship to each other so that, to 
order the categories, the pupil has to make a separate decision for each comparison of 
each pair of categories. For instance in the Forces I task, the pupil might decide that the 
smooth board will take the least force but then s/he has to compare the other three types 
of board one be one with the smooth board and with each other. In contrast, in 
considering the relationship between height and force, the pupil only has to consider two 
factors: height and force as two continua. Even i f the pupil has no understanding of the 
underlying concept, in considering the basic relationship, s/he can only make one of three 
predictions: 
• the force will increase with increasing height 
• the force will decrease with increasing height 
• the force will remain the same with increasing height. 
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Hence in general in simple tasks of this kind the number of choices of possible 
predictions and the number of cognitive steps that have to be made are greater in 
categoric than in continuous tasks. 
In approaching the categoric and continuous tasks, obviously there is more scope for 
quantitative measurement in continuous as compared to categoric tasks and so more 
equipment was available. This in itself may cause pupils some confusion and / or 
difficulty in approaching the tasks. 
6.3.2. Performance in terms of the investigation scores 
The simplest starting point in order to compare performance in categoric and continuous 
tasks would be to compare the overall mean task scores and the main concepts of 
evidence scores for the two types of task disregarding age. However, the number of 
groups sampled at each age varied between tasks (table 72) so that the mean score will be 
of limited value in that, for example, in the dissolving tasks the scores would be biased 
towards the relatively larger sample of older Y9 pupils. 
Categoric tasks Continuous tasks 
Forces 1 Dissolving I Forces II Dissolving II 
Y4 16 16 16 16 
Y6 17 16 17 16 
Y9 15 20 14 20 
Total 48 52 47 52 
Table 72: Number of groups by age per task 
Instead, mean scores for each age group are compared for continuous and categoric tasks 
in table 73. 
Y4 Y6 Y9 
Categoric Continuous Categoric Continuous Categoric Continuous 
Overall score 4.0 3.8 5.6 6.0 7.2 7.1 
Design 6.9 6.1 9.1 9.1 9.6 9.5 
Measurement 2.6 2.4 4.0 4.5 5.1 5.1 
Data handling 2.0 2.5 3,0 illiill! 37 
Table 73: Mean scores for categoric and continuous tasks by age (scaled out of 10). Differences in mean scores 
between two tasks are shaded as follows: 
Categoric score >.5 continuous score j | Continuous score >.5 categoric score 
The overall investigation scores for each task type at each age are similar. The 
breakdown of the scores in the table shows that at Y4 pupils find the design of continuous 
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tasks more difficult than categoric tasks. For the other two ages (Y6 and Y9) neither the 
design or measurement show marked differences. Al l age groups appear to find data 
handling more difficult in categoric than continuous tasks: this is particularly apparent at 
Y9. 
Comparing task types in this way masks the effect of the underlying associated concept. 
The following two tables report the mean scaled scores for each task allowing comparison 
of the two forces tasks - one categoric and one continuous (table 74) - and similarly of the 
two dissolving tasks (table 75). 
Y4 Y6 Y9 
Categoric Continuous Categoric Continuous Categoric Continuous 
Overall 
score 
4 2 4.8 6.1 6.4 6.8 7.3 
Design 8.0 7.5 9.7 9.5 9.7 9.7 
Measure-
ment 
3.0 3.2 5.0 5.2 $J5 5.4 
Data 
handling 
2.0 4,0' 4.0 4.5 62 
Table 74: Mean scores for concepts of evidence for two types of Forces tasks. Differences in mean scores 
between two tasks are shaded as follows: 
Categoric score >.5 continuous score | | Continuous score >.5 categoric score 
Table 74 shows that all age groups had higher overall scores in the continuous task 
compared to the categoric Forces task. The shaded cells show that differences in the 
scores of >.5 are also consistently towards higher scores for the continuous Forces task. 
Even at Y4, pupils found handling the data from the continuous task easier than handling 
categoric data although the design of categoric tasks compared to continuous tasks 
remains easier in this age group. 
The pattern for the Dissolving tasks in table 75 is very different. In the Y4 age group, the 
scores for the Dissolving categoric task are consistently higher than for the continuous 
task. The reverse is the case for the scores at Y6. At Y9, the data handling scores are 
higher for the continuous than for the categoric task but for the measurement and overall 
scores, the categoric task scores are higher. So the main differences in scores in table 73 
are due to the Dissolving task only at Y4 but to both tasks at Y6 and Y9. 
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Y4 Y6 Y9 
Categoric Continuous Categoric Continuous Categoric Continuous 
Overall 3.8 2.9 5.2 5.6 7.6 6.9 
score 
Design 5.9 4.8 8.5 8.7 9.6 9.3 
Measure-
ment 
1.6 3.0 3.8 6 7 
Data 
handling 
2.0 1.0 2.0 2.8 SJ0f , 
Table 75: Mean scores for concepts of evidence for two types of Dissolving tasks. Differences in mean scores 
between two tasks are shaded as follows: 
Categoric score >.5 continuous score | j Continuous score >.5 categoric score 
To summarise the findings presented in this section, the performance of pupils at Y4 
seems to be more influenced by the concept associated with the task than by the type of 
independent variable. But at Y6 and Y9, at least with regard to these two concepts, the 
associated concept seems less important and pupils appear to find handling data from 
continuous tasks easier than data from categoric tasks. However, given that the data are 
from a sample of four tasks with two associated concepts only, such conclusions must 
remain tentative. 
6.3.3. Individual group performance compared using the investigation 
scores 
The same groups of pupils carried out the two dissolving tasks so that their performance 
on each task can be correlated using the overall task scores and the scores for the main 
concepts of evidence (table 76). 
Dissolving I 
Dissolving II Overall score Design score Measurement 
score 
Data handling 
score 
Overall score .76" 
Design score .63" 
Measurement score .56" 
Data handling score .52" 
Table 76: Correlation of performance scores for the same pupil groups on the two dissolving tasks 
(** significant .01 level). 
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The correlations suggest that those pupils whose scores were high on the first task also 
tended to score relatively highly on the second task and those with lower scores tended to 
have lower scores on both tasks. 
When the same analysis is applied to the two forces tasks (table 77), a similar picture 
emerges. 
Forces 1 
Forces II Overall score Design score Measurement 
score 
Data handling 
score 
Overall score .74** 
Design score .70** 
Measurement score .57** 
Data handling score .49** 
Table 77: Correlation of performance scores for the same pupil groups on the two forces tasks 
(** significant .01 level). 
6.3.4. Performance in terms of the quality of evidence categories 
To compare the performance of groups between categoric and continuous tasks in terms 
of the quality of evidence categories, the numbers of groups in each category for each task 
were first converted to percentages by age and then mean percentages for categoric and 
continuous tasks regardless of age computed. (This was done because the numbers of 
groups at each age varied.) 
Means for categoric vs continuous tasks 
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Figure 29: Mean percentages of groups in each quality of evidence category for categoric and continuous tasks 
Figure 29 shows that by far the greatest percentage of groups carrying out categoric tasks 
were in the 2a category - that is, the groups who collected quantitative data but then 
showed a limited sense of understanding the meaning of their data. By comparison, for 
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continuous tasks, the groups were more evenly distributed in all but the lowest category 
where a relatively small percentage of groups occurred. A greater percentage of groups 
were found in the lb and 2b categories for continuous as compared to categoric tasks. 
These two categories together with category 3 focus on ordering data which is more 
obvious in the continuous tasks. Percentages in category 3 are approx. the same (22 and 
23% for categoric and continuous tasks respectively). This crude comparison takes no 
account of age and experience. 
When the same comparison is computed for each age group (figure 30), it can be seen 
that for categoric tasks, the preponderance of groups in the 2a category seen above is 
primarily in the two older age groups (Y6 and Y9). 
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Figure 30: Mean percentages for each age group in each quality of evidence category for categoric and 
continuous tasks by age 
At Y4, the figure suggests that groups are better able to present believable data in 
categoric tasks with a greater percentage of groups in category 3 for this type of task. For 
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continuous tasks there is a marked high percentage of groups in the lb category - that is, 
groups who did not take quantitative measurements but who ordered and appeared to 
understand their data. It appears that, not surprisingly, lack of measurement inhibits 
performance at Y4 in continuous tasks. 
At Y6, groups seem better able to present evidence in continuous tasks with greater 
percentages of groups occurring in categories lb, 2b and 3 than for categoric tasks. For 
both types of tasks, there is a relatively high percentage of groups who collect quantitative 
data but who show little evidence of understanding it (category 2a). This is particularly 
so for categoric tasks. 
At Y9, the pattern is similar for categoric tasks but there is a much clearer increase in the 
percentage of groups occurring in the higher categories (2b and 3) for continuous tasks. 
At Y9 groups appear to find it easier to make sense of their data in continuous than in 
categoric tasks. 
As noted in the last section, comparison by task type masks the effect of the associated 
concept. To uncover this effect, performance on each task was compared within those 
tasks associated with the same concept (figures 31 and 32). 
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Figure 31: Mean percentages for each age group in each quality of evidence category for two types of Forces 
tasks 
In the Forces tasks (figure 31), the overall trend seen above of Y6 and Y9 groups being 
more able to deal with the evidence from continuous than from categoric tasks is 
apparent. At Y4 the reverse is true - as before (in figure 30), for the continuous Forces 
task, the lack of quantitative measurement restricts the groups to the lower categories, 
particularly lb. It is interesting to note that for the categoric Forces task, there is a 
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relatively large number of groups in category la suggesting that, at Y4, these groups had a 
limited understanding of the task. 
Figure 32 shows the results of the same analysis for the Dissolving tasks. At Y4, it is 
clear that groups were more able to deal with evidence from the categoric than the 
continuous task - no groups at all were in the higher categories (2b and 3) for the 
continuous Dissolving task. A similar picture is apparent at Y6 although there is a shift 
to the right with more groups occurring in category 2a (that is, they had taken quantitative 
measurements) for continuous tasks. At Y9 a greater percentage of groups were in the 
higher categories for the continuous than for the categoric task. 
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Figure 32: Mean percentages for each age group in each quality of evidence category for two types of Dissolving 
tasks 
6.3.5. Individual group performance compared using the quality of 
evidence categories 
Did the categorisation of the groups' performance in terms of the quality of the evidence 
on the first categoric tasks show any relationship to the categorisation of their 
performance on the second continuous task? 
Correlation of the quality of evidence categories for Forces I with Forces II results in a 
correlation of .65 (p<.01). A similar correlation of the quality of evidence categories for 
the two Dissolving tasks results in a weak correlation of .27. 
6.3.6. Comparison of ability to generalise from data 
The ability to generalise from qualitative or quantitative data is shown for the two types 
of task in figure 33. It is clear that pupils at all three age groups were able to generalise 
more easily from continuous than from categoric data. 
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Figure 33: Comparison of amalgamation of generalisation categories for the two types of tasks 
Again since the comparison masks the effect of the associated concept, the tasks were 
analysed separately. Figure 34 shows that the pattern for the forces tasks is very similar 
to figure 33 except that the comparison is more marked in that the differences in the 
percentage of groups at each age generalising in continuous compared to categoric tasks 
are greater. 
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Figure 34: Comparison of amalgamation of generalisation categories for the two Forces tasks 
The picture is different for the Dissolving tasks (figure 35). Here the differences are not 
so marked although the overall trend is the same at Y4 and Y9 but at Y6 the comparison 
is reversed: slightly more groups were able to generalise in categoric than in continuous 
tasks. 
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Figure 35: Comparison of amalgamation of generalisation categories for the two Dissolving tasks 
6.3.7. Section summary 
This section has reported the effect of the type of independent variable on the 
performance of the tasks in terms of pupils' application and synthesis of concepts of 
evidence. 
• Analysis of the investigation scores shows that, at Y4, the design of continuous tasks 
inhibits performance. Concepts to do with data handling were more difficult for 
pupils to understand in categoric tasks than in continuous tasks at all ages except in 
the Dissolving tasks at Y4. 
• The comparison of the groups in the quality of evidence categories confirms that once 
pupils have collected continuous data, they find presenting, interpreting and 
generalising from that data to arrive at a believable conclusion in continuous tasks 
easier than in categoric tasks, particularly at Y6 and Y9. Lack of measurement may 
inhibit performance at Y4 in continuous tasks. 
• The ability to generalise whether from qualitative or quantitative data also appears to 
be easier for pupils in continuous rather than in categoric tasks. 
• In terms of the application of conceptual understanding, pupils found it easier to make 
a prediction in continuous compared to categoric tasks. 
Perhaps it is not surprising that pupils find the nature of continuous data - that one value 
is related numerically to another - easier to understand and to use to search for patterns 
than categoric data where the values bear no obvious relationship to one another. 
: M • categoric • continuous 
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6.4. Influence of the concept associated with the task on performance 
In the last section, the Durham tasks were analysed to compare the performance of pupil 
groups in categoric as compared to continuous tasks. In this section, the same data are 
used but instead they are analysed to examine the influence of the concept associated with 
the task. How does the underlying forces or dissolving concept influence the application 
and synthesis of concepts of evidence? 
6.4.1. Differences in prediction and approach 
As already noted, the predictions for the Forces II and Dissolving II tasks were very 
similar. These two tasks involved concepts with which the pupils were familiar in 
everyday life (namely, force increases with height, that sugar dissolves faster at higher 
temperatures) so that pupils had little difficulty in making the underlying concept explicit. 
The variation in predictions for the other two tasks was greater. Figure 36 shows that of 
these two tasks, more pupils made explicit predictions in the Dissolving I task. In Forces 
I , pupils were more inclined to order the surfaces or talk about 'hard' and 'easy' rather 
than explicitly refer to the roughness of the surfaces or friction. 
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Figure 36: Types of prediction in the Forces I and Dissolving I tasks (% groups by task) 
As far as the approach to the task is concerned, the somewhat more complex equipment 
needed in the dissolving tasks, particularly for the younger pupils, may have had some 
influence on their approach to the dissolving tasks. 
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6.4.2. Performance in terms of the investigation scores 
As in the last section, because the number of groups sampled at each age varied between 
the tasks associated with the two concepts, mean scores for each age group were 
calculated for the tasks set in each concept (table 78). 
Y 4 Y 6 Y 9 
F o r c e s Dissolving F o r c e s Dissolving F o r c e s Dissolving 
Overall 
score 
4 .5 3.3 6.2 5.4 7.0 7.2 
Des ign 7.7 5.3 9.6 8.6 9.7 9.4 
Measure -
ment 
3.1 1.9 5.1 3.4 4,4 5,7 
Data 
handling 
3.0 1.5 4.2 2.4 6.7 5.6 
Table 78: Mean scores for forces and dissolving tasks by age (scaled out of 10). Differences in mean scores 
between two tasks are shaded as follows: 
Forces score >.5 Dissolving score [ j Dissolving score >.5 Forces score 
At Y4 and Y6, pupils had higher scores in both the overall scores and in the main 
concepts of evidence scores for the Forces tasks compared to the Dissolving tasks. At 
Y9, the overall scores are about the same suggesting that the groups found both concepts 
to be equally demanding. The measurement scores indicate that for Y9 groups 
measurement was more difficult in the Dissolving tasks but the data handling scores 
suggest the reverse. 
Since comparing task types in this way masks the effect of task type, the following two 
tables report the mean scaled scores for each concept allowing comparison of the two 
categoric tasks - one forces and one dissolving (table 79) and similarly of the two 
continuous tasks (table 80). 
Y 4 Y 6 Y 9 
F o r c e s Dissolving F o r c e s Dissolving F o r c e s Dissolving 
Overal l 4.2 3.8 6.1 5.2 6.6 7.6 
score 
Des ign 8.0 5.9 9.7 8.5 9.7 9.6 
Measure - 3.0 2.3 5.0 3.0 3 .5 6.7 
ment 
Data 2.0 2.0 4.0 2.0 6.2 5.0 
handling 
Table 79: Mean scores for concepts of evidence for two categoric tasks. Differences in mean scores between two 
tasks are shaded as follows: Forces score >.5 Dissolving score | | Dissolving score >.5 Forces score 
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The overall mean scores at Y4 for the two categoric tasks in table 79 suggest that 
performance in the two different concepts was not markedly different although the 
breakdown of the scores suggests that design and measurement were easier in the Forces 
task than in the Dissolving task. For this same age group in the two continuous tasks, the 
Forces task had a much higher overall mean score at this age than the Dissolving task and 
this also applied to the design, measurement and data handling scores. 
At Y6, the scores show that pupils found all aspects of both the Forces tasks easier than 
the Dissolving tasks and this applies to both categoric and continuous tasks. 
At Y9, the same trend is apparent in the continuous tasks but not in the categoric tasks 
where the overall means and the mean measurement scores for the two categoric tasks 
were both higher in the tasks associated with Dissolving than in those associated with the 
concept of Forces. 
Y 4 Y 6 Y 9 
F o r c e s Dissolving F o r c e s Dissolving F o r c e s Dissolving 
Overall 
score 
4.8 2.9 6.4 5.6 7.3 6.9 
Des ign 7.5 4.8 9.5 8.7 9.7 9.3 
Measure -
ment 
3.2 1.6 5.2 3.8 5 4 4.8 
Data 
handling 
4.0 1.0 4.5 2.8 7.2 6.3 
Table 80: Mean scores for concepts of evidence for two continuous tasks. Differences in mean scores between two 
tasks are shaded as follows: 
Forces score >.5 Dissolving score 
6.4.3. A note on the effect of the concept on the performance of continuous 
tasks 
In continuous as opposed to categoric tasks, pupils are required to identify the 
independent variable as continuous and select values for this variable. We can compare 
pupils' performance on these two aspects of the task for the tasks associated with the two 
concepts. 
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Identification of the independent variable 
Table 81 shows that more pupils opted for qualitative identification of both variables in 
Forces II with these pupils all being in Y4. The proportion of all pupils measuring both 
variables in the two investigations is approx. the same (71% and 75% for Dissolving I I 
and Forces II). About twice as many pupils measured both variables at Y6 compared to 
Y4 in both investigations which suggests a considerable leap in the understanding of the 
significance of continuous variables by Y6. A small proportion of pupils in all age 
groups measured the independent variable only in the Forces investigation (height of the 
ramp) while estimating the force. In the dissolving investigation, it was only pupils at Y4 
who did so - measuring the temperature and estimating the time. Pupils in all 3 age 
groups and particularly in Y4 were more likely to measure the dependent variable only in 
the Dissolving as compared to the Forces investigation. 
Y 4 Y 6 Y 9 All a g e groups 
D iss II 
(%) 
F o r c e s II 
(%) 
Diss II 
(%) 
F o r c e s II 
(%) 
Diss II 
(%) 
F o r c e s II 
(%) 
D i s s II 
(%) 
F o r c e s II 
(%) 
Qualitative 
identification only 
25 5 2 9 
Measured 
independent 
variable only 
12 6 6 7 4 6 
Measured 
dependent 
variable only 
31 19 12 12 15 19 11 
Measured both 
var iables 
4 3 50 88 82 80 93 71 75 
Table 81: Identification of the variables in the Dissolving II and Forces II task by age (% number of groups) 
Number of values chosen for the independent variable 
Comparing the number of readings between the two tasks (table 82), pupils took 
markedly more readings in the Forces I I task. Three or more readings were considered 
necessary by only 19% of Y4 pupils, 32% of Y6 pupils and 55% of Y9 pupils in the 
Dissolving I I task compared to 82% of Y4, 94% of Y6 and 93% of Y9 in the Forces I I 
task. 
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Diss II Forces II Diss II Forces II Diss II Forces II Diss II Forces II 
1 reading 2 readings 3 readings More than 3 readings 
Y4 (%) 31 - 50 19 19 19 - 63 
Y6 (%) 31 - 38 6 13 6 19 88 
Y9 (%) 10 - 35 7 30 14 25 79 
All (%) 23 - 40 11 21 13 15 77 
Table 82: Number of readings (measured or estimated) selected by pupils in the two continuous tasks 
(% numbers of groups at each age) 
6.4.4. Performance in terms of the quality of evidence categories 
Performance of groups in tasks associated with the two different concepts analysed using 
the quality of evidence categories was compared as before by converting the numbers of 
groups in each category for each task to percentages by age and then mean percentages 
for forces and dissolving tasks regardless of age computed. The results are shown in 
figure 37. 
Means for forces and dissolving tasks 
• Forces 
• Dissolving 
1a 1b 2a 2b 3 
Quality of evidence category 
Figure 37: Mean percentages of groups in each quality of evidence category for categoric and continuous tasks 
For the Forces tasks, there is a steady increase in the number of groups in each quality of 
evidence category whereas, in the Dissolving task, the percentage of group increases from 
la to 2a but there is a much lower percentage of groups in the last two categories. This 
suggests that the pupils found the data from the Dissolving tasks harder to handle and to 
interpret. 
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When these data are separated out by age (figure 38), the clear increase in the number of 
groups in the categories in the Forces tasks is no longer apparent in any of the age groups 
in the sample but the increase in groups from 1 a to 2a holds true at Y6 and Y9 for 
dissolving. In all three age groups in the sample, there is a tendency for most groups 
doing the dissolving tasks to be in the middle category 2a (or for Y4 lb and 2a). 
Compared to the Dissolving tasks, in the Forces tasks there are more groups in the higher 
categories with the exception of category 3 at Y9 where there are about the same number 
of groups for tasks associated with both concepts. 
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Figure 38: Mean percentages for each age group in each quality of evidence category for forces and dissolving 
tasks 
The following figure (Figure 39) shows the tasks separated so that the effect of task type 
(as defined by the type of independent variable) is uncovered. 
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Figure 39: Mean percentages for each age group in each quality of evidence category for the four tasks 
At Y4 and Y6, comparison of the Forces I and Dissolving I tasks and of the Forces II and 
Dissolving II tasks shows that more groups were in the lower categories in the Dissolving 
tasks than in the Forces tasks suggesting that the Dissolving concept was considerably 
more demanding for pupils than the Forces concept. The difference between the tasks 
associated with the two concepts at Y9 is less clear. 
6.4.5. Comparison of the ability to generalise from the data 
Figure 40 shows that in all three age groups, pupils were more able to generalise from the 
tasks associated with the Dissolving concept than from the tasks associated with the 
concept of Forces. 
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Generalisation for Forces and 
Dissolving tasks 
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Figure 40: Generalisation for the Forces and Dissolving tasks 
This trend still pertains when the tasks are separated (figure 41) but the difference is 
greater in the categoric than in the continuous tasks. 
Generalisation for the two categoric Generalisation for the two 
tasks continuous tasks 
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Figure 41: Generalisation for the four tasks (Forces I and Dissolving I; Forces II and Dissolving II) 
6.4.6. Section summary 
This section has explored the influence of the underlying associated concept on pupils' 
application and synthesis of concepts of evidence. The main findings are: 
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• The investigation scores suggest that in terms of application, the tasks associated with 
the concept of Forces were easier for Y4 and Y6 pupils than those associated with the 
concept of Dissolving. This was also true for continuous tasks at Y9. 
• The quality of evidence categories also suggest that pupils found the synthesis of 
concepts of evidence easier within the concept of Forces than in the tasks associated 
with the concept of Dissolving, with more groups being in the higher categories at all 
three ages. Separation by task type (categoric or continuous) suggests that at Y4 and 
Y6, for both types of task more groups were in the lower categories in the Dissolving 
tasks than in the Forces tasks suggesting that the concept of Dissolving was 
considerably more demanding for pupils than the concept of Forces. The difference 
in the tasks associated with the two concepts at Y9 is less clear. 
• Pupils appear to be able to generalise more easily for the Dissolving tasks as 
compared to the Forces tasks. This was especially true for the categoric tasks. 
• In terms of the application of conceptual understanding, more pupils made explicit 
use of the underlying concept in their predictions for the Dissolving as compared to 
the Forces task (although note that there are no results for continuous tasks). 
6.5. Chapter summary 
In this chapter, the influence of age and experience, the type of independent variable and 
the associated concept on pupils' application and synthesis of concepts of evidence has 
been compared across the four tasks. 
A complex picture has emerged. First let us consider the application of concepts of 
evidence in the different tasks as measured by the investigation scores (table 83). 
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Overall investigation Design Measurement Data handling 
s c o r e s 
A g e and 
exper ience 
Older pupils had higher i 
s c o r e s . T h e r e w a s more ! 
progression between Y 4 i 
and Y 6 than between Y 6 j 
and Y 9 except in 
Dissolving 1. 
Greater progression j Progression 
between Y 4 and Y 6 j profile var ies for 
than between Y 6 and j e a c h task. 
Y 9 by which time 
mean design s c o r e s i 
were high. 
Greater 
progression 
j between Y 6 and 
Y 9 than 
I between Y 4 and 
Y 6 
Categor ic / 
continuous 
T h e continuous F o r c e s ! 
tasks had higher s c o r e s j 
than the categoric t asks : 
at all a g e s but the 
converse w a s the c a s e j 
in the Dissolving tasks . 
T h e design s c o r e s Measurement 
were about the s a m e i w a s eas ie r for all 
for both task types a g e s in the 
except for the j continuous t a s k s 
dissolving task at Y 4 , i than the 
where the design of j categoric F o r c e s 
the continuous task : t asks but at Y 4 
w a s more difficult. and Y 6 the 
j opposite w a s the 
c a s e in the 
j Dissolving t a s k s 
E a s i e r in 
continuous 
tasks for all 
: a g e s and both 
tasks , except 
for dissolving 
tasks at Y 4 . 
Concept : 
Dissolving / 
F o r c e s 
Dissolving s c o r e s lower i 
than F o r c e s 
Table 83: Cross task comparisons of the application of concepts of evidence 
The results suggest that the application of concepts of evidence increases with age and 
experience. Design is well understood by Y6. Progression in data handling appears to be 
greater in secondary school than in primary school. Y4 pupils had difficulty with the 
design of the continuous Dissolving task where the control variables were also 
continuous. Application of data handling concepts seemed to be more difficult for most 
pupils in categoric than in continuous tasks and in tasks associated with the concept of 
dissolving than in tasks associated with the concept of forces. Predicting is also more 
difficult for categoric than continuous tasks but the effect of the concept is reversed: 
pupils find predicting and generalising more difficult in the Forces tasks than in the 
Dissolving tasks. 
Quality of ev idence categories General isat ion 
Age and 
exper ience 
No progression except in 
! Dissolving II. E a c h task different 
I with Y 4 pupils able to synthes ise 
| ev idence effectively in three of the 
four tasks . 
Y 6 better than Y 4 or Y 9 at 
generalisation in all except 
Dissolving II where there w a s clear 
progression with a g e and 
exper ience. 
Categor ic / 
continuous 
Categor ic more difficult than 
continuous 
Categor ic more difficult than 
continuous 
Concept : 
Dissolving / 
F o r c e s 
Dissolving more difficult than 
F o r c e s 
F o r c e s more difficult than Dissolving 
Table 84: Cross task comparisons of the quality of evidence categories 
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Table 84 shows that the ability to make sense of the data, as measured by the quality of 
evidence categories or by the ability to generalise from the data, did not increase with age 
and experience (except in Dissolving II). As in application and prediction, the synthesis 
and generalisation of categoric tasks presented more difficulty to most pupils than that of 
continuous tasks. 
Although the data do not allow the comparison of the same pupils' performance in tasks 
associated with different concepts, the concept appears to affect different aspects of the 
task in different ways. While pupils carry out a task better and present more convincing 
evidence when tasks are associated with one concept than another, the results suggest that 
this may hot apply to the ability to generalise from their data. 
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CHAPTER 7: How DO PUPILS UNDERSTAND 'SECOND HAND' 
EVIDENCE ASSOCIATED WITH THE SAME CONCEPT? 
In the last two chapters, we looked in detail at how pupils apply and synthesise ideas 
about evidence in the performance of investigative work in a number of different tasks. 
In this chapter, we shall consider data which attempts to access pupils' procedural 
understanding of evidence and their conceptual understanding of the relevant concepts in 
a different way. 
The data probes described in Chapter 3 (p.99-104) were designed to test pupils' 
understanding of evidence not from their own investigative work but from other sources 
but within the same concept area. Pupils were told that the data in the data probe had 
been obtained from other students' work. We have called this kind of data from other 
sources 'second hand' data. Pupils in Phase 1 and Phase 3 of the project were 
interviewed and asked questions focusing on written sets of results from the same 
investigations that they had just done. Since the sample of students interviewed 
comprised the same students who had carried out the Forces or the Dissolving tasks, it is 
possible to compare the understanding they had displayed in the performance of the tasks 
with the understanding they displayed in the interviews about data from the same tasks. 
In terms of the Bloomian model, both the concept and data probe are testing pupils' ideas 
about evidence at the level of understanding rather than application or synthesis (see 
chapter 3, p.96, figure 11). 
7.1. The Forces data probe 
In Phase 3 of the project, the Y12 pupils who carried out the Forces II investigation were 
also interviewed using the Forces data probe and they completed the concept probe. 
These results will be used here where appropriate. 
7.1.1. Responses to the data probe in the context of forces 
In table 85, all the scores in the data probe have been aggregated into overall 
measurement and data handling scores and analysed by age. 
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Overall data probe score 
Total no. of data points = 24 
Measurement score 
No of data points = 11 
Data handling score 
No of data points = 13 
Y4 3.9 4.9 3.0 
Y6 4.2 5.3 3.2 
Y9 5.1 6.3 4.0 
Y12 6.8 8.0 5.6 
Table 85: Mean scores for concepts of evidence in the Forces data probe by age (all scores scaled out of ten) 
Looking at the overall data probe scores, they suggest that pupils' understanding of 
evidence in the data probe in the context of Forces was poor - at Y9 the mean score was 
5.1 (out of 10). The breakdown into measurement and data handling scores shows that 
measurement was better understood than data handling. Even with the experts at Y12 the 
mean data handling score was 5.6 (out of 10). 
There is a steady improvement with age in all scores with a greater increase between Y6 
and Y9 and between Y9 and Y12 than between the two youngest age groups (Y4 and Y6). 
Given that all the Y12 pupils were studying science for A level, the increase from Y9 to 
Y12 is not unexpected. 
The analysis of these scores at the level of specific concepts of evidence is examined in 
table 86. 
Measurement Data handling 
Repeatability 
score 
(categoric 
data) 
Range 
and 
interval 
score 
Graph type 
(categoric 
data)* 
Graph type 
(continuous 
data)* 
Numbers of 
groups who said 
they could not 
read line graphs 
Pattern 
score 
(categoric 
data) 
Pattern 
score 
(continuous 
data) 
Y4 
(N=16) 
3.3 6.6 0 0 13 8.1 3.8 
Y6 
(N=17) 
3.9 6.3 1 4 2 8.1 4.1 
Y9 
(N=14) 
4.4 8.3 0 6 0 9.2 5.8 
Y12 
(N=22) 
7.4 8.5 18 20 0 9.0 6.8 
Table 86: Individual concepts of evidence in the Forces data probe (mean scores scaled out of ten except for * 
where figures are totals of groups of pupils responding appropriately to one question) 
Considering measurement first, repeatability is much less well understood than range and 
interval at all ages. There is an improvement with age with regard to both concepts but, 
at Y9, the mean score for repeatability remains low at 4.4. The sixth form science 
specialists show considerable improvement in their understanding by Y12 (mean score = 
7.4). By contrast, range and interval appear to be well understood by Y9. 
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With regard to data handling, the understanding of the choice of appropriate graph type 
for categoric data appears to be not well understood until pupils specialise in Y12. For 
continuous data, less than half (six out of 14) of the Y9 groups of pupils could articulate a 
clear understanding of the appropriate graph type for continuous data. Again, this appears 
to be much better understood by the Y12 specialists. The vast majority of children at Y4 
and two groups at Y6 said that they had not encountered line graphs before and so could 
not attempt this question. 
Pupils were more able to spot patterns in the categoric than in continuous data. For both 
types of data there is an increase in understanding with age but it is more marked between 
Y6 and Y9 than between Y4 and Y6 or between Y9 and Y12. It is interesting to note 
here that 50% of groups at each age were coded as completing the gaps in the table of 
continuous data in a purely mathematical way. Given that they had just carried out the 
same investigation, this is perhaps surprising. 
The interpolation and extrapolation question showed that, as expected, this skill improved 
with age. At Y9, 13 out of 14 groups interpolated and extrapolated successfully whereas 
at Y4, only 5 out of 16 groups could do so. The Y4 groups also found particular 
difficulty extrapolating at the top of the line graph / bar chart. At Y6, 10 out of 17 groups 
could do so. 
7.1.2. Summary of performance in the Forces data probe 
The understanding of evidence measured by interview in the data probe was restricted to 
measurement and data handling. The results show that pupils' understanding of 
measurement was better than data handling. Within measurement, pupils understood 
range and interval better than repeatability. In data handling, all except the Y12 pupils, 
had a poor understanding of the choice of graph type. Their understanding of patterns in 
categoric data was better than patterns in continuous data where there was a tendency to 
respond in a purely mathematical way. It was as i f the numbers distracted pupils from the 
underlying science. 
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In general, there was a gradual increase in scores with age but by Y9, repeatability, choice 
of graph type, and patterns in continuous data were not well understood. The increase 
was greater between Y6 and Y9 than between Y4 and Y6. 
7.1.3. Comparison of the application of concepts of evidence in the 
forces investigations and their understanding in the associated data probe 
Overall measurement and data handling scores 
The results for the measurement and data handling scores in the data probe are compared 
with the scores in the Forces investigations in table 87. 
Understanding 
Forces data probe 
Measurement Data 
handling 
Y4 4.9 3.0 
Y6 5.3 3.2 
Y9 6.3 4.0 
Application 
Forces I investigation 
Measurement Data 
handling 
3.0 2.0 
5.0 4.0 
3.5 6.2 
Application 
Forces II investigation 
Measurement Data 
handling 
3.2 4.0 
5.2 4.5 
5.4 7.2 
Table 87: Comparison of concepts of measurement and data handling in Forces data probe with the Forces 
investigations (all scores scaled /10) 
The scores suggest that in the data probe and in both Forces investigations, Y6 pupils 
found data handling more difficult than measurement. At Y9, although pupils found data 
handling more difficult than measurement in the data probe, the reverse was true in the 
investigations. At Y4, in the data probe and in Forces I , pupils appear to find 
measurement more difficult than data handling but, in Forces I I , the reverse is true. 
Considering the increase in scores by age, in the data probe the increase in scores is 
greater between Y6 and Y9 than between Y4 and Y6. This may reflect an increasing 
ability of older pupils to handle abstract or second hand data or it may simply be a greater 
familiarity of older pupils with oral questions of this sort. 
In the investigations, for the data handling scores, the same trend is apparent with the 
increase in scores being greater between Y6 and Y9 than between the two younger age 
groups, particularly in Forces I I . But in measurement, in contrast to the data probe, the 
increase in scores was most marked between Y4 and the older age groups than between 
Y6 and Y9. 
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Concepts of evidence specific to each investigation 
As described in chapter 3 (p.99-104) and in chapter 4 (p. 148-151), each of the data probes 
contained questions targeted at the understanding involved in each investigation so that 
the questions specific to each investigation can be examined separately and in relation to 
pupils' performance on a particular investigation. 
Comparison of responses in the data probe with performance in Forces I 
For the reader's convenience, table 88 reproduces the relevant performance data in Forces 
I from table 29, chapter 5 (p. 157). 
Y4 Y6 Y9 
Measurement Repeatability 0.4 0.6 0.3 
Data handling Appropriate graph type 0.1 0.2 0.6 
Patterns - generalisation from data 0.4 0.9 0.5 
Table 88: Forces I: Mean scores for each age group Tor selected individual components of main concepts of 
evidence in the investigation (max. score for each component = 1) 
Repeatability 
In carrying out the Forces I investigation, more than half of Y6 groups repeated their 
readings while only a third of Y9 chose to do so (table 88). The data probe also showed 
that repeatability (categoric data, see table 86) is not well understood in any of these 3 age 
groups. 
Graph type 
In the Forces I investigation, few pupils at Y4 and Y6 drew bar graphs and only 
approximately half of Y9 groups did so. The data probe also showed that this concept is 
not well understood with only one Y6 group able to articulate why a bar chart is the better 
type of graph for categoric data. It should be noted that a lot of groups gave other reasons 
for preferring a bar chart the commonest being that it was 'easier' (to draw or to read). 
Patterns in categoric data 
In Forces I , most Y6 groups were able to generalise appropriately from their data but only 
about half of Y4 and Y9 groups could do so. In the data probe, the pattern scores for 
categoric data were generally high. 
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Comparison of responses in the data probe with performance in Forces II 
Table 89 reproduces selected data about performance in Forces II drawn from table 35, 
chapter 5 (p. 166). 
Y4 Y6 Y9 Y12 
Measurement Range 0.6 0.8 0.9 0.5 
Interval 0.3 0.7 0.9 1.0 
Data handling Appropriate graph type 0 0 0.2 1.0 
Patterns - generalisation from data 0.9 0.8 0.9 1.0 
Table 89: Forces II: Mean scores for each age group for selected individual components of main concepts of 
evidence in the investigation (max. score for each component = 1). [For Y12, the independent variable was the 
angle of slope (see chapter 3, p. 116| 
Ranee and interval 
In the Forces II investigation, most pupils at Y6 and Y9 chose an appropriate range and 
interval but at Y4, the mean scores were lower particularly for the choice of interval. In 
the data probe, the mean scores for range and interval were >6 (out of 10) but the concept 
appears to be better understood at Y9 than at Y4 or Y6 (table 86). 
Graph type 
Few groups drew line graphs to show their results in the Forces II investigation. In the 
data probe, a minority of groups even at Y9 could explain why a line graph is the most 
appropriate type of graph for continuous data. 
Patterns in continuous data 
In the investigation, most groups were able to generalise appropriately from the data but, 
in the data probe, the ability to spot patterns in continuous data was poor although the 
scores suggest that it improves with age and experience. 
7.1.4. Interaction of the synthesis of concepts of evidence in the forces 
investigations and application in the data probe 
The interaction between pupils' synthesis of concepts of evidence in the investigation and 
the concepts of evidence that they appeared to understand in the data probe are explored 
in this section. Do the pupils who do well on the data probe also do well in the 
investigation? 
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Forces I 
When the overall scores for concepts of evidence in the investigation and data probe are 
correlated, the correlation is low (0.46, explaining approx. 20% of the variance) 
suggesting that the understanding elicited in the data probe bears little relationship to the 
understanding that the pupils are applying in the investigation. 
When these overall scores are divided into high and low (table 90), the results show that a 
relatively large number of groups (12) performed well in the investigation but poorly in 
the data probe. Relatively fewer (5) did well on the data probe but obtained low scores in 
the investigation. The data suggest that those pupils who do well in the data probe are 
more likely to do well in the investigation but that a low score in the data probe cannot be 
used as a predictor of performance in the investigation. 
INVESTIGATION 
DATA P R O B E Low (<5) High (=>5) 
Low (<5) 16(10Y4, 5Y6, 1Y9) 12 (1Y4, 6Y6, 5Y9) 
High (=>5) 5 (2Y4, 3Y6) 15(3Y4, 3Y6, 9Y9) 
Table 90: Comparison of data probe and investigation scores (N=48) 
When the concepts of evidence are analysed individually and compared, repeatability 
(table 91), graph type (table 92) and the understanding of patterns show weak 
correlations. This applies whether the concepts of evidence in the data probe which were 
specific to the investigation or whether the overall data probe scores are used. 
Data probe 
Investigation 
Repeats in investigation No repeats in investigation 
Repeatability score =>5 9 14 
Repeatability score <5 11 15 
Table 91: Number of groups demonstrating an understanding of repeatability in the investigation and the data 
probe (N. B. the repeatability score in the investigation is a 0/1 score). 
Table 92 shows that although 16 pupils used bar charts in the investigation, more than 
half of the pupils could not explain why a bar chart is preferable for this type of data in 
the data probe. 
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Data probe 
Investigation 
Bar chart used in investigation Incorrect type or no graph used 
in investigation 
Understanding of graph type 
(combined) 
7 3 
No understanding of graph type 9 30 
Table 92: Number of groups demonstrating an understanding of graphs in the investigation and data probe 
When the scores are aggregated to produce measurement and data handling scores, again 
the correlation is low. 
The quality of evidence categories (from the Forces I investigation) and the data probe 
scores 
The figures in table 93 emerge i f only those concepts of evidence directly relevant to the 
Forces 1 investigation are considered. 
Quality of evidence category in 
the investigation 
Data probe 
Repeatability score Pattern 
1a. Qualitative + limited 
understanding 
4.0 7.9 
1 b. Qualitative + some 
understanding 
0.0 7.9 
2a. Quantitative but no order 4.4 8.3 
2b. Quantitative, order + ltd. 
understanding 
3.3 8.5 
3. Quantitative + order + some 
understanding 
4.0 9.0 
Table 93: Mean scores for concepts of evidence in the data probe directly relevant to the Forces I task and the 
quality of evidence categories (all scores scaled out of ten) 
The results suggest that the understanding of repeatability and patterns in data elicited by 
the data probe did not vary appreciably across the categories which emerged in the 
analysis of the investigation. There was a slight increase in the understanding of patterns 
in data. 
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Quality of evidence category in 
the investigation 
Data probe 
Measurement Data handling Overall data probe 
1a. Qualitative + limited 
understanding 
2.1 2.8 2.4 
1 b. Qualitative + some 
understanding 
5.0 2.9 4.0 
2a. Quantitative but no order 6.1 3.5 4.8 
2b. Quantitative, order + ltd. 
understanding 
4.8 3.5 4.2 
3. Quantitative + order + some 
understanding 
6.0 3.4 4.7 
Table 94: Mean scores for concepts of evidence in the data probe overall and the quality of evidence categories 
for Forces 1 (all scores scaled out often) 
I f the pupils' understanding of concepts of evidence in the data probe as a whole is 
considered in relation to the quality of evidence categories (table 94), there is an increase 
in scores from la to lb but from lb to 3 there is little correlation. 
The low correlation between the understanding elicited in the data probe and in the 
investigation in terms of the main categories of concepts of evidence or the overall quality 
of evidence categories suggest that the data probe and the investigation are probing 
different kinds of understanding. 
Forces II 
As in Forces I , the correlation between the overall scores for concepts of evidence in the 
Forces II investigation and data probe is low (0.46, explaining approx. 20% of the 
variance). 
Dividing the scores into high and low (table 95) shows that a relatively large number of 
groups (19) performed well in the investigation but poorly in the data probe. Relatively 
fewer (3) did well on the data probe but obtained low scores in the investigation. The 
data suggest that those pupils who do well in the data probe are more likely to do well in 
the investigation but that a low score in the data probe does not mean that performance of 
the investigation wil l be poor. 
INVESTIGATION 
DATA PROBE Low (<5) High (=>5) 
Low (<5) 10(7Y4, 3Y6) 19(4Y4, 8Y6, 7Y9) 
High (=>5) 3 (2Y4, 1Y6) 15(3Y4, 5Y6, 7Y9) 
Table 95: Comparison of data probe and investigation scores (N=47) 
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When the concepts of evidence are analysed individually and compared, range and 
interval and the understanding of patterns show weak correlations. This applies to both 
the specific and overall data probe scores. 
Data probe 
(2 data points) 
Investigation 
Appropriate range of readings 
selected in investigation 
Inappropriate range of readings 
selected in investigation 
Range score =>1 32 8 
Range score = 0 3 3 
Table 96: Number of groups demonstrating an understanding of range in the investigation and the data probe 
(The score in the investigation is a 0/1 score; one Y4 group made no response to these questions). 
The data probe questions relating to quantitative data only have been used to compare the 
understanding of range in the data probe with that demonstrated in the investigation (table 
96). Again, pupils who showed an understanding of range in the data probe are more 
likely to apply this in the investigation but i f they cannot make these ideas explicit in the 
data probe this does not necessarily mean that they cannot use an appropriate range in the 
investigation. 
Data probe 
(1 question) 
Investigation 
Appropriate interval between 
readings selected in 
investigation 
Inappropriate interval between 
readings selected in 
investigation 
interval score =>1 26 11 
Interval score = 0 3 6 
Table 97: Number of groups demonstrating an understanding of interval in.the investigation and data probe 
(The scores in both the investigation and the data probe are 0/1 score; one Y4 group made no response to these 
questions). 
The understanding of appropriate interval shows a similar pattern. 
The Forces competition and the data probe 
Table 98 shows that the number of pupils who correctly completed the table with gaps 
rose from 3 out of 16 at Y4 to 11 out of 14 at Y9 . The same pattern was apparent when 
pupils were asked to interpolate from data on a pre-constructed graph or bar chart. 
Interpolated correctly from table Interpolated and extrapolated 
correctly from graph/chart 
Y4 (n=16) 3 5 
Y6 (n=17) 9 10 
Y9 (n=14) 11 
- - 1 3 
table 98: Results of the interview about data in the forces tasks (number of groups) 
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Comparing children's ability to interpolate from second hand data in the data probe (table 
98) and their ability to interpolate from the data they collected themselves in the 
competition (p. 170, table 37), it appears that the Year 4 children found it somewhat 
easier, in this admittedly small sample, to interpolate from the data they had collected 
themselves, than from other or second-hand data. Interview evidence suggests that they 
have a 'feel' for their own data because they know what it means and can link it to the 
reality of the variables in front of them. By contrast, it seems that older children find the 
data in tables, graphs and charts presented at the interview easier to handle than their own 
data. 
The quality of evidence categories (from the Forces II investigation) and the data probe 
scores 
The figures in table 99 emerge i f only those concepts of evidence directly relevant to the 
Forces II investigation are considered. 
Quality of evidence category in 
the investigation 
Data probe 
Range and interval score Pattern 
1a. Qualitative + limited 
understanding 
5.0 0 
1b. Qualitative + some 
understanding 
4.9 3.3 
2a. Quantitative but no order 5.0 6.7 
2b. Quantitative, order + ltd. 
understanding 
8.2 5.7 
3. Quantitative + order + some 
understanding 
7.9 4.2 
Table 99: Mean scores for concepts of evidence in the data probe directly relevant to the Forces II task and the 
quality of evidence categories (all scores scaled out often, excluding Y12 data) 
The results suggest that the understanding of range and interval and patterns in data 
elicited by the data probe did not show any progression across the categories which 
emerged in the analysis of the investigation. However, there is an increase in the range 
and interval scores between the first three and the last two categories. Not surprisingly, 
those pupils in category la obtained a zero pattern score in the data probe. 
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Quality of evidence category in 
the investigation 
Data probe 
Measurement Data handling Overall data probe 
1a. Qualitative + limited 
understanding 
5.0 2.2 3.6 
1b. Qualitative + some 
understanding 
4.0 2.7 3.3 
2a. Quantitative but no order 5.0 3.7 4.3 
2b. Quantitative, order + ltd. 
understanding 
6.0 3.8 4.9 
3. Quantitative + order + some 
understanding 
5.9 3.3 4.6 
Table 100: Mean scores for concepts of evidence in the data probe overall and the quality of evidence categories 
in the Forces II task (all scores scaled out of ten) 
I f the pupils' understanding of concepts of evidence as reflected by the overall data probe 
scores or by the measurement and data handling scores is considered in relation to the 
quality of evidence categories (table 100), no clear pattern emerges. 
As in Forces I , there is a low correlation between the understanding elicited in the data 
probe and in the investigation in terms of the main categories of concepts of evidence or 
the quality of evidence categories. 
7.2. The Forces concept probe 
All the questions in the forces concept probe can be analysed to give a picture of the 
children's grasp of concepts concerning force in general. The probe also served to reveal 
some misconceptions. There were twenty possible data points addressing five general 
concepts (gravity, the summation of forces, equilibrium, friction, height and force) and 
one multivariate question which concerned mass and force and surface area and force. 
Two misconceptions namely the idea of force being equivalent to motion and of force 
being equal to work or energy, emerged at five data points. 
Concept score (20) Misconcept 
score (5) 
Response to the two 
questions concerning force 
and friction (out of 2)* 
Response to the two questions 
concerning the relationship of 
force and height (out of 2)* 
Y4 3.4 7.1 0.1 1.4 
Y6 4.3 6.1 0.3 1.1 
Y9 4.3 5.3 0.8 1.3 
Y12 4.5 2.4 1.0 
Table 101: Concept and misconcept scores in the forces concept probe by age scaled out of ten (figures in 
brackets represent the number of data points) except for * where mean actual scores are presented 
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The figures in table 101 show that understanding of forces increased between Y4 and the 
three older age groups and the number of children expressing misconceptions decreased 
steadily with age. 
Table 101 also shows the results of analysing the responses to the questions directly 
relevant to the Forces I task (force and friction) and the forces I I task (force and height). 
In the former again there is progression with age but in the latter the scores fluctuate. It 
should be noted however that one of the questions focuses on a brick sliding down a 
plank rather than up and so it may not be a fair reflection of the understanding used in the 
investigation. 
7.2.1. Interaction of the application of the concept in the forces 
investigations and understanding in the concept probe 
When the overall concept probe scores (the concept score minus the misconcept score) 
are correlated with the overall investigation scores for Forces I and Forces I I , the 
correlation is low (0.29 and 0.26 respectively). When the questions in the concept probe 
which are specific to the investigations are correlated with the investigation scores, the 
correlations are still weak (0.35 and -0.1). 
Considering the more detailed aspects of the investigation, we might expect the child's 
conceptual understanding to be most influential at two points in the Forces investigations: 
first, at the point of prediction and second, in forming a conclusion. 
The predictions for this Forces I investigation took a variety of forms. These were coded 
and then aggregated into two categories: 'explicit' or 'implicit' predictions. 'Explicit' 
predictions were defined as those where the relationship between friction and force was 
made explicit. For example: 
The smoother the surface the easier it is to pull the brick 
or 
The smooth wood will present the least friction. Then the cardboard would produce 
just a little more, then the rough wood then the carpet. 
'Implicit' predictions refer to those in which the concept of frictional force was, or could 
be, implied from the prediction but was not made explicit. Implicit predictions ranged 
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from pupils who used the words 'hard and easy' to pull to those who listed the surfaces in 
a sensible order but could not explain why - for instance: 
/ think the brick will slide along the card. The carpet is hard. 
or 
/ think the dark side will be the easiest, then the light side, then the card and then 
the carpet. 
Implicit Explicit 
Y4 16 -
Y6 15 2 
Y9 7 8 
Table 102: Implicit and explicit use of the concept of friction in the prediction in the Forces I investigation 
Table 102 shows that none of the Y4 pupils in the sample used the concept of friction 
explicitly in their prediction. At Y9, roughly half the pupils did so. 
When these figures are correlated with the concept probe, the result is not significant, 
although it is greater when the explicit prediction is correlated with the concept probe 
questions specifically related to the investigation (0.41) than with the concept probe 
overall (0.22). 
In the Forces I I investigation, the underlying concept is, to most children, an everyday or 
familiar concept, so that their predictions nearly all followed the same form, for example: 
a s we put the wood hayer it will get harder and harder 
the lower the height the less pull you will need 
the steeper the slope the harder it will be to pull the brick 
There was no sense therefore in which the concept was implicit in the prediction as was 
the case in the Forces I task where the concept was less familiar. 
The second point at which conceptual understanding is most likely to interact with 
procedural understanding is at the end of the investigation when the pupil considers how 
to interpret the data and arrive at a conclusion. However, when the use of the concept in 
the conclusion is correlated with the concept probe scores in both investigations, either 
for the questions directly related to the investigation or for the overall concept probe, the 
correlation is low. 
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This section has shown that, in this investigation, the concept that children hold about 
forces in general or about the aspect of the concept specifically associated with the 
investigation has little effect on performance. It could be argued that in the Forces I task, 
the concept of friction and force is not essential either to making a sensible prediction or 
to interpreting the results or that the everyday concept of height and force in Forces I I is 
adequate for making a sensible prediction and interpretation. It could be that a common 
sense or everyday understanding of these ideas is quite adequate. This can be contrasted 
with the influence of conceptual understanding in the 'Cool Drinks' task (one of the York 
tasks) where different ideas on heat transfer effect the whole conceptualisation of the 
task. 
7.2.2. The quality of evidence categories and conceptual understanding 
Both those questions in the concept probe directly relevant to the Forces investigations 
and the overall Forces concept probe scores were cross-tabulated with the quality of 
evidence categories (table 103). 
Concept Probe 
Forces I Forces II* 
Quality of evidence 
category in the 
investigation 
Specific 
questions 
Overall score Specific 
questions 
Overall score 
1a. Qualitative + limited 
understanding 
0 4 1.0 5.5 
1 b. Qualitative + some 
understanding 
0 3 1.3 3.3 
2a. Quantitative but no 
order 
3 4 1.5 3.0 
2b. Quantitative, order + 
limited understanding 
1 4 1.3 4.0 
3. Quantitative + order + 
some understanding 
2 4 1.1 4.1 
Table 103: Group categorisation and mean concept probe scores (scaled out of ten), ^excluding Y12 
The overall picture in the table suggests that there is no progression either in the 
questions which were directly relevant in the investigation or in the overall concept probe 
scores, although when the specific questions are considered for Forces I , the scores in 
categories 2 and 3 are higher than in category 1. 
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7.3. The Dissolving data probe 
7.3.1. Responses to the data probe in the context of Dissolving 
The overall data probe scores in table 104 suggest that pupils' understanding of evidence 
in the Dissolving context was clustered around the average ranging from 4.3 to 6.0. The 
data handling scores are higher than the measurement scores at all three ages suggesting 
that the pupils found the concepts associated with measurement more difficult than those 
associated with data handling in the data probe. 
Overall data probe score 
Total no. of data points = 23 
Measurement score 
No of data points = 10 
Data handling score 
No of data points = 13 
Y4 4.3 3.8 4.9 
Y6 5.9 5.5 6.3 
Y9 6.0 5.7 6.3 
Table 104: Mean scores for concepts of evidence in the data probe overall by age (all scores scaled out of ten) 
The pattern of increase in scores with age suggests a marked improvement between Y4 
and Y6 with very little change between Y6 and Y9. 
The analysis of the specific concepts of evidence tested in the data probe is shown in the 
following table: 
Measurement Data handling 
Repeatability 
score 
(categoric 
data) 
Range 
and 
interval 
score 
Graph type 
(categoric 
data)* 
Graph type 
(continuous 
data)* 
Numbers of 
groups who said 
they could not 
read line graphs 
Pattern 
score 
(categoric 
data) 
Pattern 
score 
(continuous 
data) 
Y4 
(N=16) 
3.9 3.7 0 0 12 8.5 3.1 
Y6 
(N=16) 
5.6 5.5 0 2 2 8.7 6.0 
Y9 
(N=20) 
4.8 6.6 3 8 0 9.1 5.3 
Table 105: Individual concepts of evidence in the Dissolving data probe (mean scores scaled out of ten except for 
* where figures are totals of groups of pupils responding appropriately to one question) 
In terms of the concepts associated with measurement, at Y4 and Y6 the mean scores for 
repeatability and range and interval are about the same. At Y9, however, range and 
interval were better understood than repeatability. An increase in scores with age is clear 
only in the range and interval scores in this context. 
The scores for choice of graph type are low for all except the Y9 group with continuous 
data where 40% of groups appeared to understand the appropriate choice of graph type. 
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There was a large proportion (75%) of Y4 groups who were unable to read line graphs. 
Many of the remaining younger pupils in Y4 and Y6 said that bar charts were the better 
way of presenting qualitative categoric data but gave reasons like bar charts are 'clearer', 
'easier to understand' 'easier for little 'uns' (Y4) or because 'line graphs are too 
complicated'. In Y9 a lot of pupils chose the line graph for categoric data, some also 
chose the bar chart as being 'easier to read or understand' or 'because you can see it more 
clearly' while only 3 groups were able to articulate correctly why a bar chart is preferable 
for this kind of data. Pupils were a little more were successful in the question which 
asked about the better type of graph for continuous data. 
Pupils appeared to be well able to see patterns in categoric data but less able to spot 
patterns in continuous data. An increase in scores with age is only apparent in the pattern 
scores for categoric data. For continuous data, there is a marked increase in scores from 
Y4 to Y6 but the mean score falls between Y6 and Y9. 
Additional analysis of the repeatability questions 
Further analysis of the repeatability questions was undertaken to explore possible reasons 
for the relatively low scores and the fact that the Y6 scores were higher than the Y9 
scores. 
The first repeatability question presented the following data to the pupils: 
Type of sugar Time to dissolve (seconds) 
First time Second time 
sugar A 85 84 
sugarB 120 162 
sugar C 90 92 
sugarD 160 159 
Pupils were then asked: 
Which sugar took the longest to dissolve? 
and asked to state how they arrived at their answer. Reasons for their responses are 
shown in table 106. 
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Y4 Y6 Y9 
(N=16) (IM=16) (N=20) 
Can't tell 13 25 20 
One column best 13 19 10 
One extreme number 38 25 10 
Two extreme numbers 31 31 50 
Average 10 
Sum 6 
Table 106: Interpretation of repeated readings (%) 
A minority of pupils in any of the age groups in the sample gave the response 'can't tell' 
which is the response used in the measurement score as being the 'scientifically correct' 
answer. Half the Y9 pupils and approximately a third of the other two age groups chose 
sugar D because the numbers were high and closest together. A third of Y4 groups and a 
quarter of Y6 groups picked sugar B because it had the overall highest number in the 
table. 
What explanation can there be for the apparent reluctance (at any age) to recognise the 
ambiguity of the results? Perhaps one reason could be on a practical level: that there is 
rarely time in school science to carry out repeated readings in a dissolving investigation 
such as this. Alternatively, perhaps there is an expectation in school science that a 
positive answer is required and admission of uncertainty is seen as unacceptable. It is 
interesting that a greater percentage of Y6 than Y9 pupils were prepared to admit 
uncertainty by focussing on the ambiguity of the results. Nevertheless the following 
question suggests that i f time permits, most Y9 pupils stated that they would carry out a 
further repeat. 
The second repeatability question asked pupils: 
If you got these results, what would you do next? (how would you handle these 
readings?) 
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Y4 Y6 Y9 
(N=15) (N=15) (N=20) 
Use 1 set 33 7 5 
Numbers closest together 5 
Compute average 7 5 
Compute sum 33 27 
Plot both sets 7 13 10 
Use highest values 7 
Do it again 20 47 75 
Table 107: Use of repeated readings (%) 
Such ambiguous data requires further repeats, so that to score a point in the measurement 
score, pupils were required to state that they would repeat the test again. Analysis by age 
(table 107) reveals that an increasing proportion of pupils stated that they would repeat 
the investigation. A significant proportion of groups at Y4 and Y6 said that they would 
add the results together and at Y4, a third said that they would just use one set of results. 
The pupils were then presented with the same data but with the addition of another set of 
repeated readings: 
Type of sugar Time to dissolve (seconds) 
First time Second time Third time 
sugar A 85 84 86 
sugar B 120 162 122 
sugar C 90 92 85 
sugar D 160 159 162 
Pupils were asked to state and explain which sugar took the longest to dissolve and which 
was the fastest. Reasons for responses to both these questions are shown in table 108. In 
the early stages of the project, only one question was used. Since Y9 groups were 
sampled at this stage, relatively few Y9 groups were asked both questions. 
Y4 Y6 Y9 
(T=30) (T=29) (T=24) 
Can't tell 3 21 
One column best 6 4 
One extreme number 6 3 
Three numbers closest together 68 79 67 
Average 7 8 
Sum 19 7 
Table 108: Responses to repeatability questions 3 and 4 - the interpretation of two sets of repeated readings (two 
questions, %) 
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Again, the tendency was for the majority of pupils to respond to these two questions by 
scanning the results and then deciding on the repeated readings which were lowest (or 
highest) and also closest together (table 108). This is a sensible and reasonably effective 
method with data such as these. Working out the average is more precise but leads to the 
same decision. Either response was used to score in the measurement score. Differences 
in response between the age groups are unexpected in that more Y6 groups focused on the 
3 highest or lowest numbers but this may have been due to the 21% of Y9 groups who 
stated that the results were still ambiguous, which it could be argued is an alternative 
valid response. 
Pupils were again asked what they would do next. 
Y4 Y6 Y9 
(N=9) (N=10) (N=17) 
Use 1 set 11 20 
Numbers closest together 11 10 71 
Compute average 11 20 18 
Compute sum 33 40 6 
Use extreme value 33 10 6 
Table 109: Use of two sets of repeated readings (%) 
Only those pupils who said that they would compute the average dissolving time for each 
type of sugar could score here. Table 109 shows that few pupils gave this response. At 
Y4, a third of pupils would use the extreme values i . e. the highest or lowest figure in the 
table, and at Y4 and Y6 about the same proportion would compute the sum of the 
readings for each type of sugar. At Y9, most pupils said that they would use the lowest or 
highest numbers that were closest together. 
The results of this last question should be interpreted with caution. Some pupils were 
unsure how to respond and occasionally had to be prompted by asking ' I f you were going 
to draw a bar chart, what numbers would you use?' However, this question was only 
used i f no response to the first question was forthcoming. One could speculate therefore 
that the large percentage of Y9 pupils who stated that they would use the raw figures for 
sugar D, might, i f constructing a bar chart, compute the average. 
In summary the relatively low repeatability scores are largely due to the reluctance of 
pupils to admit uncertainty in the first question and to the somewhat problematic last 
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question. The Y6 groups scored higher compared to the Y9 groups in all but the second 
question but interpreting these results particularly in relation to the last 3 questions is not 
straightforward for the reasons already outlined. 
The most interesting result of this additional analysis is the reluctance of pupils to admit 
uncertainty when faced with ambiguous data which may reflect a perceived pressure in 
school science to 'get results' and where ambiguous results are regarded as 'failure'. 
Alternatively the results may reflect a lack of experience of investigative work which, i f 
done properly, should include the evaluation of ambiguous results. The slightly higher 
percentage of Y6 groups admitting uncertainty may reflect the fact that they have been 
exposed to investigative work at a younger age and so may be less likely to be imbued 
with the ethos of guided or concept driven practical work. 
7.3.2. Summary of performance in the Dissolving data probe 
The testing by interview of pupils' understanding of measurement and data handling in 
the Dissolving data probe suggests that pupils' understanding of data handling was better 
than measurement in this context. Further analysis shows that their understanding of the 
specific concepts associated with measurement namely repeatability and range and 
interval were about the same ranging from 3.7 - 6.6. With regard to data handling, 
pupils' understanding of choice of graph type was poor but their understanding of 
patterns in categoric data appeared to be high. Patterns in continuous data were less well 
understood. 
Generally scores increased with age but by Y9, the scores for repeatability, choice of 
graph type and patterns in continuous data remained low (<5.4 out of 10). 
7.3.3. Comparison of the application of concepts of evidence in the 
dissolving investigations and their understanding in the associated data probe 
Overall measurement and data handling scores 
A comparison of these scores in the dissolving data probe and in the Dissolving I and 
Dissolving I I investigations is shown in table 110. 
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Understanding 
Dissolving data probe 
Measurement Data 
handling 
Y4 3.8 4.9 
Y6 5.5 6.3 
Y9 5.7 6.3 
Application 
Dissolving 1 investigation 
Measurement Data 
handling 
2.3 2.0 
3.0 2.0 
6.7 5.0 
Application 
Dissolving II investigation 
Measurement Data 
handling 
1.6 1.0 
3.8 2.8 
4.8 6.3 
Table 110: Comparison of concepts of measurement and data handling in the Dissolving data probe with the two 
Dissolving investigations (all scores scaled /I0) 
The table shows that measurement was harder for pupils than data handling in the data 
probe but that, in applying these ideas in the investigations, data handling was generally 
more difficult than measurement with the exception of the Dissolving II investigation for 
Y9 groups. 
Considering the increase in scores with age, in the data probe, the increase in scores is 
greater between Y4 and Y6 than between Y6 and Y9. In the investigations, this only 
holds true for measurement in Dissolving I I . For the most part, in the investigation scores 
there is a bigger increase between Y6 and Y9 than between Y4 and Y6. 
Concepts of evidence specific to each investigation 
As in the Forces data probe analysis, we can compare concepts of evidence in the 
Dissolving data probe at a more detailed level with performance in the two Dissolving 
investigations. 
Comparison of responses in the data probe with performance in Dissolving I 
Table 111 reproduces selected data about performance in Dissolving I drawn from table 
45, chapter 5 (p. 180). 
Y4 Y6 Y9 
Measurement Repeatability .2 .2 .2 
Data handling Appropriate graph type 0 0 .1 
Patterns - generalisation from data .5 .6 1.0 
Table 111: Dissolving I: Mean scores for each age group for selected individual components of main concepts of 
evidence in the Dissolving investigation (max. score for each component = 1) 
Repeatability 
In the Dissolving I investigation, very few groups at any age repeated their measurements. 
The scores for repeatability for categoric data in the data probe were higher (table 105) 
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but still low (ranging from 3.9 ^ 5.6 out of a possible 10) for Y4, Y6 and Y9, indicating 
that this concept is not well understood. 
Graph type 
In the Dissolving I investigation, only two Y9 groups drew a bar chart. Similarly in the 
data probe, only 3 groups could articulate why a bar chart is more appropriate for 
categoric data than a line graph. 
Patterns in categoric data 
The Y9 groups in Dissolving I generalised well from their own data but only 
approximately half the Y4 and Y6 groups did so. In the data probe, the scores were high 
for the pattern score for categoric data at all three ages. 
Comparison of responses in the data probe with performance in Dissolving II 
Again, for ease of reading, the relevant scores from Dissolving I I (chapter 5, table 52) 
have been reproduced in table 112. 
Y4 Y6 Y9 
Measurement Range .2 .6 .6 
Interval 0 .3 .5 
Data handling Appropriate graph type 0 0 0 
Patterns - generalisation from data .4 .9 1.0 
Table 112: Dissolving II: Mean scores for each age group for selected individual components of main concepts of 
evidence in the investigation (max. score for each component =1). 
Range and interval 
In Dissolving I I , neither range nor interval was well understood although range was better 
understood than interval. The data probe scores show a similar picture. 
Graph type 
None of the pupils in Dissolving I I drew a line graph. In the data probe, the scores were 
also low for the question about graph type, except at Y9, where 8 out of 20 pupils were 
able to explain why line graphs are better for continuous data. 
Patterns in continuous data 
In the investigation, most of Y6 and Y9 pupils could generalise from their data^  In the 
data probe, the pattern scores for continuous data were not high. It should be noted 
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however that two out of three of the data points which comprise this score concern the 
table with gaps which has an inverse pattern and which pupils did seem to find difficult 
whereas the categoric pattern score was derived rather differently (see Chapter 4, p. 150-
151). 
7.3.4. Interaction of the synthesis of concepts of evidence in the dissolving 
investigations and understanding in the data probe 
The interaction between the concepts of evidence that pupils put into practice or apply in 
the investigation and those that they appeared to understand in the data probe are 
explored in this section. 
Dissolving I 
Do the children who do well on the data probe also do well in the investigation? When 
the overall scores for concepts of evidence in the investigation and data probe are 
correlated, the correlation is low (0.39, 0.50 for the two investigation scores) explaining 
approximately 25% of the variance suggesting that the understanding elicited in the data 
probe bears little relationship to the understanding that the pupils are applying in the 
investigation. 
When these overall scores are divided into high and low (table 113), the results show that 
a relatively large number of groups (20) performed well in the investigation but poorly in 
the data probe. Only one group did well on the data probe but obtained low scores in the 
investigation. The data suggest that those pupils who do well in the data probe are more 
likely to do well in the investigation but that a low score in the data probe cannot be used 
as a predictor of performance in the investigation. 
INVESTIGATION 
DATA PROBE Low (<9) High (=>9) 
Low (<5) 18 (12Y4, 5Y6, 1Y9) 20 (3Y4.2Y6,11Y9) 
High (=>5) 1 (1Y6) 13(1Y4, 5Y6, 7Y9) 
Table 113: Comparison of data probe and investigation scores (using the more detailed investigation score) below 
or above the mean (N=52) 
When the concepts of evidence are analysed individually and compared, repeatability 
(table 114), graph type (table 115) and the understanding of patterns show weak 
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correlations. This applies whether the concepts of evidence in the data probe which were 
specific to the investigation or whether the overall data probe scores are used. 
Data probe 
Investigation 
Repeats in investigation No repeats in investigation 
Repeatability score =>5 5 25 
Repeatability score <5 1 21 
Table 114: Number of groups demonstrating an understanding of repeatability in the investigation and the data 
probe (N. B. the repeatability score in the investigation is a 0/1 score). 
Table 115 shows that the 2 groups of pupils who used bar charts in the investigation, 
showed this understanding in the data probe. Nine other groups appeared to understand 
the use of bar charts in the data probe but did not apply this knowledge in the 
investigation. The majority of pupils were unable to explain in the data probe why a bar 
chart is preferable for categoric data. 
Data probe 
Investigation 
Bar chart used in investigation Incorrect type or no graph used 
in investigation 
Understanding of graph type 
(combined) 
2 9 
No understanding of graph type 0 41 
Table U S : Number of groups demonstrating an understanding of graphs in the investigation and data probe 
When the scores are aggregated to produce measurement and data handling scores, again 
correlations are low. 
The quality of evidence categories (from the Dissolving I investigation) and the data probe 
scores 
The figures in table 116 emerge i f only those concepts of evidence directly relevant to the 
investigation are considered. 
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Quality of evidence category in 
the investigation 
Data probe 
Repeatability score Pattern 
1a. Qualitative + limited 
understanding 
5.0 8.8 
1 b. Qualitative + some 
understanding 
3.5 9.0 
2ai. Quantitative, no order, 
limited generalisation 
4.2 8.4 
2aii Quantitative, no order with 
generalisation 
5.5 9.0 
2b. Quantitative, order + ltd. 
understanding of evidence 
5.5 8.8 
3. Quantitative + order + some 
understanding of evidence 
5.4 8.9 
Table 116: Mean scores for concepts of evidence in the data probe directly relevant to the task and the quality 
of evidence categories (all scores scaled out of ten) 
The results suggest that the understanding of repeatability and patterns in data elicited by 
the data probe did not vary appreciably across the categories which emerged in the 
analysis of the investigation. 
Quality of evidence category in 
the investigation 
Data probe 
Measurement Data handling Overall data probe 
1a. Qualitative + limited 
understanding 
4.5 3.0 3.8 
1b. Qualitative + some 
understanding 
3.6 3.4 3.5 
2ai. Quantitative, no order, 
limited generalisation 
4.5 2.9 3.7 
2aii Quantitative, no order with 
generalisation 
5.9 4.0 4.9 
2b. Quantitative, order + ltd. 
understanding of evidence 
6.1 3.5 4.8 
3. Quantitative + order + some 
understanding of evidence 
5.8 3.7 4.8 
Table 117: Mean scores for concepts of evidence in the data probe overall and the quality of evidence 
categories in the Dissolving I investigation (all scores scaled out of ten) 
I f the pupils' understanding of concepts of evidence in the data probe as a whole is 
considered in relation to the quality of evidence categories (table 117), again there appears 
to be little correlation although there is some increase in the overall scores between the 
first three and the last three categories. 
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As in the two Forces investigations, there are low correlations between the understanding 
elicited in the data probe and in the investigation in terms of the main categories of 
concepts of evidence or in terms of the quality of evidence categories. 
Dissolving II 
When the overall scores for concepts of evidence in the investigation and data probe are 
correlated, the correlation is low (0.46, 0.55 for the two investigation scores) explaining 
approximately 25% of the variance suggesting that the understanding elicited in the data 
probe bears little relationship to the understanding that the pupils are applying in the 
investigation. 
When these overall scores are divided into high and low (table 118), the same trend is 
apparent although it is noticeable that the number of groups who obtained low scores in 
the investigation but high scores in the data probe is low. However the number of groups 
who obtained high and low scores in the data probe while performing well in the 
investigation is about the same. The data suggest that those pupils who do well in the 
data probe are likely to do well in the investigation but that a low score in the data probe 
cannot be used as a predictor of performance in the investigation. 
INVESTIGATION 
DATA PROBE Low(<11) High (=>11) 
Low (<5) 22 (15Y4, 6Y6,1Y9) 16 (4Y6, 12Y9) 
High (=>5) 2(1Y4, 1Y9) 12 (6Y6, 6Y9) 
Table 118: Comparison of data probe and investigation scores (using the more detailed investigation score) below 
or above the mean (N=52) 
When the measurement and data handling scores in the investigation and data probe are 
compared, the correlations are also weak whether the overall data probe scores for 
measurement and data handling are used or those scores specific only to Dissolving I I . 
Data probe 
(2 data points) 
Investigation 
Appropriate range of readings 
selected in investigation 
Inappropriate range of readings 
selected in investigation 
Range score =>1 16 17 
Range score =0 8 11 
Table 119: Number of groups demonstrating an understanding of range in the investigation and in the data 
probe (The score in the investigation is a 0/1 score). 
The data probe questions relating to quantitative data only have been used to compare the 
understanding of range and interval in the data probe with that demonstrated in the 
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investigation (tables 119 and 120). Again the only apparent trend is that those pupils who 
do not appear to understand interval and to a lesser extent range in the data probe are less 
likely to show an understanding of those concepts in the investigation. 
Data probe 
(1 data point) 
Investigation 
Appropriate interval between 
readings selected in 
investigation 
Inappropriate interval between 
readings selected in 
investigation 
Interval score =>1 12 20 
Interval score =0 2 18 
Table 120: Number of groups demonstrating an understanding of interval in the investigation and in the data 
probe (The score in the investigation is a 0/1 score). 
The quality of evidence categories (from the Dissolving II investigation) and the data probe 
scores 
The figures in table 121 emerge i f only those concepts of evidence directly relevant to the 
investigation are considered. 
Quality of evidence category in 
the investigation 
Data probe 
Range and interval score Pattern 
1a. Qualitative + limited 
understanding 
5.3 2.7 
1b. Qualitative + some 
understanding 
4.5 4.5 
2ai. Quantitative, no order, 
limited generalisation 
2.1 5.0 
2aii Quantitative, no order with 
generalisation 
6.3 5.2 
2b. Quantitative, order + ltd. 
understanding of evidence 
7.3 5.6 
3. Quantitative + order + some 
understanding of evidence 
6.3 6.2 
Table 121: Mean scores for concepts of evidence in the data probe directly relevant to the task and the quality of 
evidence categories the Dissolving II investigation (all scores scaled out of ten) 
The results suggest that the understanding of range and interval elicited in the data probe 
did not show progression across the categories which emerged in the investigation except 
in that there is an increase between the first and last 3 categories. There is a gradual 
increase in the understanding of patterns across the categories. 
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Quality of evidence category in 
the investigation 
Data probe 
Measurement Data handling Overall data probe 
1a. Qualitative + limited 
understanding 
5.0 4.6 4.8 
1 b. Qualitative + some 
understanding 
4.4 5.6 5.0 
2ai. Quantitative, no order, limited 
generalisation 
2.7 5.8 4.3 
2aii Quantitative, no order with 
generalisation 
5.8 5.9 5.9 
2b. Quantitative, order + ltd. 
understanding of evidence 
7.1 6.7 6.9 
3. Quantitative + order + some 
understanding of evidence 
5.7 6.8 6.2 
Table 122: Mean scores for concepts of evidence in the data probe overall and the investigation categories (all 
scores scaled out of ten) 
I f the pupils' understanding of concepts of evidence in the data probe as a whole is 
considered in relation to the quality of evidence categories (table 122), only the data 
handling score increases steadily. There is little correlation in the measurement and 
overall scores except in that there is some increase between the first three and the last 
three categories. 
7.4. The Dissolving concept probe 
The pupils' responses to all the questions in the concept probe were analysed to give an 
Overall picture of the children's grasp of the concept of dissolving. There were ten 
possible data points addressing seven aspects of dissolving (the distinction between 
melting and dissolving, saturation, the relationship between the quantity dissolved and 
temperature, rate of dissolving and grain size, dissolving and volume, dissolving and 
temperature, volume and rate of dissolving). One question in the concept probe also 
served the purpose of revealing the misconception of equating dissolving with 
disappearing. 
Concept score (10) Misconcept score (2) 
Y4 5.9 0.5 
Y6 6.1 0.6 
Y9 7.2 0.5 
Table 123: Concept and misconcept scores in the dissolving concept probe by age (figures.in brackets represent 
the number of data points) 
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The data (table 123) suggest that pupils' overall understanding of the concept of 
dissolving progresses with age. However the proportion of pupils who hold the 
misconception of equating dissolving with disappearing appears not to change across the 
3 age groups. 
The Dissolving I investigation involved the specific concept of the relationship between 
grain size and dissolving. In the concept probe, children were asked the following 
questions using a card with different sizes of pieces of sweet labelled A, B and C: 
You will be provided with a card with some bits of broken sweets on. Have a look at the 
bits and decide which of the bits (A, B or C) would dissolve: 
a. quickest? 
b. slowest? 
The children were then asked to explain their answer. A l l but one group of pupils in the 
whole sample were successful at both these questions recognising that the smaller pieces 
of sweet would dissolve quicker than the larger pieces. 
The Dissolving I I investigation focused on the concept of the relationship between 
temperature and dissolving. In the concept probe, children were asked the following 
question: 
Joanne dissolved some sugar in very cold water. She measured the temperature of the 
water and it was 4°C. The sugar took 20 sec to dissolve. The teacher asked her what 
would happen if the water was warmer, at a temperature of 8°C? About how long would 
the same amount of sugar take to dissolve? 
The children were then asked to explain their answer. Responses were coded according 
to whether or not pupils had referred to the underlying concept in their explanation. 
Response to the question concerning the relationship of 
temperature and dissolving time (out of 1) 
Y4 .3 
Y6 .5 
Y9 .95 
Table 124: Mean response by age to the question specific to the Dissolving II task 
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Table 124 shows that the understanding of this concept increased with age between the 3 
age groups in the sample. Most year 4 pupils had difficulty with this question which may 
be related to the fact that the majority of this age group did not measure the temperature 
in the investigation. It may be that these pupils were unable to understand the concept of 
temperature as a continuum and instead were operating with a misconception of hot and 
cold as discrete categories. 
7.4.1. Interaction of the application of the concept in the dissolving 
investigations and understanding in the concept probe 
When the overall concept probe scores (the concept score minus the misconcept score) 
are correlated with the two overall investigation scores for Dissolving I and Dissolving I I , 
the correlations are low (.35, .28 and .24, .19 respectively). 
Table 125 shows the result of comparing responses to the question in the concept probe 
about dissolving time and temperature with Dissolving I I investigation scores. 
INVESTIGATION 
Response to specific question in 
concept probe 
Low(<11) High (=>11) 
Used concept 10 22 
No use of concept 14 6 
Table 125: Comparison of specific concept probe question and Dissolving II investigation scores 
The table shows that a good response to the concept probe question does not relate to 
performance in the investigation. A poor response to the concept probe question however 
is more likely to lead to poor performance in the investigation. 
Considering the more detailed aspects of the investigation, we might expect the child's 
understanding of dissolving to be influential at four points in the dissolving 
investigations: 
1. At the point of prediction or hypothesis. 
2. At the point of deciding what factors might effect dissolving e.g. quantity of sugar, 
water and the frequency of stirring. The concept that the pupil holds will effect whether 
s/he consider which variables need to be controlled. 
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3. At the point of measuring the dissolving time - i f the pupil has a confused concept of 
dissolving (see last section) then the accuracy of measurement of dissolving time may be 
effected. 
4. In forming a conclusion. 
We shall consider each of these in turn. 
The predictions for the Dissolving I investigation took a variety of forms. These were 
coded and then aggregated into two categories: 'explicit' or 'implicit' predictions. 
'Explicit' predictions were defined as those where the relationship between grain size and 
dissolving time was made explicit. For example: 
The smallest granuals will dissolve the quickest and the biggest granuals will 
dissolve the slowest 
Some groups (3 groups at Y4 and 3 at Y6) predicted on the basis of the colour of the 
sugar: 
The Brown Sugers will dissolve first and the Whites will dissolve last. 
'Implicit' predictions refer to those in which the concept of grain size was, or could be, 
implied from the prediction but was not made explicit. For example, this group labelled 
their boxes of sugar A-D and then listed the order of dissolving correctly but did not 
explain their reasoning: 
A first, B second, D third, C fourth (Y9) 
Some of the terms used to describe the sugar such as 'thick', 'thin', 'hard', 'heavy' or 
'lumpy' were often used in the prediction- for example: 
the finest suger will dessolve the quickest and the thiker suger will take longer (Y6) 
the finer white sugar (1) will dissolve first, then(2) a heavier white sugar, then (3) a 
fine brown sugar, and lastly (4) a heavier brown sugar. (Y9) 
The following Y6 group used the colour of the sugar and 'lumpy' to make a reverse 
prediction: 
the brown lumpy sugar will dissolve quickest then the brown sugar, then the lumpy 
white and last the normal white sugar. 
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Two groups both in Y4 made reverse prediction on the basis of size, the second 
explaining their reasoning by saying that, because there were fewer 'lumps', they thought 
dissolving would be quicker: 
/ think that the biggest will dessolve first ( Y 4 ) 
The brown sugar will dissolve first because ther are bigger and less lumps of sugar 
(Y4) 
Implicit (grain size) Explicit (grain size) Explicit (colour) 
Y4 (N=16) 5 8 3 
Y6 (N=16) 5 8 3 
Y9 (N=20) 6 14 
Table 126: Implicit and explicit use of the concept of grain size in the prediction in the investigation 
Table 126 shows that half of the Y4 and Y6 pupils in the sample and about 2/3 of Y9 
pupils used the concept of grain size explicitly in their prediction. Not surprisingly, it 
was the younger Y4 and Y6 groups who used the colour of the sugar as the basis for their 
prediction. When explicit predictions are correlated with the overall concept scores, the 
result is a weak correlation of 0.42. Table 127 shows that a high score in the concept 
probe was consistent with an explicit prediction suggesting that those pupils who had a 
good grasp of the concept of dissolving (a concept score of 8-9) were likely to make an 
explicit prediction using the concept of grain size and dissolving. 
Overall Concept Probe Score Explicit prediction (grain size) Implicit prediction (grain size) / 
prediction on the basis of colour 
3-4 3(2Y6, 1Y4) 4 (2Y6, 2Y4) 
5-7 11 (4Y9, 2Y6.5Y4) 18 (6Y4,6Y6, 6Y9) 
8-9 16 (10Y9 ,4Y6 , 2Y4) 
Table 127: Overall concept probe score and type of prediction 
In Dissolving I I , most pupils were able to explicitly relate dissolving time to temperature 
as the following examples show: 
/'. Hot goes slow and cold goes fast 
ii. I think the sugar will dissolve faster in hot water 
Hi. I think the hotter the water the faster it will dissolve 
iv. Hot water will go slower and cold water will go faster 
-v.-Hot goes slow and cold goes fast 
vi. I think the hot water will melt the sugar 
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There were few reverse predictions (e.g. iv and v) and even fewer examples of the 
concept being implicit (e.g. v). Compared to the Dissolving I task, the predictions were 
much less varied. This might be because pupils are less familiar with the concept 
involved in Dissolving I - grain size and dissolving time - than they are with the 
Dissolving I I concept of dissolving and temperature which they might associate, for 
example, with sugar dissolving faster in hot tea than in cold water. 
The second point at which conceptual understanding is most likely to interact with 
procedural understanding in the investigation is when the control variables are selected. 
Correlating the fair test score with the overall concept scores in both dissolving 
investigations results in weak correlations (0.18,0.25 respectively). 
Similarly when the third possible point of interaction namely, the accuracy of 
measurement of dissolving time is correlated with the overall concept score, again the 
correlations are weak for both investigations (0.20, 0.002 respectively). 
A fourth point of interaction is at the end of the investigation when the pupil considers 
how to interpret the data and arrive at a conclusion. However, when the use of the 
concept in the conclusion is correlated with the overall concept probe scores, the 
correlations are low (0.20, 0.07 respectively). 
To summarise, in the Dissolving investigations, the overall concept that children hold 
about dissolving, as measured by the concept probe, had some influence on the prediction 
that pupils made in Dissolving I , but little effect on any of the other points at which the 
concept might be expected to have an effect. 
7.4.2. The quality of evidence categories and conceptual understanding 
The dissolving concept probe scores were analysed in terms of the quality of evidence 
categories (table 128). 
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Concept Probe 
Dissolving I Dissolving II 
Quality of evidence category in 
the investigation 
Overall score Specific question /1 Overall score 
1a. Qualitative + limited 
understanding 
6 .4 5.6 
1 b. Qualitative + some 
understanding 
5 .5 5.5 
2ai. Quantitative, no order, 
limited generalisation 
5 .3 5.3 
2aii Quantitative, no order with 
generalisation 
6 .7 6.1 
2b. Quantitative, order + limited 
understanding of evidence 
5 1.0 7.0 
3. Quantitative + order + some 
understanding of evidence 
7 1.0 6.7 
Table 128: Group categorisation and mean concept probe scores (scaled out of ten except where otherwise 
stated). 
There is some evidence of progression between the categories in the specific question in 
Dissolving II but the overall concept probe scores show little variation between the 
quality of evidence categories for both investigations. 
7.5. Comparison of the two concepts 
7.5.1. Comparison of understanding evidence in the data probes for Forces 
and Dissolving 
Overall data probe score Measurement score Data handling score 
Forces Dissolving Forces Dissolving Forces Dissolving 
Y4 3.9 4.3 4.9 3.8 3.0 4.9 
Y6 4.2 5.9 5.3 5.5 3.2 6.3 
Y9 5.1 6.0 6.3 5.7 4.0 6.3 
Table 129: Mean scores for concepts of evidence in the Forces and Dissolving data probes by age 
(all scores scaled out of ten) 
The overall data probe scores in the table above suggest that pupils' understanding of 
evidence in the Dissolving context was a little better than in the Forces context but still 
not high (mean scores at Y9 are 5.1 for Forces and 6.0 for Dissolving). In the Forces 
context, pupils seem to find measurement easier than data handling at all ages whereas 
the reverse was true in the Dissolving context. 
In both contexts, there is a steady increase in scores with age but in the Forces context, 
the increase is greater between Y6 and Y9 than between Y4 and Y6 whereas in the 
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Dissolving context, the scores improve more between Y4 and Y6 with very little change 
between Y6 and Y9. 
Repeatability Range & Graph type Graph type Pattern score Pattern score 
score interval (categoric (continuous (categoric data) (continuous 
data)* data)* data) 
Forces Diss Forces Diss Forces Diss Forces Diss Forces Diss Forces Diss 
Y4 3.3 3.9 6.6 3.7 0 0 0 0 8.1 8.5 3.8 3.1 
Y6 3.9 5.6 6.3 5.5 1 0 4 2 8.1 8.7 4.1 6.0 
Y9 4.4 4.8 8.3 6.6 0 3 6 8 9.2 9.1 5.8 5.3 
Tabic 130: Comparison of scores for individual concepts of evidence in the two data probes (mean scores scaled 
out of ten except for * where figures are totals of groups of pupils responding appropriately to one question) 
Comparing specific concepts of evidence (table 130), in the Forces context, repeatability 
was much less well understood than range and interval at all ages, whereas in the 
Dissolving context, this difference was only apparent at Y9; at Y4 and Y6, these two 
concepts were equally understood. At all three ages, the scores for repeatability are lower 
in the Forces context than in the Dissolving context whereas for range and interval they 
are higher. The scores increase with age for both concepts in Forces but only for range 
and interval scores in the Dissolving context. 
The scores for choice of graph type are very similar in both contexts with few pupils able 
to understand appropriate graph type for continuous and even fewer for categoric data. In 
both contexts, there was a large proportion of Y4 groups who were unable to read line 
graphs. 
Pupils appeared to be well able to decipher patterns in categoric data in both contexts but 
less able in continuous data. Both these scores increase with age in the Forces context 
but, in the Dissolving context, the increase is only apparent in the pattern scores for 
categoric data. The Dissolving pattern score involved reading a table with an inversely 
proportional pattern i.e. as temperature increases, dissolving time decreases as opposed to 
the equivalent Forces table which is somewhat easier in that the pattern is directly 
proportional. Also, as mentioned previously, the continuous score involves questions 
about the table with gaps which pupils did find difficult. 
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7.5.2. Comparison of the understanding, application and synthesis of 
concepts of evidence in the four investigations 
In all four contexts, the analysis of the relationship between the group's performance in 
the investigation and their responses to the data probe resulted in a low correlation (0.46, 
0.46, 0.39 and 0.46 for Forces I and I I , Dissolving I and I I respectively). 
Additional analysis into high and low scores is compared in the next table. 
F O R C E S 1 
Investigation 
Data Probe Low (<5) High (=>5) 
Low (<5) 33 25 
High (=>5) 10 31 
F O R C E S II 
Investigation 
Data Probe Low (<5) High (=>5) 
Low (<5) 21 40 
High (=>5) 6 32 
DISSOLVING I 
Investigation 
Data Probe Low (<9) High (=>9) 
Low (<5) 35 38 
High (=>5) 2 25 
DISSOLVING II 
Investigation 
Data Probe Low(<11) High (=>11) 
Low (<5) 42 31 
High (=>5) 4 23 
Table 131: Comparison of the investigation and the relevant data probe scores for the four Durham 
investigations (figures are % of groups for each task) 
In all four investigations, the lowest percentage of groups occurs in the cell which 
represents a low score in the investigation but a high score in the data probe. This 
suggests that pupils who did not do well in the practical investigation as measured by the 
investigation scores, were unlikely to score highly in the data probe. 
An examination of the relationship between understanding and application of specific 
concepts of evidence is shown in figure 42. Apart from the lack of relationship referred 
to above, the most noticeable feature of this figure is that application and, to a lesser 
extent understanding, is greater in Y9. In some instances, the scores for the 
understanding of concepts of evidence are considerably higher than those which reflect 
their application in a practical situation. There are more of these instances than of the 
opposite relationship, that is, application being greater than understanding. This finding 
must be regarded as tentative however because the same aspects of each concept were not 
necessarily tested in the data probes and the investigations. For example, in the data 
probe, pupils were presented with tables of data with an anomalous reading and asked 
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Figure 42: A comparison of the scores for understanding and application of concepts of evidence by age and 
associated concept 
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how they would interpret and handle these repeated measurements whereas, in the 
investigations, pupils had to decide to repeat their measurements. 
Some concepts of evidence were applied in the investigation but the same ideas appeared 
not to be understood in the data probe. This was shown, for example, at Y4 in relation to 
understanding patterns in continuous data or at Y6 in understanding range and interval 
associated with Forces. In both these instance, pupils can apply their understanding in 
practical tasks but could not express the same knowledge in an interview situation. One 
possible explanation is that the interview questions were not targeting the same 
understanding and / or were not understood by the pupils. Another possibility is that this 
type of understanding may be implicit, or tacit. In Chapter 2, we noted that the literature 
suggests that investigative work provides opportunities to demonstrate implicit 
knowledge. The findings reported here would support this view in that the understanding 
of some ideas about evidence demonstrated in the practical tasks did not appear to be 
accessible in the interview situation. 
The relationship between the understanding elicited in the data probe and the synthesis of 
ideas about evidence in the investigation again showed little relationship. The only 
suggestion of a relationship is in the pattern scores specific to each investigation. Here, in 
Forces I and Dissolving I I , there is a steady increase in scores with the quality of evidence 
categories (table 132). In Dissolving I , the scores remain about the same but in Forces I I , 
the quality of evidence categories show no clear relationship to the understanding elicited 
in the data probe. The understanding of patterns in data in some tasks then may be 
related to the ability to synthesise ideas about evidence in the investigation. 
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Quality of evidence category 
in the investigation 
Forces I Forces II Dissolving I Dissolving II 
Pattern score Pattern score Pattern score Pattern score 
1a. Qualitative + limited 
understanding 
7.9 0 8.8 2.7 
1b. Qualitative + some 
understanding 
7.9 3.3 9.0 4.5 
2a. Quantitative but no order 8.3 6.7 8.7 5.1 
2b. Quantitative, order + ltd. 
understanding 
8.5 5.7 8.8 5.6 
3. Quantitative + order + 
some understanding 
9.0 4.2 8.9 6.2 
Table 132: Mean scores for concepts of evidence in the data probe directly relevant to four tasks and the quality 
of evidence categories (all scores scaled out of ten) 
7.5.3. Comparison of the conceptual understanding for the two concepts 
The following table shows that the concept scores are higher for the Dissolving tasks than 
the Forces tasks and the misconcept scores correspondingly lower, suggesting that pupils' 
understanding of the concept of dissolving was better than their understanding of Forces. 
Forces Dissolving 
Concept score Misconcept score Concept score Misconcept score (2) 
Y4 3.4 7.1 5.9 0.5 
Y6 4.3 6.1 6.1 0.6 
Y9 4.3 5.3 7.2 0.5 
Y12 4.5 2.4 - -
Table 133: Concept and misconcept scores in the forces concept probe by age scaled out of ten (except for 
Dissolving misconcept score: out of 2) 
As already described, in these four investigations, there was little apparent relationship 
between the pupils' understanding of the relevant concept and their performance in the 
tasks with the correlations being very low. 
7.6. Chapter summary 
In this chapter pupils' understanding of second hand evidence has been examined by 
analysing the results of the data probes. Pupils' understanding was generally low (range 
3.9-6.0 /10 for overall scores by age) but improved with age and experience. It should be 
noted that the understanding of design was not tested in the data probes so that these 
results are limited to measurement and data handling. 
Analysis of specific concepts of evidence in the data probe shows that graph type was 
poorly understood. On the other hand, the scores for the understanding of patterns in 
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categoric data were high suggesting that this concept was well understood. The mean 
scores for the other concepts tested namely, repeatability, range and interval and the 
pattern score for continuous data, were clustered around the mid-point. 
Comparison with the investigation scores in the same context showed that pupils who 
have high scores in the investigation tend to score highly in the data probe but a low score 
on the data probe does not necessarily mean poor practical performance. In all other 
respects, there is little relationship between the data probe and the investigation scores. 
There were some instances where the scores for the understanding of concepts of 
evidence were considerably higher than those which reflected their application in a 
practical situation. When pupils are presented with second hand data in an interview 
situation, they may show an understanding of a particular concept of evidence but, in 
reality, when in a practical situation, they do not necessarily apply the same idea. One 
possible reason for this is that they do not see the need to do so. For example, i f we take 
the concept of repeatability, when faced with repeated data, pupils may understand its 
purpose and how to use it but in the school laboratory situation they may not see the need 
to do so. Although in the PACKS project, in order to focus pupils on the collection of 
reliable and valid data, care was taken to set the tasks within meaningful contexts and to 
include the competitions in the continuous tasks, pupils do not necessarily engage with 
these ideas. An alternative explanation is that these two measures, that is the data probe 
and the investigation, are testing different types of understanding. It is likely that the data 
probe is testing understanding whereas the investigation is testing the application of ideas 
about evidence. 
In other instances, the scores for the application of concepts of evidence in the 
investigation were considerably higher than those which reflected understanding in the 
data probe. It is possible that tacit understanding is being applied in practical tasks which 
cannot be accessed by interview techniques. 
The relationship between understanding and synthesis appeared to be limited to the 
understanding of patterns in data but this was not consistent across all four tasks. 
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The analysis of the concept probe scores and their comparison with the application scores 
in the investigation showed that, that in these four tasks, pupils' general understanding of 
the concept had a limited influence on performance. The only exception was in the 
prediction in the Dissolving I task, where pupils who scored highly in the concept probe 
were more likely to make an explicit prediction but, in the other investigations and at 
other points where one might expect to find that the underlying concept would affect 
performance, the results showed that in these four tasks the concept had little influence. 
A comparison of pupils' general conceptual understanding and the synthesis of ideas 
about evidence in the investigation again showed little relationship in these four tasks. 
When the more specific questions about the concept directly relevant to the task were 
compared with the quality of evidence categories, there was some increase in the Forces I 
scores and a steady increase in the Dissolving I I scores. We are forced to conclude that, 
in some tasks, there may be a relationship between conceptual understanding and the 
synthesis of ideas about evidence but that this varies with the task. 
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CHAPTER 8: How DO PUPILS UNDERSTAND 'SECOND HAND' 
EVIDENCE IN UNFAMILIAR SITUATIONS? 
In the last chapter, pupils' understanding of second hand data was explored by interview 
using the data probe. The second-hand data used in the data probes was associated with 
the same substantive concept as the investigation that the pupils had just carried out. In 
this chapter, pupils' understanding and application of concepts of evidence in relation to 
second hand data in unfamiliar situations, associated with other substantive concepts, will 
be explored. 
In Phase 2 of the PACKS project, a separate sample of pupils was asked to complete a 
self-completion written questionnaire focusing on particular concepts of evidence (see 
Chapter 3, p. 113-115, for details of the concepts and the sample) in a variety of contexts 
(see Appendix 6a). The assumption was made that these were unfamiliar contexts. (It is 
of course possible, but unlikely, that pupils had just completed an investigation identical 
with any of those presented in the questionnaire and also possible that pupils may have 
met these contexts before in science.) 
Comparisons of the results of the Phase 2 questionnaire with the results from the data 
probe or the investigation can only be made in instances where the same concepts were 
targeted in the investigation or the data probe and in the questionnaire (table 134). 
Concepts of 
evidence 
Phase 2 questionnaire Investigations Data probes 
Range and interval / Forces II, Dissolving II • 
Repeatability Forces 1 and II, Dissolving 1 and II • 
Fair test / design • Forces 1 and II, Dissolving 1 and II -
Patterns • Forces 1 and II, Dissolving 1 and II • 
Table 134: Concepts of evidence in Phase 2 common to investigations and the data probes 
Other concepts of evidence which had not been tested in Phase I of the project, such as 
sampling and appropriate accuracy, were also included in the questionnaire. 
It should be noted that the age of pupils sampled was restricted to secondary pupils (Y7, 
Y9 and Y l 1) in Phase 2 for reasons already discussed (chapter 3, p. l 12) whereas the 
investigations were carried out by pupils in Y4, Y6 and Y9 (Y12 in Forces II). Again, the 
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methods of data collection differ in that the Phase 2 questionnaire was written, the data 
probe was by interview and the investigation combined observation (using the checklist) 
and questioning techniques with an analysis of pupils' reports. 
The methods of analyses of the questions in the Phase 2 questionnaire were discussed in 
chapter 4, p. 152-153. The coding schemes for each question are reported in Appendix 
6b. 
8.1. Concepts associated with reliability 
8.1.1. Sample size 
Prior to this question, the pupils had been introduced to the context of a shoe shop selling 
four different types of training shoe (see question 1, Appendix 6a for preceding question). 
Pupils were then asked the following question: 
Supposing the shop wanted to find out which of these four trainers most people 
liked the look of best. How many people should the shoe shop ask? 
They were then asked for a reason for their choice of sample size: 
Say why you chose that number. 
The sample sizes selected by pupils ranged from 1 to 1500 people. 
Choice of sample size Percentage numbers of pupils (N=697) 
=<10 people 18 
11-50 people 22 
>51 people 50 
Description (e.g. a lot, many people) 5 
No response / misunderstood question 5 
Table 135: Choice of sample size 
Table 135 shows that half the pupils thought that it was necessary to ask more than 50 
people while eighteen percent of pupils thought a sample size of less than 10 would be 
sufficient. Five percent used descriptive or qualitative categories such as 'a lot' or 'many' 
to answer the question. 
When the data for numerical responses are analysed by age (table 136), progression is 
apparent with the proportion of pupils selecting a sample of >50 rising from a third at Y7 
to two thirds at Y l 1. Although the number of pupils who selected ten or less people 
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declines with age, the percentage of pupils at Y l 1 who chose this small sample size is 
still substantial (11%). 
Y7 
(N=247) 
Y9 
(N=289) 
Y11 
(N=118) 
Y12 
(N=43) 
=<10 people 26 17 11 
11-50 people 27 21 14 9 
>51 people 33 54 66 79 
Description 7 4 3 12 
No response / misunderstood question 6 5 5 -
Table 136: Choice of sample size by age (figures represent percentage in each age group) 
8.1.2. Reasons for the choice of sample size 
Table 137 shows that just over half the pupils cited variability as a reason for their choice 
while about a third (34%) stated that it was the only reason: 
(100) because you have to cater for different ages and sexes and make sure you 
can get a majority. 
(100) because then you have a better idea of what people like because you have 
asked a range of people. 
Variability Ease of 
calculation 
No 
response / 
uncodable 
Fair 
chance for 
trainer to 
be chosen 
Other Four 
people 
Misunder-
stood 
question 
=<10 people 4 2 2 2 2 7 1 
11-50 people 15 3 2 5 3 - <1 
>51 people 29 22 3 3 3 - 1 
Description 4 - 1 <1 <1 - <1 
No response/ 
misunderstood 
question 
" 5 ~ " 1 
Total 
percentage 
52 27 13 10 8 7 3 
Table 137: Reasons for choice of sample sizes (Note T>100 because some pupils gave more than one reason for 
their choice of sample size) 
Twenty-seven percent of pupils gave ease of calculation as one of their reasons with 17% 
percent giving it as their only reason: 
(100) so they can be put straight into a percentage table. 
(about 100) because you can get a % out of it and you'll be able to get an average. 
But did these pupils also select a large number for reasons of variability but, for some 
reason, not record that? It is impossible to tell - all we can conclude is that they focused 
on ease of calculation and chose, whether consciously or unconsciously, not to include 
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variability in their written response. The design of the open question has this inherent 
limitation. A multichoice, as opposed to an open question, might have prompted the 
pupils who had variability in their minds to record it. Nevertheless, the disadvantage of 
multichoice questions is that answers might be suggested to respondents who otherwise 
might not have thought of them. 
Some pupils (8%) cited both ease of calculation and variability as reasons. For these 
pupils, it is impossible to decide which was the main reason or, indeed, i f both had equal 
weight. 
Providing a fair opportunity for the trainer to be chosen was one of the reasons given by 
11% of pupils. This usually meant that the size of the sample was a multiple of four. 
Some examples are given below: 
(40) I chose this number because if the shoes were all evenly matched each one 
would be liked by 10 people. 
(80) I chose that number because there are 4 pairs of trainers and on average there 
would be 20 people for each pair of trainers so this gives each pair an equal chance. 
The choice of four people is an interesting misconception of an adequate sample size and 
was chosen by 46 pupils (7%) in the sample: 
(4) because there is four different types of trainers. 
(4) then each shoe might get one each or none or even more. 
Thirteen percent of pupils gave no or an uncodable (usually illegible) reason for their 
choice of sample size. 
How many pupils chose a reasonable sample size and gave variability as at least one of 
their reasons for doing so? I f we restrict the analysis to sample sizes over 50, then 29% 
of pupils match these criteria. I f sample sizes of over 10 people are included, the 
percentage rises to 44%. I f we also include those pupils who chose a reasonable sample 
size for the stated reason of ease of calculation assuming that they also implicitly 
understood the notion of variability, then the total figures rise from 51% (sample size of 
>50 people) to 69% (sample size of >10 people). Thirty-one percent then selected a 
sample size which was either inadequate in number and / or selected for explicit reasons 
other than variability or ease of calculation. 
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When the reasons for choice of sample size are analysed by age, the results in table 138 
emerge. 
Y7 Y9 Y11 Y12 
(N=247) (N=289) (N=118) (N=43) 
Variability 40 55 56 74 
Ease of calculation 21 28 37 33 
No response / uncodable 17 11 10 5 
Fair chance for the trainer to be chosen 31 30 12 3 
Other 8 5 10 19 
Four people 11 5 2 -
Misunderstood question / 7 1 - -
Table 138: Reason for choice of sample size by age (figures represent percentage in each age group; total for each 
age group may =>100% because some pupils gave more than one reason) 
The percentage of pupils citing variability as a reason for their choice of sample size 
increases from Y7 but then remains about the same between Y9 and Y l 1 (55/56% of 
pupils). There is also a gradual increase from Y7 to Y l 1 in the number of pupils who 
gave ease of calculation as a reason. Put together, these reasons account for 61% of Y7 to 
93%of Y l l . 
Relatively more older ( Y l l ) than younger pupils mentioned practical issues as one of 
their reasons which explains the increase in the percentage of Y l 1 in the 'other' category: 
(100) It would be too costly and time consuming to interview more people. 
(50) The shoe shop needs to ask enough people to get a wide variety of opinions 
but by asking 50 people they can perhaps get the questioning over in one day 
rather than having it drag on for days. 
For all other reasons there is a decrease with age. 
A sample size of only 4 people was chosen by 28 Y7 pupils, 16 Y9 pupils and 2 Y l 1 
pupils so whilst it is more prevalent in Y7, the idea still persists at Y9 and even at Y l 1. 
When the percentage for choosing a reasonable sample size and giving variability as at 
least one of their reasons is broken down by age, the results in table 139 emerge. 
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Y7 Y9 Y11 Y12 
(N=247) (N=289) (N=118) (N=43) 
Sample size of >10 and variability 33 47 51 65 
as a reason for the choice. 
Sample size of >50 and variability 17 32 38 58 
as a reason for the choice. 
Table 139: Pupils making a reasonable choice of sample size and citing variability as a reason for their choice 
(figures represent percentage in each age group). 
Overall, the results suggest that the concept of sample size is not well understood. 
Although the majority of pupils chose a reasonable sample size, a minority explicitly 
stated variability as a reason for their choice. Teachers cannot assume that a pupil who 
chooses an apparently appropriate sample size is doing so for scientifically valid reasons. 
The range of misconceptions revealed by the question, which to a lesser extent persist in 
the older age groups, could be useful in informing teaching about this particular aspect of 
scientific evidence. 
8.1.3. Range 
This question, like the previous one, was also set within the context of testing training 
shoes, asking pupils to consider how the weight of the runner affects the durability of the 
sole of the trainer: 
John, Brenda, Louise and Daniel thought that the weight of the person would also 
make a difference to how long the trainer lasts. 
So John said he would ask some of his friends to try out the Apollo trainers. They 
would have to agree to run 20 miles a week for 10 weeks. These are the weights of 
some of John's friends: 
Weight kg 
Bill 66 
Sarah 63 
Joanne 71 
Kevin 57 
Steve 85 
John said I'll ask Sarah and Kevin 
No, it would be better to choose Joanne, Kevin and Steve argued Brenda. 
Just Joanne and Steve would do, said Louise. 
Daniel said I think we sliould ask Kevin and Steve 
Or we could ask Bill, Sarah and Kevin, added John who had now changed his mind. 
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Write down the names of the people you would choose. 
Why did you choose those people? 
The question addresses not only range (as in Daniel's choice) but also, and to a lesser 
extent, the idea of an appropriate number of readings and the interval between them. The 
analysis assumes, however, that the choice of range is the first decision to make in the 
selection of the weights of the runners and only then intermediate readings. The nature of 
the question does not allow the notion of interval to be explored in any depth. 
Forty-seven percent of pupils chose runners who would give both a good range of weights 
and some intermediate readings (table 140). Twenty-five percent chose runners of one 
extreme plus other weights which suggests a lack of understanding of the concept of 
range. Sixteen percent of pupils chose the extreme weights of runners only, indicating 
that they understood the notion of range but failing to demonstrate an understanding of 
interval. 
Of the 47% who selected a good range and interval of weights of runners, the majority 
(41%) explained their choice referring to the range or the difference between the runners' 
weights. The second most common reason for the choice of any combination of runners 
was to refer to one of the extreme runners i.e. the heaviest or the lightest, a reason given 
by 14% of pupils. 
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Reason for choice 
Choice of 
weights of 
runners 
Reference to 
difference or range 
Reference 
to number 
of runners 
Reference 
to one 
extreme 
About 
the 
same 
weight 
Average 
weight 
No 
response / 
uncodable 
Total 
% 
Range and 
interval 
41 2 <1 - - 3 47 
One 
extreme + 
other 
weights 
9 12 1 3 25 
Range only 15 - <1 - - <1 16 
No 
response / 
uncodable 
8 8 
Middle 
weights 
only 
<1 2 <1 3 
One runner 
only 
- - <1 - <1 - <1 
Total % 66 2 14 3 <1 14 99 
Table 140: Reasons for choice of weights of runners (figures represent percentages) 
Analysis by age of the choice of weights of runners (table 141) shows that the percentage 
selecting a good range and interval increases with age, although between Y9 and Y l 1 the 
increase is small (4%). 
Y7 Y9 Y11 Y12 
Choice of weights of runners (N=247) (N=289) (N=118) (N=43) 
Range and interval 32 51 55 86 
One extreme + other weights 37 20 20 5 
Range only 15 18 15 9 
No response / uncodable 11 7 7 -
Middle weights only 4 3 3 -
One runner only 1 0 1 -
Table 141: Choice of weights of runners by age (figures represent percentage in each age group) 
Analysis by age of the reasons for the pupil's choice of runners (table 142) shows the 
expected progression, although again, the increase between Y9 and Y l 1 is relatively 
small. 
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Y7 Y9 Y11 Y12 
(N=247) (N=289) (N=118) (N=43) 
Reference to difference or range 50 72 79 79 
Reference to one extreme 25 10 3 7 
No response, uncodable, other reason 21 12 9 -
About the same weight 3 3 4 -
Reference to number of runners 1 2 2 14 
Average weight - 1 2 -
Table 142: Reason for choice of weights of runners by age (figures represent percentage in each age group) 
The relatively high number of Y12 pupils (14%) who referred to the number of runners 
may be explained in terms of the fact that many of these pupils gave more than one 
reason for their choice: 
so that you get a wide range of people to compare and contrast it gives a good 
range of data to anliyes more is better, (sic) 
Nevertheless there was a tendency to focus on the 'more is better' reason: 
(choice - all of them) because more results, more accurate. 
Although more readings are better than few, the first decision in the process of selecting 
the sample should be on the basis of range and then interval. I f the reason is only the 
number of readings, then there is the possibility of many readings being collected at one 
end of the range. 
The 41% of pupils who chose a sensible range and interval and who also gave the 
difference or range of the readings as the reason for their choice (table 140) are 
distributed across the age groups as in table 143. 
Y7 Y9 Y11 Y12 
(N=247) (N=289) (N=118) (N=43) 
Reasonable choice of range and interval 
and giving range as a reason for the choice. 
25 45 51 72 
Table 143: Pupils who made a reasonable choice of runners and cited range as a reason for their choice (figures 
represent percentage in each age group). 
Again there is considerable progression between Y7 and Y9 (20%) but a much smaller 
increase between Y9 and Y l 1 (6%). 
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Comparison ofpupils' understanding of range and interval in Phase 2 with application in the 
investigations and understanding in the data probe 
Y7 Y9 Y11 Y12 
Understanding and 
application in the 
Phase 2 questionnaire 
Range - choice (%) 32 51 55 86 
Range - choice and reason(%) 25 45 51 72 
Y4 Y6 Y9 Y12 
Application in the 
Forces II investigation 
Range (out of 1) 0.6 0.8 0.9 0.5 
Interval (out of 1) 0.3 0.7 0.9 1.0 
Understanding in the 
Forces data probe 
Range and interval score (scaled out of 10) 6.6 6.3 8.3 8.5 
Application in the 
Dissolving II 
investigation 
Range (out of 1) 0.2 0.6 0.6 
Interval (out of 1) 0.0 0.3 0.5 
Understanding in the 
Dissolving data probe 
Range and interval score (scaled out of 10) 3.7 5.5 6.6 
Table 144: Comparison of understanding of range in the Phase 2 questionnaire with the investigations and data 
probes 
In the Phase 2 range question, by Y9, almost half of the pupils in the sample made a 
reasonable choice of range and cited range explicitly as a reason for their choice. Mean 
scores were also at, or above, the midpoint for the investigation scores and the data probe 
scores by Y9 (table 144). The low proportion of Y7 pupils choosing a sensible range in 
the Phase 2 questionnaire compared to the relatively high scores of Y6 on the other two 
measures (investigations and data probes) may suggest that Y7 pupils have difficulty with 
the written format and find it easier to apply this understanding in a practical situation. 
8.1.4. Repeatability questions 
Two questions addressed different aspects of the issue of repeatability. The first question 
examined ways of handling and interpreting repeated readings while the second asked 
pupils to consider the relative value of collecting repeated readings as opposed to not 
doing so. Each of these questions will be considered in turn. 
Question 1 
We tried the waterproof test on four other kinds of trainers. We tested each type of 
trainer three times. Here are our results: 
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first time(g) second time(g) third time(g) 
Fast Fliers 80 70 80 
Suparunners 50 20 60 
Martians 60 50 70 
Gazelles 40 50 30 
Which of these 4 trainers is the most waterproof? 
Put a circle round the most important number (or numbers) in the table that you 
used to decide. 
How did you work out your answer? 
Which trainers were the least waterproof? 
Seventy-three percent of all the pupils made the correct choice of the most waterproof 
trainer and 74% the correct choice of the least waterproof. 
Y7 Y9 Y11 Y12 
(N=247) (N=289) (N=118) (N=43) 
Correct choice of the most waterproof trainer 59 79 83 81 
Correct choice of the least waterproof trainer 63 79 83 81 
Table 145: Choice of trainer by age (figures represent the percentage in each age group) 
Analysis by age reveals some progression (table 145) with a larger increase in the 
percentage of pupils answering correctly between Y7 and Y9 than between the three older 
age groups. 
Pupils' means of arriving at choice of trainer are shown in table 146. The most common 
method was to add the repeated readings together followed by scanning the table of 
numbers and selecting the trainer that had the lowest or the highest numbers. Problems 
can arise with both of these approaches i f there are anomalous readings. Nevertheless 
these methods, which were used by 62% of pupils, might be regarded as stages on the 
way to arriving at the scientific approach of averaging the readings. Only 14% of the 
whole sample calculated an average. 
Of those who made the correct choice of the most waterproof trainer (the Gazelles 
trainer), 43% added the repeat readings. Not surprisingly, the selection of the single 
highest or lowest number was more likely to be the method used by those who arrived at 
the wrong choice of trainer (12% cf. 2%), while averaging was more likely to be used by 
those who arrived at the correct choice (17% cf 10%). 
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Coding category for explanation 
of choice 
All* 
(%) 
Correct choice of trainer (%) Incorrect choice 
(%) 
Sum 38 43 20 
Lowest or highest numbers 24 23 26 
No response / uncodable 16 6 24 
Average 14 17 10 
Prefers one column 6 6 7 
Selection of single highest or 
lowest number 
5 2 1? 
Table 146: Coding categories ("numbers >100% because some pupils gave >1 response) 
Analysis by age of the four most common methods of handling repeat readings shows that 
at Y l 1, approximately one third of pupils added the readings together and that 
approximately a quarter at Y7, Y9 and Y l 1 look for the lowest or highest numbers (figure 
43). The preferred scientific method of averaging repeat readings was used by few pupils 
at Y7 and Y9 (<10%), by only about a quarter of the sample at Y l 1 while, not 
unexpectedly, by the sixth form, 79% of the science specialist pupils chose this method. 
BO •• 
• S u m 
D L o w e s t / h i g h e s t 
n u m b e r s 
H N o r e s p o n s e / 
u n c o d a b l e 
I A v e r a g e 
first time 
(g) 
second 
time (g) 
third time 
(g) 
Fast Fliers 80 70 80 
Suparunners 50 20 60 
Martians 60 50 70 
Gazelles 40 50 30 
Y 7 Y 9 Y 1 1 Y 1 2 
A g e g r o u p s 
Figure 43: Analysis by age of the four most common (>5%) ways of handling repeated readings (figures 
represent the percentage in each age group where for Y7: N=247, Y9: N=289, Y l l : N=118 and Y12: N=43). 
(Table that formed the focus of the question reproduced for reference.] 
Analysis of the responses to circling the numbers showed a large range of responses of 
which the five most common are shown in table 147. A small percentage of pupils (17%) 
circled the 3 repeat readings for the Gazelle trainers while a further 8% circled all the 
numbers. Either of these responses could lead to the 'correct' answer. Forty-seven 
percent of the Y12 pupils chose one of these methods with much smaller percentages 
choosing them in the younger age groups (21, 24 and 29% of pupils at Y7, Y9 and Y l 1 
respectively). Twelve to 18% of pupils across the age groups circled the two lower 
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numbers out of the three in the Gazelle trials suggesting perhaps a tendency to ignore or 
discard the higher figure as an anomalous reading. Of those pupils who made the correct 
choice of trainers and calculated an average, 3% of the sample circled all three Gazelle 
trials, a further 3% circled all the numbers in the table, with the rest circling other 
combinations. 
Percentage of total 
sample 
% Y7 
(N=247) 
% Y9 
(N=289) 
% Y11 
(N=118) 
% Y12 
(N=43) 
Circled 3 repeats for 
Gazelles 
17 17 16 19 26 
Circled 1 st and 3rd 
repeat for Gazelles 
15 12 18 14 12 
No numbers circled 13 12 16 13 
Circled all the numbers 8 4 8 10 21 
Circled 3 repeats for 
Fast Fliers 
6 11 4 3 5 
Table 147: Analysis of the five most common approaches to circling numbers in repeatability question 1. 
Overall, this question suggests that the majority of pupils up to and including Y l 1 handle 
repeated readings by considering all the repeats but that they tend to sum or look for the 
lowest or highest figures rather than averaging the repeated readings. The vast majority 
of the Y12 specialists averaged repeated readings. 
Question 2 
The second repeatability question asks pupils to evaluate two investigations, only one of 
which includes repeated readings: 
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Sally's and Tom's groups decided to find out whether the shrimps prefer to live near 
the top or the bottom of the water. This is what they wrote: 
TOM 's GROUP S A L L Y ' S GROUP 
Apparatus 
We used 20 shrimps and a big glass beaker and 
some water. 
Method 
First we filled the beaker with tap water nearly full. 
We put the shrimps altogether into the water. We 
watched them carefully for about 5 minutes and 
then we counted the shrimps at the top and the 
ones at the bottom. 
Results Top Bottom 
Number of 
shrimps 
12 8 
E 1 0 
5 8 
2 2 
o 
CD 
We put 20 shrimps into a beaker of water and 
counted where they were after 5 minutes. We did 
it four times altogether. 
Top Bottom 
1st time 12 8 
2nd time 11 9 
3rd time 13 7 
4th time 8 12 
10. Whose experiment do you think is likely to give the best results for the fish 
farmer? 
Tick one box: 
Tom's group ? Sally's group ? 
Why? 
Can you say where these shrimps prefer to live? 
Near the top 
Near the bottom 
You can't tell from the results 
The first investigation includes a detailed description of the method while the second has 
less description but includes repeated readings presented as an average in the bar chart. 
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The pupils are asked to choose between the value of the two investigations to a fish 
farmer. 
Seventy-nine percent of pupils preferred the investigation with repeated readings while 
17% chose the other investigation. 
Percentage of 
total sample 
%Y7 pupils 
(N=247) 
%Y9 pupils 
(N=289) 
%Y11 pupils 
(N=118) 
%Y12 pupils 
(N=43) 
Repeated 
readings 
64 47 69 77 86 
Average 16 9 11 28 62 
Description 14 19 13 8 2 
No response/ 
uncodable 
11 15 8 13 2 
Clear result 7 9 7 5 -
Own knowledge 4 8 2 - -
Table 148: Reasons for choice of investigation (>100% because some pupils gave more than one reason) 
Table 148 shows that the majority of pupils of all ages referred to either the repeated 
readings or the average in the second investigation as one of the reasons for their choice. 
Nineteen percent of the Y7 pupils and 13% of the Y9 pupils thought that the detailed 
description of Tom's investigation was the better choice, this percentage falling to 2% at 
Y12. 
The final part of this question which requires pupils to interpret the results of these 
investigations will be discussed later (p.308). 
Overall the results from the second question with regard to repeatability suggest that 
pupils recognised the value of repeated readings but that they tended to refer to the 
repeats themselves rather than referring to the average. The first repeatability question 
tends to support this finding showing that that very few pupils, particularly in the younger 
age groups in the sample, would calculate an average but would choose instead to look 
for the highest or lowest numbers or to add the readings together. This question 
suggested that older pupils are more likely to value the average although the second 
repeatability question found that even at Y l 1, only 28% of pupils mentioned the average, 
with a steep rise to 62% for the Y12 science specialists. 
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Comparison of pupils' understanding of repeatability in Phase 2 with application in the 
investigations and understanding in the data probe 
To make this comparison, the results from Phase 2 for repeatability question 1 were 
analysed so that the percentage of pupils making the correct choice and giving the 
explanation for their choice of the most waterproof trainer as the lowest average, the 
lowest sum or the lowest numbers (table 149) was calculated. For repeatability question 
2, the percentage of pupils who chose the correct answer and gave as their reason either 
the average or the repeated readings were computed for the comparison. 
Repeatability Y7 Y9 Y11 Y12 
Understanding and 
application in the 
Phase 2 questionnaire 
Question 1 - choice and reason (average, 
sum or lowest numbers) (%) 
59 78 80 81 
Question 2 - choice and reason (repeated 
readings / average)(%) 
52 71 76 95 
Y4 Y6 Y9 Y12 
Application in the 
Forces 1 investigation 
Score (out of 1) 0.4 0.6 0.3 
Application in the 
Forces II investigation 
Score (out of 1) 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.4 
Understanding in the 
Forces data probe 
Score (categoric data, scaled out of 10) 3.3 3.9 4.4 7.4 
Application in the 
Dissolving 1 
investigation 
Score (out of 1) .2 .2 .2 
Application in the 
Dissolving II 
investigation 
Score (out of 1) 0 0 0.1 
Understanding in the 
Dissolving data probe 
Score (categoric data, scaled out of 10) 3.9 5.6 4.8 
Table 149: Comparison of understanding of repeatability in the Phase 2 questionnaire with repeatability in the 
investigations and data probes 
The scores for repeatability in the Phase 2 questionnaire suggest that pupils generally 
showed better understanding of this concept than they did in the data probes. Although 
both the data probe and the Phase 2 questions presented pupils with repeated data, it 
should be remembered that there were six questions which make up the data probe scores. 
This may, in part, explain the differing results. 
In terms of application, again the Phase 2 questionnaire elicited much better 
understanding than in the investigations. But, in the investigation, pupils had to actively 
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choose to apply this understanding, whereas in the Phase 2 questionnaire, measurements 
which had already been repeated, were presented to them. 
8.1.5. Accuracy 
The concept of appropriate accuracy is a difficult one to address in a written question. 
The question below attempts to address this idea. Like most of the previous questions, it 
was set in the context of training shoes, presenting pupils with choices of degrees of 
accuracy. 
We decided to check some of the things that the shoe shop was saying so we did some 
tests of our own. We tested three shoes of each kind on the sole test. These are the 
average times that each kind of trainer took to wear away the treads: 
The Sole Test 
Make Sole test (average time) 
Supagrip 
Apollo 
Rough Riders 
Speedking 
14 days, 4 hours, 7 mins. and 39 sec. 
11 days, 11 hours, 28 min., and 8 sec 
12 days, 1 hour, 14 min and 25 sec 
20 days 2 hours 4 mins and 10 sec 
The shoe shop uses the results of their tests to show to their customers. How accurately 
do you think they should present the results of the sole test? 
Please tick one box - the one you agree with: 
In days? 
In days and hours? 
In days, hours and minutes? 
In days, hours, minutes and seconds? 
Why? 
Table 150 shows that the majority of pupils (60%) chose either days or days and hours 
and 38% of the same pupils explained their choice as the appropriate accuracy for the 
customer. The majority of those pupils who chose the maximum accuracy out of the 
possible options (days, hours, minutes and seconds) gave the reason, as would be 
expected, of presenting the results as accurately as possible. 
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Reason for choice 
Choice Total % 
Appropriate 
accuracy 
Accurate 
as possible 
More accurate, 
more 
believable 
Simpler Shows 
closeness 
No reason 
given 
Days 31 19 - <1 8 <1 6 
Days, hrs 29 19 - <1 5 5 3 
Days, hrs, 
mins 
13 8 <1 <1 1 2 1 
Days, hrs, 
mins, sees 
23 1 15 1 <1 3 5 
No 
response 
4 - - - - - 4 
Table 150: Reasons for choice of accuracy (Note T>100 because some pupils gave more than one reason for their 
choice) 
Analysis by age shows that more than half of the three older age groups chose days or 
days and hours but less than half of the Y7 group did so (table 151). 
%Y7 pupils 
(N=247) 
%Y9 pupils 
(N=289) 
%Y11 pupils 
(N=118) 
%Y12 pupils 
(N=43) 
Days 19 36 32 65 
Days and hours 24 31 36 26 
Days, hours and minutes 16 11 14 9 
Days, hours, minutes, seconds 36 20 13 
No response / uncodabte 6 2 6 
Table 151: Choice of accuracy by age 
Further analysis by age shows that there was progression away from the most detailed 
choice because of the belief 'the more accurate the better' by the younger pupils towards 
'appropriate accuracy' by the older pupils (Figure 44). The 'simpler to understand' 
reason can be interpreted as either easier for the pupil to understand or easier for the shoe 
shop's customers to understand. I f the latter, then such reasons could also be classified as 
'appropriate accuracy'. In this case, then more than half of the Y12 sample and a third of 
the Y9 and Y l 1 sample chose days for reasons concerned with appropriate accuracy. 
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Figure 44: Analysis by age of choice and reason 
8.2. Concepts associated with validity 
8.2.1. Fair test 
This question asked pupils to consider what constitutes a fair test: 
THE WATERPROOF TEST 
We put the same amount of cotton wool into 
each shoe and sealed off the top. We then 
sprayed water onto each shoe for 30 minutes and 
weighed the cotton wool again to find out how 
much water had gone through the shoe. 
Underline the words in the box above that tell you that the shoe shop did a fair test 
in the waterproof test. 
Do you need to know anything else to know that it was fair? 
Ninety-three percent of pupils underlined at least one control variable in the description 
of the waterproof test with twenty-seven percent underlining one or two variables and 
65% underlining three or more variables. Analysis by age shows that, even at Y7, 90% of 
pupils underlined at least one variable. Sixty-nine percent of pupils underlined 
extraneous information - for example, pupils underlined 'we sprayed water onto' with 
others underlining the whole description, suggesting perhaps that these pupils do not have 
a clear view of the factors that contribute to a fair test. However, the percentage of pupils 
underlining extraneous information decreased markedly with age from 52% at Y7 to 13% 
at Y9, 17% at Y l 1 and 12% at Y12. 
In answering the question about other control variables, 51% of pupils either repeated 
information from the description, or gave no other control variables. Although the 
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proportion of pupils responding this way decreases with age, at Y l 1, 36% of pupils 
identified no other control variables. More than half of all this group of pupils regardless 
of age either had not underlined anything in the earlier description or underlined 
extraneous information. Of those who did cite other control variables, the most 
commonly cited were the quantity of water (cited by 14% of all pupils), the water 
pressure (12%) and the size of the shoe (12%). Other control variables were cited by less 
than 5% of pupils. 
In summary, while the vast majority of pupils of all ages were able to identify the basic 
features of a fair test, analysis of the responses to this question suggest that some pupils 
may not demonstrate a comprehensive grasp of the concept of the fair test in terms of 
identifying all the relevant control variables in a written question of this kind. 
Comparison of pupils' understanding of fair test in Phase 2 with application in the 
investigations 
There were no questions concerning design in the data probe (see chapter 3, p. 100-101 for 
reasons this omission). 
Table 152 shows that pupils' understanding and application of the features of a fair test, 
particularly when the controls are reasonably obvious as in the Forces investigation and in 
the given controls in the Phase 2 questionnaire was good. When the controls are less 
obvious and more complex as in the dissolving investigations for the younger pupils or in 
the question asking pupils to think of other factors to control in the Phase 2 questionnaire, 
then the scores decline. The proportion of pupils not identifying other controls in the 
Phase 2 question suggests that even at Y9 many pupils do not thoroughly understand this 
concept. At this age, 46% of pupils did not identify any other controls. 
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Understanding and Y7 Y9 Y11 Y12 
application in the Phase 2 
questionnaire 
Fair test - given controls identified (%) 90 93 93 100 
no other controls identified (%) 70 46 36 14 
Y4 Y6 Y9 Y12 
Application in the Forces I 
investigation 
Fair test (out of 1) 0.9 1.0 0.9 
Application in the Forces II 
investigation 
Fair test (out of 1) 0.8 0.9 0.9 1.0 
Application in the Dissolving 
I investigation 
Fair test (mean of 3 data points) 0.5 0.7 1.0 
Application in the Dissolving 
II investigation 
Fair test (mean of 3 data points) 0.4 0.8 0.9 
Table 152: Comparison of understanding of fair test in the Phase 2 questionnaire and in the investigations 
8.2.2. Patterns and interpretation 
Pattern 
This question invites pupils to interpret the pattern in a graph in terms of the associated 
variables: 
Simon and Louise were working on a project about the Egyptians and the making of 
the pyramids. They wondered about the Egyptians pulling large pieces of rock up all 
the hills. So they tried pulling a stone up a rough slope measuring the pull at 
different angles. 
p y * 
angle 
Here are their results: 
12 
10 - -
8 - • 
6 
4 • • 
2 
0 
0 50 
angle (°) 
100 
Norman asked them to tell him what they had found out. 
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Louise said: 
On the flat it only took 6N to pull it. At 40 it took 11N 
Norman stopped her: 
No, don't tell me all those numbers. Just tell me what happened. 
Write down what you think Simon and Louise said next. 
A small percentage of pupils (3%) misunderstood the question and gave responses which 
were coded as description (the last category in table 153) or simply repeated information 
from the question (7% in the third category). Clearly, this is a result of misunderstanding 
the question which unfortunately did not emerge in the trialling. With hindsight, the 
question could have been worded more clearly. Further, almost a quarter of the whole 
sample gave no written response to the question which may also indicate confusion about 
the required response. The results should therefore be treated with a degree of caution. 
All Y7 Y9 Y11 Y12 
(N=247) (n=289) (N=118) (N=43) 
Generalisation 62 40 71 71 98 
No response 24 38 17 21 2 
Repeated information 7 11 6 2 
Specific data 4 16 10 6 
Description 3 6 1 1 
Table 153: Pupils' responses by age (figures represent percentage in each age category) 
Table 153 shows an increasing ability with age to arrive at a generalisation with a 
corresponding decrease in the other response categories. 
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Figure 45: Type of generalisation by age group 
Figure 45 shows that with increasing age pupils are more likely to refer to the linear 
relationship or to the fall off in the graph. At Y7, pupils who did make a generalisation 
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were more likely to arrive at a categoric interpretation, comparing pulling the rock along 
the flat with uphill, than to refer to a continuous linear relationship. The percentage of 
pupils who make this kind of categoric interpretation decreases with age. 
Interpretation -
Two questions asked pupils about the interpretation of data. The first asked them to 
interpret a table of data and the second required an analysis and evaluation of a given 
interpretation. 
Question 1 
T R A I N I N G S H O E S 
TEST RESULTS 
We did tests on the four most popular shoes we sell. This is what we did: 
THE SLIPPINESS T E S T 
We put each shoe at the top of a slope and 
changed the angle of the slope. 
We measured the angle at which each began to 
slip. 
THE 'SOLE' T E S T 
We made a machine that pulled each shoe 
backwards and forwards over a concrete surface 
The machine pulled the shoes backwards and 
forwards 20 times each minute. We measured 
how long it took to wear away the treads. 
THE WATERPROOF T E S T 
We put the same amount of cotton wool into 
each shoe and sealed off the top. We then 
sprayed water onto 
These were the results of the tests: Note g = grams, kg = kilograms 
Make Slippiness test Sole test Waterproof test Laces 
test 
Material test 
Supagrip 65° 14 days 10g 5kg 80 days 
Apollo 40° 11 days 60 g 5kg 60 days 
Rough Riders 50° 12 days 80 g 5kg 55 days 
Speedking 75° 20 days 15g 5kg 75 days 
each shoe for 30 minutes and weighed the cotton 
wool again to find out how much water had gone 
through the shoe. 
THE L A C E S T E S T 
We tested each lace to find out how strong it 
was. We hung weights from the laces until they 
snapped. 
THE MATERIAL T E S T 
We made a machine which rubbed a piece of 
wood backwards and forwards over the toe of the 
shoe. 
We measured how long it took for the toe to wear 
through. 
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BETTER TRAINERS 
Look at the page opposite (previous page). You will see the results of some tests 
by a shoe shop to compare different kinds of trainers. Use this information to 
answer these questions: 
1. Which trainers would you recommend based on all these tests? 
Use the numbers to explain why you are recommending that kind of training shoe 
and not the other three: 
The choice of Speedking or Supagrip trainers can both be justified on the grounds that 
these trainers were better in two out of the five tests, equal on the laces test and second 
best on the other two tests. Seventy percent of pupils chose the Speedking trainers while 
18% chose the Supagrip. Table 154 shows that, as would be expected, older pupils were 
less likely to recommend the other trainers. 
Y7 Y9 Y11 Y12 
Speedking 61 70 86 91 
Supagrip 22 18 13 9 
Rough Riders 8 6 
Apollo 3 3 2 
No response 8 2 2 
Table 1S4: Analysis by age of recommended trainer 
Thirty-five percent of the younger Y7 pupils did not give any explanation for their 
recommendation, this percentage falling to 14% at Y12. These relatively high 
percentages may reflect a lack of understanding of the question or an inability to 
articulate the reasons for their choice. Nevertheless, at Y7,49% of pupils cited the results 
of two or more tests in explaining their recommendation. Those who chose either of the 
better trainers were more likely to cite more than one test result, to indicate that the 
trainer was not always the best in every test and less likely to fail to give an explanation 
for their recommendation (table 155). 
Correct choice of trainer 
(Speedking or Supagrip) Incorrect choice of trainer 
No reasons 21 44 
One reason 12 14 
Two or more reasons 67 42 
Trainer not the best in 61 50 
every test 
Table 1SS: Number of reasons for correct and incorrect recommendations (figures are % of pupils making 
correct or incorrect choice) 
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Question 2 
The makers of Apollo and Major trainers are major competitors. They say that their 
trainers are better than the other's. The makers of Apollo trainers tested the grip of 
their trainers by pulling them along with a spring balance or forcemeter which 
measures the pull or force in Newtons (N). They also put a weight in the trainer to 
keep it steady. This is what they say: 
Apollo and Major trainers were pulled along some rough carpet and a slippy wooden 
floor. 
m. 
This is what we found: 
Apollo 
(Newtons) 
Major 
(Newtons) 
Carpet 24 28 
Wooden floor 16 8 
Our results show that Apollo trainers have twice as good a grip as Major trainers. 
Buy some today! 
Do any of the numbers in the table tell you that their claim - that Apollo trainers are 
twice as good - is right? 
Apollo 
(Newtons) 
Major 
(Newtons) 
Carpet 24 28 
Wooden floor 16 8 
Do any of the numbers in the table say that their claim is wrong? 
If so, circle them: 
Apollo 
(Newtons) 
Major 
(Newtons) 
Carpet 24 28 
Wooden floor 16 8 
What claim would you make about Apollo trainers? 
Approximately a quarter of the whole sample did not respond to any parts of this 
question. The question proved to be particularly difficult for Y7, in that 36% of this age 
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group did not circle any numbers in the first table and 37% made no claim. By Y9 and 
Y l 1, although approximately a quarter of pupils still made no claim (table 156), the 
majority interpreted the data by recognising the limitations of the Apollo maker's claim. 
Y7 Y9 Y11 Y12 
Recognises exaggerated claim 25 58 65 81 
Repeated Apollo's claim /incorrect interpretation 39 16 8 14 
No response 37 26 28 5 
Table 156: Analysis of claims by age 
Table 157 shows that a quarter of pupils interpreted the data successfully and circled only 
the relevant numbers. 
Circling numbers 16 and Circling other numbers No response 
8 only 
Recognises exaggerated 26 17 5 
claim 
Repeated Apollo's claim 4 13 6 
/incorrect interpretation 
No response 1 8 18 
Table 157: Percentage of pupils circling numbers in first table of interpretation question 3 by interpretation. 
Question 3 
Interpretation question 3 
The last part of repeatability question 2 (p.297) required pupils to interpret the results of 
two investigations concerning the preferred location of shrimps in water. Seventy-six 
percent of all pupils made the correct interpretation and, even in the youngest age group, 
this figure remained high (74%). Twelve percent of pupils of all ages ticked the box 'you 
can't tell from the results' which, given the limited descriptions, could also be a valid 
response. 
Y7 Y9 Y11 Y12 
Near the top 74 79 71 79 
You can't tell from the results 10 12 17 16 
Near the bottom 10 5 2 5 
No response 6 4 8 
Table 158: Preferred location by age 
Analysis by age (table 158) shows that the wrong interpretation was made by 10% of 
pupils at Y7, falling to 5% or less in the older age groups. 
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Comparison of pupils' understanding of pattern and interpretation in Phase 2 with application 
in the investigations and understanding in the data probe 
The Phase 2 questions about patterns and interpretation show that, in three out of the four 
questions, by Y9, most pupils can understand and apply this concept. This finding 
accords with the results from the investigations and the data probe. The varying results 
from the questionnaire for Y7 (ranging from 25% to 74%) show that their ability to 
demonstrate an understanding and application of this concept depends on the question. 
The results for Y4 and Y6 in the investigations and data probe suggest that some pupils in 
these age group are able to understand and apply this concept successfully in particular 
situations. It may be that the written format, the multivariate nature of the data or the 
unfamiliar contexts defeated the Y7 pupils in some of the questions in Phase 2. This was 
certainly the case in the pattern question where 38% of Y7 pupils made no response at all 
which could either suggest that they did not understand the question or that they were 
unable to recognise and interpret the pattern. 
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Understanding and 
application in the Phase 
2 questionnaire 
Patterns and 
interpretation 
Y7 Y9 Y11 Y12 
Pattern % of age group 40 71 71 98 
Interpretation question 1 % of age group 61 70 86 91 
Interpretation question 2 % of age group 25 58 65 81 
Interpretation question 3 % of age group 74 79 71 79 
Y4 Y6 Y9 Y12 
Application in the Forces 
I investigation 
generalisation from 
data (out of 1) 
0.4 0.9 0.5 
Application in the Forces 
II investigation 
generalisation from 
data (out of 1) 
0.9 0.8 0.9 1.0 
Understanding in the 
Forces data probe 
categoric data (out of 
10) 
8.1 8.1 9.2 9.0 
continuous data (out of 
10) 
3.8 4.1 5.8 6.8 
Application in the 
Dissolving I investigation 
generalisation from 
data (out of 1) 
0.5 0.6 1.0 
Application in the 
Dissolving II 
investigation 
generalisation from 
data (out of 1) 
0.4 0.9 1.0 
Understanding in the 
Dissolving data probe 
categoric data (out of 
10) 
8.5 8.7 9.1 
continuous data (out of 
10) 
3.1 6.0 5.3 
Table 159: Comparison of understanding of patterns and interpretation in the Phase 2 questionnaire with the 
investigations and the data probes 
8.2.3. Reliability of evidence 
Repeatability question 2 can be viewed as concerning the reliability of evidence as well as 
the value of repeated readings since the pupils were asked about the value of the evidence 
to a third party i.e. the best results for the fish farmer. The following question is similar 
but focuses on the value of quantitative vs qualitative data in providing evidence to 
present to a third party. 
S H R I M P S A L I V E 
A class of children were asked by a fish farmer to find out where one kind of water 
shrimp prefers to live. Lisa's group and Tariqs' groups decided to look at whether 
the shrimps liked the dark or the light parts of the water better: 
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L I S A ' S G R O U P T A R I Q ' s G R O U P 
What we did 
We used 20 shrimps and a big glass beaker and 
some water. We covered half the beaker with 
black polythene. 
First we filled the beaker with tap water nearly full. 
Then we put all the shrimps in. We watched 
them carefully for about 5 
minutes and then we all decided where most of 
them were. 
Results 
The shrimps swam about a lot at first 
and wriggled and wriggled. Some of them 
kept changing their minds. They seemed 
to like it in the dark side best because that's 
where most of them were. 
What we found out 
We found out that shrimps like to be in the dark 
and that they don't like the light. 
We put 20 shrimps into the water and counted 
where they were after 5 minutes. 
Number of shrimps 
Light 12 
Dark 8 
Shrimps like the light better 
Lisa'group found that the shrimps preferred to be in the dark but Tariq's group 
found that they preferred the light. 
Whose experiment do you think is likely to give the best results for the fish farmer? 
Tick one box: 
Lisa's group? Tariq's group? 
Why? 
It could be argued that neither of these investigations presents enough information to 
present to a third party but only one pupil (Y12) in the sample responded in this way 
explaining her choice of 'neither' as follows: 
/ don't believe that either experiment gives enough relevant information to answer 
the question. 
The response rate to this question was high: only 5% of pupils did not make a choice with 
89% of pupils giving a reason for their choice. However, 69% of pupils chose the 
investigation from Lisa's group with only 26% choosing the investigation which 
presented quantitative data. Reasons for these choices are shown in table 160. 
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Number of 
shrimps given 
Description 
good 
Own 
knowledge 
used 
More exact 
/precise 
Clear 
result 
No reason 
Tariq's 7 5 5 5 9 4 
Lisa's 1 56 7 4 4 5 
Table 160: Choice and reason (NB T>100 because some pupils gave more than one reason for their choice) 
More than half the pupils (56%) thought that Lisa's group's investigation was preferable 
because of the detailed description presented. Only twenty-one percent of pupils chose 
the investigation with quantitative results and referred to the number of shrimps, the 
accuracy or the clarity of the investigation. When these results are further analysed by 
age (table 161), the percentage of pupils in each year group choosing the descriptive 
investigation does not decrease with age between Y7 and Y l 1, although the number 
choosing the quantitative presentation increases. Nevertheless the percentage of pupils 
choosing Tariq's investigation is lower than might be expected, with only one in three 
pupils at Y l 1 making this choice. Although the question has limitations, these results 
appear to suggest that most pupils regard detailed, lengthy descriptions as being of more 
value than quantitative data. 
Y7 Y9 Y11 Y12 
Lisa's because of description 48 62 60 53 
Tariq's because of number of shrimps, accuracy or clarity. 14 21 30 45 
Table 161: Analysis of choice and reason by age 
8.2.4. The purpose of investigative work 
This question tested children's ideas of the purpose of investigative work and aimed to 
explore whether or not pupils understood the notion of the accountability of evidence. 
Why do you think children are asked to do investigations in school science? 
('investigations' are the sort of science where you have to find out things when 
you're not sure of the answer, like the ones about shrimps and trainers that you've 
been looking at) 
Tick one box in each row to show how important you think each reason is: 
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Very Quite Not very 
important important important 
A. To show what you already know is right 
B. To test out an idea to see if it's right or wrong 
C. To collect information so that you can show it to other 
people and prove things to them 
D. To find out for yourself what happens 
E. So that other people could do the same thing and get the 
same results 
F. Another reason? - please tell us your idea 
Reasons C and E contain the idea of accountability while reason D suggests the idea of 
investigations for personal discovery. The choice of reason A suggests that pupils are 
perceiving investigative work as a confirmatory or illustrative type of practical work. 
Ninety-four percent of pupils answered parts A to E of the question with the non-response 
rate by year group ranging from 5-6%. The analysis of these responses is shown in table 
162. 
Very important Quite important Not very important 
A. To show what you already know is right 28 50 17 
B. To test out an idea to see if it's right or 
wrong 
67 25 2 
C. To collect information so that you can 
show it to other people and prove things to 
them 
50 34 10 
D. To find out for yourself what happens 59 31 5 
E. So that other people could do the same 
thing and get the same results 
18 33 44 
Table 162: Responses of pupils' ratings of the purpose of investigations (%) 
Sixty-seven percent of pupils ranked 'to test out an idea to see if it's right or wrong' as 
being a 'very important' reason for doing investigations while 59% assigned the same 
rank to 'to find out for yourself what happens'. Half the pupils thought that purpose C 
('to collect information so that you can show it to other people and prove things to them') 
was 'very important' while half the pupils ranked purpose A ('to show what you already 
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know is right') as being 'quite important'. Purpose E ('so that other people could do the 
same thing and get the same results') was perceived as of less importance, being seen as 
'very important' by only 18% of pupils. 
Analysis by age (figure 46) shows noticeable differences between the perceptions of the 
Y12 pupils and the other three age groups: fewer Y12 pupils perceived purpose A ('to 
show what you already know is right') as 'very important' and more Y12 pupils perceived 
B ('to test out an idea to see i f it's right or wrong') and D ('to find out for yourself what 
happens') as 'very important' compared to the other age groups. There is also a markedly 
lower percentage of Y l 1 pupils who rank purpose E ('so that other people could do the 
same thing and get the same results') as 'very important'. 
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Figure 46: Pupils' perceptions of the reasons for doing investigations 
Two hundred and sixty-seven pupils ranked their response to part F of the question as 
'very important'. Of these responses, 78 were categorised as 'other' (see table 163 for 
examples). The frequencies of the remaining responses, expressed as percentages, are 
shown in table 163. 
• Y7 
• Y9 
• Y11 
• Y12 
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Category % pupils 
Learning 23 
Finding out 19 
Understanding 16 
Tests / assessment 15 
Fair test 9 
Skills 8 
Producing data for other people 6 
Group work 3 
Table 163: Responses to open question (part F) ranked as 'very important' (Figures are % of reasons in these 8 
categories) 
General statements about learning / finding out /understanding were the most commonly 
cited amongst those whose responses were in these categories. An almost as common 
reason was investigations for assessment purposes. 
In summary, it is significant that although most pupils had grasped the idea of 
investigative work as a forum for testing out ideas, even by Y12, many did not associate it 
with accountability or gathering evidence to communicate to others (responses C and E). 
8.3. Overall scores 
An overall score was computed for reliability and validity by summing the 'correct 
answers' to each question and including the pupils' reasoning wherever possible. Details 
of the components of these scores are given in Appendix 6c. 
1 no 
j j i i Ji sl I Mil 70 60 • y9 • yl 1 41) . i l l 
6 5 or 4 or 3 or 2 or 1 or 
more more more more more 
Reliability score 
Figure 47: Reliability scores by age 
The maximum score for reliability is six points. The chart (figure 47) shows that about 
25% of Y7 pupils scored 3 or more and about the same proportion of Y9 scored 4 or 
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more. Not surprisingly, understanding reliability improves with age. The difference in 
scores between Y7 and Y9 and between Y l 1 and Y12 is more marked than between Y9 
and Y l l . 
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Figure 48: Validity scores by age 
The maximum score for validity is five points. Compared to the reliability chart, validity 
scores (figure 48) were generally higher. More than a quarter of pupils at Y9, Y l 1 or 
Y12 scored 4 or more points. As in the reliability scores, the difference in scores is 
greatest between Y7 and Y9. Again there is not much difference in scores between Y9 
and Y l 1 suggesting that the understanding of validity does not increase much between 
these two ages. 
8.4. Chapter summary 
In summary, the responses to the written questionnaire in Phase 2 show clear progression 
in the understanding and application of concepts of evidence with age and experience. A 
marked increase in this understanding appeared to occur between Y7 and Y9 with 
significantly less increase between Y9 and Y l 1. 
Most pupils showed an understanding of the concept of choosing an appropriate sample 
size but on the other hand, eighteen percent of all pupils and 11% of Y l 1 pupils chose a 
sample of 10 or less. The reasons for choosing a particular sample size indicate that this 
concept is not well understood with a minority explicitly stating variability as a reason for 
their choice. Some interesting misconceptions about sample size emerged from this 
question. 
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With regard to range, just under half of all pupils chose a reasonable range in the written 
questionnaire. At Y l 1, only 55% of pupils were able to choose a reasonable range, 
indicating that this concept is not well understood. Comparison with the results from the 
investigations and data probes suggests that pupils were better able to demonstrate their 
application of range and interval in the Forces investigations and their understanding in 
the Forces probe than in the Dissolving investigations and probe or in the questionnaire. 
The repeatability questions show that although most pupils were able to read a table of 
repeated data, a lot of pupils (38%) made their choice of the extreme repeated 
measurement on the basis of the sum of the repeated readings rather than the average 
(14%>). Even at Y l 1, a third of pupils added the repeated readings. Others (24%) 
scanned the table for the lowest or highest readings. Comparison with the investigations 
and data probes suggest that pupils were more able to express their understanding and 
application of repeatability in the questionnaire than in the other forms of testing. 
However the investigation required pupils to actively choose to repeat readings whereas 
the data probe and questionnaire presented pupils with measurements which had already 
been repeated. Also, the data probe scores consist of 6 data points which test several 
aspects of repeatability. 
In terms of the concept of accuracy, younger Y7 pupils tended to choose the most 
accurate data regardless of its appropriateness but most of the older pupils appeared to 
understand the concept of appropriate accuracy. About a third of Y9 and Y l 1 pupils gave 
sensible reasons for their choice of appropriate accuracy. 
The concept of fair test was better understood and this was shown in the questionnaire as 
well as in the design of the investigations. Not surprisingly, older pupils understood this 
concept better than younger pupils but the question about the identification of all possible 
control variables suggests that, even at Y9, pupils may not thoroughly understand this 
concept. 
The pattern and interpretation questions in Phase 2 suggest that by Y9 most pupils can 
understand and apply this concept. At Y7, the picture is less clear: the results suggest that 
some of the questions defeated this age group. Comparison with the other measures (the 
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investigations and probes) indicates that this age group is capable of understanding and 
applying this concept. 
The question which targeted reliability specifically appears to suggest that most pupils 
regard detailed description in reports of science as being more important than the 
presentation of quantitative data. Overall scores for reliability and validity computed 
from the questionnaire data in Phase 2 suggest that, at the three ages tested in the survey, 
the understanding of validity which included questions about the concepts of fair test, 
patterns and interpretation is greater than the understanding of reliability which included 
questions about the concepts of sample size, range, repeatability, and accuracy. For all 
these concepts of evidence, it is noticeable that the understanding of Y l 1 pupils is not 
much different to that of pupils at Y9. 
3.18: 
CHAPTER 9: DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
The thesis set out to take a detailed look at children's understanding of scientific evidence 
by analysing all of the data collected in the PACKS project. The timespan of the 
PACKS project limited the analysis to two individual tasks only (Forces I and Forces II). 
In this thesis, the detailed analysis of the remaining data (Dissolving I, Dissolving I I and 
the Phase II data), which was carried out solely by the author, allows for cross-task 
comparisons of performance and the comparison of the knowledge that pupils apply in 
investigative work with that demonstrated in interview or in written tasks. Such 
comparisons are of particular significance in terms of teaching and of assessment. The 
reader should note that the term 'we' has been used throughout the thesis primarily to 
indicate the 'reader and I' but, where appropriate, also to refer to the fact that the 
methodology was developed by the PACKS project team. 
What has emerged from the analyses is a complex picture. We shall evaluate the research 
evidence itself and identify its limitations before discussing the findings and their 
implications for teaching and learning and for the advancement of knowledge in this area. 
9.1. An evaluation of the research evidence 
Methodologically, educational research of the kind presented here is fraught with 
difficulties. In the preceding writing, the multivariate nature of investigative work has 
been acknowledged. The consequence of this complexity is that teasing out individual 
factors that contribute to pupils' understanding of evidence and arriving at conclusive 
significant relationships is simply not possible. In this sense, educational research is 
more akin to ecological research in biology where we often have to make do with 
correlational relationships which may suggest causality rather than to 'pure' science 
where frequently the aim is to establish direct causal links. In relation to the foregoing 
thesis, in attempting to uncover the factors that affect pupils' understanding of evidence, 
the best we can hope for is to arrive at tentative statements such as that pupils find 
understanding evidence more difficult in circumstance A than in circumstance B. 
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In a thesis about understanding evidence it would be ironic indeed if the research 
evidence itself was not evaluated. The scientific model which underlies the investigative 
work undertaken by the pupils in the PACKS project can be applied to the research 
described here in the same way. 
In terms of the design of the project, were the relevant factors identified? The design of 
Phase 1, previously described, enabled the three main variables of interest namely, age 
and experience, type of independent variable and context to be explored. In addition, the 
project was designed to control as many relevant factors as possible. These included 
using schools who were all following the UK National Curriculum; using classes which 
all consisted of pupils of mixed ability; using groups as opposed to individual pupils in all 
the investigations; using the same tasks with the same equipment and the same interviews 
across all three age groups; administering the tasks and interviews as far as possible in the 
same way and by the same researcher; exposing all the data to the same analysis. 
Analysis of task difficulty (Chapter 6, section 6.1) shows that all four tasks were within 
the ability of the majority of pupils in the sample and that the tasks were of approximately 
equal demand. We were aware of other variables that might be affecting performance 
such as motivation, fatigue, pupils' expectations etc. but for the most part these were 
beyond our control. 
The sample was pragmatic in that it was dependent on schools who were willing to 
participate in the project. This decision was normally taken by the head of the school or 
the head of the science department. There was no reason to believe that the pupils 
sampled were atypical. The size of the sample was small because of the detailed nature 
of the research. This limitation means that the results are not amenable to powerful 
statistical analysis so that any conclusions must be treated with caution. 
The number of secondary schools sampled was low: two in the Forces investigations and 
one in the dissolving investigations. Although there were pragmatic reasons for this in 
terms of the time limitations of the project, there is the possibility of a school effect. If 
the project were to be repeated, a larger sample of secondary schools would be preferable. 
Turning to the issue of measurement in the project, the measurement of the dependent 
variable, namely pupils' procedural understanding, is not straightforward. Understanding 
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can be expressed at various levels as in the model proposed in chapter 1 (figure 4, p.43). 
Each of the measurement methods used in the research was designed to test a different 
level and aspect of procedural understanding. The methods included: observing pupils 
carrying out an investigation using a checklist and ad hoc questioning together with the 
student's report of their findings; semi-structured interviewing of pupils about procedural 
understanding; a written questionnaire. The use of these different 'windows' on pupils' 
understanding allows triangulation in that the outcome of one method serves to inform 
the findings of another. However, the differences in method per se also limit the 
comparability of the data. For example, semi-structured interviews are likely to result in 
much richer and a different kind of data than self-completion questionnaires. It should 
also be noted that the same pupils carried out the investigation and the data probe but a 
different and larger sample of pupils completed the questionnaire. Also, the age groups 
sampled in Phase 2 were deliberately chosen to cover ages not covered by the other 
measures and so the age groups sampled differed. OnlyY9 pupils were tested on all three 
measures. 
An additional possible confounding factor here is the comparison of group and individual 
understanding: the investigative data was gathered by observation of group performance, 
the probe data were collected from group interviews while the Phase 2 data consisted of 
responses to individual self-completion questionnaires. This is another factor which may 
limit the validity of the findings. 
Further, the whole issue of group dynamics may have a significant influence on the 
findings. The chosen method in the PACKS project was to study groups of pupils doing 
investigative work since that was the usual way of working in most science classes at the 
time. However, a dominant group member can influence the performance of the task to 
the extent that the understanding of the other members of the group would not be 
apparent. It is then possible that the results of the PACKS methodology in Phases 1 and 3 
reflect pupils' understanding of evidence in group work rather than in terms of individual 
understanding. The alternative would have been to observe individual pupils carrying out 
investigations as was done in the APU project. The same criticism can be applied to the 
data probe interviews, where again group dynamics can effect the outcome. 
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Most of the measurement methods were developed during the course of the project. The 
data probe was a first attempt at testing concepts of evidence. Although the probe was 
trialled and modified using a small sample of pupils, time did not allow for large scale 
validation. The Phase 2 questionnaire was also trialled on a small scale only. Further, 
more extensive trialling would have been preferable. 
In Phase 2 generally, and not unexpectedly, pupils often found it particularly difficult to 
explain the reason for a choice in response to a question (as is shown, for example, by the 
number of non-responses) and there was the additional problem of expressing their 
reasoning in writing. I f pupils could not give a reason for a correct choice, then there is 
the possibility that their understanding is implicit but, alternatively, there is the possibility 
that the correct choice is due to chance or rote recall. 
Repeating measurements in this kind of research is simply not feasible. For instance, we 
cannot repeat the same investigation with the same pupils at the same point in time. 
Also, even i f we had repeated the same investigation on a subsequent occasion with the 
same pupils, the understanding that they applied would be influenced by their first 
experience of the task. 
Handling and analysing the qualitative data from the project employed standard 
techniques. Performance or responses were categorised, scored and means presented to 
enable comparison. Where group differences were of particular educational significance, 
a check was instigated to ensure that the spread of scores was small in relation to the 
differences between means for the groups. The evaluation categories were judgmental 
and so are open to the criticism of subjectivity. To address this problem, during the initial 
analysis, a sample of investigations and checklists from the Force I task was given to a 
science education lecturer who was independent in the sense that he had no direct contact 
with the project. He was asked to make an overall judgement of each sample 
investigation in terms of whether or not it was a 'good' investigation. He was then asked 
to put all the investigations in order. He approached the task by selecting his own criteria 
(of accuracy and repeatability) by which to judge each investigation. The result was an 
order which, given the complexity of the evidence, was not dissimilar to the one 
described in the thesis (correlation = 0.6). What this exercise showed, above all, was that 
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in complex tasks of this sort, judgements can be made on a number of equally valid 
criteria but that the overall judgement is, to a large extent, compatible. 
A further consideration is the fact that the PACKS project was one-off or 'snapshot' 
research in that, in the Durham part of the project, pupils were observed carrying out two 
investigations on one occasion only. We cannot assume therefore that all pupils were 
performing 'normally': some may have been performing below their normal level of 
functioning and others above. Ideally, by observing pupils doing investigations on 
several occasions, this kind of limitation could be overcome. Conversely, by using 
groups of pupils and by using a reasonable size of sample, these effects can cancel one 
another out. The latter was the approach taken by the PACKS project. 
Snapshot research of this kind also means that little can be said in terms of the 
progression of individual pupils. Longitudinal research is the preferred option i f this is 
both feasible and the primary aim of the research. Neither of these factors were 
applicable to the PACKS research, but, by sampling different age groups, the study was 
able to draw some tentative conclusions about progression. 
The snapshot approach is also, by its very nature a changing beast. At the time of the 
study, the National Curriculum was very new, many teachers were new to investigative 
work and consequently, pupils had not had a great deal of practice in this type of practical 
work. I f the study were repeated now, we might expect the results to reflect greater 
cognisance of investigative work on the part of pupils and teachers. This is not to imply 
that practice alone necessarily leads to greater understanding. This time limitation should 
however be borne in mind in considering the conclusions. 
Nevertheless, the PACKS project and the data subsequently analysed for this thesis 
constitute a more detailed study of investigative work than any previous research. Also, 
the PACKS project was informed by and built on earlier research, particularly on that of 
the NCC project. The development of an explicit definition of procedural understanding 
in terms of concepts of evidence both formed and informed a large part of the project. 
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9.2. A discussion of the findings 
To discuss the results of the research, the model on which the thesis is based will be used. 
We can locate each activity and each measure employed in the thesis in the model in 
figure 49. It should be noted that the model is based on the premise that being able to 
understand an idea does not necessarily mean that a pupil can apply that idea. Similarly, 
it does not follow that, i f a particular pupil can apply an idea, s/he can synthesise that idea 
with others in a problem-solving situation. 
Investigations Probes (data 
and concept) 
Phase 2 questionnaire 
Understanding 
Application 
Synthesis 
• 
A 
• 
B 
D 
• 
E 
Figure 49: The research activities located in the model 
What can we say about pupils' understanding of evidence at these three levels and what is 
their relationship to each other? For ease of reading, the key points in the following 
subsections are italicised. 
9.2.1. Application: How do pupils apply their understanding of individual 
concepts of evidence in investigative work? (figure 49, box A) 
In the four investigations, the concepts associated with design (variable identification, fair 
test and variable type) were applied successfully by all except the younger pupils at Y4. 
These young pupils had difficulty with the complex controls in the Dissolving tasks and 
they also had difficulty in applying the concept of variable type in that they tended to 
interpret variables qualitatively rather than quantitatively. But, by Y6, the majority of 
pupils were able to apply their understanding of the concepts associated with the design 
of the task successfully. These findings agree with the results of the large scale data 
collected in the NCC project in 1990-91 which was carried out just after the introduction 
of the National Curriculum. 
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The application of ideas about measurement (scale, repeatability, accuracy and range and 
interval) was more difficult for most pupils. Although there was progression with age 
and experience in applying concepts of measurement, it was not consistent between tasks 
and between age groups. The concept of repeatability was not well-applied at any age in 
any task and this included the Y12 'experts'. The other concepts were applied well in 
some investigations and at some ages but not in others. This suggests that, for the 
majority of pupils, the application of concepts associated with measurement was not 
secure. The findings reported here suggest that the teaching of Scl has not led to better 
application of these concepts and that some pupils even in Y12 do not apply these 
concepts successfully. These results suggest that the findings in this respect of the earlier 
NCC project still apply. The oldest pupils in the NCC research were in Key Stage 3. The 
results presented here have also shown that ideas about measurement are not well 
applied by much older pupils. 
The application of concepts associated with data handling (the use of tables, appropriate 
graph type and understanding patterns in data) also varied between tasks and with 
different ages of pupils. For instance, the use of tables for data was well understood only 
by the majority of pupils by Y9, while applying the concept of appropriate graph type 
was not well understood at any age in any task, except at Y12. In three out of the four 
tasks, the results suggest that pupils appear to make more progress in data handling in 
secondary school than in their primary school years. 
These findings regarding data handling are not unexpected. By Y9, which is the middle 
of the compulsory secondary school years, pupils have had more practice at drawing and 
using graphs, particularly line graphs in science as well as in other curricular areas, such 
as maths. Part of the APU research assessed individual pupils' graphing skills at age 12 
(Y7) and again at age 14 (Y9) using written tests (Archenhold etal., 1991). The results 
showed progression between these two ages in the subskills associated with drawing line 
graphs. Archenhold et al. (ibid) write: 
for many pupils at age 12, the required curricular progress from 'bar chart'to 'line 
graph' construction is likely to be a substantial step forward, (p.25) 
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A second possible explanation which was indicated in the course of the PACKS research, 
was that assessment requirements can dictate the emphasis that secondary science 
teachers place on some aspects of investigative work. For instance, in one secondary 
school where the author was working with a class during the project, pupils started to 
construct a graph even to the extent of putting figures on the axes before trying out the 
equipment. When questioned, the pupils explained this by saying that they had been told 
that they got 'extra marks for doing a graph'. This example suggests that higher scores in 
data handling may not always indicate a greater understanding of this aspect of evidence 
but rather a rote or ritual response to assessment requirements as dictated by the teacher. 
This is not in anyway intended to cast aspersions on science teachers, but rather to 
question the ethos of investigative work in the curriculum at the time of the research. The 
APU found in their written tests that the improvement with age seemed to be in basic 
graph construction rather than in the understanding associated with a line graph: 
a considerable proportion of pupils at both ages did not appreciate the continuity of 
line graphs (Archenhold et a/., 1991, p.23) 
The research data support this view and also highlight its effect on making sense of the 
data which in turn impacts on understanding the evidence as a whole 
The analysis of the effect of task type in terms of whether the independent variable is 
categoric or continuous on the application Of ideas about evidence, presented in chapter 6, 
led to several interesting findings. One not surprising effect is that the younger Y4 pupils 
have more difficulty with the design of continuous as compared to categoric tasks. This 
is largely due to their difficulty with identifying the appropriate type of variables, which 
is more problematic in continuous tasks not least because there is a choice of qualitative 
or quantitative identification whereas in categoric tasks in practice* there is usually no 
choice. This effect was more marked for Y4 groups in the Dissolving I I task where the 
three relevant control variables can be identified as continuous (quantity of sugar, 
quantity of water and frequency of stirring) than in the Forces I I task where the single 
relevant control variable to actively consider (method of pulling) was a qualitative 
judgement. 
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By contrast, handling data from continuous tasks appears to be easier than handling data 
from categoric tasks for all ages and tasks. In general, this was due to the scores for 
understanding patterns in the data. Where the independent variable is categoric, the 
scores were considerably lower than understanding patterns in tasks where the 
independent variable was continuous. There are two exceptions: first, Y4 groups found 
interpreting the results in the Dissolving II task as difficult as Dissolving I . This was 
probably due to their difficulty with the design of the dissolving tasks referred to earlier. 
Second, Y9 groups found interpreting the results from both dissolving tasks equally 
straightforward but they had more difficulty with the Forces I task as compared to the 
Forces I I task. 
This finding is of some significance. The earlier NCC research for instance found that: 
The majority of children handle variables of a categoric nature much better than 
those of a continuous nature, (p. 1.5) 
However it has to be said that the authors are referring here to handling variables in the 
sense of identifying the type of independent variable(s) correctly as quantitative or 
qualitative rather than handling the subsequent data. But the NCC data also found that 
the overall task scores were higher for categoric than continuous tasks (64% cf 57%) and 
so the authors recommend that: 
Initially progression should be based on investigations which involve single 
categoric variables and very familiar concepts When children are familiar with 
the features of categoric variables they may then move on to investigations involving 
continuous independent variables, (p. 1.5) 
The overall investigation scores for the categoric and continuous tasks reported here did 
not differ substantially from each other (see chapter 6, p.221). It is only in the component 
scores that the differences were found. 
The apparent contradiction between the NCC research and the results reported in this 
thesis wi l l be discussed further in the next section. Suffice it to say here that the PACKS 
data presented supports the above recommendation only with regard to design in Y4. I f 
the teaching focus is on design, then, there seems no doubt that categoric rather than 
continuous tasks should be used. But i f the teaching focus is on applying ideas about 
patterns in data, then simple continuous tasks may be preferable as a starting point. 
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Guidance may be necessary for younger pupils initially in identifying the type of variable 
appropriately. 
The influence of the associated concept on application was also explored in chapter 6. 
Previous research by the APU and the NCC research (described in chapter 2) has shown 
that the underlying substantive concept has a strong and significant effect on 
performance. The four Durham tasks were chosen so that the associated concepts would 
be accessible and well within the grasp Y4 pupils. The analysis of the data showed that, 
at Y4 and Y6, application was more difficult in the tasks associated with Dissolving than 
in those associated with the concept of Forces. This was evident in the overall scores and 
in the component scores (design, measurement and data handling). The effect was also 
apparent at Y9 in the data handling scores for both tasks and for measurement for the two 
continuous tasks. In brief, the effect of the underlying concept on application was 
significant. 
These findings differ from those reported in the NCC project results for secondary pupils 
where the task scores in tasks associated with the concept of dissolving were higher than 
in tasks associated with forces and flexibility (the derivation of the task score is described 
in chapter 2, p.72). However, the NCC and PACKS results are not directly comparable in 
this respect for two reasons. Firstly, the four forces flexibility tasks in the NCC research 
were not the same as the PACKS tasks and were all concerned with the bending of a 
bridge so that the dependent variable was the sag / length rather than force. Secondly, the 
pupils in the NCC secondary sample were in Y7 and Y9 compared to our research sample 
which comprised pupils in Y4, Y6 and Y9. Also, although the NCC tasks included the 
PACKS dissolving tasks, they also covered more scientific tasks such as 'Find out how 
the temperature of the water affects how quickly sodium hydrogen carbonate dissolves'. 
As mentioned in chapter 2, the NCC project found that performance improves when tasks 
are set in scientific as opposed to everyday contexts. This may have had the effect of 
increasing the overall task scores for the tasks associated with dissolving. 
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9.2.2. Synthesis: How do pupils synthesise their understanding of 
concepts of evidence in investigative work? (figure 49, box B) 
It was encouraging to find that some pupils from all three age groups in the sample were 
able to synthesise their understanding into an effective and convincing solution to the task 
in all except the Dissolving I I task, where there were no pupils from the two younger age 
groups in the higher quality of evidence categories. This suggests that, given a simple 
task with a low conceptual demand, pupils, even at Y4, are able to synthesise ideas about 
evidence. This finding indicates some improvement on the situation reported by the 
findings of the NCC research where the analysis at Key Stage 2 suggest that data: 
was rarely used by children to support the conclusion they offered, (p.3.25) 
In the data presented here, there was no clear progression with age in synthesis, except in 
the Dissolving I I task. A striking feature of the two Forces tasks, which had been 
analysed during the PACKS project, was that Y6 groups appeared to be more able than 
Y9 groups to synthesise their procedural understanding effectively to produce good 
quality evidence. The analysis of the dissolving tasks in this thesis found that in 
Dissolving I , the Y6 peak was less marked but when the amalgamated generalisation 
scores are compared for the three ages, again Y6 outperforms Y9, confirming the PACKS 
findings. In Dissolving I I , there is progression with age but the amalgamated 
generalisation categories show that the difference between Y6 and Y9 is small (see 
chapter 6, p.218, figure 28). 
In the reporting of the NCC data, the interpretation score, which was equated with 
synthesis (Gott and Duggan, 1995), was found to improve between Y7 and Y9 but there 
is no equivalent quantitative data analysis presented for younger pupils. We cannot 
therefore ascertain whether there was a similar Y6 peak in the investigations used in the 
NCC project as was found in the data presented here. 
We have already discussed that one possible reason for the Y6 peak in the PACKS data 
could be that a block on understanding at Y9 may be occurring due to ritual performance 
associated with perceived assessment requirements at this age. Pupils' perceptions of 
what the teacher requires may reflect both the assessment requirements of the National 
Curriculum and secondary teachers' experience of examining, which tend to focus on the 
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'bits' rather than the 'whole'. And, in addition, it may be that the majority of 16 year olds 
who subsequently drop science have been overloaded with the demands of the current 
GCSE (General Certificate of Secondary Education) examinations in science, most of 
which are heavily weighted towards knowledge of the concepts of science. 
Consequently, these pupils may not have had the space or the opportunity to understand 
the significance of evidence. 
Another possible reason for the peak at Y6 concerns cognitive development. 'U-shaped' 
development has been reported in other areas of learning (Strauss and Stavy, 1982; 
Archenhold et al., 1991). It could be that, at the sampling point in early secondary 
school, pupils regress - perhaps due to the added complexities of secondary science - but 
that when they get older they then progress, subsequently overtaking the primary pupils in 
their performance and understanding. This certainly applied to the Y l 2 expert pupils. 
For these pupils, the problems have either been ironed out in their A level courses, or they 
were part of the subset of pupils who had reached the higher quality of evidence category 
in Year 9 anyway. 
We have reported elsewhere (Gott and Duggan, 1966) that we have also collected some 
small scale data from a group of twelve able primary education students on a BA(Ed.) 
course for intending primary teachers with no science post-16 experience. After a short 
course in science but prior to any investigative work, these students were asked to carry 
out an investigation similar to the Forces II task. The sample is small, only 12 students, 
and therefore we have to be tentative about any conclusions. However, some comments 
can be made which wil l throw light on the discussion here. Of the twelve students, only 
three were in what we have defined as the quality of evidence category 2a but six were in 
category 2b. Only three were in the highest category, category 3. In observing the 
students carrying out the task, it became apparent that the nine who were not operating in 
category 3 were behaving in much the same way as the pupils in school. After an initial 
period of coming to terms with the task, they proceeded to collect great swathes of data, 
often marginally related to the task in hand. They produced very nice graphs and tables 
but made little attempt to retain a view of the whole of the task. 
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To our knowledge, there is no similar research evidence on mixed ability pupils between 
the ages of 15 and 16 (Y10 and Y l 1) which would help to complete the picture, although 
anecdotal evidence from practising teachers suggests that the quality of investigative 
work of the average 16 year old may not differ in any major way from Y9. 
We can however cite three pieces of independent evidence which support the notion that 
younger pupils may be outperforming older pupils. McGrath's (1995) work with the 
Science Challenge scheme was carried out in 1994 with children from different parts of 
the country. The 'expert' judges observed children carrying out an investigations about a 
topic called 'Slip and Slide'. They observed, on occasion independently of each other, 
that overall performance by the primary children was superior to that of the secondary 
children. It is coincidental and in some ways unfortunate that these investigations were 
also set in the context of forces since it is possible that, for some reason, the decline in 
performance is restricted primarily to tasks set within this context. 
Second, Black et al. (1996) reporting on the work of the Progression in Science and 
Maths Project writes that in terms of conceptual understanding in a task on the 
equilibrium of forces: 
between 15 per cent and 25 per cent - depending on the question - of the children in 
Year 2 could give explanations that were of better quality than those of 70 per cent 
of the children in Year 7/8. (p. 135) 
Again the results happen to be in the context of forces. But the same authors also report 
the same trend in mathematical measuring tasks: 
some Year 2 pupils consistently performed better than most Year 7/8 pupils, and the 
performance of 2 12-year-olds was indistinguishable from that of several Year 2 
pupils, (p. 145) 
The third piece of evidence comes from Lee et o/.(1996) who report some results of 
research in the area of children's ideas about historical explanation. They also arrived at 
similar conclusions: 
One particularly striking feature of early analysis is that some 7-year-olds perform at 
a higher level than some 14-year-olds on at least some of the tasks, (p. 191) 
Taken together, this evidence suggests that there is much to support the finding that the 
understanding of some primary pupils may be as good as much older pupils. It seems 
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that, in terms of the synthesis of scientific evidence, this understanding may be 
undervalued and not reinforced or built upon sufficiently in secondary schools. I f space 
and opportunity are not offered then it is possible that some pupils may even regress and 
that for the average student, who will not go on to study science after 16, 'U-shaped' 
development may not occur in this aspect of science. If this is so, it suggests that much of 
the population leaving school, including many able students, has a limited understanding 
of scientific evidence. 
With regard to the effect of task type on synthesis, the cross task analysis of the PACKS 
data which resulted from this thesis, (chapter 6) showed that pupils at Y6 and Y9 were 
able to synthesise their ideas about evidence more easily in continuous than in categoric 
tasks. At Y4, synthesis was restricted by the lack of quantitative measurement referred to 
earlier. The finding that continuous tasks allow most pupils to synthesise their 
understanding about evidence more easily than categoric tasks was also confirmed by the 
amalgamated generalisation categories at all three ages. Separation of the tasks and age 
groups showed that it applied to all ages and all tasks except for the Y6 groups in the two 
dissolving tasks, where there was a small trend in the other direction. The analysis of the 
predictions also supports the overall finding that pupils are more able to comprehend 
continuous relationships than categoric relationships. We have already discussed the fact 
that, i f pupils do not have the appropriate underlying concept in mind, the prediction in 
categoric tasks is more difficult because in categoric tasks, there is a greater choice of 
predictions than in continuous tasks, i f one assumes that, in the latter, i f a relationship 
exists, it will be linear. 
Previous findings from the NCC data from secondary schools suggested that pupils find 
interpreting or generalising from tasks with a single continuous variable more difficult 
than from tasks with a single categoric variable. Their measure of interpretation was 
closer to the generalisation score in the analysis of the investigations reported here than to 
the quality of evidence categories. But, as already described, the generalisation scores for 
continuous and categoric PACKS tasks follow the same trend as the quality of evidence 
categories. 
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What could account for this apparent contradiction in findings? The NCC research 
included a much larger sample of pupils and considerably more investigations than the 
PACKS project. The NCC tasks were chosen to be accessible but some were more 
complex for pupils than the PACKS tasks. For example, two investigations involved 
speed as the independent variable. It could be that the conceptual demand of the 
continuous tasks, although relatively low, was still greater than that of the categoric tasks. 
The Durham PACKS tasks are much simpler for pupils so that the conceptual demand is 
lower and also similar in continuous and categoric tasks. 
In our research, the same pupils carried out one categoric and one continuous task 
associated with the same concept so that the same pupils' performance can be compared. 
This was not the case in the NCC research and the nature of the project did not allow for 
matching of pupils so that the samples of pupils carrying out categoric and continuous 
tasks were quite separate. 
The quality of evidence categorisation applied to the data in this research is also likely to 
be a closer reflection of synthesis than the interpretation scores in the NCC research. The 
categorisation of the quality of evidence for each group was arrived at by considering all 
the available evidence (see chapter 4, p. 127) and it was done by a single researcher (the 
author) who had observed the group carrying out the investigation. In the NCC project, 
the interpretation score was a single record made by a large number of teachers who were 
asked to report whether or not their pupils had made an appropriate generalisation for a 
particular task. In the research reported here, both the quality of evidence categories and 
the generalisation scores arrive at the same conclusion, namely that pupils find 
continuous tasks generally easier that categoric tasks, which suggests that this may well 
be a real phenomenon. 
Analysis of the effect of the associated concept suggests that the ability to synthesise 
evidence was greater in the tasks associated with Forces than in the tasks associated with 
Dissolving. This effect was less marked at Y9. By contrast, the amalgamated 
generalisation scores for qualitative or quantitative data suggest that pupils found 
generalisation easier in the tasks associated with Dissolving than in those associated with 
Forces. This suggests that i f the results are qualitative then pupils are better able to 
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generalise in the tasks associated with Dissolving but once quantitative measurements 
have been obtained, generalisation is easier in the Forces tasks. 
In the NCC project, the interpretation scores suggest that the synthesis of ideas about 
evidence was more difficult in tasks associated with forces and flexibility than in tasks 
associated with dissolving. These findings agree with our amalgamated generalisation 
scores which makes sense since the two scores are derived in the same way, that is, from 
the pupil's generalisation. However, this trend is the reverse of our findings regarding the 
effect of the associated concept on synthesis. Reasons for this have already been 
discussed in relation to the application scores in the last section. 
9.2.3. Application and Synthesis: What is the relationship between the 
application and synthesis of concepts of evidence in investigative work? (figure 
49, Box A <-> Box B) 
How does the application of concepts of evidence relate to synthesis? I f a pupil can apply 
the idea of a fair test, for example, does this mean that they can then synthesise this idea 
together with the rest of the evidence into an effective solution? We might speculate that 
a pupil might understand the structure of the fair test sufficiently well to implement it and 
realise that it is appropriate to apply this understanding in investigative work but s/he 
might not understand why a fair test is required. Gott and Duggan (1995) in reporting the 
NCC research write 
... it is doubtful if the connection between a fair test and the validity of the resulting 
data is well understood, (p.73) 
The analysis of the data reported in chapter 5 showed that in general there is a gradual 
increase in mean overall scores (application) with the quality of evidence categories 
(synthesis). This suggests that, perhaps not surprisingly, in general terms the application 
of concepts of evidence is related to their synthesis: pupils who are able to apply most of 
the concepts of evidence relevant to the task are also able to synthesise them into an 
effective solution. 
We also noted that the results of the research indicate that synthesis may depend on first 
being able to apply the understanding of design (and, in particular, of variable type and 
the value of quantitative data) and then on the application of concepts concerned with 
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measurement and data handling. Taken together, it seems likely that i f students do not 
have a clear understanding of application of concepts to do with design, applying 
concepts of measurement (or of data handling) will not help them to synthesise the 
evidence. The relationship between the application of concepts to do with measurement 
and data handling and synthesis varied from task to task, so that a poor understanding of 
these concepts cannot be taken to imply an inability to synthesise evidence effectively. 
The effect of the task type (categoric or continuous) was that there was a closer 
relationship between application and synthesis in continuous tasks than in categoric tasks. 
The effect of the underlying substantive concept varied from task to task. 
To recap, overall, the relationship between application and synthesis is that those pupils 
who can apply most of the concepts of evidence relevant to the task, or those associated 
with the design of the task, are more likely to be able to synthesise their ideas about 
evidence effectively. The relationship between applying ideas about measurement and 
data handling, and synthesis appears to vary from task to task. 
9.2.4. Understanding: How do pupils understand individual concepts of 
evidence when presented with second hand evidence associated with familiar 
concepts? (figure 49, Box C) 
Pupils' conceptual and procedural understanding was tested in the PACKS project by the 
concept and data probes, the analyses of which were presented in chapter 7. The data 
probes tested pupils' understanding of measurement and data handling using other data 
associated with the same Forces and Dissolving tasks. Overall understanding of these 
two aspects of measurement was not high at Y4, Y6 or Y9 but understanding improved 
with age. More specific analysis showed that repeatability was not well understood 
particularly compared to range and interval. More detailed work on repeatability was 
carried out by the York team in Phase 2 of the PACKS project (Lubben and Millar, 1996) 
with written questions on the function of repeat measurements, how to handle repeat 
measurements and anomalous readings. Their findings confirm that these ideas are not 
well understood but that there is progression with age. Subsequent studies have used and 
built on these ideas to develop a model of progression of these understandings (Allie et 
al., 1998). 
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The analysis of the data probes showed that the understanding of the appropriate type of 
graph to use was poorly understood with the exception of the use of continuous graphs at 
Y9. However, since the mean Y9 score for the choice of categoric graphs is low, this 
finding suggests that these pupils may not be actively choosing a line graph as the most 
appropriate type of presentation for continuous data but may, for example, associate line 
graphs with science. The understanding of patterns appeared to be better for categoric 
data at all ages than for continuous data but, as discussed in chapter 7, this may simply be 
a reflection of the questions targeting this understanding. 
The concept probe scores suggest that the concept of dissolving was better understood 
than forces and that the understanding of both concepts improved with age. 
9.2.5. Understanding: How do pupils understand and apply individual 
concepts of evidence when presented with second hand evidence associated with 
unfamiliar concepts? (figure 49, Boxes D and E) 
In Phase 2, where pupils' understanding and application of concepts of evidence in 
unfamiliar situations was tested, the results showed that pupils' understanding increased 
with age and experience and that there was more progression between Y7 and Y9 than 
between Y9 and Y l l . 
The analysis of the Phase 2 data showed that the fair test structure is well understood in 
all these age groups and that, by Y9, most pupils can understand and apply the 
understanding of interpreting patterns. The concepts of range and interval and 
repeatability were not well understood. The two concepts of sample size and accuracy, 
which had not been examined in either the investigations or data probes were tested in 
Phase 2. The results show that neither of these concepts was well understood. 
Overall scores for reliability and validity computed from the questionnaire data in Phase 2 
suggest that, at the three ages tested in the survey, the understanding of validity which 
included questions about the concepts of fair test, patterns and interpretation is greater 
than the understanding of reliability which included questions about the concepts of 
sample size, range, repeatability, and accuracy. For all these concepts of evidence, it is 
noticeable that the understanding of Yll pupils is not much different to that ofpupils at 
Y9. 
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9.2.6. Understanding, Application and Synthesis: What is the relationship 
between the understanding, application and synthesis of concepts of evidence? 
(figure 49, Boxes C, D <-» Boxes A, E <-> B) 
We have already examined the relationship between the application and synthesis of 
concepts of evidence in investigative work. Here, we shall look at what the research 
presented here can tell us about the relationship between understanding on the one hand 
and application and synthesis on the other. 
Figure 50: The possible relationship between understanding and application and synthesis 
9.2.6a. How does understanding relate to application? (figure 49, Boxes C, D <->BoxesA, E) 
Understanding was tested in the PACKS project by the data and concept probes (chapter 
7) and the Phase 2 questionnaire (chapter 8). We shall consider the probes first. 
When the understanding of concepts of evidence in the data probe was correlated for each 
group of pupils with their application in the investigation, the correlation was low for all 
four investigations. Grouping the data probe and investigation scores into high and low 
scores suggested that a high score in the data probe is more likely to result in good 
investigative performance in terms of application of concepts of evidence but there was 
no other clear relationship. A low score on the data probe was not a predictor of poor 
application of the same ideas in practical tasks. An examination of the relationship 
between understanding and application of specific concepts of evidence showed that 
application and, to a lesser extent understanding, is greater in Y9. In some instances, the 
scores for the understanding of concepts of evidence were considerably higher than those 
which reflect their application in a practical situation. On the other hand, some concepts 
of evidence were applied in the investigation but the same ideas appeared not to be 
understood in the data probe. 
I f we then look at the results of the relationship between pupils' conceptual understanding 
and the application of ideas about understanding evidence, we can see that the 
Understanding 
Application 
Synthesis 
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understanding of the underlying substantive concept had a limited influence on 
performance. The only exception was in the prediction in the Dissolving I task, where 
pupils who scored highly in the concept probe were more likely to make an explicit 
prediction but, in the other investigations and at other points where one might expect to 
find that the underlying concept would affect performance, the results showed that, in 
these four tasks, the concept had little influence. This finding is not unexpected since the 
tasks were chosen specifically because they had a low conceptual demand, allowing a 
focus on procedural understanding. 
It should be noted that the results from some of the other tasks in the PACKS project 
(which are listed in chapter 3, p.97) where the conceptual demand was high, showed that 
conceptual understanding as measured by the concept probe was related to performance 
(Lubben and Millar, 1994a, 1994b). In these tasks, there was an association between an 
understanding of the underlying concept and successful application of procedural 
understanding. But performance on tasks where the conceptual demand was low, such as 
in the Durham tasks, seemed to be unaffected by the level of conceptual understanding. 
The results of Phase 2 allow us to explore the relationship between procedural 
understanding and application a little further by comparing the results with those from the 
investigations and the data probes. Some of the same concepts of evidence were tested in 
Phase 2, in the data probes and in the investigations with the same age group (Y9) but 
there is no consistent relationship between the three measures. In the case of 
repeatability, for instance, the Phase 2 mean scores are higher suggesting that this concept 
is better applied in unfamiliar situations whereas for range and interval the opposite 
pertains. 
This observation is hardly surprising not only because of the difference in the sample and 
the methodology described earlier in the chapter, but also because the Phase 2 questions 
were set in unfamiliar situations which introduce additional variables, not least of which 
is the concept associated with each question. But the implications of these findings are 
that written testing of concepts of evidence is not straightforward and the residts may 
bear little direct relationship to the application of the same understanding in practical 
tasks or to the understanding that pupils can express orally. 
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9.2.6b How does understanding relate to synthesis? (figure 49, C,D <->B) 
The results of the data probe only can be used to explore the relationship between 
understanding and synthesis. The Phase 2 data cannot be compared with the quality of 
evidence categorisation because a separate sample of pupils was involved. When the data 
probe scores which measured pupils' understanding were compared with the same pupils' 
synthesis of ideas about evidence in the investigations (chapter 7), again there is no 
obvious relationship between the overall scores or the scores for measurement and data 
handling in the data probe and the quality of evidence categories. When the 
understanding of specific concepts of evidence relevant to the task was compared with 
synthesis in the investigation, the analysis showed that in two (Forces I and Dissolving II) 
of the four tasks, the understanding of patterns may be related to the synthesis of concepts 
of evidence. It follows that, as with application, a pupil's understanding of evidence 
cannot be used as an indication or predictor of how the student will synthesise ideas 
about evidence in a practical situation even when the underlying concept is the same. 
In terms of knowledge transformation theory, one would expect the gap or stages of 
transformation between understanding and synthesis to be wide. In order to synthesise 
ideas about evidence, a pupils would first have to apply them to a situation and then make 
the appropriate links between the ideas. If, on the other hand, we take the view that tacit 
understanding may be acting in synthesis (and / or application) then, again, a relationship 
between explicit understanding and synthesis is not expected. 
A comparison of pupils' general understanding of the underlying substantive concept and 
the synthesis of ideas about evidence in the investigation also showed little relationship in 
the four Durham tasks. When the more specific questions about the concept directly 
relevant to the task were compared with synthesis, there was no obvious relationship in 
two of the four tasks, some increase in the Forces I scores and a steady increase in the 
Dissolving I I scores. This would suggest that in some tasks the synthesis of ideas about 
evidence is not directly related to conceptual understanding. There is no equivalent 
analysis for the PACKS tasks with higher conceptual demand, although it would be 
expected that the results would be similar to the understanding - application relationship. 
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9.3. The implications of the findings in terms of epistemology 
We have arrived at a position where we can say that within the same task, application and 
synthesis of concepts of evidence appear to be related. But what this research has 
demonstrated clearly is that understanding, albeit tested in the ways it was here with all its 
limitations, is not directly linked to application and synthesis. 
The research provides evidence that pupils can understand some concepts of evidence but 
cannot apply them in a practical task. I f we subscribe to the view that knowledge may 
have to be transformed to move from one level to another then these results are not 
surprising. Consider the relationship between understanding an idea and putting it into 
practice, we know that implementation can be influenced by a multitude of factors 
including the associated concept and the context. But we cannot assume that i f all these 
confounding factors could be removed, the link would be straightforward. We simply do 
not know the stages between understanding and application. For example, there may be 
one or many stages for each concept, the path from one stage to another may not be linear 
and each stage may be influenced by other factors. As Eraut (1994) puts it: 
[knowledge] rarely gets just taken off the shelf and applied without going through 
some kind of transformation (p. 157) 
He also writes: 
Possessing the skills, however, is only one aspect of process knowledge. One also 
needs to know how and when to use them. (p. 94) 
.. .learning how to use concepts and ideas is usually a more difficult cognitive task 
than simply comprehending them and reproducing them. (p. 120) 
There was also evidence in the research of tacit understanding in that concepts of 
evidence were applied and synthesised in practical situations. The understanding of the 
same ideas did not appear to be accessible through other 'windows'. This begs the 
question of if, and how, this understanding can be taught. I f we take the example of 
riding a bike, or learning how to use a swing, as a parent, we may have great difficulty in 
explicitly teaching our child these complex co-ordinated actions. Our understanding is 
tacit: we may know how to do it but it does not follow that we can explain it. We may 
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resort to the 'practice alone' teaching method in the hope that the child will eventually 
master the action. 
This has indeed been the default teaching approach adopted in the past in relation to 
procedural understanding. It was assumed that, i f pupils did enough experimental work, 
even though the focus of the practicals was largely on concept acquisition, then they 
would pick up procedural understanding 'along the way'. 
Although the literature on implicit knowledge is increasing, the answer to the question of 
i f and how implicit knowledge can be taught is not clear. Berry and Dienes (1993) 
suggest that explicit instruction will not necessarily lead to improved performance. They 
also explore the issues of whether implicit or explicit training should come first but again 
the research evidence that is available seems to be context specific. 
The gap between understanding knowledge and applying and synthesising it has been, 
and continues to be the subject of much debate. Eraut (1994) has looked at several 
professions including medicine, social work and teaching where clearly the application 
and synthesis of knowledge is critical. He points out that much emphasis has been placed 
historically on conceptual or propositional knowledge and that 
The learning of practical knowledge is little studied and little discussed, (p. 39) 
.. ..the whole process of practical reasoning is almost totally neglected (p.50) 
He suggests that professional recognition is often gained primarily on the strength of 
conceptual knowledge and that, although we can recognise incompetence in professional 
performance, it is much harder to define competence. Eraut challenges some common 
assumptions in education: 
the idea that one first acquires knowledge and later applies it is itself profoundly 
misleading, (p.51) 
Eraut refers to Hammond's Cognitive Continuum Theory which: 
defines analytic and intuitive thinking as poles of a continuum, arguing that most 
thinking is neither purely intuitive nor purely analytical (p. 140) 
But despite the recognition that some procedural knowledge may be implicit and 
therefore not amenable to direct teaching, most authors agree that what is needed are 
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opportunities for students which allow them to interweave explicit and implicit 
knowledge. 
What the analysis serves to demonstrate is the complexity of process 
knowledge and the needfor a range of approaches to its development. 
(Eraut, 1994, p.95) 
9.4. The implications of the findings 
At the end of the PACKS project, the findings were limited to the analysis of two of the 
Durham tasks. Some findings of interest emerged at that time and were published. The 
further and more detailed analysis of all the data, which was carried out for this thesis has 
enabled some of those findings to be confirmed and others to emerge. More specifically, 
the analysis o f additional investigations allows cross-task analysis while the analysis of 
the data probe contributes to knowledge on the relationship between the understanding 
that pupils apply in practice and the understanding expressed in an interview situation. 
The thesis has significant implications for teaching and learning. At the same time, we 
are aware that the requirements of the current assessment system in the UK and the 
consequent demands on science teachers may not easily accommodate these 
recommendations. 
The main messages from the thesis in terms of teaching and learning are: 
1. The results from all three measures in the research show that a significant number of 
ideas about evidence are poorly understood even by older pupils. While this finding 
confirms the results of previous research, the thesis involves more detailed analysis than in 
previous research. By using the definition of the content of procedural understanding as a 
basis for the analysis, specific ideas were pinpointed. The results also demonstrate that high 
explicit understanding of evidence was associated with better practical application and 
synthesis of ideas about evidence. Further the thesis demonstrates that the assumption that 
pupils wi l l pick up an understanding of evidence and be able to apply and synthesise it 
without explicit teaching does not hold true for a significant number of pupils. The clear 
implication from these findings is that i f we want pupils to understand, be able to apply and 
synthesise ideas about evidence, then explicit teaching of the underlying ideas is needed. 
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Such teaching, interwoven with practical opportunities where pupils can apply and 
synthesise these ideas, is likely to lead to better understanding. 
At this point it may be helpful to reconsider the model put forward in chapter 1 (figure 2, 
p30) and which underpins the thesis. The model suggests that the mental processing 
necessary for effective problem-solving involves conceptual and procedural 
understanding. It was stated that, in reality, procedural and conceptual knowledge cannot 
be separated in that there is always a degree of interaction. However this is not to say 
that procedural or conceptual knowledge cannot each be targetted as a learning outcome. 
The solution lies in the careful selection of a suitable task. The classification referred to 
in chapter 1 (p42) relates different types of practical work to different learning outcomes 
suggesting that investigative work provides an ideal forum in which pupils can apply and 
synthesise procedural understanding. 
The findings of the thesis supports earlier work by demonstrating that, i f the conceptual 
requirements of a task are low, then it allows pupils to focus on procedural 
understanding. The Forces tasks with a low conceptual demand allowed primary pupils 
to demonstrate highly effective procedural understanding. 
Just as practical work can be used to teach particular concepts such as photosynthesis or 
Hooke's Law, so can investigative work be used to teach particular concepts of evidence. 
So for example, the analysis of the tasks in the thesis has shown that dissolving tasks are 
appropriate i f a focus on the structure of the fair test and controls is required, particularly 
with younger pupils. I f the target is repeatability, then a task in which the design and the 
measurement method are straightforward is preferable, such as in the Forces tasks. 
Again, for teaching about the significance of a wide range of readings and an appropriate 
interval then Forces U would be appropriate. 
The extent to which conceptual understanding predominates wi l l vary not only with the 
familiarity of the pupils with the relevant concept (forces, electricity etc.) but also on the 
particular concept of evidence. For instance, the consideration of control variables 
involves a strong element of the relevant conceptual understanding while an 
understanding of repeatability is less dependent on conceptual understanding. The key 
however is appropriate task selection geared to the understanding of the pupils. 
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A paper published during the writing of this thesis (Tamir et ai, 1998), albeit with 16-17 
year old pupils only and set in a very different education system in Israel, supports the 
notion that the explicit teaching of procedural understanding is advantageous. 
2. The thesis showed that some Y6 pupils can synthesise ideas about evidence more 
effectively than pupils at Y9. This finding had emerged in the analysis of the Forces I and 
Forces I I tasks during the PACKS project but was confirmed by the analysis of the 
Dissolving I task in this thesis and is also supported by other research, as discussed 
earlier in this chapter. The implication is that teaching should aim to foster and reinforce 
such understanding in an ongoing way throughout science education. Particularly in 
secondary schools, pupils need to be encouraged not to lose sight of the purpose of the 
task and to focus on the inter-relationship of the parts with the whole task rather than on 
isolated parts of the task. There a number of ways that have been suggested elsewhere 
which can provide ways of doing this. For example, there is the idea of looking forward 
e.g. 'how are you going to answer the question?' before the practical and of looking back 
e.g. 'Do you believe your evidence?' afterwards. Another possible teaching method is to 
have the class evaluate each group's results and decide whose evidence is the most 
convincing. The idea of presenting results as evidence to an outsider or the competition 
used in the PACKS project are other ways of focusing on synthesis. Examining second 
hand reports for reliability and validity is also a possible means of reinforcing 
application. 
3. The finding that concepts of evidence concerned with measurement and data handling 
were not well understood or applied by the majority of pupils suggests that these ideas 
need to be identified explicitly and taught. These are key ideas. For instance, i f pupils do 
not understand why it is necessary to repeat readings and how to handle the results, then 
it is difficult to see how they can evaluate data meaningfully. 
There are now materials available to help in the teaching of these ideas (e.g. Gott et al., 
1997, 1998, 1999c; Solano-Flores,1999) but space and opportunity are also needed to 
allow pupils to put these concepts of evidence into practice. New teaching methods such 
as the use of information technology may help teachers to tackle some of these issues. 
One possible pragmatic reason for the difficulty with understanding repeatability, for 
example, may be that there is often simply not time to repeat measurements so that pupils 
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rarely have the opportunity to do so or to handle repeated measurements. Repeating 
measurements is a key aspect of reliability and validity. Information technology can 
surmount some of these problems by allowing last and easy iterations. This is not to 
suggest that computers are a substitute for hands-on practical work but rather an 
additional tool. 
4. The results of the thesis showed that most pupils at all ages in the sample found 
interpreting patterns in data in categoric tasks more difficult than in continuous tasks. 
This finding was unexpected and contrasts with previous NCC research which had 
suggested that categoric tasks were more suitable for younger pupils. The 
recommendation from the NCC data was that older pupils should focus primarily on 
investigations involving numerical data and line graphs. The findings of this thesis 
indicate that mtertwining continuous and categoric tasks throughout compulsory science 
education is more appropriate. Such an approach would provide plenty of opportunities 
for pupils to compare and handle data from both types of task. 
5. The finding that younger Y4 pupils have difficulty with the design of continuous as 
compared to categoric tasks particularly in identifying the type of variables appropriately 
suggests that tasks which promote the value of quantitative measurement should be used 
to encourage this understanding. This finding supports earlier research. Again there is a 
growing body of material available providing tasks suitable for young pupils. 
6. The finding that each task presents a different challenge to pupils of different ages also 
supports earlier research. 
7. The finding, that different methods of assessment test different aspects of 
understanding, has significant implications for the assessment ofprocedural 
understanding. The results showed that one method cannot be used as a predictor of, or 
as a substitute for, performance on another. This is not to invalidate any of these methods 
but the results in this thesis show that, for example, a written test may bear little, or an 
indirect, relationship to what pupils do in practical tasks. At the same time, the written 
and interview techniques serve to elicit pupils' explicit ideas about evidence and these 
have the potential to be used to guide the teaching of procedural understanding in terms 
of formative or summative assessment tools. But one of the main implications here is 
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that testing procedural understanding is not straightforward. Better assessment 
techniques are needed and the development of validated tools urgently required. 
9.5. Conclusions 
The detailed analysis of pupils' understanding of scientific evidence in investigative work 
provided by this thesis has contributed to knowledge in the area. By validating the idea 
of a defined body of knowledge underpinning an understanding of scientific evidence 
against pupil performance, the thesis has demonstrated that many pupils have a limited 
understanding of a number of ideas about evidence. The resounding message to emerge 
from the thesis is that, i f pupils are to understand scientific evidence, then the ideas which 
underlie that understanding need to be taught explicitly. A number of significant 
recommendations for teaching and learning have also emerged from the thesis. 
The research has also demonstrated some of the difficulties of assessing procedural 
understanding. I f procedural understanding is to be taught, then there is a need to 
develop instruments for both formative and summative assessment. Research is needed 
to develop and validate a range of assessment instruments, which preferably relate in a 
known way to performance in practical tasks. 
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APPENDIX 1: T H E DURHAM I N ^ S T I G A T I O N S 
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a. DISSOLVING I 
Name 
Date of birth........... ........ 
GROUP.. 
Mr. Smith, a baker, needs to know which kind of these four sugars will dissolve fastest in cold tap 
water. 
Find out bow quickly the four sugars dissolve in cold 
tap water and put them in order from the one which 
dissolves quickest to the one which dissolves slowest 
What I think will happen is 
Present your results carefully on the paper provided so that you can give Mr. Smith as much 
information as possible about what you have found out. 
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b. DISSOLVING II 
Name .......................... 
Date of birth 
GROUP. 
Using the fine white sugar, how does the 
temperature of the water affect the time the sugar 
takes to dissolve? 
What I think will happen is 
Present your results carefully on the paper provided so that you can give as much information as 
possible about what you have found out. After you have completely finished your investigation, we 
shall tell you a temperature and ask you to predict how long the sugar would take to dissolve (without 
actually doing it). There will be ptTZCS for the nearest answer. 
M Y GROUP'S PREDICTION IS: 
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c. FORCES I 
Dateof birth 
GROUP.. 
The ancient Egyptians had to move very heavy rocks when they were making the pyramids. At times 
they had to push or pull them along different kinds of surfaces. 
Find out how the type of surface affects the amount 
of pull needed to drag the brick along. 
What I think will happen is . 
Present your results carefiilly. 
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d. FORCES II 
Name..... 
Dateof birth 
GROUP.. 
Find out how the height of the slope affects 
needed to move the brick uphill. 
What I think will happen is , 
Present your results carefully on the next page so that you can give as much information as possible 
about what you have found out. After you have completed your investigation, we shall give you a 
height and ask you to predict how much pull or force is needed to move the brick up a slope of that 
ft 
height. There will be pOZCS for the closest answer! 
M Y GROUP'S PREDICTION IS: 
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e. FORGES II IN PHASE 3 
Name........ 
Date of birth 
GROUP:. 
Find out how the angle of the slope affects the 
amount of pull/force needed to move the brick uphill. 
What ! think will happen is 
Present your results carefully so that you can: give as much information as possible about what you 
have found out. Yon need not record your method. 
After you have completed your investigation, we shall give you an angle and ask you to predict how 
much pull or force is needed to move the brick up a slope at that angle. 
MY PREDICTION (for the competition) IS: 
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APPENDIX 2 : T H E OBSERVATION C H E C K L I S T S 
366 
a. FORCES I checklist with example of recording 
Code:...61861F4 
Date: ...18/6/92 
School 6 
Year group Y4 
Group composition 1M2F 
Pupil 1 Pupil 2 Pupil 3 Pupil 4 NOTES / COMMENTS / QUOTES 
Approach-competitive 
-engineering (optimal) 
-ordered surfaces according to 
prediction 
X Labelled A, B, C, D not order of 
prediction 
-scientific(right order) • 
-other 
Strategy- tested surfaces one by 
one 
• 
-tested in order of prediction • i.e. B, C, A, D 
IV-which surface • 
Controlled 
1. method of pulling • "each person needs to test it because it 
might be different". 
appropriate accuracy • 
2. 
DV -pull • 
measured • 
estimated 
appropriate accuracy • 
Repeated any readings • See above 
Trials used for results 
Spotted any problems - control 
-accuracy 
-other 
[Page 1] 
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Names: 1 
2 
3 
4 
1 2 3 4 
No results at all 
Data logged in prose 
Table as an organizer* 
Table created when data 
generated 
• / 
Table created after data 
generated 
barchart/ stickgraph • • • 
linegraph 
Results-expected 
-reverse order 
-inconclusive • • • 
*correct = numbers in correct columns (minor items e.g. headings don't matter) 
1 2 3 4 
Made prediction / • / 
Sensible prediction / • • 
Conclusions results only 
Conclusions correct 
Conclusions -trend 
optimum • • • 
Conclusions consistent 
with the data • • / 
Prediction confirmed / / 
I f you did it again would 
you change anything? 
Other comments: 
[Page 2] 
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b. FORCES II checklist with example of recording 
Code:...4205030F6 
Date: ...20/5/92 
School 4 
Year group Y6 
Group composition 3M 
Pupil I Pupil 2 Pupil 3 Pupfl 4 NOTES / COMMENTS / QUOTES 
Approach-
engineering(optimal) 
-scientific(right order) • 
-other 
IV- height of ramp 
continuous 10-110 in 10 cm intervals 
categoric 
measured • 
appropriate accuracy • meter rule held against end 
Controlled 
1.method of pulling • same person 
appropriate accuracy • slowly 
2. 
DV-pull • 
measured • 
estimated 
appropriate accuracy 
Repeated any readings 
Range appropriate • 10-llOcm 
Interval appropriate • 10 cm 
Trials used for results 
Spotted any problems - control 
-accuracy 
-other 
[Second page of observation sheet as in Forces I] 
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c. DISSOLVING I checklist with example of recording 
Code: 11333D9. 
School 1 
Year group Y9 Group 3 
Group composition 4F 
Pupil 1 Pupil 2 Pupil 3 Pupil 4 NOTES / COMMENTS / 
QUOTES 
Approach - competitive 
-engineering (optimal) 
-ordered sugars according to prediction 
-scientific 
Strategy- tested sugars one by one / 
- tested sugars simultaneously 
- tested dissolving over fixed time 
- quantity of sugar dissolved in fixed time 
-tested in order of prediction 
IV-which sugar / 
-quantity of sugar 
Controlled 1. quantity of sugar 
categoric 
weight 
spoonfuls • spatula xlO 
measured volume 
appropriate accuracy 
2. quantity of water weight • 
volume: estimated 
measured • graduated beaker and 
measuring cylinder 
appropriate accuracy 
3. stirring: 
frequency 
person 
appropriate accuracy^ 
DV-dissolving time 
measured • stopclock 
estimated 
appropriate accuracy • 
by comparison by eye 
-quantity of sugar 
Repeated any readings 
Appropriate scale / 
Trials used for results 
Spotted any problems - control 
-accuracy 
-other 
[Second page of observation sheet as in Forces I] 
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d. DISSOLVING II checklist with example of recording 
Code: 3754D6. 
School 3 
Year group Y6 Group 4 
Group composition 2F 1M 
Pupil i Pupil 2 Pupil 3 Pupil 4 NOTES / COMMENTS / 
QUOTES 
Approach-engineering(optimal) 
-scientific 
Strategy 
Different temps alt at once 
One by one • 
IV- temperature 
continuous • 63, 85, 12, 10 
categoric 
measured • 
appropriate accuracy • 
Controlled 1. quantity of sugar • 
categoric 
weight • 20g 
spoonfuls 
appropriate accuracy • 
2. quantity of water • 
weight 
volume: estimated 
measured • 150ml 
appropriate accuracy • 
3. stirring -frequency Only to check dissolving 
person 
appropriate accuracy 
DV-dissoIving time 
measured • 
estimated 
appropriate accuracy 
by comparison by eye 
Repeated any readings 
Range appropriate • 
Interval appropriate 
Scale appropriate • 
Trials used for results 
Spotted any problems - control 
-accuracy 
-other 
[Second page of observation sheet as in Forces I] 
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e. EXPECTATIONS RECORDING SHEET 
DISSOLVING I CODE: 
Date-
School GROUP 
. Year group Y 
Retained Abandoned 
Ritual science lesson 
Equipment - limited by what is available 
Equipment - 'use it all' 
'Right' result' 
Accuracy ritual 
Time constraint 
Fair test ritual 
Done it before? 
Abstraction 
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APPENDIX 3: T H E DATA PROBES 
For each data probe, pupils were given the following sheets of data which were the focus of the 
questions. For the reader's convenience, the questions have also been included at the bottom of each 
data sheet. On the last four pages of each probe only (p.382-385 and p.399-402), pupils were asked to 
record their answers in written form. 
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a. FORCES DATA PROBE - INTERVIEW SHEETS and QUESTIONS 
[Please note that the questions at the foot of each page were administered orally.] 
In the playground 10 newtons(N) 
On the grass 14 N 
On the classroom carpet 8 N 
On the wooden floor 5N 
Jo and Clare did some work about how much pull or force you need to move a brick along different 
types of surtacesT 
1. What do their results tell you? 
Would you have written your results down in the same way? 
What surface was it easiest to pull the brick along? 
Prompt: Which surface do you think is the roughest? 
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[ 
Surface Pull / force 
(Newtons) 
playground 10 1 
i 
grass 14 
classroom 8 
carpet 
, wooden 5 ; 
floor 
This is another way of writing down the same results. 
2. Would you have written your results down in the same way? 
375; 
14 
o 10 
surface 
14 
12 
Z 1 ° 
8 8 
£ 6 
= 4 3 o. 2 • I I I 
surface 
<D 
O 
3 
a. 
14 
12 
10 
8 
6 
4 
2 
0 1 
3 
surface 
3. A barchart is another way of presenting the same results. Here are two ways of doing a barchart 
using the same information: 
a. Which of these two barcharts do you think is better ? 
Why? 
Prompt- Can you say anything about how rough the surface was from these charts? 
b. If you moved the brick along a sheet of ice (like a skating rink) where would the force be on the 
barchart? 
This line graph also shows the same information 
4. Which do you think is the better type of graph for showing the way different surfaces affect the pull 
needed ? 
What is the difference between the numbers at the side of the barchart and the numbers along the 
bottom? 
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Type of surface Pull / force 
(Newtons) 
First time Second time 
playground 10 15: 
grass ! 14 ! 13 
i classroom 
carpet 
i 8 
9 
wooden i 
floor 
i 5 7 
Daniel; Philip and Tom did the same work but they tested each surface twice. 
5. Why did they test each surface twice? 
If they did everything the same, would you expect them to get the same results? 
The teacher asked them which surface needed the most force to pull the brick along? Daniel'said the 
grass, Philip said you couldn't tell and Tom said the playground Who do you agree with? 
Which set of numbers did you use? 
If you were doing this and you got these results, what would you do next? 
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Type off surface Pull/ force 
(Newtons) 
First time Second time Third time 
playground \ 10 ; 15 11 
I grass 14 13 ; 12 
classroom 
carpet 
;8 ! 9 7 
wooden floor 
! 
5: 7 7 j 
Daniel Philip and Tom decided to test the surfaces one more time so that now their results looked like 
this: 
6. Which surface heeded the most pull to drag the brick along? 
How did you work that out? 
Which surface was it easiest to pull the brick along? 
How did you work that out? 
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Type of surface Pull / force 
(Newtons) 
big slope little slope 
playground 17 11 
grass 20 12 
carpet 14 7 
wood 13 9 
The teacher then asked the class to see i f the height of a slope makes any difference to the pull needed 
to drag a brick along. Jo and Clare used a big and a little slope. They tested all four surfaces with a 
big and a little slope. 
7. Would you have preferred to do all four surfaces? Why? What would the advantage be? 
What do their results tell you about the effect of the height of the slope on the amount of pull needed? 
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Height of slope 
very high 
high 
medium 
low 
very low 
flat 
Jo and Glare used a biganda littleslope. Other groups in the class decided to use different heights. 
8. Which ones would you use to show best how the height of the slope affects the amount of pull 
needed? 
.. i f you had as much time as you wanted? 
Please explain your answer. 
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l i k i n g at this metre rule, which heights would you choose? 
9l How high would your biggest slope be? 
How low would your lowest slope be? 
Arid how many in between? 
What heights? 
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Name. 
Group number. 
Height of ramp Pull/ force 
(cm) (Newtons) 
0 
10 12 
20 i i 14. 
40 
60 23 j 
80 
[Put your name at the top of these sheets] 
Katie and Anna realized that they had forgotten to write down three readings. 
10. Can you predict roughly what they might be? 
Put your answers in the gaps in the table. 
Explain how you worked each one out. 
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25 
20 
Z 15 
I 
£ 10 
a 5 
i i I I i i i i i i i I I I 
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 
height of slope cm 
35 T 
30 --
25 + 
» 20 + 
3 15 + 
B 10 a 
5 -• 
0 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 
height of slope 
Here are the graphs that two other groups of children in the class drew about the amount of pull and 
the height of the ramp: 
11. Complete the graphs. 
From either of the graphs can you say how much pull you would need to pull the brick up a 50 cm 
high slope? . - • 
Which graph do you think it's easier to tell from? 
Why? 
12. If the brick were twice as heavy, how much pull would you need -where wold the line go? - draw 
the line on one of the graphs. 
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35 
30 
25 
20 
15 
10 - r 
5 -
10 20 30 40 50 
height of slope cm 
Mere are another group's results. 
384 ; 
35 -r 
30 
25 
I 
20 
15 
10 
I 0 
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 
height of slope cm 
Other children in the same group put their results onto a barchart like this: 
13. Which would you choose? 
Why did you choose that one? 
Would you put the heights of the slope in the order you did them in or in height order (like on the 
graphs)? 
14. Using the graph that you chose, mark on the graph or chart with a cross what pull you would need 
to move the brick up a slope of: 
a. 80cm ? 
b. 50cm ? 
c. 10cm ? 
Does this change your ideas? 
Thank you for your help. 
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b. FORCES DATA PROBE - CODE SCHEME 
Question 1 (random data) 
What do their results tell you? 
State which is hardest or easiest to pull 
(extremes) 
Order on A:extreme / optimal 
pull=N(pl) 
Order surfaces Order on B:can order 
pull=N (pi) 
Identify slippy / rough surfaces Order on A extreme 
roughness a pull (r l) 
Order according to roughness Order on B:can order 
roughness a pull (r l) 
Would you have written your results down in the 
same way? 
No, in order Order on C: prefer order 
pull=N / roughness a pull 
Which surface was it easiest to pull the brick 
along? 
Wooden floor Order on A 
pull=N 
Grass Order on A 
pull=N 
Which surface do you think is the roughest? 
Grass Order on A 
roughness a pull 
Wooden floor Order on A 
roughness a pull 
All of the above Can state conclusion 
Question 2 (Table of same data) 
Would you have written your results down in the 
same way? 
No, in order Order on C: prefer order 
pull=N / roughness a pull 
Ouestion 3 (two barcharts) 
a Which is better? 
second one - in order Order on C: prefer order 
pull=N / roughness a pull 
first one - types in order Label off: not recognized as just a label 
b. Position of ice? 
Identify order and put ice < surface 4 Order on B: can order 
roughness a pull 
Inverse order Order on B: can order 
roughness a pull 
Question 4 (barchart vs linegraph) 
Which is better? 
Barchart - discrete surfaces can't have numbers 
in between 
Cont/categor 
Barchart -easier Note in comments 
Difference in numbers on each axis? 
labels / just surface type Label on: can identify 
Question 5 (anomaly, 2 columns) 
Why test twice? 
To check, make sure Replication A 
Because practice or mistake made first Replication B 
Which needed the most force? 
can't tell Validity A 
playground(column 2 best) Validity B 
playground(biggest number) Validity C 
grass(numbers closest together) Validity D 
grass(biggest average) Validity E 
grass(biggest sum) Validity F 
All responses Order on 
pull=N 
To plot a barchart? What would you do next? 
Use set 2 / one set Validity B 
Average Validity E 
Add them together Validity F 
Plot both sets Validity G 
Put them in order Order on C 
Do it again (playground / all) Validity H 
Use number that occurs twice Validity J 
Question 6 (anomaly, 3 columns) 
Which surface needed the most pull? 
Grass(numbers closest tog.) Validity D 
Playground(column 2 best) Validity B 
Playground(biggest number) Validity C 
Grass(biggest average) Validity E 
Grass(biggest sum) Validity F 
Grass(highest first and third time) Validity G 
Which surface was the easiest? 
Wooden floor(numbers closest) Validity D 
Wooden floor(coumn 3 the best) Validity B 
Wooden floor(smallest average) Validity E 
Wooden floor(smallest sum) Validity F 
Wooden f1oor(smallest number) Validity B 
All responses Order on 
pull=N 
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Question 7 (height/pull) 
Prefer to do all the surfaces? 
Yes, to check Replication C 
What do results tell you? 
The bigger the slope, the bigger the pull Can state conclusion, T=trend (0=optimum) 
Order on 
height a pull (hi) 
The bigger the slope, the bigger the pull for all 
of them 
Replication C 
Question 8 (qualitative heights) 
Which heights? 
Gap of >/=one height Range(code extremes) 
Gap of >/= one height in between extremes Interval(code heights) 
Very high A 
High B 
Medium C 
Low D 
Very low E 
Flat F 
Question 9 (metre rule) 
Lowest and highest? 
Gapof>/= 10cm Range (note extremes) 
Readings in between? 
>/= one height in between Interval (note heights) 
Ouestion 10 (table with gaps) 
Predicting values 
Numbers follow trend Order off 
Numbers follow trend because pull increases as 
height increases 
Order on 
pull and height 
Numbers follow trend small pull to big pull Order on 
pull and height 
Evidence of manipulating figures i) 8/10 
ii) 18/19 
iii) 26/28 
Arith off 
As above + as height increases, pull increases Arith on 
pull increases as height increases 
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Question 11 (graphs of range and interval) 
Extrapolation 
Follows the trend Order off/ on B 
height a pull 
Follows trend but line drawn to origin Order off 0 
Line levels off Arithoff 
Height for pull of50N ? 
Interpolation correct Order off A 
Used graph 2 Validity range 
Question 12 
What happens if you double the weight of the 
brick? 
Parallel line drawn Order off 
As above + it would be harder or easier to pull Order on 
pull a weight 
Each value doubled Arithoff 
Double weight, double pull Arith on 
pull a weight 
Question 13 barchart vs linegraph) 
Which is best? 
Linegraph because of readings in between cont / categoric 
Barchart is easier note in comments 
Question 14 (interpolation) 
At 80cm? Order off A 
At 50cm? Order off B 
At 10cm? Order off C 
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d. DISSOLVING DATA PROBE - INTERVIEW SHEETS and QUESTIONS 
[Please note that the questions at the foot of each page were administered orally.] 
sugar A 85 seconds 
sugar B 120 seconds 
sugar C 90 seconds 
sugar D 160 seconds 
Jo arid Clare did some work about how sugars dissolve in tap water. They labelled their sugars A,B,C 
and D. Here are their results: 
1. What do their results tell you? 
Would you have written your results down in the same way? 
Which sugar dissolves quickest? 
Prompt - Can you tell which sugar has the biggest pieces? 
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Type of sugar Time to dissolve in 
tap water 
(sees) 
! sugar A ; 85 
sugar B 120 
sugarC 90 
sugar D 160 
This is another way of-writing down the same results: -
2. Would you have written your results down in the same way? 
Afterwards Jo and Clare got sugar G mixed up with sugar D. If they put this mixture in water (half 
sugar C and half sugar D), how long do you think it would take to dissolve? 
How did you work that out? 
392 
160 
k i l l 
140 
120 
e 100 
80 
60 
£ 40 
20 
1 2 3 4 
sugar type 
160 
ki l l 
y-f T i l l I 
140 
» 120 
100 
80 
60 
40 
20 
1 3 2 4 
sugar type 
H 1 1 1 
1 3 2 4 
sugar type 
3. A barchart is another way of presenting the same results. Here are two ways of doing a barchart 
using the same information: 
a. Which of these two barcharts do you think is better ? 
Why do you think this? 
Prompt - Can you say anything about the size of the sugar grains from these charts? 
b. If you dissolved icing sugar, what would it look like on the barchart ? 
This line graph also shows the same information. 
4. Which do you think is the better type of graph for showing the dissolving time of different types of 
sugar ? 
Why? 
What do the numbers at the bottom mean? 
What's the difference between the numbers at the side of the barchart and the numbers along the 
bottom? 
160 
140 
120 
100 
80 
60 
40 
20 
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Type of sugar Time to dissolve 
seconds 
First time Second time 
sugar A 85 84 
sugar B 120 162 
sugar C 90 92 
sugar D 160 159 
Daniel and Tom did the same work but they tested each sugar twice. 
5. Why did they test each sugar twice? 
The teacher asked them which sugar took the longest time to dissolve? Daniel said sugar B did, 
Philip said you couldn't tell and Tom said sugar D took the longest. Who do you agree with? 
Which set of numbers did you use?:-
The first time numbers - or the second time numbers - or both together? 
If you were doing this and you got these results, what would you do next? / I f you were plotting a 
graph which numbers would you use? 
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Type off sugar Time to dissolve 
(seconds) 
First time Second time Third time 
sugar A 85 84 86 
sugarB 120 | 162 1 122 
I sugar C 
i 
90 92 85 
sugarD 160 159 162 
Daniel and Tom decided to test the sugars one mote time so that now their results lobkedlike this: 
6.a Which sugar dissolves fastest? 
How did you work that out? Which number would you use to plot a graph? 
6b Which sugar took longest to dissolve? 
How did you work that out? Which number would you use to plot a graph? 
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Type of sugar Time to dissolve in water 
(sees) 
Cold water Hot water 
sugar A 85 74 
sugar B 120 .110 
sugar C 90 75 
sugar B 160 150 
The teacher then asked1 Jo and Clare's class to see if temperature makes any difference to how sugar 
dissolves. So Jo and Clare used 
hot and cold water: 
They tested all four sugars in hot and cold water. 
7. Would you have preferred to do all four sugars? (Or is doing one sugar enough?) 
What do their results tell you about the effect of temperature on dissolving? 
How do you know? 
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VERY COLD 
GOLD 
WARM 
HOT 
VERY MOT 
Jo and Clare used hot and cold water. Other groups in the class decided to use some other 
temperatures. 
8. Which ones would you use to show best how temperature affects dissolving time 
. . i f you had as much time as you wanted? 
Please explain your answer: 
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loo C 
BS 
SO 
75 
TO 
Lb 
55 
So 
to 
35 
2.0 
i S 
4e 
to 
Looking at this thermometer, which temperatures would you choose? 
9. What would be the lowest temperature you would choose? 
What would be the highest temperature you would choose? 
So you've got your highest and lowest temperatures - how many other temperatures would you use? 
and which ones? 
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Name 
Group number. 
Temperature of water 
(°C) 
Time to dissolve 
(seconds) 
10 
20 38 
40 26 
60 
80 18 
100 
[Please put your name in the space at the top of these sheets] 
Here are Katie and Anna's results: 
Katie and Anna realized that they had forgotten to write down three readings. 
10. Can you predict roughly what they might be? 
Put your answers in the gaps in the table. 
Explain how you worked each one out. 
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0 
temperature °C 
Here are the graphs that two other groups of children in the class drew about dissolving time and 
temperature: 
11'. Complete the graphs from the vertical / y axis to 90 °C. 
Can you tell what the dissolving time would be if the temperature was 55 °C? 
Which graph do you think it's easier to tell from? 
Why? •-
Both these groups weighed out 50g of sugar for each temperature that they tested. 
12. If they had doubled the amount of sugar i.e. used lOOg in the same quantity of water, what would 
the line graph look like then? Draw it on the graph that you chose or write your answer here: 
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35 i 
30 
25 
(0 
o 20 
(0 
15 
10 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 
Temperature C 
Pagell. 
Here are another group!s:results: 
13. Draw the line in on the graph? 
401 
10 20 40 60 80 
temperature °C 
Other children in the same class put their results onto a barchart like this: 
Which would you choose? 
Why did you choose that one? 
14 Using the graph that you chose, mark on the graph or chart how long the sugar would take to 
dissolve at 
a. 100°C ? 
b. 30°C ? 
c. 10°C ? 
Does this change your ideas? 
Thank you for your help 
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e. DISSOLVING DATA P R O B E - C O D E S C H E M E 
Question 1 (random data) 
What do their results tell you? 
State which is fastest or slowest (extremes) Order on Atextreme / optimal 
rate a l / t ( r l ) 
Order sugars Order on B:can order 
rate a l / t ( r l ) 
Identify smallest / largest grain Order on A extreme 
grain size a t (g l ) 
Order according to grain size Order on B:can order 
rate a 1/t / grain size a t (g l ) 
Brown sugars are the slowest Order on D 
grain size(=colour) a t (g l ) 
Would you have written your results down in the 
same way? 
No, in order Order on C: prefer order 
rate/grain size a t / 1/t (g l ) 
Which sugar dissolves the quickest? 
Sugar A Order on A 
rate a 1/t 
Sugar D Order on A 
rate a t 
Which sugar has the biggest pieces? 
Sugar D Order on A 
grain size a t 
Sugar A Order on A 
grain size a 1/t 
Al l of the above Can state conclusion 
Ouestion 2 (Table of same data) 
Would you have written your results down in the 
same way? 
No, in order Order on C: prefer order 
rate / grain size a t / l / t 
Mixture ? 
125 / half way (no reason) Arith off Araverage 
160(no reason) Arith off B 
250(no reason) Arith off Cadding 
125/halfway - half of each so half of each time Arith on A 
t a amount 
160 - same as longest Arith on B 
t a type only 
250- both together , 2 sugars Arith on C 
t a amount 
Somewhere in between Order off/on C 
Less than sugar C note in comments 
More than sugar D note in comments 
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Question 3 (two barcharts) 
Which is belter? 
second one - in order Order on C: prefer order 
grain size/rate a 1/t 
first one - types in order Label off: not recognized as just labels 
Size of grains and icing sugar? 
Identify order and put icing sugar < sugar 1 Order on B: can order 
grain size a t 
Inverse order Order on B: can order 
grain size a 1/t 
Question 4 (barchart vs linegraph) 
Which is better? 
Barchart - discrete sugars can't have numbers in 
between 
Cont/categor 
Barchart -easier Note in comments 
Difference in numbers on each axis? 
labels / just sugar type Label on: can identify as just labels 
Question 5 (anomaly) 
Why test twice? 
To check Replication A 
Because practice or mistake made first Replication B 
Which took longest? 
can't tell Validity A 
sugar B(column 2 best) Validity B 
sugar B(biggest number) Validity C 
sugar D(numbers closest together) Validity D 
sugar D (biggest sum) Validity F 
All responses Order on 
Ratea t / 1/t 
To plot a barchart? What would you do next? 
Use set 2 / set 1 Validity B 
Average Validity E 
Add them together Validity F 
Plot both sets Validity G 
Put them in order Order on C 
Do it again (sugar B / all) Validity H 
Use highest numbers Validity J 
Question 6 (anomaly) 
Which dissolves fastest? 
Sugar A(numbers closest tog.) Validity D 
Sugar C(column 3 best) Validity B 
Sugar A(smallest number) Validity C 
Sugar A(smallest average) Validity E 
Sugar A(smallest sum) Validity F 
can't tell Validity A 
Which takes longest? 
Sugar D(numbers closest) Validity D 
Sugar D(column 3 best) Validity B 
Sugar D(biggest average) Validity E 
Sugar D(biggest sum) Validity F 
Sugar B(column 2 best) Validity B 
can't tell Validity A 
All responses Order on 
ra tea t / 1/t 
Ouestion 7 (hot/cold) 
Prefer to do all types of sugar? 
Yes, to check Replication C 
What do results tell you? 
Hotter the faster Can state conclusion T (trend) /O(optimom) 
Order on 
rate a 1/t 
Hotter the faster for all of them Replication C 
Ouestion 8 (qualitative temp) 
Which temps? 
Gapof>/=10 Range(code extremes) 
Gap of >/= one temp in between extremes Interval(code temps) 
Very cold A 
Cold B 
Warm C 
Hot D 
Very hot E 
Ouestion 9 (thermometer) 
Lowest and highest? 
Gap of >/= 10 Range (note extremes) 
Readings in between? 
>/= one temperature in between Interval (note temps) 
Ouestion 10 (table with gaps) 
Predicting values 
Numbers follow trend Order off 
Numbers follow trend because T 1 /t Order on 
tot 1/t 
Numbers follow trend slow to fast Order on 
rate a 1/t 
Evidence of manipulating figures i) 44/50 
ii) 22 
iii) 14 
Arithoff 
As above + double temp, half time Arith on 
T a 1/T 
As above + as temp increases, time decreases Arith on 
t a T 
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Question 11 (graphs of range and interval) 
Extrapolation 
Follows the trend Order off / on 
time a 1/T 
Line levels off Arithoff 
Line levels off because can't have time = 0 Arith on 
t a 1/T, t>0 
Follows trend but line drawn to origin Order off O 
Dissolving time at 55 ? 
Interpolation correct Order off B 
Used graph 2 Validity range 
Question 12(2 x sugar) 
What happens if you double the amount of sugar? 
Parallel line drawn Order off 
As above + it would be fester or slower Order on 
Amount a rate/ 1/rate ( A l ) 
Each value doubled Arithoff 
Double sugar, double time Arith on 
time a amount 
Question 13 (barchart vs linegraph) 
Which is best? 
Linegraph because of readings in between cont / categoric 
Barchart is easier note in comments 
Question 14 (interpolation) 
At 100? Order off 100 
At 30 ? Order off 30 
At 10 ? Order off 10 
Question 15 (q7 concept probe) 
How long would it take? 
Less time Order off 
Less time because as T increases, t decreases Order on 
t a l / T o r T ( T l ) 
Half time or double time Arithoff 
Half time + reason Arith on 
t a 1/T or T 
Increasing the quantity? 
More time Order off 
More time + reason Order on 
Amount a t 
Double time Arithoff 
Double time +reason Arith on 
Amount a t 
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APPENDIX 4 : T H E CONCEPT PROBES 
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a. FORCES - WRITTEN CONCEPT PROBE 
Name 
Age.. 
We are very interested in your ideas about forces. Please help us by ticking 
the answers you agree with in the questions on these pages and by 
explaining your answers in as much detail as you can when asked to do so. 
This is not a test but a way of helping us to understand your ideas. We 
hope you will find the questions interesting. 
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1. Look at the pictures below and decide whether or not there are any 
forces in each picture; If you think there are, draw them on the pictures 
with arrows and write beside the arrow whether it is a push or a pull. 
A golfer hitting a golf ball A vase on a table 
/ / 
Two torches one on, one off A diver diving into a pool 
An astronaut attached to a 
flying saucer 
410 
2. Two people are pulling a car. Look at the pictures and in each picture 
put an arrow to show which way the car will move. Then write down what 
the total force on the car would be: 
ZOO • l o O + o - v J 
—<ST J ' 
I 5 0 1 C U > t « > ^ S 
2oo ISO 
26o I So 
The total force will 
be: 
The total force will 
be: 
The total force will 
be: 
Which is better- pulling in a line or pulling side by side? 
Tick the box: 
Pulling in a line j j 
Pulling side by side 
Please explain your answer: 
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3. The brick on this plank is not 
moving. 
Draw the forces acting on it. 
a. Why doesn't the brick move? 
b. When the plank is lifted higher, 
the brick starts to slide. Why? 
Draw the forces acting on it now. 
If the plank had a rougher surface would it need to be the same height, 
lower or higher for the brick to start to slide? 
The same height 
Lower 
Higher 
Why? 
br\ck 
412 
4. 
/ Icy b* l\ A ball weighing 1kg falling from a 
height of 1 metre makes a dent in the 
sand. 
l 
Sand 
If the ball weighed 2 kg, would 
the dent be: 
bigger; 
the same size 
smaller 
Si' 
2V$ 
Please explain your answer: 
If the ball fell from half a metre (50cm), would the dent be. 
bigger 
the same size 
smaller 
I 
Please explain your answer: 
1 
sa*.d 
413 
5, 
A pull or force of 100 
Newtons is needed to move 
the brick 10cm along the 
plank. 
How much force will be 
needed to move the brick 
40cm along the plank? 
Why? 
When the plank is lifted higher 
how much force will be 
needed to move the brick 
10cm along the plank? 
2 <*ib<vs 
pi eric 
Why? 
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6. Imagine you have a supermarket trolley full of shopping: 
i tax 
You are pushing it through the shop with a push or force of 50N. Are 
there any other forces acting on it? Which ones? 
Suddenly you find you let go of the trolley and it is travelling by itself. 
What force or forces are acting on it now? And in which direction? Draw 
arrows on the picture and write your answers below: 
Why will the trolley eventually stop? 
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7. 
CM At' cUa*r 
Mum and Dad were wallpapering Jo's bedroom. They stood on a plank 
between two chairs to reach the ceiling. Dad said that the sag of the plank 
depends on how far apart the chairs are but Mum said it depends on the 
weight of the person standing on it. Jo said it was both of these things. 
What do you think? Tick the box. 
The sag depends on: 
How far apart the chairs are 
The weight of the person standing on it 
Both of these things; 
Please explain your answer: 
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8. A girl stands on the bathroom scales holding a broom. The reading on 
the scales is 35kg. 
If she pushes onto the ground beside the scales with the broom handle, will 
the reading be: 
Less than 35kg? 
35kg? 
More than 35kg? 
scries 
Why? 
If she pushes onto the scales with the broom handle, will the reading be: 
Less than 35kg? 
35kg? 
More than 35kg? 
Why? 
If she pushes onto the ceiling with the broom handle, will the reading be: 
Less than 35kg? 
35kg? 
More than 35kg? 
Please check that you have answered all the questions. 
Thank you for your help. 
r 
Why? 
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b. FORCES - CONCEPT PROBE CODE SHEET AND EXAMPLE 
N = no response 
n/a not asked 
Question 1 
i (golfer) 
ii (vase) 
i i i (diver) 
iv (torch) 
v (astronaut) 
Question 2 
Parts i , i i & i i i 
coded separately 
111 
iv 
A downward force (includes feet) 
B reaction 
C resistive (air) 
D force in direction of motion (ball) 
E force on club (swing) 
O no forces shown 
F draft 
A downward force 
B reaction 
C flowers suck up water/ seeds pushing flowers up 
O no forces shown 
A downward force 
B reaction 
C push down perpendicular to board 
D in direction of motion 
O no forces shown 
E spring force upwards 
A downward force 
B reaction 
O no forces shown 
C light / light bulb pushing light out 
D electricity / battery 
E push on button 
F push off button 
E tension in cord (both directions) 
A pull towards ship 
B pull away from ship 
C no gravity so no forces 
O no forces shown 
D downward force 
A direction of movement correct 
B forces added correctly 
C won't move 
c 175N 
d 150N 
e SON 
c 200N 
d 150N 
e 300N 
c 175 
d 350N 
e 200N 
f ON 
A makes no difference: total force the same 
B practical issues e.g. car won't move straight i f side by side 
C force needs to be concentrated/ spread out 
D more force 
E repetition / description 
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Question 3 
i - forces a downward 
b reaction 
c: resistance up plank 
d force down plank 
0 no forces shown 
reason A slope not steep enough 
B weight of brick is pushing down 
C a force is acting on it 
0 no force 
D surface might be rough 
E plank is pushing up 
F the force of gravity is not great enough 
i i (code forces as in i.) 
reason: A slope is steeper 
B force has changed direction/weight has shifted 
C the force is not strong enough 
D description 
E plank pushing up harder than the brick 
F gravity is stronger(so friction reduced) 
G gravity 
i i i height a same 
b lower 
c higher 
reason A more friction -so bigger slope needed 
B repetition "it's rougher" 
U uncodable 
C it would stick to the plank / more grip 
Question 4 
i dent a 
b 
bigger 
same 
c smaller 
reason A ball is heavier - so bigger force 
B ball is bigger therefore bigger dent 
C objects dropped from same height reach ground at same time -
Galileo 
D only height makes a difference 
E ball is bigger so smaller dent 
F description 
i i dent a bigger 
b same 
c smaller 
reason A shorter distance so less force 
B ball gains less speed so less force 
C repetition 
D ball is same size so dent same size 
E the lower you drop it, the harder it ' l l fall 
Question 5 _ = ~ • - - . . . 
i a 100N 
b 400N 
c 200N 
d guess 
e 500N 
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reason 
reason 
Question 6 
reason for stopping 
Question 7 
reason 
A same slope, so same force 
B same slope but greater distance 
C repetition / description - more force is needed 
u uncodable 
O 100 so 400 - arithmetic 
a 200N 
b 20N 
c 50N 
d 800N 
e 250N 
f 100N 
g guess 
h 150NI 
A increased slope - so force / gravity greater down slope 
B increased slope so brick is heavier 
C description 
D double height so double force - arithmetic 
E increased slope so harder to pull 
a downward 
b reaction 
c resistance opposing motion 
0 no other forces 
e wheels 
f momentum 
a downward 
b reaction 
c resistance opposing motion 
d force in direction of movement 
0 no forces shown 
e force from the wheels 
A air resistance 
B friction 
C repetition/description 
D force / push "runs out" 
E floor slopes 
F shop floor doesn't slope 
G it's weight wi l l stop it 
H force in other direction 
J bumps into something 
K gravity 
a distance 
b weight 
c both 
A large weight & small distance = small weight and large distance 
B repetition/description 
C chairs closer together, more weight on chair seats (rather than on 
plank) .-. - - - — -
D force in middle depends on weight and!distance 
E i f chairs closer, support weight better 
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Question 8 
each part 
reasons: 
in 
a <35g 
b =35g 
c >35g 
A weight transferred to floor so less on scales 
G she is pushing on the scales/broom 
A can't increase her weight so total the same 
B broom weight increases reading 
C she is pushing on the scales/broom 
A pushing herself down so bigger force 
B she pushes up so she is pushed down(reactive) 
C repetition (e.g.the reading wil l increase) 
D weight of broom increases reading on scales 
E because you're taking pressure off 
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Example of code sheet for forces concept probe: 
Code 10892F4 School 10 
Date 8/9/92 Year group Y4 
Tape no. 79 Composition 3M 
Group response 
Question Pupil 1 2 3 4 
1 i E 
1 i i O 
1 i i i A E 
1 iv C E ''the light's push ing the dark away" 
1 v O 
2 i A B 
2 i i A B 
2 i i i d wrong direction 
2 iv E 
3 i G ! A 
3 i i a A ! 
3 i i i i 
4 i a I A. 
4 i i c A 
5 i c I need a "big pull" 
5 i i E. 
6 i a 
6 i i d i e "the wind is pushing it now" 
7 '*>• one distance, two weights 
8 i •C ; pushing weight onto scales 
8 i i n/a n/a 
8 i i i •c ] 
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c. DISSOLVING - WRITTEN CONCEPT PROBE 
Date.... 
Name. 
Age.. 
We are very interested in your ideas about dissolving and melting. Please 
help us by ticking the answers you agree with in the questions on these 
pages and by explaining your answers in as much detail as you can when 
asked to do so. This is not a test but a way of helping us to understand 
your ideas. We hope you will find the questions interesting. 
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o 
\ I 
a. an ice lolly in the sun b. hot water on coffee powdei 
I 
c. a snowman on 
" 0 a warm day U T T t 
E f t 
e. a pi l l (medicine) in water d. butter on hot toast 
f. sugar in hot tea g, a n ice cube in a drink 
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1. Look at the pictures a. to g. on the opposite (last) page and decide 
whether each one shows dissolving or melting: 
Tick one box: 
Dissolving Melting 
a an ice lolly in the sun 
b. hot water on coffee powder 
c. a snowman on a warm day 
d. butter on hot toast 
e. a pill (medicine) in water 
f. sugar in hot tea 
g. an ice cube in a drink 
Explain your answer to the last one (an ice cube in a drink): 
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2. When you add a little salt to 
cold tap water and stir it, the 
water goes clear. The salt has dissolved. 
If you add more and more salt, will it 
YES 
a. go on dissolving? 
b. after a while stop dissolving? 
Please say why you think this: 
If you heat the mixture, would it make any difference to the amount of salt 
that would dissolve? 
Do you think: 
a. the same amount would dissolve 
b. more would dissolve 
c. less would dissolve 
Please explain your answer: 
I I 0 
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3. You will be provided with two cards with some bits of broken sweets 
on*. Have a look at the bits and decide: 
On the green card, which of the bits (A,B, or C) would dissolve: 
a. quickest? 
b. slowest? 
Try to explain your answer: 
Now looking at the blue card, which of these sweets (D or E) would 
dissolve quickest? 
Again please try and explain your answer: 
*Pupils were given two cards. The green card had three grades (A, B and C) of grain size of the same 
sweet attached to it. The blue card had a transparent boiled sweet and the same sweet in white opaque 
form. 
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4. Susan's Dad liked to have three spoonfuls of sugar in his tea. Three 
spoons weighs about l Og. One day he took his mug of tea out to the garden 
shed, put it down and then forgot all about it. Weeks later when he found 
the mug, there was dry sugar in the bottom of it. Susan wondered if there 
would be still be three spoonfuls of sugar there. What do you think? 
If Susan scraped the sugar out and weighed it, would there be: 
a. lOg*; 
b. less than 1Og? 
c. more than lOg? 
Please explain your answer: 
5. You know that sugar dissolves when it is stirred into water. Would you 
expect it to dissolve in: 
YES NO 
milk? 
vinegar ? 
cooking oil ? 
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too too 
SO So 
?powogr^ water 
6. Karl and Leanne added 50ml powder paint to 100ml water. Then they 
stirred it. Can you say what the level in the beaker would be? 
a. stay the same (100ml)? 
b. go down below the 100ml line? 
c. go up to 150ml? 
d. be somewhere in between 100 and 150ml? 
Try to explain why 
(You can also draw in the line on the picture if you want.) 
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7. Joanne dissolved some sugar in very cold water She measured the 
temperature of the water and it was 4°C. The sugar took 20 sec to 
dissolve. The teacher asked her what would happen if the water was 
warmer, at a temperature of 8°C? About how long would the same amount 
of sugar take to dissolve? 
/ \ An 
Try and explain your answer: 
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8. Sally put one teaspoon of sugar into 100ml of water and found it took 
30 seconds to dissolve. 
If she put 2 teaspoons in the same amount of water about how long would 
it take? 
Explain your answer. How did you work that out? 
If she put 10 teaspoons in the same amount of water roughly how long 
would it take? 
How did you work that out? 
Please check that you have answered all the questions. 
Thank you for your help. 
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d. DISSOLVING - CONCEPT PROBE CODE SHEET AND EXAMPLE 
N = no response 
Question 1 
Ice lolly - hot on cold - melting 
Snowman - hot on cold - melting 
Butter - hot on cold - melting 
Pill in water - no temp - dissolving 
Code all responses correctly given a-g 
then also coding to: 
a-g A all correct 
a-f B ice cube not correct - i.e. only when hot and water not present together is answer OK. 
any other one incorrect C 
Codes for explanation 
a. ice cube disappears 
b. difference in temperature identified 
c. ice cube dissolves 
d. description of process / repetition 
e. volume of drink increases 
N no response 
U uncodable 
Question 2 
Part 1: 
Salt wil l stop dissolving because: 
bl there's too much in : i t ' l l stay at the bottom 
b2 not enough water, wouldn't be any water left to take it 
b3 more salt takes longer 
b4 water can only dissolve certain amount 
b5 more salt than water 
b6 the salt wi l l displace the water 
b7 description 
bu uncodable (incomprehensible) 
Salt wi l l carry on dissolving because 
a4 description of process - you are stirring, keeps disappearing 
au uncodable 
Part 2: 
same amount because 
al same amount but quicker 
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a2 same amount of particles for the water to dissolve in 
a3 same amount of water 
a4 the water would evaporate so more would dissolve 
au uncodable 
an no explanation given 
d description 
more would dissolve because 
bl it dissolves faster straight away 
b2 the heat dissolves it 
b3 repetition 
bu uncodable 
bn no explanation given 
less would dissolve because 
cl some of the water would evaporate 
c2 
c3 repetition 
eu uncodable 
en no explanation given 
Question 3 
Part 1 
A can order for grain size: biggest 
B can order for grain size: smallest 
N no response 
0 can't order 
Part 2 
A quickest - softest / most liquid 
B quickest = most sugar 
C quickest = hardest 
D chalky or powdery substance dissolves quickest / slowest 
E sticky substance dissolves quickest / slowest 
F colour determines dissolving rate 
G the mint is made up of tiny particles so dissolves faster 
H smoothest = quickest 
1 a lighter substance, less dense 
d description, repetition 
U uncodable 
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Question 4 
Code multichoice: a,b,c 
A some sugar had dissolved and Dad drank it 
B some sugar wil l have gone mouldy 
C some sugar has dissolved 
D repetition 
E the sugar evaporates with the tea 
F it would just stick to the bottom 
G sugar doesn't dissolve 
H the sugar soaked up the tea 
Question 5 
M Yes to m ilk 
V Yes to vinegar 
O Yes to cooking oil 
A no to all 
N no response 
Question 6 
Code multiple choice a, b, and d. 
A level between 100 and 150: paint has dissolved therefore mixture takes up less room than before 
H same as water: paint has dissolves (^ disappeared - takes up no room) 
C 150 ml: paint can't disappear - same volume total as before 
D description related to prediction / repetition 
E paint dissolves in water 
F powder wi l l make the water rise / displace the water 
G paint sinks to the bottom 
H paint makes some of the water disappear so less than 100 ml. 
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Example of code sheet for dissolving concept probe: 
Code 41351D6 School 4 ! 
Date 13/5/92 Year group Y6 
Tape no. 38B Composition 3F 
Question Pupil j 1 2 3 4 
1; A d A d A d ; 
2a i b: 1 b 1 ' b I 
2b *> •2 b. 2 
1 b 2 
3a A B A B A B 
3b A A A 
4 b E b E b E 
5 M V I M V V 
6 c C d A d A 
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APPENDIX 5: L E T T E R TO L E A S 
The University of Durham 
EXPLORATION OF SCIENCE PROJECT 
School of Education 
University of Durham 
Leazes Road 
DURHAM 
DH1 1TA 
26 t h September, 1991 
Dear 
The Exploration of Science Project team has won a joint award with York University to undertake a 
research project about children's understanding of practical science investigations ( A T I ) . I am 
writing to ask whether schools in your Authority would be able to take part in this Project. 
The Project wi l l entail a researcher going into a small sample of schools in early 1992 in several local 
authorities in the region and working with groups of children during the course of a science 
investigation. We would, of course, ensure confidentiality (of pupils, schools and LEAs) in publishing 
any findings from our research. We appreciate that i f you do give us permission it wi l l be up to 
individual Heads of schools to decide whether or not they feel able to participate. 
You may recall that we recently wrote to you about another Project for N.C.C. (Electricity & 
Magnetism) which involved asking teachers to read through some written material. We are very 
conscious of the danger of overloading schools with research projects. The focus of this 'new' project 
is however different in that it is primarily working directly with small groups of pupils. In any case, 
we shall try to approach alternative schools. 
We do appreciate the opportunity of working with schools in your area and are always overwhelmed 
by the depth and warmth of support we receive from teachers in your Authority. We hope that 
teachers in the North East wi l l benefit from being involved in this research and ultimately benefit from 
its findings. 
I f you wish to discuss any aspect of the Project, please do not hesitate to contact me. 
Yours sincerely 
S Duggan (Research Officer) 
Project Team: DrR.Gott (191 374 3539) Miss R. Feasey (091 374 3482) Mrs S. Duggan (091 374 3603) Mr R. Phipps(091 374 3538) 
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APPENDIX 6: PHASE 2 
a. PHASE 2 QUESTIONNAIRE 
Name................................ 
School 
Year 
Please tick:: Male 
Female 
We are very interested in your ideas about scientific evidence. Please help us by 
answering the questions on the following pages. This is not a test but a way of helping 
us to understand your ideas so please explain your answers in as much detail as you can 
when the question asks. Please do any rough working out on the margin of die same 
page as the question. We hope you wil l find the questions interesting. Thank you. 
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TRAINING SHOES 
TEST RESULTS 
We did tests on the four most popular shoes we sell. This is what we did: 
T H E SLIPPENESS T E S T 
We put each shoe at the top of a slope and 
changed the angle of the slope. 
We measured the angle at which each began to 
slip. 
T H E ' S O L E ' T E S T 
We made a machine that pulled each shoe 
backwards and forwards over a concrete surface. 
The machine pulled the shoes backwards and 
forwards 20 times each minute. We measured 
how long it took to wear away the treads. 
T H E W A T E R P R O O F T E S T 
We put the same amount of cotton wool into 
each shoe and sealed of f the top. We then 
sprayed water onto 
These were the results of the tests: Note g=grams, kg = kilograms 
Make Slippiness test Sole test Waterproof test Laces 
test 
Material 
test 
Supagrip 65° 14 days 10g 5kg 80 days 
Apollo 40° 11 days 60 g 5kg 60 days 
Rough Riders 50° 12 days 80 g 5kg 55 days 
Speedking 75° 20 days 15 g 5kg 75 days 
each shoe for 30 minutes and weighed the cotton 
wool again to find out how much water had gone 
through the shoe. 
T H E L A C E S T E S T 
We tested each lace to find out how strong it 
was. we hung weights from the laces until they 
snapped. 
T H E M A T E R I A L T E S T 
We made a machine which rubbed a piece of 
wood backwards and forwards over the toe of the 
shoe. 
We measured how long it took for the toe to 
wear through. 
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B E T T E R T R A I N E R S 
Look at the page opposite (last). You wil l see the results of some tests by a shoe shop to compare 
different kinds of trainers. Use this information to answer these questions: 
1. Which trainers would you recommend based on all these tests? 
Use the numbers to explain why you are recommending that kind of training shoe and not the other 
three: 
2. Supposing the shop wanted to find out which of these four trainers most people liked the look of 
best. How many people should the shoe shop ask? 
Say why you chose that number. 
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We decided to check some of the things that the shoe shop was saying so we did some tests of our own. 
We tested three shoes of each kind on the sole test. These are the average times that each kind of 
trainer took to wear away the treads: 
The Sole Test 
Make Sole test (average time) 
Supagrip 
Apollo 
Rough Riders 
Speedking 
14 days, 4 hours, 7 mins. and 39 sec. 
11 days, 11 hours, 28 min.,and 8sec 
12 days, 1 hour, 14 min and 25 sec 
20 days 2 hours 4 mins and 10 sec 
3. The shoe shop uses the results of their tests to show to their customers. How accurately do you 
think they should present the results of the sole test? 
Please tick one box - the one you agree with: 
In days? 
In days and hours? 
In days; hours and 
minutes? 
In days, hours, minutes 
and seconds? 
Why? 
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John, Brenda, Louise and Daniel thought that the weight of the person would also make a difference to 
how long the trainer lasts. 
So John said he would ask some of his friends to try out the Apollo trainers. They would have to agree 
to run 20 miles a week for 10 weeks. These are the weights of some of John's friends: 
Weight kg 
Bil l 66 
Sarah 63 
Joanne 71 
Kevin 57 
Steve 85 
John said I'll ask Sarah 
and Kevin 
No, it would be belter to 
choose Joanne, Kevin 
and Steve argued Brenday' 
argued Brenda. 
Just Joanne and Steve 
would do 
Daniel said I think we should 
ask Kevin and Steve 
Or we could ask Bill, Sarah and Kevin 
said Louise. 
added John who had 
now changed his mind. 
4. Wri te down the names of the people you would choose? 
Why did you choose those people? 
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T H E W A T E R P R O O F T E S T 
We put the same amount of cotton 
wool into each shoe and sealed off 
the top. We then sprayed water onto 
each shoe for 30 minutes and 
weighed the cotton wool again to 
find out how much water had gone 
through the shoe. 
i i I i 
i. 
i i 
I : l l i 
i 
5. Underline the things the words in the box above that tell you that the shoe shop did a fair test 
in the waterproof test. 
Do you need to know anything else to know that it was fair? 
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/ 
We tried the waterproof test on four other kinds of trainers. We tested each type of trainer three times. 
Here are our results: 
first time(g) second time(g) third time(g) 
Fast Fliers 80 70 80 
Suparunners 50 20 60 
Martians 60 50 70 
Gazelles 40 50 30 
6. Which of these 4 trainers is the most waterproof? 
Put a circle round the most important number (or numbers) in the table that you used to decide. 
How did you work out your answer? 
Which trainer were the least waterproof? 
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The makers of Apollo and Major trainers are major competitors. They say that their trainers are better 
than the other's. The makers of Apollo trainers tested the grip of their trainers by pulling them along 
with, a spring balance or forcemeter which measures the pull or force in Newtons (N). They also put a 
weight in the trainer to keep it steady. This is what they say: 
Apollo and Major trainers were pulled along some rough carpet and a slippy 
wooden floor. 
This is what we found: 
Apollo 
(Newtons) 
Major 
(Newtons) 
Carpet 24 28 
Wooden floor 16 8 
Our results show that Apollo trainers have twice as good a grip as Major 
trainers. 
Buy some today! 
7. Do any of the numbers in the table tell you that their claim - that Apollo trainers are twice as good 
is right? 
I f so, circle them: 
Apollo 
(Newtons) 
Major 
(Newtons) 
Carpet 24 28 
Wooden floor 16 8 
Do any of the numbers in the table say that their claim is wrong? 
I f so, circle them: 
Apollo 
(Newtons) 
Major 
(Newtons) 
Carpet 24 28 
Wooden floor 16 8 
What claim would you make about Apollo trainers? 
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Simon and Louise were working on a project about the Egyptians and the making of the pyramids. 
They wondered about the Egyptians pulling large pieces of rock up all the hills. So they tried pulling 
a stone up a rough slope measuring the pull at different angles. 
Here are their results: 
in 
c 
o 
Z 
3 
a 
12 j 
10 --
8 --
6 
4 --
2 --
0 
0 
1 
50 
angle (°) 
100 
Norman asked them to tell him 
what they had found out. Louise said: 
On the flat it only took 6N to 
pull it. At 40 it took UN. 
Norman stopped her 
No, don't tell me all those 
numbers. Just tell me what 
happened 
8. Write down what you think Simon and Louise said next: 
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SHRIMPS A L I V E 
A class of children were asked by a fish farmer to find out where one kind of water shrimp prefers to 
live. Lisa's group and Tariqs' groups decided to look at whether the shrimps liked the dark or the light 
parts of the water better: 
LISA'S GROUP TARIQ's G R O U P 
What we did 
We used 20 shrimps and a big glass beaker 
and some water. We covered half the 
beaker with black polythene. 
First we filled the beaker with tap water 
nearly full. Then we put all the shrimps in. 
We watched them carefully for about 5 
minutes and then we all decided where most 
of them were. 
Results 
The shrimps swam about a lot at first 
and wriggled and wriggled. Some of them 
kept changing their minds. They seemed 
to like it in the dark side best because that's 
where most of them were. 
What we found out 
We found out that shrimps like to be in the 
dark and that they don't like the light. 
We put 20 shrimps into the water and 
counted where they were after 5 
minutes. 
Number of shrimps 
Ught 12 
Dark 8 
Shrimps like the light better 
9. Lisa' group found that the shrimps preferred to be in the dark but Tariq's group found that they 
preferred the light. 
Whose experiment do you think is likely to give the best results for the fish farmer? 
Tick one box: 
Lisa's group? Tariq's group? 
Why? 
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Sally's and Tom's groups decided to find out whether the shrimps prefer to live near the top or the 
bottom of the water. This is what they wrote: 
TOM's GROUP SALLY's GROUP 
Apparatus 
We used 20 shrimps and a big glass beaker 
and some water. 
Method 
First we filled the beaker with tap water 
nearly full. We put the shrimps altogether 
into the water. We watched them carefully 
for about 5 minutes and then we counted the 
shrimps at the top and the ones at the 
bottom. 
Results 
Top Bottom 
Number of 
shrimps 
12 8 
9- 1 0 
2 2 
We put 20 shrimps into a beaker of water 
and counted where they were after 5 
minutes. We did it four times altogether. 
Top Bottom 
1st time 12 8 
2nd time 11 9 
3rd time 13 7 
4th time 8 12 
10. Whose experiment do you think is likely to give the best results for the fish farmer? 
Tick one box: 
Tom's group? Sally's group? 
Why? 
Can you say where these shrimps prefer to live? 
Near the top 
Near the bottom 
You can't tell from the results 
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11. Why do you think children are asked to do investigations in school science? 
('investigations' are the sort of science where you have to find out things when you're not sure of the 
answer, like the ones about shrimps and trainers that you've been looking at) 
Tick one box in each row to show how important you think each reason is: 
Very Quite Not very 
important important important 
A. To show what you already know is right 
B. To test out an idea to see i f it's right or wrong 
G. To collect information so that you can show it to other 
people and prove things to them 
D. To find out for yourself what happens 
E. So that other people could do the same thing and get the 
same results 
F. Another reason? - please tell us your idea 
Please check that you have answered all the questions. 
Thank you for your help 
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b. PHASE 2 CODE SHEET 
Question 1 (interpretation) 
Both the choice of trainer and the reasons for the choice were coded. Coding categories for the 
reasons with examples are given in the following table. 
Coding category Example of response 
Slippiness Speedking because of the slippiness test they had a better grip than the 
others. 
Soles Speedking because the soles last longer. 
Because the Speedking lasted for 20 days and the other ones didn't last 
as long. 
Waterproof 1 have chosen Supagrip because they are the most waterproof 
Rough Riders. 1 chose this kind of training shoe as the waterproof test 
was 80g and 1 think this was the most important - it was the highest. 
Laces Speedking -1 would recommend this trainer because it won't slip until you 
put the slope to 75° it will last 20 days for the sole test, the laces are 
strong, (also coded as slippiness and soles) 
Material Supagrip - the material in Supagrip lasts 80 days and it only let 10g of 
water in in the waterproof test, (also coded as waterproof) 
Supagrip has 80 days on the material test and the lowest weight. 
Generalisation I recommend Rough Riders because most of the test results are good. 
Supagrip because they last longer and they are better quality than the 
others so you can get more for your money 
Personal choice unsupported 
by evidence 
Rough Riders -1 am picking the trainer that I picked because it is better 
than the other three pairs. 
I would buy Supagrip - they are very good value. 
Indicates that trainer is not 
always the best in every test 
Apollo - because even though it's not all that good in water and it doesn't 
last all that long it's good in a waterproof test and the material lasts up to 
60 days, (also coded as waterproof and material). 
Coding categories for explanation for recommendation 
The last coding category (indicates that trainer is not always the best in every test) was used as an 
indication of a pupil's evaluation of their recommendation. As in some of the examples in table 
above, most pupils cited more than one test result in explaining their recommendation. The number 
and combination of factors cited were also coded. 
Question 2 (sample size) 
The pupils' response the sample size question consisted of a choice of sample size and a reason for 
their choice. 
The sample size responses were grouped into four categories; 
• description (for example, 'a lot' or 'many people'); 
• =<10 people; 
• =11-50 people; 
• >51 people. 
The reasons for the pupils' choice of sample size were initially coded into nine categories which, after 
the first analysis, were reduced to five by including four of the original categories in the category 
'other'. Each of these four categories occurred relatively infrequently (<7%), but are included here 
because they reveal some interesting misconceptions about appropriate sample size. Examples of all 
the categories except two (namely, no response /uncodable and misunderstood the question) are shown 
in the following table. 
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Code Example of response 
Ease of calculation 
Variability 
Four people 
Other - fair chance for the 
trainer to be chosen 
Other - time / cost / practical 
considerations 
Other - odd number to avoid a 
draw 
Other- one sensible person 
The shop could ask this amount of people (100) so they could work 
out a percentage easily and the results would be easy to 
understand. 
As many as possible (a lot) because the more people you ask the 
more chance you have got of having accurate results. 
There are four kinds of trainers so they need the opinion of four 
people 
I chose that number (8) because there is four trainers and that 
gives each trainer at least two chances to be chosen. 
I chose that number (15) because it wouldn't take too long to do. 
I chose 99 because it is an odd number. If you had chosen 100, 50 
people could say 1 shoe and the other 50 could say another so it 
would be even, if you had an odd number it couldnit be the same. 
because one person can do it if they have the knowledge. 
Coding categories with examples of the reasons for choosing a particular sample size 
Question 3 (accuracy) 
The choice of trainer was coded and the reason(s) for the choice categorised as in the table that 
follows. 
Reason for choice Example of response 
Appropriate accuracy for 
the customer 
As accurate as possible 
More accurate because 
more believable 
Simpler to understand 
Shows how close two 
trainers are (e.g. Apollo 
and Rough Riders) 
(chose days) / think that days only gives the general idea across to the 
public. Too much detail would be unnecessary and boring. 
(chose days) You just want to know ruffty how many days 
(chose days, hours mins and sees) because results should be presented 
accurately 
(chose days, hours mins and sees) because if they did it that way they can 
be more accurate 
(chose days, hours mins and sees) because then it can give the customer 
an accurate reading so they don't think you are trying to hide anything 
(chose days, hours mins and sees) It sounds more impressive for the shop 
to use full figures 
I chose days and hours because it would not get as confusing as in days, 
hours, minutes and seconds. 
I have chose days hours and minutes because it is easy to understand 
(chosen days and hours) / have done this because a shoe may take for 
instance 14 days and 11 hours and it would get rounded down to 14 days 
Coding categories for reasons for choice 
Question 4 (range) 
Pupils' responses to the choice of runners were analysed into six categories selected on the basis of 
choice of range and / or interval: 
• Range and interval - pupils chose both extremes and one or more other weights (e.g. Brenda's 
choice) 
• Pupils chose one extreme plus other weights (includes Louise and John's choices) 
• Range - pupils chose extremes only (Daniel's choice) 
• Pupils chose middleweight^ only. 
• Pupils chose one runner only 
• No response / uncodable 
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Six coding categories were used for the reason for the pupil's choice of range and interval, examples of 
each being given in the following table. 
Reason for choice Example of response 
Reference to difference or range 
Reference to number of runners 
One or more extreme 
About the same weight 
Average weight 
No response, uncodable; other 
reason 
If the weight made a difference which I think it would, the lightest 
and heaviest would make it more visible. 
because the more people involved the more accurate the results 
are likely to be 
because they are the lightest 
because they are roughly the same weight; 
They are all about average weight. 
because they are different sexes 
Coding categories for the reasons for choice of runners 
Question 5 (fair test) 
Responses to both parts of the question were coded. The other control variables cited included the 
quantity of water, the water pressure, the distance of the spray from the shoe, the angle of the spray, 
shoe size, the type of seal, the type of cotton wool, presenceof laces and the type of scales. 
Question 6 (repeatability) 
The selection of the most and the least waterproof.trainers were coded and the pattern of the numbers 
circled analysed. The part of the question which asked pupils how they handled repeated readings was 
coded using 6 categories. Examples of five of these categories are shown in the next table, the sixth 
being no response or uncodable. 
Reason for choice Example of response 
I looked at the numbers on the third time and saw that Fast Flier was the best one 
I worked out my answer by seeing which shoe had the smallest number 
I worked out my answer by looking at the smallest numbers and the biggest 
numbers 
I worked out the average 
I added them all up and the littlest number was the most waterproof 
Coding categories for the methods of handling repeated readings 
Question 7 (interpretation) 
The number and pattern of circling the numbers in the first two parts of this question were coded and 
the claims categorised as in the following table. 
Prefers one column 
Selection of single 
highest or lowest number 
Lowest / highest 
numbers 
Average 
Sum 
Coding category Example of response 
Same claim as makers 
of Apollo trainers / 
Apollo are best with no 
qualification /incorrect 
alternative 
interpretation 
1 claim that the Apollo makers are right. 
The claim 1 would make is that Apollo are good trainers. They are better but 
only by 4. 
They are not strong. 
Apollo trainers have better grips. 
—Recognises A p o l l o -
maker's exaggerated 
claim; 
1 think they are only slightly better than major. 
Apollo trainers give a better grip than Major but only on smooth slippy surfaces. 
They are not twice as good as Major trainers on carpets. 
In one way they are better than major but in the other they aren't. 
That their combined grip on wood and carpet is higher than major trainers. 
Coding categories for claims 
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Question 8 (pattern) 
Two levels of coding were applied to the responses: first, responses were coded as to whether or not a 
generalisation was made from the pattern in the graph and second, generalisations were further 
subdivided into the kind of generalisation (see following table). In this second level of coding, the 
distinction between the first and second categories is a fine one. The distinction was based on earlier 
observational data in the PACKS project which suggested that the language of such generalisations 
may be tied to pupils' understanding of the nature of variables. Hence a continuous understanding 
may be linked to responses such as in category one (see examples in the following table). Responses 
in category 2 may be more closely associated with a categoric interpretation where pupils perceive flat 
and sloped surfaces as categories rather than as having a continuous relationship with each other. 
Response First level of 
coding 
Second level 
of coding 
1. The steeper the angle the more Newtons there is is what they are trying 
to say. 
The larger the angle of the slope the more N it takes. 
Generalisation Linear 
relationship 
2. it took fewer newtons to pull the stone on a flat surface and more on 
different angles. 
It was easy on the flat but got heavy and hard on the hill. 
Generalisation Easier to pull 
on a flat 
surface than 
uphill 
3. The force needed increased to about 50°. Then after that it started 
decreasing again to 90°. 
It was easy to pull at first then it got harder then it got easier. 
Generalisation Refer to fall 
off. 
4. At 40° of the slope it took 11 Newtons. 
When it was on the ground it only took 6 newtons to pull but at 40° it took 
11 newtons. 
Repeated 
information 
from the 
question 
5.1 think they said at a 50° angle it would take longer and that came out 
12N so that came out higher than the rest. 
We found that at about 50° it was hardest to pull and took more Newtons. 
Referred to 
specific data 
6. Louise told Simon how much strength to pull something on different 
angles and Simon wanted to know what happened in the experiment. 
Simon said they worked on a project and they pulled a stone up a rough 
slope measuring the different angles. 
Description 
Coding of responses to the pattern question 
It should also be noted that the categories for the type of generalisation are not always exclusive. For 
instance, the following pupil's response was coded as 'linear relationship' and 'refers to fall o f f : 
The higher the angle the more newtons it took to pull it - but after 50 ° it went down. 
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Question 9 (accountability of evidence) 
The reasons for the choice of investigation were coded into categories, examples of which are shown 
below. 
Coding category Example of response 
Referred to number 
of shrimps given 
Tariq's - because Lisa's group don't give any figures - they don't state facts - they say 
'they seemed' and they say they don't like light, but some of them stayed in the light 
after five minutes. 
1 choose Tariq's group because that group counted how many shrimps were in the 
light and the dark. 
Lisa's - because 
better description 
1 think that Lisa's group will give the best results because she gave more detail what 
she did. 
Lisa's - because she wrote more than Tariq did about the experiment. 
Used own 
knowledge / beliefs 
to reason 
Lisa's - shrimps like dark places because they are out of the sun. 
Tariq's - because the shrimps can see whales coming. At night they couldn't. 
Tariq's - because it is dark and the shrimps can hide from enemies. 
More precise / 
more accurate 
Tariq's group was exact. 
1 think Tariq's group because they gave more accurate results. 
Lisa's - because it gives more details and is more precise. 
Clear result Tariq's - because Lisa's group were not sure and kept changing their minds. 
Tariq's - because the tests were the same but the results were clearer 
Reasons for choice of investigation 
Question 10 (repeatability) 
The three sections of this question were coded separately, the reasons for the pupils' choices being 
coded into 6 categories. Examples of five of these categories are shown in the following table, the 
remaining category being no response or uncodable. 
Reason for choice Example of response 
Repeated readings 
Average 
Clear result 
Own knowledge 
Description 
because they tested more times to see what the results were 
because Sally's group found the average which is better than just one try 
(Tom's) because if you do the test so many times the shrimps would just 
change their mind every time 
They like to move around and discover new places and settle on the ground 
I think Tom's group because he told in a lot of detail what he did 
Coding categories for reasons for choice 
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Question 11 (accountability of evidence) 
A l l responses were coded and then the extreme categories, 'very important' used in the ensuing coding 
of the qualitative responses to part F: coding categories are shown below. 
Purpose of investigations Examples 
Learning To learn new things about science. 
To learn and see and take information in and remember 
Finding out To make discoveries. 
To find out the best way of doing something. 
Understanding So that you can understand more. 
To help you understand the problem better. 
Tests / assessment To test you know what to do and how to do it right. 
To see what you have learnt. 
To make sure you've done your homework. 
To get a good grade in science. 
Fair test To see whether you got a fair test. 
To make experiments fair tests. 
Skills To learn how to use and set up apparatus. 
To show results neatly. 
Producing data for other people To show people how things work. 
To tell people what you have found out. 
Group work To see if you can work in groups. 
To learn to work as a team. 
Other So that they can enjoy science. 
In case you want to be a science teacher. 
For education. 
Coding categories for reasons ranked by pupils as 'very important' in part F of accountability question 2. 
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c. PHASE 2 - DATA POINTS FOR ANALYSIS OF OVERALL RELIABILITY AND VALIDITY 
SCORES 
Question! 'Correct answer' 
Reliability 
1. Sample size 2 More than 10 people 
2. Range 4 Brenda's choice 1 reference to difference / range 
3. Repeatability 6 Gazelles and averaged readings 
4. Repeatability 10 Sally's + repeats / average 
5. Accuracy 3 Days / days and hours + appropriate accuracy 
6. Accountability 9 Tariq's 1 number/precise /clear 
Validity 
1. Fair test 5: Three or more variables underlined + orte other control Variable 
2. Pattern 8 Generalisation + linear / fall off 
3. Interpretation 1 Speedking / Supagrip +=> 2 reasons + not best 
4. Interpretation 7 Recognises exaggerated claim 
5, Interpretation 9 Near to the top 
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d. NOTE TO TEACHERS 
Thank you for agreeing to help with our research. 
The questionnaires which you wil l receive should take your pupils about 40-50 mins. to complete, 
working on their own. As you wil l see on the front cover, we do not wish pupils to regard this as a test 
but as a way of allowing us to understand how they think about scientific evidence - you might like to 
stress this to your pupils. 
Please make sure that they put their year group on the front page - particularly i f your school is 
helping us with more than one age group. 
You may notice that there are two forms of the questionnaire - they are actually made up of the same 
questions but in two different orders. You wil l be given roughly half of each format. 
When you are giving the children the questionnaires, please ask them to read the questions carefully. 
Please do not give them any help with answering the questions but i f they do have difficulty 
understanding what the question means, please guide them accordingly. 
On the front page you wil l see an empty box on the top right-hand corner. After the children have 
completed the questionnaire could you please insert an ability rating in this box - a rating of how they 
usually perform in science on a one to five scale representing:. 
1 - excellent 
2 - good 
3 - average 
4 - below average 
5 - poor 
This information wil l only be used to see i f there is a relationship between ability and particular ideas 
about evidence. 
We do of course ensure confidentiality of pupils, teachers, schools and local authorities in publishing 
the findings of our research. 
We are using this same questionnaire with pupils at Y7, Y9 and Y l 1 and we therefore expect that 
pupils at Y7 wil l find it quite hard. Please bear with us! 
On the attached sheet you wil l see that we are asking for any comments you may have - we welcome 
any feedback which you may care to give us especially with regard to the content or format of this part 
of our research. 
Thank you again for the contribution that you and your pupils are making - we hope that at some stage 
we shall be able to feedback our results to you. 
Sincerely, 
Sandra Duggan (Senior Research Officer) 
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APPENDIX 7: SUBSEQUENT RESEARCH 
Not surprisingly the PACKS research begged many questions not least of which was 
'can an understanding of evidence be taught?' In an attempt to address this issue, 
shortly after the project ended, the definition of concepts of evidence and the findings 
of the PACKS project were used as a basis for writing materials targeted at teaching 
undergraduate students (primary science teachers) about the nature of understanding 
evidence. These materials have now been in use for several years within a course 
entitled the Nature of Scientific Evidence and Public Understanding. The findings also 
underpinned the writing and publication of text materials for pupils in Key Stages 3 and 
4 (Gott etal., 1997, 1998, 1999c). 
The undergraduate materials were extensively modified for a pilot study1 and trialled in 
further education colleges as part of the intermediate GNVQ Science course. The 
PACKS data probe and the Phase 2 questiorinaire informed the development of pre-
and post- tests and interviews about students' understanding of evidence which were 
then used in the GNVQ pilot study. 
Another outcome of the PACKS project and subsequent research was the development 
in 1998 of an interactive multimedia CDROM, the Science Investigation Workshop 
(Gott et al., 1999b) which allows students to manipulate the structure of an 
investigation quickly and easily. Using this innovative technology, we have produced a 
program which enables the learner to simulate the design of an investigation and 
analyse, synthesise and evaluate large volumes of real data very easily. A significant 
feature of the program is that it addresses the finding that pupils often have difficulty 
with the concept of repeatability as a key aspect of reliability. The CDROM 
overcomes this problem by allowing students to repeat their measurements at will by 
the click of the mouse. The learner can then see the effect of repeating the 
investigation on the results, interpretation and evaluation of the data. The program is 
personalised with the student having to think and respond at every stage so that the 
rate of progress is under the user's control. The program provides a tangible focus for 
1 Pilot Project on Skills, Competence and Capability in GNVQ Science funded by Nuffield Science in Practice 
1996-1998. Fifteen sessions of activities and written materials entitled Evidence in Science, Gott R., Ouggan S. 
and Jones M. 1998. 
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discussion on the validity and reliability of real data. The accompanying workbook 
encourages students to focus on evaluation and the impact of changing particular 
concepts of evidence on the confidence that can be placed in the evidence. It also 
provides the teacher with a diagnostic tool of the student's understanding. The 
program is designed to be used as an integral part of science teaching. It also has the 
potential to be adapted for use with any data. 
The detailed definition or mapping of the concepts underlying an understanding of 
evidence has also led us to cast our net wider to explore the significance of these 
concepts in science-based industry and in public understanding. This search stems from 
a belief that science education should be more than an academic pursuit, a general 
training of the mind or a foundation for the minority who will go on to become 
academic 'pure' scientists. Instead, we can regard the role of science education as 
providing a grounding in the basics of science which will equip the future active citizen 
whether they choose to go into high level science, or a career in applied science or 
engineering and / or to participate in topical science-based issues. 
As a consequence, we have carried out some research in the applied science industry 
(Appendix 8) in which we used our definition of procedural understanding to probe the 
scientific understanding used in the workplace. On the issue of public understanding, 
we (Tytler et al., 1999a and 1999b) have recently carried out a case study of a local 
science-based issue of public concern (the use of recycled fuel in a local cement works) 
interviewing members of the public and others who were involved in the debate. Our 
findings suggest that understanding the principles underlying the evidence is crucial but 
that often this understanding is poor even amongst so-called experts. What was 
required in this particular issue was 
• a basic understanding of the science underpinning the issue, which was quickly 
acquired by those motivated to do so, 
• a clear understanding of the questions to ask and the evidence needed to provide 
the answers. 
It was the latter that proved to be crucial in this particular case. Another interesting 
finding that emerged was that even amongst the scientists themselves who were 
involved in the issue, there was a lack of understanding amongst some of particular 
aspects of the nature of evidence. 
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The PACKS research has therefore had a considerable impact in informing our 
knowledge about children's understanding of evidence in investigative work, by leading 
to the development of a body of teaching materials and also as a stepping stone to 
further research in the field of understanding evidence. 
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APPENDIX 8: PUBLISHED ARTICLE 
This article was published in Research in Science and Technological Education. 
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What do practising applied scientists do and what are the implications 
for science education? 
Gott R, Duggan S and Johnson P 
School of Education, University of Durham, UK 
1. Introduction 
If we are to provide a science education which is genuinely vocational, then we must be 
clear about what those who work in science or science-related employment actually do. 
While some of what they do will be specific to their work and so best taught by 'on-
the-job' training, there is also likely to be a core of generic skills which is common to 
all science-based industries. We refer here not to the generic or 'key' skills which have 
already been defined, namely communication, IT, numeracy, and 'working with others', 
but to generic science skills. 
Defining these generic science skills is not without its problems. For example, it is 
tempting to associate 'what scientists do' with academic research scientists or with a 
science-based industry with which one happens to be familiar. Neither can be taken to 
be representative of what is needed in employment in science-based industries as a 
whole. 
The new General Vocational Qualifications in the UK, launched in 1992, were 
intended, amongst other things, to 
• offer a broad preparation for employment as well as an accepted route to higher 
levels of qualification 
• require a demonstration of a range of skills and appreciation of knowledge and 
understanding relevant to the related occupations (DES/ED 1991). 
But the new vocational qualifications have met with considerable criticism based 
largely on their 'competence approach'. Smithers (1992), for example, writes that the 
competence approach assumes that: 
..if students can show themselves capable ofcanying out specific tasks, the 
necessary knowledge and understanding must have been acquired also and 
need not be separately assessed (p9) 
and again, Sparkes (1994) of the Royal Academy of Engineers writes regarding the 
lack of emphasis on understanding: 
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Competency and recorded achievements only reveal people's ability to deal with 
yesterday's problems, but leave people helpless when faced with tomorrow's. 
In this paper, we argue from previous research in science education and from the pilot 
study reported here, that there is a fundamental problem in science education as a 
whole which arises from a lack of recognition of the significance of procedural 
understanding in science and that this is particularly important in vocational 
qualifications. If this understanding were to be explicitly taught in science education, it 
will go some way towards addressing the criticisms of GNVQs and towards meeting 
employers' needs. But first we take a brief look at existing research into answering the 
question 'what do practising applied scientists do'? 
1.1 Existing research 
Much existing research focuses on employers' requirements in general terms rather 
than in terms of science. For example, in a recent report, Harvey et al. (1997) used in-
depth interview techniques to explore 'what employers think significant'. They 
conclude that what employers want for the 21st century is adaptive (e.g. with good 
interpersonal skills), adaptable (e.g. able to respond well to change) and 
transformative recruits (e.g. able to analyse and synthesise). 
In terms of science and maths, a report by the Council of Science and Technology 
focussing more specifically on employment where knowledge of either or both of these 
subjects is required, sought the views of over 1000 employers in industry. Their results 
showed that some 30% of the workforce uses science or maths in some aspect of their 
work. Of those, a relatively small fraction of the workforce (4%) are engaged in 'pure 
science' compared to the rest who are employed in applied science and engineering. 
The report also examined what it is that industry requires of employees in all these 
occupations as identified by their employers. They identified three 'skills': 
1. A central core of skills concerned with the doing of science 
2. Communication skills 
3. Management skills 
The first of these which is of most relevance here, is defined in more detail as the ability 
to: 
• Generate own ideas, hypotheses and theoretical models and/or utilise those 
postulated by others 
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• Design investigations, experiments, trials, tests, simulations and operations 
• Conduct investigations, experiments, trials, tests and operations 
• Evaluate data and results from the processes and outcomes of investigations, 
experiments, trials, tests and operations 
Another study by Coles (1997) involved interview rather than survey techniques. 
Coles interviewed scientists employed in the private and public sector across a wide 
range of scientific fields and at different professional levels. He came to broadly similar 
conclusions as the CSTI which can be summarised as: 
• an understanding of scientific evidence 
• an understanding of major scientific concepts 
• personal and interpersonal skills 
Coles found that general capabilities were often expressed ahead of any specific 
scientific knowledge, understanding or skills. He defines general scientific capabilities 
as being practical techniques (including safety, reliability, good observation and 
accuracy), problem-solving by experimentation, decision-making by weighing evidence 
and scientific habits of mind (such as logical tWnking, scepticism). 
While the above research has gone some considerable way to defining the problem, its 
putative solutions are at too general a level as yet. It is all very well to exhort schools 
and colleges to 'encourage scientific habits of mind' but how is that to be done? More 
importantly, what understandings must be taught so that pupils and students have a 
realistic chance of being able to do that which is required? Our research has attempted 
to delve below 'the things that scientists do' in a search for the understandings which 
are necessary, if insufficient, pre-conditions. We suggest that, in order to tackle the so-
called 'skills gap' and to know what to teach, we need to define the specific skills that 
practising applied scientists need in order to make it possible to target teaching 
appropriately. 
1.2 Research into the doing of science 
Our previous research into the performance of practical tasks in science education in 
schools has led us to develop a 'performance model' (figure 1). 
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Problem-solving 
Mental processing 
Conceptual understanding 
- concepts, laws and 
theories 
Procedural understanding -
concepts related to acquisition and 
validation of evidence 
Facts Skills 
Fig 1: A performance model (based on Gott and Duggan, 1995) 
Such a model could be based on cognitive learning theory and / or in a motivational 
context. Rather than either of these, we choose a model which likens problem-solving 
to a computer. We suggest that problem-solving requires that the solver has a bank of 
facts and understandings at his or her disposal (in memory as it were) and that the 
quality of the solution depends on the quality of the mental processing of that bank in 
the context of each particular problem. We recognise that such a model is a very 
simplified account of the most complex of human activities and one which fails to pay 
due attention to attitudinal and motivational factors. Our justification is that, as in 
science, the model you choose should be the most parsimonious one that will account 
for the phenomenon under consideration which, in our case, is the establishment of an 
appropriate bank of facts and understandings. 
Definitions in such a model are often problematic. We will define what we mean by 
skills, facts and concepts but acknowledge that such definitions are by no means 
watertight. Without such simplification however we cannot proceed. By conceptual 
understanding we mean a knowledge base of substantive concepts such as the laws of 
motion, solubility or photosynthesis which are underpinned by scientific facts e.g. that 
distance can be measured in cm By procedural understanding we mean 'the thinking 
behind the doing' of science and include concepts such as deciding how many 
measurements to take, over what range, how to interpret the pattern in the resulting 
data and how to evaluate the whole task. These concepts are in turn underpinned by 
'skills'. It should be noted that by skills we mean simple mechanical aspects of 
activities such as knowing how to use equipment (e.g. a microscope) or knowing how 
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to construct a line graph. We believe procedural understanding to be a knowledge base 
in its own right equivalent to conceptual understanding. In practice of course, these 
two types of knowledge cannot be separated since, in performing any task, there is 
always a degree of interaction. 
An example of a simple task will serve to illustrate how the model can be applied. In a 
school laboratory setting, pupils are asked to carry out the following investigation: 
Find out how the temperature of the water affects the time that sugar takes to dissolve 
In this task, pupils must (amongst many other things): 
• decide what the question means - this requires a basic understanding of the relevant 
substantive ideas such as the notion of dissolving (cf. melting), the idea of saturation 
or the likely effect of temperature {conceptual understanding) 
• choose the most appropriate equipment - the most suitable measuring cylinder, 
thermometer, scales etc. to allow, for example, for appropriate sensitivity; decide 
what to measure; decide what repeat measurements could and should be taken and 
why; decide how to present and analyse the results; and decide how to evaluate the 
whole task in terms of the reliability and validity of the ensuing evidence 
{procedural understanding) 
• know how to use a thermometer {a skill) 
• then they must process all the above in the context of the task {mental processing). 
Our research has shown that most pupils can carry out practical tasks in science 
adequately but that few can understand, interpret or evaluate their data (Foulds et al., 
1992). We believe that this is due to the feet that the understanding which underpins 
the 'doing of science', or procedural understanding, is, perhaps surprisingly, not 
explicitly taught at any stage in the existing education system Until now it has been 
assumed, consciously or otherwise, that pupils will pick up procedural understanding 
through practice. Our research has shown that the brightest pupils do, but that the 
majority do not. 
In 1994, we began to list and define concepts underpinning procedural understanding 
so that, subsequently, we have been able to design teaching materials to target these 
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understandings for schools2 and also for colleges where materials are currently being 
trialled within the new General National Vocational Qualification in science3. 
We believe that procedural understanding is a central issue in science which is essential 
in problem-solving and so likely to be particularly relevant wherever science is used in 
the workplace in applied science and engineering. I f we are right, then such 
understandings may inject a degree of rigour into vocational education which, some 
would argue, has not yet been achieved satisfactorily. Procedural understanding may 
also be a significant factor in the skills gap. 
To test our hypothesis, we carried out a pilot study in a local company. 
2. The Pilot Study 
2.1 Method 
A small local biotechnology company was used for the pilot study. In selecting 
appropriate methodology, we were guided by the literature which points to 
methodological difficulties in interview and observation techniques. Eraut (1990) 
suggests ways of identifying the knowledge that underpins performance and writes: 
ordinary interviewing is rarely successful in identifying such knowledge because 
the expert performers are seldom explicitly aware of the knowledge they are 
using. 
He continues: 
It is only when interviewing is conducted in ways informed by a tentative 
performance model and based on particular techniques that it is likely to yield 
the required results. 
We decided therefore to use our model of problem solving, described above, as the 
'tentative performance model' to inform the following approach: 
1. An initial interview - with a senior employee in the production team who supervises 
and recruits employees to explore ways of accessing the information we required. 
2. Documentation - scrutiny of internal training schedules, work records and product 
protocols and discussion by the mdtidisciplinary research team aimed at 
establishing the knowledge and skill requirement of the company. This exercise 
took a considerable time since the aim was for the researchers to fully understand 
2 For example, Science Investigations I (1997) eds. Fould K. , Gott R. and Johnson P. Harper 
Collins. 
3 Pilot project on Skills, Competence and Capability in GNVQ Science funded by Nuffield 
Science in Practice. 
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the science involved in all stages of the production of one of the company's typical 
products. 
3. Discussion - with senior staff to validate and explore the issues arising from the 
findings in steps 1 and 2 and to make sure that we had a secure base for further 
work. 
4. Interviews - with staff at various levels within the company to establish the 
accuracy of the knowledge and skill requirements identified in the earlier stages and 
to discriminate between the perspectives and requirements of different levels of the 
company. These interviews took place at the workstation so that the employee 
could demonstrate the equipment and procedures used. 
2.2. The Company 
We give here a brief description of the company gleaned from steps 1, 2 and 3 of our 
research plan. The company, established 20 years ago, develops, manufactures and 
markets a range of medical test kits that are used in hospital and research laboratories 
in the measurement of picogram quantities (1 million-millionth of a gram) of hormone 
or related biomolecules in a single drop of blood or serum. The core technology is 
immunoassay, a technique which relies on the ability of a specific antibody, or a 
mixture of antibodies, to detect and bind to minute quantities of the substance under 
investigation, a reaction which is both highly sensitive and specific. The degree of 
binding is then determined isotopically or by the enzymatic development of colour, and 
the result quantified and expressed as the blood or serum concentration. Hence, i f a 
doctor wants to know the level of a particular hormone in the blood of a patient, the 
hospital laboratory could use one of these test kits to provide the answer. 
The company is a small, limited company employing 24 people in a variety of roles with 
three levels of scientific / technical staff centred in production, quality control and 
research and development teams. The company works closely with university and 
hospital researchers to develop new products and processes and has gained a number 
of awards for innovation. The qualifications of its workforce range from technicians 
with basic qualifications (GCSEs) at the lowest level to research biochemists with 
postgraduate degrees at a high level. Products are developed by the research and 
development team and then the new product is transferred to production and quality 
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control teams. Standard operating procedures are created and quality control 
parameters set and agreed before routine production can commence. 
2.3 Results 
2.3.1 Analysis of the knowledge and skill used by the company in terms of the performance 
model 
i. Knowledge and skill required in the manufacture of a product: 
The documentation of one of the company's products, a kit to measure a hormone, was 
closely examined and each stage in its manufacture analysed in terms of the 
understanding required (a total of 30 stages) using the tentative performance model 
described earlier. This process took a considerable time because it was necessary to 
understand the science involved at each stage thoroughly before the analysis could 
proceed. An example of the analysis of four of the stages is shown in Figure 2. 
IOOUL quantities of each of the six calibrated 
hormone standards are put into duplicated 
labelled tubes. 
Significance of duplications: to minimise error. 
Use of pipetting device. 
The tubes are vortexed and then incubated 
overnight (16-24 hours) at 2-8°C. 
Understanding the importance of controlled 
conditions: time and temperature. The skill of 
using a vortex mixer. 
The concentration of hormone in the 
patient sample is then read off from the 
curve by interpolation. 
This is compared with expected values 
(ranges) of hormone for local population 
Understanding interpolation and its 
limitations in terms of error. 
Understanding the concept of normal range 
for a given population and the clinical 
significance of falling outside that range. 
Fig 2: Example of the analysis of the manufacture of a product in terms of the model 
The complete analysis of all stages could then be summarised in terms of the 
conceptual and procedural understanding required in the manufacture of this particular 
kit: 
• The conceptual understanding involved includes the understanding of concepts such 
as biological variation, homogeneity, antibodies, the kinetics of antibodies, cross-
reactivity, radioactive decay, pH, dilution, concentration and the relationship of 
pmol to pg. 
• The procedural understanding involved includes skills such as the use of equipment 
(e.g. pipetting devices, a centrifuge, a gamma counter) and graphical interpolation. 
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Concepts which need to be understood include repeatability, error in its various 
guises (instrument, human, inherent error etc.), appropriate accuracy, and the 
significance of controlled conditions. 
• Mathematical skills are also required in the calculation of percentages, dilutions, 
concentrations etc. and some statistical knowledge needed in computing and using 
standard deviations, correlation coefficients etc. 
The analysis was shared and then discussed with senior members of the company to 
establish face validity. They agreed that in the main, the analysis was a fair reflection of 
the procedures involved in the manufacture of this product and that the product typifies 
the nature of their work. Minor modifications to the analysis were made at this stage. 
ii. Knowledge and skill required on the job at two levels of employment 
Having identified the understanding underlying the manufacture of the product, we 
then set out to determine by interview and observation what understanding was 
actually required on the job for two employees of the company working at the first (or 
most basic) and second levels within the structure of this particular company. The 
interviews took place at their workstations. 
Discussion with an employee at the technician level in the production department, Ian, 
revealed that written protocols are followed which are checked by more senior staff at 
critical stages and completed procedures are inspected by a supervisor. Detailed 
observation and questioning, informed by our understanding of the work of the 
company gleaned from the documentation, enabled us to probe Ian's understanding. 
In terms of our performance model, Ian demonstrated some conceptual understanding 
of dilution and homogeneity. He also demonstrated highly developed skills in the use 
of equipment such as balances, pipetting and mixing devices and pH meters all of which 
he uses routinely. He also showed some procedural understanding of, for example, the 
need for using the most appropriate instrument for the task: 
Obviously if you are weighing out milligrams it is best to weigh out 200 than try 
and weigh out 0.2 on a one decimal place balance Because .2 could be 
24g. 
Ian also understands how human error, inherent variation, instrument error, sensitivity, 
and accuracy are involved in his daily work and said he was able to use mathematical 
skills in calculating dilutions, means etc. However Ian demonstrated that he has a 
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limited understanding of the whole process admitting that he does not know what the 
hormone kit is for (although said that he had been told). 
An employee in the quality control department, Kevin, who was working at a higher 
level (quality control supervisor) demonstrates a much better understanding of the 
whole process. 
..you are dealing with actual clinical results which are going to be interpreted to 
find out what is wrong with a person which will eventually influence the 
treatment of that person. 
The work of the quality control department includes ensuring that new batches of key 
components of products perform effectively and give results within strict limits and i f 
not, to indicate likely cause of failure in the event that performance is outside these 
limits. Kevin was also able to express a clear understanding of the concepts relevant to 
his work such as antibodies, buffers, binding and radioactive labelling. He has acquired 
similar skills to Ian in the use of equipment. In terms of procedural understanding, 
Kevin, like Ian expressed an understanding of human error, instrument error, 
sensitivity, accuracy and instrument choice but he also demonstrated an understanding 
of control variables such as time and temperature which are crucial to his work 
Temperature is important. A lot of our stuff is stored at cold temperatures. If an 
assay is running at room temperature you can't take the reagents straight out of 
the fridge and put them into assays the reactions depend on temperature so 
we always have to make sure that the reagents are at the right temperature. 
He also has an understanding of the notion of precision and the importance of 
interpreting graphical output. In terms of mathematical skills, Kevin uses standard 
deviation and the coefficient of variation routinely and understands their significance. 
2.3.2 The company's perceptions of the knowledge and skill used by employees. 
i. Knowledge and skill required in the manufacture of a product: 
In discussion with the senior staff about their perceptions of the scientific 
understanding required in the work of the company as a whole, they referred to facts 
and concepts such as dilution, buffers, pH i.e. traditional science concepts, and 
mathematical knowledge such as standard deviation, covariance etc. On further 
questioning, they also talked about requiring 'common sense1 in their employees by 
which, it transpired, they meant such things as choosing the right instrument for the job 
in order to maximise accuracy or measuring to a meaningful degree of accuracy. They 
did not associate these ideas with science. Perhaps this is not surprising given that this 
understanding is neither taught within science now nor indeed at the time when these 
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employers were themselves being educated either in school or in their university degree 
programmes. 
ii. Knowledge and skill required on the job at two levels of employment 
At the technician level, when Ian was asked i f what he was doing was scientific, he said 
that following procedures was 'pretty much common sense' and that it was 'not exactly 
taxing scientifically'. But in response to the question 'wouldyou say that what you 
are doing involves science?', he responded positively. When asked to be more 
specific, he associated science with 'research and stuff.....sac cells, chemical reactions 
and antibodies'. 
When asked i f his school education was useful to him in his job, Ian's perception was 
Not realty - most of it at school was all biology - plants and things. 
As a prompt, when asked i f he had done anything about calibration or sensitivity, he 
recalled calibration graphs 'mainly in physics'. He is now studying for a HNC 
qualification but again he does not regard his studies as being useful in his everyday 
work. 
Kevin, working at the next level, was also asked i f what he was doing could be 
described as scientific, he said 
/ would say more analytic, it's more routine analytical work rather than actual 
scientific approach. We've got a proposal for a problem and go ahead and 
come up with a hypothesis and test that hypothesis. 
But when questioned further, he explained that although he felt that routine procedures 
were not scientific, he thought that the development of the procedures (in a different 
department): 
would be scientific. For example, you would be testing setting up an experiment 
to determine what is the ideal antibody volume going to be. You have to try a 
number of different volumes and concentrations 
When asked whether what he was doing involved science he referred to 'antibodies, 
analytes, radioimmunoassay'. 
Although Kevin has a background in immunology, in response to the question 'how 
much do you think you use what you learned in school / college in this job?' he replied 
'very little....it was useful but I wouldn 7 say essential'. He believed that training for 
specialist equipment could not be done at university and has to be done on the job. He 
recalled being taught about errors and variability in statistics and biology, but that at 
college: 
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to tell the truth it tended to go in one ear and out the other ....it's just numbers -
you sometimes can't relate those numbers to any practical application 
.... whereas here you can see it. 
When asked about instrument sensitivity and inaccuracy, Kevin could not recall any 
specific teaching about these issues in his formal education. 
3. Discussion 
Our pilot study has highlighted one of the difficulties of finding out what applied 
scientists actually do in the workplace. What emerged clearly and very early on in the 
study was that there was a problem in accessing the type of information we were 
seeking. The difference in approach and language between the employer or employee 
and the researcher was marked. Simply asking an employer or employee what sort of 
science would be useful in this kind of work would have resulted in a list of scientific 
facts and concepts such as dilution, antibody, pH, buffer etc. Hence surveys or 
'ordinary' interviewing are unlikely to succeed beyond this level. 
Our performance model and, in particular, our tentative definition of procedural 
understanding together with detailed analysis of the work of the company (in this 
instance, largely from the documentation) meant that we could then begin to 
communicate effectively and probe the scientific understanding used in the workplace. 
This, in turn, encouraged both employees and employers to make explicit the 
understanding they used, even although they did not recognise it as 'science'. This 
approach resulted in a better description of the requirements for employment in the 
company than would otherwise have been possible. 
Not surprisingly, we found that aspects of conceptual and procedural understanding are 
important in the work of the company as a whole and to varying degrees at the two 
levels of employment studied. Our hypothesis, that procedural understanding is a key 
issue in science-based employment, was confirmed by the pilot study. While a lot of 
the procedural understanding emerging from the detailed analysis of the work of this 
company equates with concepts we had already identified, the results have also led us 
to amend and extend our list of ideas. Our findings showed that both employers and 
employees readily identified the conceptual science element of their work but tended to 
describe procedural understanding in terms of'common sense', 'procedures' or 
'analytical work'. They do not regard it as 'science'. It is interesting to note that 
Kevin, whose job in quality control is largely problem-solving, did not regard this 
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aspect of his work as being scientific. In our terms, his everyday work lies at the heart 
of our model - it is indeed science in action. 
Clearly, however, we cannot generalise from this one company. Sampling a range of 
other industries will allow us to validate our ideas and may result in the addition of 
other concepts to our list. Studying a wide range of industries would also enable us to 
identify which of the concepts underlying procedural understanding are common to all. 
The definition of procedural understanding and the establishment of which aspects of it 
are used to a greater and lesser extent in science-based industry will allow for better 
teaching / training schemes. Currently, science education encourages pupils to carry 
out investigative problem-solving. Through such practice pupils are expected to arrive 
at an understanding of the concepts we have outlined. Our definition provides a 
content for teachers and a means of analysing what their pupils do and do not 
understand. It follows that teachers can then target their teaching appropriately on any 
particular concept with which their students are having difficulty. For example, i f 
students are unsure about repeatability, then activities and exercises can be used to 
develop their understanding of that issue. Such an approach makes learning more 
efficient. 
A better understanding of these ideas is also likely to result in a more efficient 
workforce. At present, in the company studied here, mistakes, which result in financial 
loss due to the waste of costly materials, are attributed to human error or a lack of 
'common sense'. Some of these mistakes suggest a lack of understanding of the 
process as a whole and of the impact of an error in one stage of the process on the 
validity of the final product. I f employees had a better understanding of the ideas 
underpinning procedural understanding, mistakes will still occur but errors should be 
spotted earlier and their significance recognised. After some discussion of these issues, 
senior staff in the company recognised the long-term benefits of such understanding 
and thought that employees with such training would be more likely to be a positive 
asset to the company in terms of diagnosing problems, making constructive suggestions 
etc. From the employee's point of view, such understanding would mean that s/he 
would be likely to find the work more interesting and perhaps gain promotion sooner 
without the need to gain qualifications unrelated to their everyday work which, at the 
moment, are seen as the principal means of progression. 
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The curricula for GNVQ science do include some of the ideas we have identified such 
as specificity or precision. However the criticisms that have been made of GNVQs 
suggest that the competence focus has led to students completing a procedure or a task 
but not gaining the understanding which underpins that performance and without 
which progress with subsequent tasks must surely be slower than might otherwise be. 
We suggest that this fundamental problem is due to a lack of recognition by both 
curriculum developers and teachers of the significance of procedural understanding and 
the notion that it is something that can and, we believe, should be taught. I f we adhere 
to the somewhat narrow 'one-sided' view of science by teaching only one arm of our 
performance model, namely the arm which is traditionally associated with science 
education, then we are in danger of omitting the generic science skills which our pilot 
study suggests are also of considerable significance in science-based employment. 
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APPENDIX 8: CONCEPTS OF EVIDENCE: CURRENT VERSION 
DEFINITION 
The current version that follows was developed in conjunction with Richard Gotland 
Ros Roberts and is displayed on a website: 
(http://www.dur.ac.uk/~dedOwww/evidence_main 1 .htm). 
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A framework for data and evidence 
In any discussion of the place of data and evidence in science or engineering, we must 
avoid the trap o f failing to define terms and, as a consequence, rendering the argument 
unintelligible, We shall therefore begin by defining what we mean by data and 
evidence. 
We take datum to mean the measurement of a parameter e.g. the volume of gas or the 
type of rubber. This does not necessarily mean a single measurement: it may be the 
result of averaging several repeated measurements and these could be quantitative or 
qualitative. 
Data we take to be no more or less than the plural of datum, to state the obvious. 
Evidence, on the other hand, we take as data which have been subjected to some form 
of validation so that it is possible, for instance, to assign a 'weight' to the data when 
coming to an overall judgement. This process of weighting will need to look wider 
than the data itself. It will need to consider, for example, the quality of the experiment 
and the conditions under which it was undertaken, together with its reproducibility by 
other workers in other circumstances and perhaps the practicality of implementing the 
outcomes of the evidence. 
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We begin our definition in the centre of the figure above with the ideas that underpin 
the making of a single measurement and work outwards. This seems a logical way to 
proceed but, please note, that we are not suggesting that this equates with the order of 
understanding necessary for carrying out an experiment or the order in which these 
ideas are best taught. 
Making a single measurement 
To make a single measurement the choice of an instrument which must be suited to the 
value to be measured. Making an appropriate choice is informed by an understanding 
of the basic principles underlying measuring instruments. 
1 Underlying relationships 
All instruments rely on an underlying relationship which converts the variable being 
measured into another that is easily read. For instance, the following (volume, 
temperature and force) are measured by instruments which convert each variable into 
length: 
• a measuring cylinder converts volume to a length of the column of liquid; 
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• a thermometer converts temperature to a change in volume and then to a change in 
length of the mercury thread; 
• a force meter converts a force into the changing length of a spring. 
Other instruments convert the variable to an angle on a curved scale, such as a car 
speedometer. Electronic instruments convert the variable to a voltage. 
Some instruments are not so obviously 'instruments' and may not be recognised as 
such. One example is the use of lichen as an indicator of pollution and another is pH 
paper where chemical change is used as the basis of the 'instrument' and the 
measurement is a colour. Other instruments rely on more complex and less direct 
relationships. 
Topic Understanding that: Examples 
1a Linear 
relationships 
1b Non-linear 
relationships 
1c Complex 
relationships 
..most instruments rely on an underlying A thermometer relies on the relationship 
and preferably linear relationship between between the volume of a liquid and 
two variables. temperature. 
..some 'instruments', of necessity, rely on Moving iron ammeter, pH. 
non-linear relationships. 
. .the relationship may not be The prevalence, or size, of a species of 
straightforward and may be confounded lichen is an indicator of the level of 
by other factors. pollution but other environmental factors 
such as aspect, substrate, or air 
movement can also affect the distribution 
of lichen. 
2 Calibration and error 
All instruments must be calibrated so that the underlying relationship is accurately 
mapped onto the scale. I f the relationship is non-linear, the scale has to be calibrated 
more often to map that non-linearity. All instruments, no matter how well-made, are 
subject to error. Each instrument has finite limits on, for example, its resolution and 
sensitivity. 
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Topic Understanding that: Example 
2a End points 
2b Intervening 
points 
2c Zero errors 
..the instrument must be calibrated at the 
end points of the scale. 
..the instrument must be calibrated at 
points in between to check the linearity of 
the underlying relationship. 
..there can be a systematic shift in scale 
and that instruments should be checked 
regularly. 
A thermometer must be calibrated at zero 
and 100. 
A thermometer must be calibrated at a 
number of Intervening points to check, for 
instance, for non-linearity due to non-
uniform bore of the capillary. 
If the zero has been wrongly calibrated, if 
the instrument itself was not zeroed 
before use or if there is fatigue in the 
mechanical components, a systematic 
error can occur. 
The lower and upper ends of the scale of 
a measuring instrument place limits on 
the lowest and highest values that can be 
measured. It is all too easy to read an 
electronic meter (in particular) without 
realising it is on its end stop. 
..the sensitivity of an instrument is a An electronic voltmeter will give a reading 
measure of the amount of error inherent in which fluctuates slightly, 
the instrument itself. 
2d Overload, ..there is a maximum (full scale 
limiting deflection) and a minimum quantity which 
sensitivity / limit can be measured reliably with a given 
of detection instrument and technique. 
2e Sensitivity* 
2f Resolution and ..the resolution is the smallest division If the instrument can measure to 1 
error 
2g Specificity* 
which can be read easily. The resolution division and the reading is 10 divisions, 
can be expressed as a percentage. the error can be expressed as 10±1 or as 
a percentage error of 10%. 
..an instrument must measure only what it This is of particular significance in biology 
purports to measure. where indirect measurements are used as 
'instruments' e.g. bicarbonate indicator 
used as an indirect measure of respiratory 
activity in woodlice could be affected by 
other acids such as that produced by the 
woodlice during excretion. 
2h Use 
2i Human error 
..there is a prescribed procedure for using 
an instrument which, if not followed, will 
lead to systematic and / or random errors. 
..even when an instrument is chosen and 
used appropriately, human error can 
occur. 
Taking a thermometer out of the liquid to 
read it will lead to systematically low 
readings. More specifically, there is a 
prescribed depth of immersion for some 
thermometers which takes account of the 
expansion of the glass and the mercury 
(or alcohol) which is not in the liquid. 
Scales on measuring instruments can 
easily be misread. 
'Sensitivity and "specificity have a different meaning in medicine in the measurement of disease 
where sensitivity is the true positive rate, that is, the proportion of patients with the disease who are 
correctly 'measured' or identified by the test. Specificity is the proportion of patients without the 
disease who are correctly measured or identified by the test. These two measures describe the 
'measurement efficiency'. 
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3 Reliability and validity of a single measurement 
Triangulation by using more than one of the same instrument or by using another type 
of instrument can increase reliability. 
Topic Understanding that: Example 
3a Reliability ..instruments can be subject to inherent 
inaccuracy so that using different 
instruments can increase reliability. 
Measurement of blood alcohol level can 
be assessed with a breathalyser and 
cross checked with a blood test. 
Temperature can be measured with a 
mercury, alcohol and digital 
thermometers to ensure reliability. 
3b Reliability ..human error in the use of an instrument 
can be overcome by independent, 
random checks. 
Spot checks of measurement techniques 
by co workers are sometimes built into 
routine procedures. 
3c Validity ..measures that rely on complex or 
multiple relationships must ensure that 
they are measuring what they purport to 
measure. 
A complex technique for measuring a 
vitamin may be measuring more than 
one form of the same vitamin. 
Measuring a datum 
Moving from the measuring instrument itself, we now turn to the actual measurement 
of a datum. The measurement of a single datum may be required or it may be as one of 
several data to be measured. A significant element of science in industry is indeed 
about the sophisticated and careful measurement of a single parameter. 
1 The choice of an instrument for measuring a datum 
Of prime importance is choosing the instrument to give the accuracy and precision 
required; a proactive choice rather than a reactive discovery that it wasn't the right 
instrument for the job! 
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Topic Understanding that: Example 
1a Trueness or 
accuracy* 
..trueness is a measure of the extent to 
which repeated readings of the same 
quantity give a mean that is the same as 
the true' mean. 
If the mean of a series of readings of the 
height of an individual pupil is 173 cm 
and her true' height, as measured by a 
clinic's instrument is 173 cm, the 
measuring instrument is true'. 
1b Repeatability ..repeated readings of the same quantity 
with the same instrument never give 
exactly the same answer. 
Weighing yourself on a set of bathroom 
scales in different places on the 
bathroom floor, or standing on a slightly 
different position on the scales, will result 
in slightly differing readings. It is never 
possible to repeat the reading in exactly 
the same way. 
1c Precision ..precision (or imprecision) is a measure 
of the spread of the repeated 
measurements around the mean. 
A precise measurement is one in which 
the readings cluster closely together. In 
the above example a precise set of 
readings might be 175, 175.5,175, 176, 
175.5. A precise measurement need not 
be accurate or true, and vice versa. 
1d Outliers in 
relationships 
..outliers, aberrant or anomalous values 
in data sets should be examined to 
discover possible causes. 
Outliers may be due to gross error and 
for example, in medical laboratory 
practice, may have serious implications 
if not explored. If the source of the error, 
for example, can be explained by poor 
measurement procedures, then the 
outlying measurement can be discarded. 
* Accuracy is a term which is often used rather loosely to indicate the combined effects of precision 
and trueness. But, in some science-based industries the distinction we have defined here is used 
widely so that, for example, the precision and accuracy of a given measurement are quoted routinely. 
2 Sampling a datum 
We shall use the term sampling to mean any sub-set of a 'population1. The 'population' 
might be the population of a species of animal or plant or even the 'population' of 
possible sites where gold might be found. We shall also take the population to mean 
the infinite number of repeated readings that could be taken of any particular 
measurement. 
Topic Understanding that: Example 
2a Sampling 
2b Size of sample 
..one or more measurements comprise a 
sample of all the possible 
measurements that could be made. 
..the greater the number of readings 
taken, the more likely they are to be 
representative of the population. 
The measurement of a single blade of 
grass is a sample of all the blades of 
grass in a field. 
A single measurement of the bounce 
height of a ball is a sample of the infinite 
number of such bounces that could be 
measured. 
As more readings of, for example, the 
height of students in a college are taken, 
the more closely the sample is likely to 
represent the whole college population. 
The more times a single ball is bounced, 
the more the sample is likely to 
represent all possible bounces of that 
ball. 
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3 Statistical treatment of measurements of a datum 
Understanding that the statistical treatment of a datum is concerned with the 
probability that a measurement is within certain limits of the 'true' reading. The 
following are some of the basic statistics associated with a single datum: 
Topic Understanding that: 
3a Range ..the range is a simple description of the distribution defines the 
maximum and minimum values measured. 
3b Mode ..the mode is the value which occurs most often is called the mode. 
3c Median ..the median is the value below and above which there are half the 
measurements. 
3d Mean ..the mean (average) is the sum of all the measurements divided by 
the number of measurements. 
3e Frequency distributions ..a series of readings of the same datum can be represented as a 
frequency distribution by grouping repeated measurements which fall 
within a given range and plotting the frequencies of the grouped 
measurements. 
3f Standard deviation ..the standard deviation is a way of describing the spread of normally 
distributed data. The standard deviation depends on the measuring 
instrument and technique - the more precise these are, the smaller 
the standard deviation of the sample or of repeated measurements. 
3g Standard deviation of the 
mean (standard error) 
..the standard deviation of the mean describes the frequency 
distribution of the means from a series of readings repeated many 
times. The standard deviation of the mean depends on the 
measuring instrument and technique AND on the number of repeats. 
3h Coefficient of variation. ..the coefficient of variation is the standard deviation expressed as a 
percentage of the mean (CV = SD*100/mean). 
3i Confidence limits ..confidence limits indicate the degree of confidence that can be 
placed on the datum. For example, 95% confidence limits mean that 
95% of the measurements in a normal distribution lie within 2 
standard deviations of the mean. 
4 Reliability and validity of a datum 
Any datum must be subject to careful scrutiny to ascertain the extent to which h: 
• is valid: that is, the value of the appropriate variable has been measured. 
• is reliable: for example, has the parameter been sampled so that the datum 
represents the population? 
Only then can the datum be weighed as evidence. Evaluating a datum includes 
evaluating the reliability and validity of the ideas associated with the making of single 
measurements. 
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Topic Understanding that: Example 
4a Reliability ..a datum can only be weighed as 
evidence once the uncertainty 
associated with the instrument and the 
measurement procedures have been 
ascertained. 
..that a measurement must be of, or 
allow a calculation of, the appropriate 
datum. 
The reliability of a measurement of 
blood alcohol level should be assessed 
in terms of the uncertainty associated 
with the breathalyser and in terms of 
how the measurement was taken. 
4b Validity The girth of a tree is not a valid 
indicator of the tree's age. 
Data in investigations - looking for relationships 
An investigation is an attempt to determine the relationship, or lack of one, between the 
independent and dependent variables or between two or more sets of data. 
Investigations take many forms but all have the same underlying structure. 
The design of practical investigations 
What do we need to understand to be able to appraise the design of an investigation in 
terms of validity and reliability? 
/ Variable structure 
Identifying and understanding the basic structure of an investigation in terms of 
variables and their types helps to evaluate the validity of data. 
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Topic Understanding that: Example 
1 a The ..the independent variable is the The type of ball in an investigation to 
compare the bounciness of different 
types of balls; the depth in a pond at 
which light intensity is to be measured. 
1b The dependent ..the dependent variable is the variable In the same investigations as above: the 
1e 
19 
The 
independent 
variable 
..the independent variable is the 
variable for which values are changed 
or selected by the investigator. 
variable 
1c Categoric 
variables 
1d Ordered 
variables 
Continuous 
variables 
1f Discrete 
variables 
Multivariate 
designs 
the value of which is measured for each height to which each type of ball 
and every change in the independent bounces; the light intensity at each of 
variable. the chosen depths in the pond. 
The variable type of metal' has values 
'iron', 'copper' etc. 
..a categoric variable has values which 
are described by labels. Categoric 
variables are also known as nominal 
data. 
..an ordered variable has values which The variable of size e.g.' very small', 
are also descriptions, labels or 'small', 'medium' or 'large' is an ordered 
categories but these categories can be variable. Although the labels can be 
ordered or ranked. Measurement of assigned numbers (e.g. very small=1, 
ordered variables results in ordinal data. small=2 etc) size remains an ordered 
variable. 
..a continuous variable is one which can Weight, length, force, 
have any numerical value and its 
measurement results in interval data. 
..a discrete variable is a special case in The number of discrete layers of roof 
which the values of the variable are 
restricted to integer multiples. 
..a multi-variate investigation is one in 
which there is more than one 
independent variable. 
insulation. 
The effect of the width and the length of 
a model bridge on its strength. The 
effect of temperature and humidity on 
the distribution of gazelles in a 
particular habitat. 
2 Validity, 'fair tests' and controls 
Fair tests and controls aim to isolate the effect of the independent variable on the 
dependent variable. Laboratory-based investigations, at one end of the spectrum, 
involve the investigator changing the independent variable and keeping all the control 
variables constant. This is often termed 'the fair test', just one of a range of valid 
structures. At the other end of the spectrum are 'field studies' where many naturally 
changing variables are measured and correlations sought. For example, an ecologist 
might measure many variables in a habitat over a period of time. Having collected the 
data, correlations might be sought between variables such as day length and emergence 
of a butterfly, using statistical treatments to ensure validity. In between these extremes, 
are many types of valid design which involve different degrees of manipulation and 
control Fundamentally, all these investigations have a similar structure; what differs 
are the strategies to ensure validity. 
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Topic Understanding that: Example 
2a Fair test 
2b Control 
variables in 
the laboratory 
2c Control 
variables in 
field studies 
2d Control group 
experiments 
..a fair test is one in which only the 
independent variable has been allowed 
to affect the dependent variable. 
..other variables can affect the results 
of an investigation unless their effects 
are controlled by keeping them 
constant. 
..some variables cannot be kept 
constant and all that can be done is to 
make sure that they change in the 
same way. 
..control groups are used to ensure 
that any effects observed are due to 
the independent variable(s) and not 
some other unidentified variable. 
A laboratory experiment about the 
effect of temperature on dissolving 
time where only the temperature is 
changed. Everything else is kept 
exactly the same. 
In the above experiment, the mass of 
the chemical, the volume of liquid, the 
stirring technique and the room 
temperature are some of the variables 
that should be controlled. 
In a field study on the effect of 
different fertilisers on germination, the 
weather conditions are not held 
constant but each experimental plot is 
subjected to the same weather 
conditions. 
In a drug trial, patients with the same 
illness are divided into an 
experimental group who are given the 
drug and a control group who are 
given a placebo or no drug. 
3 Choosing values 
The values of the variables need to be chosen carefully. This is possible in the majority 
of investigations prior to the data being collected. In field studies, where data are 
collected from variables that change naturally, some of these concepts can only be 
applied retrospectively. 
Topic Understanding that: Example 
3a 
3b 
The sample ..issues of sample size and representativeness The choice of sample size and the 
apply in the same way as in sampling a datum sampling strategy will affect the validity of 
(see Measuring a datum, 2). 
Relative ..the choice of sensible values for quantities is 
scale necessary if measurements of the dependent 
variable are to be meaningful. 
3c Range . .the range over which the values of the 
independent variable is chosen is important in 
ensuring that any pattern is detected. 
3d Interval ..the choice of interval between values 
determines whether or not the pattern in the 
data can be identified. 
3e Number ..a sufficient number of readings is necessary 
to determine the pattern. 
the findings. 
In differentiating the dissolving times of 
different chemicals, a large quantity of 
chemical in a small quantity of water 
causing saturation will invalidate the 
results. 
An investigation into the effect of 
temperature on the volume of yeast dough 
using a range of 20 - 25°C would show 
little change in volume. 
An investigation into the effect of 
temperature on enzyme activity would not 
show the complete pattern if 20°C intervals 
were chosen. 
The number is determined partly by the 
range and interval issues above but, in 
some cases, for the complete pattern to be 
seen, more readings may be necessary in 
one part of the range than another. This 
applies particularly if the pattern changes, 
for example, in a mass and spring 
extension experiment at the top of the 
range. 
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4 Accuracy and precision 
The design of the investigation must provide data with sufficiently appropriate accuracy 
and precision to answer the question. This consideration should be built into the design 
of the investigation. Different investigations will require different levels of accuracy 
and precision depending on their purpose. 
Topic Understanding that: Example 
4a Determining 
differences 
4b Determining 
patterns 
..there is a level of precision which is 
sufficient to provide data which will 
allow discrimination between two or 
more means. 
..there is a level of precision which is 
required for the trend in a pattern to be 
determined. 
The degree of precision required to 
discriminate between the bounciness of 
a squash ball and a ping pong ball is far 
less than that required to discriminate 
between two ping pong balls. 
Large error bars on the points on a line 
graph may not allow discrimination 
between an upward curve or a straight 
line. 
5 Tables 
Tables can be used to design an experiment in advance of the data collection and, as 
such, contribute towards its validity. In this way, tables can be much more than just a 
way of presenting data, after the data have been collected. 
Topic Understanding that: Example 
5a Tables ..tables can be used as organisers for the 
design of an experiment by preparing the 
table in advance of the whole experiment. 
A table has a conventional format. 
An experiment on the effect of temperature 
on the dissolving time of sodium chloride: 
The independent 
variable 
The dependent 
variable 
i 
Temperature Time 
• (°C) (sec) 
The number of 10 
values chosen 25 
reflects the 
50 interval and 
range 75 
100 
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6 Reliability and validity of the design 
In evaluating the design of an investigation, there are two overarching questions: 
• Will the measurements result in sufficiently reliable data to answer the question? 
• Will the design result in sufficiently valid data to answer the question? 
Evaluating the design of an investigation includes evaluating the reliability and validity 
of the ideas associated with the making of single measurements and with each and 
every datum. 
Topic Understanding that: Example 
6a Reliability of ..the reliability of the design includes a Factors associated with the choice of 
the design consideration of all the ideas associated the measuring instruments to be used 
with the measurement of each and must be considered e.g. the error 
every datum. associated with each measuring 
instrument. 
The sampling of each datum and the 
accuracy and precision of the 
measurements should also be 
considered. 
..the reliability of the design includes a This includes the sample size, the 
consideration of all the ideas associated sampling technique, relative scale, the 
with the measurement of the data. range and interval of the 
measurements, the number of readings, 
and the appropriate accuracy and 
precision of the measurements. 
6b Validity of the ..the validity of the design includes a This includes the choice of measuring 
design consideration of the reliability (as instrument in relation to whether the 
instrument is actually measuring what it 
is supposed to measure. 
above) and the validity of each and 
every datum. 
..the validity of the design includes a 
consideration of the reliability (as 
above) and the validity of the data. 
This includes considering the ideas 
associated with the variable structure 
and the concepts associated with the 
fair test. 
For example, measuring the distance 
travelled by a car at different angles of a 
ramp will not answer a question about 
speed as a function of angle. 
k. 
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Data presentation, patterns and relationships in practical investigations 
Having established that the design of an investigation is reliable and valid, what do we 
need to understand to explore the relationship between one variable and another? 
Another way of thinking about this is to think of the pattern between two variables or 2 
sets of data. What do we need to understand to know that the pattern is valid and 
reliable? The way that data are presented allows patterns to be seen. 
/ Data presentation 
There is a close link between graphical representations and the type of variable they 
represent. 
Topic Understanding that: Example 
1a Tables 
1b Bar charts 
1c Line graphs 
1d Scatter graphs (or 
scatter plots) 
1e Histograms 
1f Box and whisker 
plots 
1g Mufti-variate data 
1h Other forms of 
display 
..a table is a means of reporting and displaying 
data. But a table alone presents limited 
information about the design of an investigation 
e.g. control variables or measurement techniques. 
..bar charts can be used to display data in which 
the independent variable is categoric and the 
dependent variables is continuous. 
..line graphs can be used to display data in which 
both the independent variable and the dependent 
variable are continuous. They allow interpolation 
and extrapolation. 
..can also be used to display data in which both 
the independent variable and the dependent 
variable are continuous. Scatter graphs are often 
used where there is much fluctuation in the data 
because they can allow an association to be 
detected. Widely scattered points can show a 
weak correlation, points clustered around for 
example a line can indicate a relationship. 
..histograms can be used to display data in which 
a continuous independent variable has been 
grouped into ranges and in which the dependent 
variable is continuous. 
Simple patterns such as 
directly proportional or 
inversely proportional 
relationships can be 
shown effectively in a 
table. 
The number of pupils who 
can and cannot roll their 
tongues would be best 
presented on a bar chart. 
The length of a spring 
and the mass applied 
would be best displayed 
in a line graph. 
The dry mass of the 
aerial parts of a plant and 
the dry mass of the roots. 
On a sea shore, the 
distance from the sea 
could be grouped into 
ranges and the number of 
limpets in each range 
plotted in a histogram. 
..the box, in box and whisker plots, represents Box and whisker plots are 
50% of the data limited by the 25 t h and 75 t h often used to compare 
percentile. The central line is the median. The large data sets. 
limits of the "whiskers' may show either the 
extremes of the range or the 2.5% and 97.5% 
values. 
..3D bar charts and line graphs (surfaces) are 
suitable for some forms of multivariate data. 
..data can be transformed for example to Logarithmic 
logarithmic scales so that they meet the criteria for transformation is 
normality which allows the use of parametric commonly used in clinical 
statistics. and laboratory medicine. 
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2 Statistical treatment of measurements of data 
There are a large number of statistical techniques for analysing data which address 
three main questions: 
• Do two groups of data differ from each other? 
• Do data change when repeated on a second occasion? 
• Is there an association between two sets of data? 
Statistics consider the variability of the data and present a result based on probability. 
Each statistical technique has associated criteria depending on, for example, the type of 
data, its distribution, the sample size etc. Some common methods of statistical analysis 
of data are shown below. 
Topic Understanding that: 
2a Differences between 
means 
2b Analysis of variance 
2c Linear and non-linear 
regression 
..a t-test can be used to estimate the probability that two means from 
normally distributed populations, derived from an investigation 
involving a categoric independent variable, are different. If measures 
are repeated with the same or matched pairs, then a paired t-test can 
be used. 
..analysis of variance is a technique which can be used to estimate 
the effects of a number of variables in a multi-variate problem 
involving categoric independent variables. 
..regression can be used to derive the 'line of best fit' for data 
resulting from an investigation involving a continuous independent 
variable. 
2d Non-parametric measures ..when the measurements are not normally distributed, non-
parametric tests, such as the Mann-Whitney U-test, can be used to 
estimate the probability of any differences. 
2e Categoric data ..when the data results from an investigation in which both 
independent and dependent variables are categoric, the analysis of 
the data must use, for instance, a chi squared test. 
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3 Patterns and relationships in data 
Patterns represent the behaviour of variables so that they cannot be treated in isolation 
from the physical system that they represent. Patterns can be seen in tables or graphs 
or can be reported by using the results of appropriate statistical analysis. The 
interpretation of patterns and relationships must respect the limitations of the data: for 
instance, there is a danger of over-generalisation or of implying causality when there 
may be a different, less direct type of association. 
Topic Understanding that: Example 
3a Types of 
relationships 
between 
variables 
3b Interpretation 
of patterns 
..relationships 
• can be linear and directly 
proportional 
• can be linear (y=mx+c) but not 
directly proportional 
• can follow predictable curves 
(y=x2) 
• can be modelled mathematically to 
give approximations to parts of the 
curve 
• can be purely empirical and not be 
represented by any simple 
mathematical relationship 
..there are different types of association 
such as causal, consequential, indirect 
or chance associations. 
..differences or change may or may not 
be significant. 
Hooke's Law. 
The length of a spring and load. 
Height and time for a falling object. 
The terminal velocity of a parachute and 
its surface area. 
In any large multivariate set of data, 
there will be associations, some of 
which will be chance associations. 
Even if x and y are highly correlated, x 
does not necessarily cause y: y may 
cause x or z may cause x and y. 
Changes in students' understanding 
before and after an intervention may not 
be significant and / or may be due to 
other factors. 
Reliability and validity of the data in the whole investigation 
In evaluating the whole investigation, all the foregoing ideas about evidence need to be 
considered in relation to the two overarching questions: 
• Are the data reliable? 
• Are the data valid? 
In addressing these two questions, ideas associated with the making of single 
measurements and with each and every datum in an investigation should be considered. 
The evaluation should also include a consideration of the design of an investigation, 
ideas associated with measurement, with the presentation of the data and with the 
interpretation of patterns and relationships. 
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Data to evidence - comparisons with other data 
So far we have considered the data in a single investigation. In reality, the results of an 
investigation will usually be compared with other data. 
Topic Understanding that: 
1a A series of experiments . .a series of experiments can add to the reliability and validity of evidence 
even if, individually, their precision does not allow much weight to 
be placed on the results of any one experiment alone. 
1 b Secondary Data . .data collected by others is a valuable source of additional evidence, 
provided its value as evidence can be judged. Meta-analyses. 
1 c Triangulation . .triangulation with other methods can strengthen the validity of the 
evidence. 
Societal issues 
Finally, in reality, if we are faced with evidence and we want to arrive at a judgement, 
then other factors will also come into the equation, some of which are listed below. I f 
the evidence is non-existent or evaluated as unreliable and / or invalid, then societal 
issues will be the sole means of arriving at a judgment. 
Topic Understanding that: 
1a Credibility ..consistency with accepted ideas (usually), common sense and personal 
experience may be necessary for the validity of the evidence to be 
accepted. Face validity. 
1b Practicality ..the implications from the evidence are practical and cost effective. For 
example, the side effects of a drug may outweigh its benefits for all 
but seriously ill patients. 
1 c Bias ..evidence from a particular source must be inspected for inherent bias of 
the experimenters. Possible bias may be due to funding sources or 
intellectual rigidity (e.g. cancer and smoking funded by the tobacco 
industry, retention of ideas about an oscillating universe or a flat 
earth). 
1d Power structures ..evidence can be accorded undue weight, or dismissed too lightly, simply by 
virtue of its political significance and the operation of influential 
bodies. 
1e Acceptability ..evidence can be denied or dismissed for what may appear to be illogical 
reasons such as public and political fear of its consequences (e.g. 
BSE, traffic pollution). Prejudice and preconceptions can also 
interfere with the acceptance of the evidence and its consequences. 
1f Status . .the academic or professional status, experience and authority of the 
experimenters may influence the weight which is placed on the 
evidence. 
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